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Chapter 1: Why do I feel responsible?

In 1969 after witnessing inner-city riots on television  I was moved  to

write an article that was published in Engage, a Methodist magazine.  In

part I stated:

"I see a black man on television and he's shouting and I say to

myself,  'Man,  I think I  can feel a little  of what you  feel, and  if you
and I could only sit down and talk, maybe, just maybe, we could

find some common ground, a place to begin, a way to be
reconciled.'  Then I think, 'What would we talk about?'  The
answer that keeps coming back to me is, 'I really don't know, I

really don't know.'

The church is the best qualified institution in our society to bring

different racial and economic groups into meaningful confrontations.  We

have the facilities. Our inner-city personnel are most often from a
middle-class background, which gives them somewhat of an
understanding of both groups.   And we have the purpose. If there was

ever a time when we all need to talk and be reconciled it is now." (p.21)
Houston, Texas  in  1969 was a time when segregation was still  a

fact.  Efforts were being made to desegregate facilities, education,
employment, housing, and access to political power.  Even the Methodist

Church was segregated, both from the standpoint of congregational

access as well as organizationally.
It was a time when institutions guarded their power with secrecy

and suspicion of those they were supposed to serve. Open meetings laws

and freedom of information laws had not yet been enacted.

For   me    1969   was the beginning   of a spiritual and intellectual
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journey that has led me to the present. Along the way I embraced

numerous forms and ideologies. Along the way many changes took place

as a result of people confronting those institutions and by people who

were willing to sacrifice and stand up for what they believed.

About the time that I wrote the Engage article I got a job with my

father's company as a rent collector in a low income neighborhood.  I

went out on Saturday morning and collected the payments, door to door.

When people owe you money they are very willing to tell you their sad

stories particularly when they want to get you to let them delay paying.  I

noticed how different the people were.  They were Anglos, Hispanic and

African American.  Some were very responsible and went to extremes to

pay their payment to buy their little homes.  They kept them neat and

from appearances were good parents.  At the other extreme were people
who moved around a lot, left the house trashed out when they moved and

left owing two months payments. It completely destroyed my
stereotyping of people.  It also challenged my religious convictions.  As a

young college student I felt that I had all the answers, particularly to
religious questions. After all I was blessed, so my family and I must have

done something right.  But that view and other ideas no longer held

validity and  for a number of years  I  questioned  what it was that I  believed
in.

But I hungered for more than reading ideas in books.  I wanted to
really converse with people and get to know them and more particularly,

to have them know me; to know that even though I was Anglo and

affluent I was not a bad person and that I could be trusted.  Thus my

article to Engage. Years passed and I have never forgotten that article

and my desire to connect to people in a more meaningful way.

During those years (about  1970)    when the civil rights movement

was at its height, I helped organize several youth group exchanges
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between the youth of our church and the youth at African American

Methodist churches. There were two separate governing bodies in the

church--one for white churches and one for African American churches.

This made it difficult to develop these exchanges since there was little
communications between the two groups.  When we had made the initial
contacts and procedural agreements for the visits with the pastors of the

African American churches, we went ahead with our plans to do the

exchanges without any fanfare. No press releases, no church board

meetings--we just did it.
I do not know whether it made any difference to the young people

that attended. Several white college sponsors of the African American

youth,   said that some of the things that we did were not appropriate and

that we had made some mistakes, such as getting the young people to talk

about color.   I'm sure they were right.   I suggested that none of us were
really black or white and that using those monikers only made us more

polarized and did not express our full nature as human beings.
To demonstrate my point, we lined the young people up, darkest to

lightest.   Some of the "white" kids were closer in color to the African

American kids and some of the "black" kids were closer in color to the

"whites". Little did I know that African Americans had a hierarchy of

color and that those that were lighter were higher on the social scale.  I

was told that this was embarrassing to the African American youth since

no one talked about this.  I suppose I was stupid and insensitive or about

twenty years ahead  o f my time.

Today the governance of the Methodist church is desegregated.

Our Texas conference has an African American bishop and several

African American District Superintendents. Yet there are those who
would say that Sunday mornings are the most segregated times of the

week.  But the difference today is that people can make the choice of
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where they worship and can collaborate on issues of common concern.

They have a space to have conversations.

Between 1969 and 1986 I was involved in business as a real estate

developer. Family responsibilities included being a husband and father to

two growing and active boys.   In my spare time I busied myself as a
youth counselor at my church.

In    1986   I   returned to graduate school to obtain a degree   in

psychology.  I wanted to do family counseling and found the concept of

systems to be fascinating. This opened a new world to me.  I began to see

the interconnectedness between people and how small changes could

often change the whole system. During that time I discovered social

constructionism and post-modernism.  The idea that people could create

relationships and meaning through conversation  and the telling of stories

and that the role of the counselor was to facilitate this process rather than
imposing the counselors "expertise" to the process took me to the next

level of thinking.

Then in 2000, I discovered The Metropolitan Organization (TMO),

an inner-faith organization that brings congregations, schools,

neighborhood groups, and business and political leaders into relational

spaces to build bridges of understanding and appreciation, develop
leadership, identify common concerns and then develop strategies to
bring about change. Thirty two years of waiting was over.  The
conversation that I had longed for could begin.

I believe that now is a special time in American history when there

is a sense of openness and responsiveness that has not been present in the

past. The situation certainly is not perfect but at least persons are open to
building bridges, even though they may not know how and are afraid of
one another.

Each time I work with TMO through House Meetings or Actions, I
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am afraid; afraid of failure, afraid that I will not know what to say or do,

afraid that I don't know enough.  I become frustrated that people do not

understand the need to build relationships and trust.  I become frustrated

that people turn themselves inward and become selfprotective rather than

embracing new ideas and their brothers and sisters. But mostly I become
frustrated that some people see God as their God alone,  and not
everyone's  God; that they exclude the other because they are different
and don't believe as they do.  I become frustrated when they refuse to be
engaged in the conversation.

But in spite of all that, I go on because I have experienced and

continue to experience my relationship with God that started so long ago

and that continues until today; a relationship that has been fostered by my
experience of others and that is affirmed through tradition, symbols, and

myths.   And each week I celebrate through the rituals of my faith with
others, that unconditional love that was first shown to us through the

birth, life, death and resurrection of Christ. My personal theology has
been greatly influenced by the writings of theologians such as Paul

Tillich, Reinhold Niebuhr, Rudolph Bultmann, Martin Buber and Albert
Camus.    They each emphasize the importance of being engaged with the

world.   In the case of Martin Buber (1922) in "I and Thou", the essence

of the lived life is to experience the I in our relationships with the Thou

and that when we shut off the other or treat the other as an "It", we too
become "Its".  I believe God wants us to be in relationship with one

another, to love one another, and accept one another. Reinhold Neibhur

(1957) in Love and Justice states

"If the spirit of love is to qualify and mitigate the social struggle,

the groups that profess to believe in the efficacy of love and who,

at the same time, have favored positions in society are clearly
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,,under obligation to introduce this Christian element in society.

(P.39).

To do that we have to learn to accept the differences of the other

and through conversations and the shared stories, come to appreciate one

another. That appreciation even extends to those who do not believe in
God.  In my world even that possibility must exist.

i 'v personal vision of the Kingdom is where persons of all faiths and

tra  tions are honored;  that all children will be loved and will have the
opportunities of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness and that our

world will use its resources to ensure that this happens and that persons

will see their vision of the world as a constructed reality that can breathe

and be life giving.  I believe that there is a universal TRUTH but that we
humans fall short ofbeing capable of knowing  what that truth is that it is;
that  it  is  like the scripture  in  1 Corinthians  13  says,  "now  I  know  in part,

but then, face to face the truth shall be revealed".  Even that is a
construction but it is one that I hold dear and it drives me on to bring
people into deeper relationship with others, with God, and with
themselves.
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Chapter 2: Problem Statement and Emerging questions

Problem Statement

As I began writing this portion of the study presentation I realized

that my understanding of the problem had taken numerous twists and
turns. My writing of the problem statement was from the viewpoint of

looking back.   But the story of this study was about change--change in

me, change in my co-researchers and co-participants and those persons
within the community that had been impacted by what we had done.   I
would attempt to show the reader what changes took place in perceptions

of the problem,  as it evolved.

Several thoughts emerged several months into the study.   I
became frustrated with my inability to make the kind of headway I
wanted into the organizational process.  As I reflected on those old notes,
it was as if I was looking for answers in the challenges. Who would
listen to us? Why didn't people in the community see what I saw and just
come to the table with open arms? There were so many voices and it
seemed that none  of them were talking  to one another. Maybe, by writing
down my thoughts and reflections, some answers would bubble up.  Or
maybe, I wrote this to inspire myself.

But frustration was not discouragement.  I believed that we could

make a difference.  TMO (The Metropolitan Organization), an interfaith
group of churches and schools that worked collaboratively in Houston,  on

social justice issues became the vehicle that we used to provide a

framework for the study. Using forms of social constructionist

methodology, TMO  had been successful in other parts of Texas and

Houston in organizing people across religious, ethnic, and economic

lines.
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In spite of setbacks and disappointments, I was unafraid.   Some of
my friends asked me how I could just walk up to a Hispanic church,
where I didn't speak the language or go to a Mosque when I didn't know
anyone, introduce myself and begin a conversation.   To me, it was not a
big deal.  I believed that what I was doing was much more than a study
for my dissertation.  I believed in my own myth...this was what I was
called to do. I had a responsibility to make something good happen.

The Spring Branch/Memorial community of Houston, Texas was a

diverse community separated by geographical, religious, cultural,
economic, and historical factors. This resulted in a community that was
often alienated and isolated between groups, with few shared visions,
expectations and purposes. Myths about different groups within the
community abounded and impeded trust and communications.  That
mistrust extended to religious congregations within the cornmunity, even
though some of them were of the same denomination. The community
was further separated geographically by the I-10 interstate freeway that
runs  east and west. There  were few,  if any, community icons or symbols
that bound the community together (Smith, 2001). What started some

forty or so years ago as a neighborhood rivalry between North and South

of I- 10 in the defined area of Spring Branch/Memorial, had now grown to
an even more segmented, isolated community within communities where

diversity was often seen as a threat to a lifestyle and where a mythical
worldview of the past held fast. There were still many, particularly in
Spring Branch that believed that the community would somehow turn
itself around economically and ethnically and would return to bygone
days.   And many of those living in  the more affluent Memorial area found
little reason to ever travel into Spring Branch.   And for some of those

persons there was a fear attached to that journey which they sought to
avoid at all costs.  As one woman from Memorial said, "I just don't go to
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Spring Branch."

When I began, I believed that this was a north, south problem.  The

rich against the not so rich.  In my eyes the working poor didn't even fit

into the equation.  They were anonymous and invisible.  I believed that

the breakdown in relationships had occurred primarily because of benign

neglect on the part of the community.  I also believed that the

geographical division created by I-10 played a big part in this division.

Since TMO was an interfaith organization, I naively believed that if I

visited with other Anglo churches on the north side of I-10 and explained

what we were doing, we could band together and solve the ills of the

community. Why wouldn't fellow Christians not just be excited to do

this.  But what I found was that the antipathy towards south side churches

was deeply rooted  and that there was little or no desire to build a

relationship. As a south side resident who had lived in my own sheltered

environment, I had little knowledge of the real situation and the history

that existed in this conflict. I did not understand the extent o f my own

isolation. Having worked in a south side church for years and having

lived in the Memorial side of I-10, I thought I had a good grasp of the

community.  It was only as I began to work in the community, trying to

bring people to the table that I came to realize how little I knew and how

little we all knew.

Additionally, the schools and the community organizations within

Spring Branch had been thwarted in their efforts to engage the

undocumented immigrants into the system.   Many of the Anglos who had

been successful in getting undocumented workers rounded up by the INS

in previous years were now unable to get the INS or the police to take

action against the undocumented workers.

Again, I was naive to the extent ofthis problem. The community's

attitude towards undocumented immigrants was at best ambiguous, at
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worst hostile.  Many old time Spring Branch residents embraced an

attitude of denial.  'If we don't admit they're there and  don't do anything

to encourage them to stay here, maybe they'll go away', seemed to be the

attitude of many.   In the schools there were the beginnings of change for

the better. The school district was making progress in getting Hispanic

administrators and bilingual teachers. PTA (Parent Teacher Association)
and CAT (Campus Advisory Team) meetings were now bilingual.  But in
making this headway many of the last Anglo families withdrew their

children from the now predominately Hispanic schools.   It was not just

that there were Hispanic children.  It was that the Anglo parents were

frustrated with having to go to meetings and wait for translations to be

made.   Many of them believed that people living in this country should

make every effort to learn and speak English and this accommodation

was not necessary and only reinforced Hispanics desire to remain out of

the mainstream.  As the project progressed it also became more and more

apparent that there were few spaces available within the community that

persons felt safe to be in conversation with others who were different than

they were.  All of these factors contributed to the sense of frustration,
anger, and ambivalence that existed particularly within the Anglo

community of Spring Branch and that impacted the work of the TMO in
the implementation of relationships and ultimately the successful

completion of this project.

Emerging Questions

The initial question that seemed most relevant in the beginning of

the study was, how can a community made up of diverse groups of

people, including differences in geographic, educational, economic,
religious, and ethnic backgrounds work together with respect and trust of
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the other, in order to create a more civil community?  I realized that my

perception  of what might be construed  as a civil community might not be
what others would see as a civil community.  But I assumed that as we
began to explore the issue, through social construction and appreciative

inquiry techniques the question might be better illuminated.

As the study progressed a number of questions emerged and

evolved that informed the scope, methodology, and assumptions of the

work.   Some of these emerging questions and that evolutionary process is
described as follows:

1.          Do in-group, out-group biases exist between the south side of I-10

and the north side of I-10?

This was an early small study that indicated that the problem was

much too complex to simple be studied and analyzed by statistical

analysis.

2.      Can TMO (The Metropolitan Organization) help provide space for
conversations that will result in more trust, acceptance, empowerment

and a better quality of life for all?   This was a question that emerged as
the study progressed.   I had anticipated that most of the meetings would
be at churches in the Spring Branch neighborhood but since we got little

positive response from them we had to find alternate facilities.

3.         What  role can social construction methodology and appreciative
inquiry have in this process?  I had anticipated and decided from the
beginning that this was going to be a major focus of the study.

4.   What are some of the archetypal symbols that impact this

community?
Even though I knew that archetypal symbols existed in the community, I

did not know how they emerged and what role they played in the
relational aspect of the community.  I believed that I would have to

introduce these archetypes and do education on what symbols and myths
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were.  This was not necessary and would have inhibited the study to do

SO.

5. What emerging myths exist in the community and can they be

deconstructed through social construction and appreciative inquiry to be
more positive?  I believed that many myths existed and I believed that
they could be deconstructed through social construction and appreciative

inquiry. Recognizing the extent and complexity of the existing myths

made me realize that narrative research would be important and hopefully
effective.  It also helped me turn my focus from more traditional

positivist methods of research methodology.

Since myth and archetypal concepts are so important to this study it
is important at this point to consider why symbolic and mythological

language is used. This is normally not the language of social

constructionism. Our tendency, even in social constructionism is to fall
back on rationality and empirical language even though we are talking
about realities being co-created. A dichotomy exists between rational and

non-rational thinking.  For over three centuries western thought and

science has been dominated by rationality (Gergen, 1999). Our modern

minds have difficulty connecting with the non-rational. Paul Feyerabend

(Horgan, 1996) believed that 'scientists create and adhere to scientific

theories for what are ultimately subjective and even irrational

reasons....Feyerabend attacked science because he recognized --and was
horrified by--its power, its potential to stamp out the diversity of human

thought and culture. He objected to scientific certainty for moral and

political, rather than for epistemological reasons' (p.48).

Mythology does not depend on rationality. It embraces our fears,
our prejudices, our erroneous thinking as being a part of our human

experience. Campbell (1988) states that myth is "the experience of li fe."

This is also a function and result of social construction. This loose
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relativistic approach to viewing reality has its pitfalls. As early as the

first century a.d. there was concern by the early Church fathers about

gnosticism.   In the Gnostic Gospel of Truth (Robinson,  1977),  'if one has
knowledge, he gets what belongs to him and draws it to himself.   This

kind of knowledge was purely subjective and non-rational.  It gave
credence to persons having their own personal experience of God, which

was imparted to special persons by God. Church fathers over the next

three centuries fought this form of thought as being heresy. They believed

that there had to be some form of orthodoxy that would both give the

believer a sense of rootedness and certainty about belief.  But in the

process of creating orthodoxy where personal experience was suspect a
new hierarchy of power emerged in the  form of the Church.   This  same

attitude exists today as more and more people both out of the scientific

community and in the scientific community embrace post-modem
thinking at the perceived expense of rationalism and empiricism. Myth

does not need proof.  It is neither true nor is it not true.

"People say that we're all seeking is a meaning for

life.  I  think that what we're seeking is an experience of

being alive, so that our life experiences on the purely

physical plane will have resonance's within our own
innermost being and reality, so that we actually feel the

rapture of being alive. Myths are clues to the spiritual

potentialities ofthe human life." (Campbell, 1988, p.5)
Myth is most often treated by believers as being true.  It may be

couched as scientific, political or philosophical truth. (Gergen   1999)

states,
' Scientists seldom carry out research  for no reason; typically  they

have investments in some vision of the good, some benefit that will
derive from their work'. In other words research even when it is
presented as totally rational and empirical is not value neutral.  At its core
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it is mythical. Again a trait and result of social construction.

By tapping into archetypal symbols we may be able to tap into
common beliefs that can act as catalysts for positive change and mutual

trust and solidarity. But these symbols can also result in myths that are

prejudicial and will result in polarization. Racial, religious and economic

considerations can negatively influence persons in being open and
accepting. These prejudices come from internal core narratives
described by pastoral counselor Andrew Lester (1995) "as the central

interpretive theme that provides an individual or system with an
overarching structure (composed of numerous smaller stories) that
organizes and makes sense out of a particular aspect of the human

condition. Individuals have core narratives that structure their

understandings and values around concepts such as marriage, money, sex,
discipline, work, and so on. Within a person's religious faith there will
be core narratives that explains such concepts as suffering, church, and
prayer"(p.30).  As a part of that core narrative also goes the persons

propensity to turn one's actions either outward to embrace reality or
turning inward to embrace reality in that manner.

Rijsman (1997) views these core stories as being inbedded through
the relationship and interaction with the Alter (any person that the Ego

interacts with that results in the intersubjective construction of meaning)

resulting in objectifying the Other.

But the most compelling argument for using mythological
language is the mystery associated with relational changes. Whether it is
in counseling or in industry or community development with TMO, there

is what philosopher Rudolph Otto (1923) calls a nuministic quality about

the experience; a sacred or mysterious change that leaves one in awe of
the power of conversation to change people.  Even when one rationally
and empirically dissects the event, and others try and copy the process,
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there is an element that cannot be explained, dissected, or identified.  It is

more art than science. The mechanics of art can be taught, but to be an

artist must come from somewhere else.

This nuministic quality sonnetirnes cornes   by   the

facilitator/researcher taking a position of not-knowing (Anderson &

Goolishian, 1990).
'In not-knowing the therapist adopts an interpretive stance

that relies on the continuing analysis of experience as it is
occurring in context. The therapist does not "know" a-priori the

intent of any action, but rather must rely on the explanation made
by the client. By learning, by curiosity, and by taking the client's

story seriously, the therapist joins with the client in a mutual

exploration of the client's understanding and experience.  Thus the
process of interpretation, the struggle to understand in therapy,

becomes collaborative.'

Using the not-knowing approach in group building and watching

symbols and myths emerge in stories and being open to this unfolding

construct, creates a sense of curiosity in the group since there is no pre-
ordained outcome anticipated. Taking the not-knowing approach to

group building shows the participants respect; that their ideas and life

stories are worthy.  But it also is a result of the stories content.  They

most often are archetypal in nature that resonate with the participants in

the group.  Even when the researcher is versed in social construction and

not-knowing techniques there is still a sense of surprise and mystery of

asking one self, 'how did this happen'.  I have had non- TMO people who

are members of groups in Spring Branch that have tried to engage

Hispanics in civic or school affairs and have had very little luck and who

are mystified as to how TMO is able to do what it does.

It may be that the small band of Christians at Pentecost
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experienced some of this numinisity as they embarked on a journey that

was both exciting and frightening, but definitely embraced the unknown.

(See Pentecost chapter).

6. What rituals exist or could be constructed that affirm community
symbols and myths?  This was also something that I considered from the

beginning and that flowed through the course of the study.

7.   How can changes through organization and empowerment be

facilitated?   This too flowed through the course of the study but took a

turn as we began to work more with Hispanic parents in the schools as

opposed to focusing on Anglo congregations in Spring Branch.  We
recognized that only in empowering the Hispanic parents through

organization and training could we get the attention of the Anglo

community and the city government and demand equity and respect.

There are several subset questions that will also be considered.

They are:

8. What makes a TMO leader? Various assumptions and myths exist

on what makes a TMO leader. The organizers of TMO state that TMO

leaders are angry and therefore they make good prospects as leaders.  But

in talking to more affluent volunteers, they state that they are not angry,

but passionate and or compassionate.  So, in some cases these myths
resonate but in others, particularly as it applies to TMO volunteers from

affluent congregations, these myths do not seem to hold true.  The
question of what makes a TMO leader flowed from the beginning the

assumptions that followed that initial question became articulated as the

study progressed.   At the beginning of the study I had little notion to

begin making judgments about what made a TMO leader.

9. What changes take place in TMO leaders as they become more

involved in the process of community development? Do these persons
enter into volunteering and working on relation building with certain
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assumptions that over time because of experiences of working in a

different environment deconstruct those early impressions? This

question emerged from the beginning of the study.
10. Do some volunteers then become disillusioned with the work and

drop out or do they maintain or develop a resiliency that sustains themP

This question emerged later in the study as persons either dropped out or

took less interest in the work.

11.   Is there a motivational difference between affluent TMO leaders

and low SES leaders?  In the beginning I had a kernel of a question about

this but I believe the major genesis of the question came later.

There is the assumption that lower SES TMO leaders become leaders

because of first order issues such as providing food, clothing, and security
for their families and themselves, while more affluent volunteer leaders

are more motivated by altruistic and abstract reasons.  This idea was not

originally considered but emerged as the study unfolded.

12.   What role can archetypal symbols and myths have in recruiting
more leaders and building bridges within the community,  This is one of

the primary considerations and areas of research for this project and was

at the heart of early considerations. In Spring Branch/Memorial many

civic and school organizations have attempted to get disenfranchised and

isolated persons and groups involved in the community democratic

participatory process.  This has most often had poor results. Whether it is

the persons with the power assuming what the others need, or distrust of

one another,  or the belief that the disenfranchised and isolated either

have nothing to bring to the table or their belief that they have no power,

little progress has been made in this community to bridge this gaps.  It

may be that myths concerning one another impedes the possibility of
working together.  It may be that there are no perceived common

interests, that could be identified as archetypal symbols. This concern
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emerged later in the study.   In the beginning I was not even sure of who

would be a participant.  I thought we would interest more middle class

Anglos in the work.

13.     Does my perception of reality as being influenced and controlled

by my ideas of Christian benevolence and social justice resonate and is it

appropriated by others?  As both a researcher and a participant in the

process of community development and organization I bring a certain

mindset with certain expectations and agenda as to outcome and process.

I recognize that my own agenda might impede the process since it
involves my having a certain  set of beliefs and expectations  that  may be

in conflict with others.  But I saw my role as also being an agitator, of

forcing persons our of their comfort zone.   I also recognized that within

the hearts of many there was a desire to make the journey I was proposing

but because of either  fear or the feeling of powerlessness,   they had not

been able to act.   So, I became aware of the tension that existed between

my own values and beliefs with the commensurate desire to bring about

change and the need to listen, encourage, and nurture those to let their

voices be heard. These concerns definitely emerged as the study

progressed.  I did not understand the extent of resistance to being

involved in work for trust and solidarity in the community.
As the project progressed I realized that the interactions between

various groups in the community were much more involved and complex

and did not conform to my prejudices. Groups isolated themselves within

their own comfort zones and attributed certain myths to other groups.  As

an example some within certain ethnic and economic groups seemed

quite conflicted about what the role of the new immigrant should be in

the community.  For many in the immigrant community there was a fear

of authority as well as a fear of their own minority.   Many of these new

immigrants had never been to a large city much less a large United States
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city. For most, who were undereducated, they had never been confronted

by a system that sought out their input. Democracy was a foreign

concept.  As for me, I had been burdened in crafting my problem for

study, by my own mythology.
14.     What role does power play in community development?  How is it

developed and how can it be used? Power was a word that scared me

in the beginning.  I was influenced, as many other middle class persons,

that if you empower the disenfranchised you might lose some of your

advantage. Taxes might go up if the poor get better health care. Control

of the schoolboard might be wrested from the affluent. The system may

no longer accommodate me as it has in the past.  This was a problem that
affected some who were recruited from the affluent Memorial area to be

TMO members.
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Chapter 3: Memorial Drive United Methodist Church Becomes

involved in TMO

Memorial Drive United Methodist Church's involvement with TMO
began in the summer of 2000.  That was when several persons in the

congregation and I began conversations with one of the organizers from
TMO about our possible involvement.  I was immediately excited about
the possibilities since from what was said, it was apparent that TMO used

techniques of conversational narrative similar to those I had learned in

my readings and practice in social construction.   My role as staff person
at Memorial Drive United Methodist, a six thousand member

congregation, put me in the position of advocating for our churches

participation  in TMO.  I was somewhat leery of TMO methodology, since

there seemed to be an element of confrontation in the background of
TMO.  I knew that as conservative as our congregation was, that it would
be difficult to maintain an involvement with TMO i f it were perceived as

a liberal confrontational organization that might be a threat to the interest

or philosophy of some of our congregation. This hesitation was a feeling
that persisted for me for many months and continues to be an issue that
must be addressed with new volunteers.

I  felt that TMO's  Iron  Rule of Never do for others  what they can

dojor themselves resonated with me and I felt that it would resonate with

our congregation.  The Iron Rule is what many conservatives profess as
what they believe to be the answer to personal success in this world.

I soon realized that one of our hardest obstacles to overcome would
be  the need to build relationships instead of being intent on product.    Our
congregation, not unlike much of our culture, is product oriented. During
the organizational period prospective middle class volunteers often said,
"just tell us what you want us to do.  We don't need all this relational
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building... it's too nebulous." This attitude is an expression of Cartesian

anxiety where persons  need a sense of pregiven features and ready made
information (Weick, 1995) to feel secure.  Not to have this security and

grounding makes some people lapse into feelings of idealism, nihilism or
subjectivism, all of which they feel are to be avoided.

Many Christians tend to like quick projects of mercy such as  food

banks and helping the poor at Christmas. But those are not lasting
relationships and only offer short term immediate gratification to the
giver.  Over time, short term acts of mercy, if not combined with

empowerment, can make the poor more dependent and perpetuate a
power dominance by the giver over the receiver (Foucault, 1980). The
66

subject is objectified by a process of division either within himself or
from others" (Foucault, 1984). The giver can feel good about the gift and
yet not be connected to the recipient and the giver can go back home and

feel that something good has been done. In doing so the power of
dependence in the receiver is conditioned for the receiver to accept

his/her role.

In addition to my feeling that relation building within the
community was desirable, our pastor had given as one of his goals, that
we build lasting loving connections with the community. On several

occasions, in conversation with him I felt that we resonated on this issue;
that he wanted to deepen peoples relationships both with God,
congregation members, and the community.  This was all that I needed to

press ahead.

During the summer and fall  of 2000 our congregation began having
House Meetings. We targeted people who were possibly interested in
relation building. The project in our congregation involved about one

hundred fifty people during a six month period.  This was not a very large

percentage o f a congregation of six thousand but we realized that it would
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not ever be a large group because of its philosophy and also because o f its

requirements and commitments to leadership.  In TMO organizing,

leadership means having a constituency or following rather than just

possessing a passion for an issue.

In addition to our church wide house meetings we had numerous

meetings across the city with other congregations. These congregations

were very different than our own, being mostly Hispanic or African
American. These congregations were also from a different SES with a

majority being Roman Catholic.   Most of our members had never been in

their area of town, much less their churches.   This was a real revelation to

most of our people. Even though many of them had spent their lives

working for large international companies such as Exxon, they had never

encountered people that different, nor had they shared their life stories. A

Z, a Memorial Drive UMC, TMO volunteer was asked midway through
the study, how TMO had changed him, stated, "I have seen how people

have been empowered by TMO and how I have been able to build

relationships with people I never would have met, if it were not for
TMO."    M M, a Chapelwood UMC, TMO volunteer, after being asked

the same question responded, "I think I have a greater sense of political
comfort.  I feel more comfortable with our [political] visits now.
Individuals can make a difference." These conversations seemed to

impact our people in very positive ways. They began to see that people

in the community that were different, had many of the same concerns that

they did for their families and they had capabilities to be empowered to

do something for themselves.

TMO was also politically active.  In some ways this was much
more of a hurdle to deal with in our conservative neighborhood than the

possibility that TMO might be too liberal or too confrontational. There

were many in the Church that believed that separation of church and state
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meant that the Church should not be involved in the political arena at all.

M M expressed the sentiments of many upper middle class TMO

volunteers who initially had difficulty with the political aspects of TMO.

In much of the initial work that we did, little emphasis was placed on the

political aspects until we felt that the person had made the needed

transition to accepting this role. This transition usually involved the

affluent volunteers seeing that one of the only ways real change was

going to take place was in working collaboratively with the political

institutions.

There are notable examples on both sides of the philosophical

spectrum where the Church has become involved in a political issue and

it has had negative repercussions both in the community and in the

Church. Whether it be prohibition, censorship, abortion, slavery, war, or

desegregation, the institution of the Church has often suffered at least in

the short run when it has taken political positions on social issues (Book
of Discipline, 2000). There are those who believe that the founding

fathers wanted  to  keep the Church  out of politics  for  fear  that one church

would dominate the religious landscape or be sanctioned by government

as "the state Church". Others contend that the Church should stay away

from controversial issues because it will be divisive within the institution.

As one Memorial Drive UMC member said about the church and

relations to others, "people should do what is common sense."  I

responded by saying, "The Christian faith is not about common sense.

It's about being faithful, and sometimes being faithful is neither popular
or expedient."  "Let the Christian remain in the world, wrote Bonhoffer,

'to  engage in frontal assault on  it, and let him live the life of his secular

calling in order to show himself as a stranger in this world all the more:

The very life of the Christian community is testimony to the fact that the

fashion of this world passes away. (Hessert,  1967)."
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Both of these contentions are correct but for some of us it is
difficult to separate our spiritual/religious self from our secular self.   And

we also believe that the Church is not meant to be protected from conflict,
that Jesus Christ stirred conflict and spoke out against pharisaic law.  And

if the Church does not take stands on issues and work with others in the

faith community to insure family values, then who will speak and be

heard.   Many of our faith traditions embrace social justice as a precept of

our belief system (Book of Discipline, 2000), (Neibhur, 1957),
(Gutierrez, 1973), (Cortez, 1993) and Segundo . Some embrace what has

come to be called "liberation theology" while others take a less
confrontational posture.

All of these writers and practitioners consider the use of power to

be paramount in bringing about change and empowering the

disenfranchised and oppressed. Cortes (1993) states, "relational power
.... involves a personal relationship, subject to subject, developing the

relational self. It involves getting into other people's subject and

allowing them to get into yours--in a word, empathy." (p.299). Foucault

(1980) discusses the importance of power and the way it is appropriated

and the interactions between persons in giving and taking power.
Consideration of the role of power in community building must be

considered in this study as it became quite evident that their was an

imbalance in the power structure in Spring Branch/Memorial that effected

perceptions and myths concerning different groups within the
community.   In the context of this study power will mean the ability to

act. Community building refers to constructing positive relational

interactions between persons resulting in a more trusting and
collaborative community environment. Community building also refers

to the process of interaction whereas community  may also refer to a

geographical area that may or may not be loosely defined.  For this study
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the geographical community is the Spring Branchl Memorial area in

Houston, Texas.

Through conversations and actions people expressed their sense of

isolation and feelings of powerlessness. We often heard persons who
were angry with the system and could point out the culprit/s for their

frustration, but felt they could not or would not take steps to change

things.   Much of their focus was on negative, resistive expressions rather

than on how to bridge differences and embrace some new form of

change. This feeling of isolation and alienation was more openly

expressed by upper middle class persons who tended to opt out of the

system or in some cases to run to a perceived safer environment,

commonly called "white flight".
Often it is the secular culture, represented by PAC's (Political

Action Committees) and other organizations not representative of the

faith community, that are heard. By contrast Spinosa, Flores and Dreyfus

(2001) refers to the term "civic activist" and that "choices are not made

by closeting oneself. Rather, the civic activist makes her most important
choices by engaging with others."  They go on to say that a fundamental

act of citizenship is association with others to bring about change.  They

use MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving) as an example of a group
coming together not just for social action but also to express their shared

pain in loss.  And in telling their unique story they were able to cross-

appropriate their experience to others so that it became the issue of

others, not just those who had lost a loved one to drunk driving.
Also as PAC's "act for the sake of sheer expediency to make a

political change"  they give up cross-appropriation for the sake of

influencing the system. They become estranged and isolated from others

that might have shared in that core experience.

No faith should dominate the political or social landscape, but the
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faith community should be brought to the public arena for the
conversation. Even though the church denominations and representations
may differ on dogma, in TMO the effort is made to cross-appropriate

those archetypal concerns that bind us together.

The  issue  of how involved the Church should be in the political arena will
not go away and is an issue that as we work with TMO will have to be
revisited over and over again.

As we continued to meet, we began to identify leaders that saw the

vision of TMO and relational possibility in community building.  From
our conversations, issues emerged that seemed to resonate with the
congregations in the Spring Branch/Memorial area that we were working

with.

By January 2001 we were involved with four churches in
Memorial (south side of I-10)   as well as being involved with fifty other

churches, schools, and organizations throughout the Houston

metropolitan area.  We had also established a set of agenda that we felt

was representative of the concerns of our congregations (TMO, 2001). At
this point the Spring Branch/Memorial cluster was comprised of four

affluent south side of I-10 churches with less than twenty active persons

involved.

In January of 2001  our TMO metro leadership began to make a
push for a large metro area meeting where our goal was to bring three

thousand people together from all the churches that we represented to an

action.  At this action we would invite elected officials, including the

mayor, council persons, school officials, county officials, congress
persons. The purpose  of this meeting was to  show our solidarity to these

officials as well as to ask them to work with us on our agenda of issues.

As it turned out most areas of town had similar issues. We began a two

pronged approach. First, we continued to have house meeting in member
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congregations to help them know the extent of our reach and to find
additional leaders and to further define the agenda of issues.   At the  same

time we began visiting officials to build better relationships and present

our action agenda that wanted them to work with us for implementation.

Many of these officials knew of TMO and had worked with them in the

past. for others it was their first exposure to TMO.  As we met with these

officials we discussed our agenda and asked them what they saw as being

needed in the community.  We then invited them to our June meeting.  At

follow-up meetings we asked the officials about specific issues and to

what extent they would support us.  We told them that at the meeting we

would specifically ask them whether they would support us and work

with us on our agenda.   We were sure that the question that we asked

them was something that they could agree to.  We did not want to
embarrass them or us before three thousand people. Thousands of hours

went into putting together this meeting and making it happen. Since our

congregation was new to this effort we were a little uncertain about how

it would turn out.

We were able to get over sixty persons from our congregation and

about one hundred fifty people from our Spring Branch/Memorial Cluster

to attend. There were over three thousand persons from Harris and fort

Bend County in attendance. (Houston Chronicle, May 2,2001), (Houston

Chronicle, May 7, 2001), (El Dia, May 7, 2001). The diversity was
amazing both on the dais as well as in the audience. Each political leader

was asked whether he/she would attend a House Meeting to further the

relationship and secondly would they support the TMO agenda which

included issues concerning affordable housing, access to health care, fair
treatment of immigrants, safe drinking water and sanitary sewer services

and education.  And the meeting was so well choreographed that it only

went over time five or ten minutes.  And that was with over forty
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politicians having the opportunity to respond to our questions.   That in

itself was amazing.

In early June of 2001 after having attended the area TMO action

and having met with various other congregations in the community and

having developed an action agenda our Memorial Drive United Methodist

Church steering committee made our final decision to be financially

committed to TMO. We agreed that this commitment would be $5000.
for the remainder of the year and $10,000. for the following year.   We

also began looking at our goals and objectives for our congregations
involvement with TMO. (MDUMC, 2001).  This is what I would call the

beginning ofmy action study.  As a part ofthat planning meeting we used
methods of"appreciative inquiry" to look at:

Appreciating and valuing  the best of"what  is"

Envisioning "what might be"

Dialoguing "what should be"

Innovating "what will be"

I had felt that TMO had a great program but that there was something

missing.  One of those elements was that they had not discovered

"appreciative inquiry". The other problem stemmed from the perception,

at least among our new Memorial area churches, that there were no actual

"projects" going on;   that TMO just had a lot of meetings.   And that when

we had a project it was not clear why we were doing it and where it might

finally lead.   Part of that anxiety was culturally imbedded but part of it
had to do with a real sense of not knowing where we were going and
having a sense of what was going to bind us together. Possible

participants could not see the connection and need to build this myriad of

relationships.  They did not see the need to go and visit the school board

superintendent or the county commissioner or the city council person
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before doing a program in a school. There was a sense that all you had to

do was just get volunteers and go do tutoring or give the teachers at an

under performing school an appreciation tea and that would be adequate.

This attitude was quite puzzling to me since I am quite relational.

As I worked on House meetings and relation building I realized that it
was only when people connected on some symbolic or concrete issue or

concern that they began to bond and be interested in our efforts.  They
wanted concrete projects. These projects might include giving food to the
poor or building a Habitat for Humanity house or tutoring a child in
school.

Concrete projects have several interests for people. First, they are
most often archetypal. They resonate with a persons core. They relate to

those primary issues of birth, death, safety and security, and first order

issues of survival. Second, there is a sense of linearity about projects.

They have a beginning, a middle and an end.  You can measure success

and see the fruits of your labor. And third, with projects you can feel
connected to the other without in fact being connected. With projects,

persons can feel close to the other without actually sharing much of
themselves. Most often persons or organizations begin with an issue, say

drunk driving, and then appropriate and cross-appropriate persons to that

cause. Financial support may be garnered by direct mail advertising.
Other than the blurbs on the advertising piece, articles in the paper, and

television programs, little actual relational work is done with supporters.

Most single issue appeals are made in this way, where persons are

solicited for financial support who may have never been directly touched

by the issue. Finding a common archetypal symbol gives persons a sense

of communal empowerment that may not exist alone. Because of the

disconnectedness of our communities finding these symbols and feeling

connected and a part of community life is difficult.
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Many persons would say that they have no power and that there

was little community trust or working together nor do they see the
possibilities for the future. (Cortez, 1993) stated "because our political

system has failed to address urban decay seriously and effectively, much

of our adult population is convinced that politics is largely irrelevant to

their lives.  And this alienation has impoverished public discourse itself. ,,

(p.295).   This is not just something that exists in the lower SES areas of

town.  It also exists in the sometimes cynical and helpless attitude of

persons living in more affluent neighborhoods and may be one reason
.why many conservatives say, "less government is better government.

The need for relation building does not stem from the need to

complete a specific project. It stems from a need to transform the whole

community and bring as many participants to the table as possible

(McNanee & Gergen, 1999).  From my conversations with people in our
congregation and throughout the community, I had the intuitive feeling

that there was a general lack of trust and helplessness within the
community.  I also felt that one ofthe ways to deal with this was through

relation building and through finding resonate concerns and needs.  It also

involved helping people  see the need to move between the existing

political and economic strata and across neighborhood and cultural

barriers.  I envisioned it like a multi-layered network matrix.  At one level

you have the shakers and movers from various constituencies such as

political officials, institutional appointees, and business and religious
leaders.  At the next level you have the loosely organized rank and file

middle class representing neighborhoods, religious organization and
school teachers and parents,  and then the unempowered persons of color

and low SES. Being able to bring those groups together in Spring

Branch/ Memorial across those real and imaginary lines was a challenge

that those  at the top of this matrix   had not been able to bridge.   This was
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particularly true concerning persons from low SES groups and with
people of color who for whatever reason did not participate in the

process. In several meetings with different groups this frustration became

apparent.  At a Spring Branch Super-neighborhood meeting, a city

sponsored community organization, a young man who was president of a

homeowners association said, "We've tried to get some of the Hispanics

in our neighborhood involved in our civic association, but the only time
they come out is when we have a garage sale or a cookout."  I replied,

"well, maybe you ought to have your meetings when you serve food or

when you have a garage sale." (SBSNE, 2002). Over the years I have

heard the same concern expressed by school administrators who had not

been successful in engaging parents in their children's education.  Over

and over whether it be Spring Branch Superneighborhood meetings or

the schools, there was a perception that Hispanics wouldn't participate in

community activities.  And in Spring Branch, Hispanics represented

approximately sixty percent of the population.
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Chapter 4: The Challenge

There are numerous interconnecting challenges to developing a

community that is trusting of its residents. Even though these challenges

may be presented separately by constituent groups they cannot be
considered separately. In addressing these challenges it soon becomes

apparent that often there are those concerns that are verbalized and those

that may be more basic and primal that are not being openly addressed.

Those must also be ferreted out and addressed.

Why Be Relational?

We live in a world that is product focused.  We tend to measure

success in terms of concrete results. Many churches see success as being

whether they have a building program going on. Communities see

success as what it looks like rather than what goes on there. Businesses

may have high sounding mission statements, but when things are said and

done, it's usually the bottom line that counts.

In the arena of public policy, public housing is a good example of

emphasis on product orientation being a failure (Fitzgerald, 2002), (Wit,
1993) and (Holmes, 2002). Architecturally most of these buildings built
in the 50's and 60's had modernist appeal. They often featured amenities

such as green space and community areas. Looking at the architectural
renderings the projects looked inviting and appealing.  But this modernist

venture was doomed to failure because it did not address the human

spiritual needs of those who would live there. On paper these projects

should have worked. Architects and planners could not create that
intangible feature called "community" that binds people together and

makes them feel like they belong.  As a result many of these ventures
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ended up being incubators for crime and misery.  Some even suffered at
the wreckers balllong before their physical life should have been over.

Viable neighborhoods that were vibrant and alive were considered
by some of these city planners as being blighted and unfit for persons to

live. An example of this  is in Houston where  for over twenty years there

had been a battle waging between city officials and residents of an inner
city neighborhood called Fourth Ward, over whether to tear down and
revitalize the community that had been a home to African American
families since after the civil war. The homes were small and dilapidated
and were considered to be an eye sore to a modernist downtown that
literally cast a shadow on Fourth ward.   But to the residents of Fourth
ward it was a cornmunity, where people had businesses, where they went
to school, buried their dead, worshipped on Sunday and sat on their
porches on hot summer evenings and talked to their neighbors. Whether
it was fantasy by the residents that a true community existed or whether it

was greed by both the residents and developers that prompted the ensuing
fight over condemnation and revitalization, there have been numerous
lawsuits with claims and counter claims over the desirability of leveling
the Fourth Ward community and starting with sparkling new
development that would displace most of the residents of Fourth Ward

(Bryant, 1998).

Spring Branch/Memorial does not have this legacy but the issue of
modernist thinking taking hold might be in their future.  This tops down
approach to community building that was so popular in the 50's and 60's

still holds appeal to many in high places. The attitude of"we know best"
still holds sway. A local developer successfully convinced the local
authorities to implement a TIRZ taxing authority in Spring Branch,
Memorial with little input or opposition to the plan.

At the core of these confrontations  is the question of communities
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being relational.  At a conference in Spring Branch called Long Point
20/20 Visioning Event put on by the City of Houston and the Spring
Branch Super-neighborhoods, over a hundred participants from the
community addressed issues concerning the enhancement of the major
thoroughfare through Spring Branch, Long Point Street. Top Assets of
the community were ranked as were the Shared Community Values.
They included categories such as nature, pleasant look and feel, mobility,
culture, and activities. Strong institutional and civic support were also
sited. These categories were primarily concrete in nature rather than
relational or human.   Even when persons spoke of strong institutions the
reference was not about relationships. This could be because, as a
preface to this exercise, persons watched a slide presentation and were
asked to rank their feelings about the slides. The slides included very

blighted street scenes with sign pollution, broken curbs and grass growing
in the esplanades. These were very much like Long Point.  But in
contrast there were other pictures with much green area, benches, people

on bicycles, trees and uniform and unobtrusive signage. On the surface,
this would seem quite commendable. But compare the responses on the

Long Point 20/20 survey and the responses on the MDUMC TMO Core

Group meeting in May of 2001.  In this meeting, using appreciative
inquiry techniques, answers concerning Valuing the Best of "What is",
answers included community networks, lots of volunteerism, diversity in
neighborhoods, parents care about children. Answers to questions about
Envisioning "What Might Be" included, the community is a trusting
community, the community works together, persons accept those of other
races in the community--accept one another as valuable human beings.

When asked to come up with a TMO Mission statement for the Spring

Branch, Memorial community, the group said:

To constantly improve our human condition by encouraging/mastering
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Community involvement

Community trust

Community interaction

Individual commitment and binding relationships

The Long Point 20/20 responses were much more concrete and less

person centered whereas the responses of the TMO group went beyond

the concrete and embraced person centered principles. Holzman         &
Morss (2000) discuss the challenge of creating an environment where

conversations can be created that are different and invite other voices to
the table thereby presenting beliefs, stories, doubts and hopes in a
different space and context.

Another questions that must be considered is whether a community
is really a community if it does not have common symbols that bind
persons together. What happens to a community and its future when the

parts of the community become fragmented and uncommitted?  What
happens to a community when trust and positive interaction does not
exist? What happens when a communities leaders become frustrated with
the apathy and mistrust and decide to move elsewhere? Is gentrification
the answer? Or can a community through social constructionist
methodology and appreciative inquiry develop a sense of trust and
solidarity within the community? Can diversity be seen as a rich asset

with persons appreciated for what they bring to the table?  Can good
people come together to fight crime and blight without labeling people in

different groups?

It might seem that the latter would be the answer but for many in
our communities building relationships does not seem to produce a

product. Building relationships is difficult to assess as to efficacy.   For
many it seems to be a waste of time.   This is a challenge that must be

addressed.
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I Remember When Attitude

Another community view that must be challenged is the "I
remember when" attitude. It wants to hold on to the way things used to

be.  In SB/M there was the time when the community was primarily

anglo.  It was a time when the SBISD was considered to be the best
school district in the region.  It was a time when there were parades down

Long Point and football stadiums were full of cheering fans from both
sides of I-10.   It was a time when crime was nonexistent.   In the minds of
those living there they were ideal times.

But changes have occurred that make it nearly impossible to return

to those days.  Over the past twenty five years tremendous demographic

changes have taken place in Spring Branch. Anglos make up less than

40% of the population of SB. Memorial has become more affluent and

more isolated during these years.  The gap between the rich and poor in

the community widens yearly. People from Memorial spout myths about

poor schools, crime, and changing ethnicity. There is fear and distrust of
the other. Neighborhoods in Spring Branch struggle to establish an

identity and to keep home values up.  Many hope that because of the

proximity to downtown that SB will soon be gentrified. Others fear that

with gentrification that they will be unwelcome.

US immigration policy is both ineffectual and schizophrenic.
Laws prohibit illegal immigrants from being here or working here, but
there is very little enforcement. Children of undocumented immigrants

were allowed to attend school and there was such a demand for labor to
do low paying jobs, politicians either encouraged non-compliance or
looked the other way. This issue remains in the forefront of community

controversy and division and will have to be addressed.
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No Binding Community Symbol

Houston is the fourth largest city in the United States.  And it has
no zoning.  It has just grown up.  In many ways this is why it has grown

as much as it has. Fewer controls make for a conducive environment for

development.  But it has made it more incumbent on residential

subdivisions to be pro-active in the defense of their neighborhood deed

restrictions. This fracturing of development and community agendas has

left SB/M with no binding community symbol.  This was not always the

case.  Throughout the sixties, seventies and into the eighties this sense of

community was established by the strong allegiance to SBISD.  It was
considered by people in the district to be the finest school district in the

region, ifnot the state. Bond issues were passed with ease and taxes were
high in comparison to other surrounding districts.  It is hard to know why
this perception existed other than Real Estate brokers and the school

district did a good job selling the public on this.   In a sense this attitude

was socially constructed since there was not always good empirical
evidence to prove the case.  It was a time when there were no objective

measures of school performance such as TAAS testing. There was a
general perception that there  was  a high percentage  of young high school

graduates that went onto college, but again there were no hard statistics to

prove this. There may have been a much more sinister reason though for

this perception. SBISD was practically all Anglo and middle to upper

middle class.  In fact, during the sixties there were several community

scares that the federal government might demand SBISD to have forced
busing of African American schools and vice versa to schools in SBISD

and Houston's inner city.   For a number of years, that fear was a binding
symbol that brought people in SBISD together but they were not aware of

the impending explosion in the Hispanic population in SB.  This came
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probably as a result of several periods of over building of apartment units

in Houston during the 70's and 80's (Smith, 2000). Apartment builders

could get easy money and tax laws encouraged overbuilding rather than

considering economic viability. Developers built apartments that often

made little sense. Nice apartment projects often had as high as 60%
vacancies during some of these periods.    Thus the stage was set for these

units to be rented to this new inflow of illegal immigrants. There were

even those who tried  to  stop the building  of new units in  SB and several

older properties that became untenable were torn down.  But this did not
stop the influx and thus began a period of white flight that has persisted

until a few years ago. Whether a binding community symbol could have

made this transition more palatable is not clear.  But the perception
concerning SBISD today is that it is a great school district if your child
goes to a South side school.  But the fact is that SBISD was a Recognized

school district in 2001 and that a significant number of schools on the

North side of I-10 were Recognized schools, in spite of being over 80%

Hispanic.

The resident survey did not indicate an overriding binding symbol
existing in Spring Branch. As stated earlier the closest symbol was

SBISD and interfaith church relationships. Finding binding community
symbols will need to be addressed in order for their to be effective long
term change to take place. At the Long Point 20/20 meeting a handout

was included from an excerpt from a study by the Spring Branch Super

Neighborhoods, conducted by Barton Smith (2001), Professor of
Economics at the University ofHouston which says:

"Finally, Spring Branch needs a community signature, something
that unites the community and helps establish its identity within the
enormity of the Houston area. this could take many forms. One example

might be a redevelopment zone for commercial and public functions,
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perhaps a comprehensive town square within the confines of the
community. Spring Branch doesn't have the 'Lakes of.: as found in

many master-planned communities today.  ...What it lacks is something to
catch our attention and imagination--a go-to place that sets in apart in this

world of competing communities. The development of such a signature
amenity will require the coordinated efforts of the entire community:   the

school district, the business community, and neighborhood organizations.

Out of such an effort could emerge the secret of tipping this well

positioned community into one of the prime areas of Houston's core..

(p.57).

But again the focus is on the icon. Many cities have tried to build
such icons and have met with limited success. Their has to be not just a
pleasant and inviting feel to it but there has to be a unique human element

to it.  There has to be some emotional connection to the icon that is often

difficult to identify.  One of the most interesting enigmas in Houston
shopping areas is The Village.  It is over fifty years old and is adjacent to

Rice University.  It has terrible parking and until a few years ago
consisted mainly of small mom and pop stores. People enjoyed the
ambiance associated with the sometimes funky stores, their owners and
the people who frequented them. It became quite impressive to shop in

the Village.   But as time went by more and more of the shop owners were
pushed out of the Village due to increased rents.  They were replaced

with regional and national chain stores that you could see in hundreds of
shopping centers throughout the country. The center continued to be a
success but for those who remembered it before, it had lost a certain

human element that was unique to the Village. In developing a
community icon, this human element, represented by common

community symbols, myths, and the attendant rituals that reflect positive

relational aspects of community must be appreciated and incorporated
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into such an icon for it to be embraced by the community.
What might be more effectively appropriated for the community is

the providing of space for conversation.  When I went to the Boston area

several years ago I was impressed with the Meeting Houses (churches) in
that part of the country.   It was where the great issues of independence,

slavery, and women's rights were debated.   It was a part of the fabric of
religion. Of course,  as one  of my Congregationalist friends  told me, you

had to be a Congregationalist to attend. But those kinds of spaces do not

exist today.  We do have the Internet and talk radio but they generally do

not provide the same forum for people of diverse backgrounds to meet.
Providing opportunities for diverse groups ofpeople to meet, get to know

one another and then find common ground for working together could be

more effective than having a community icon that has little symbolic

meaning.

I Remember TMO When ....

TMO has been in Houston since  1980.   It has traditionally been  a
Houston east side interfaith organization that has primarily focused on the

issues and concerns of lower SES persons and minorities.  In the few
times it had tried to penetrate the affluent west side of Houston it had met

with resistance because it has been perceived as a liberal organization that
was confrontational and militant. Twenty years ago, one Roman Catholic

church in Spring Branch was almost split apart because of TMO's

presence.  In fact the confrontation between parishioners was so heated, a

fight broke out at a church council meeting. There were even
acquisitions that the organization was Communist.  As a result, the
current priest and older parishioners who still remember the incident still

do not want anything to do with TMO even though TMO has changed a
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great deal over the past twenty years and the churches in the

Memorial/Spring Branch area quite conservative.  But as I have learned

there is often more to the animosity towards TMO.  It is also an animosity

towards south side Memorial churches by north side Spring Branch

church members. In numerous interviews with old time Spring Branch

residents, there is the feeling that south side churches go to Spring Branch

to do missionary work and then go back home to their safety and security.

There is the implication that south side churches intrusion into the
community over the years has encouraged undocumented immigrants by
providing food, clothing and financial assistance. They contend that if
these services were not available that the immigrants wouldn't have come

to the community in the first place.  At a meeting at the Spring Branch

Family Development Center in the far Northeast corner of Spring Branch

I encountered a group of older Anglos that felt that the center, which had

been underwritten by several large congregations on the south side at a
cost of six million dollars, was perpetuating the inflow of undocumented

immigrants and that a suggestion of finding a facility to get day laborers

off the street and provide job training and workers rights education,
would only exacerbate the problem of these men and bring hundreds

more to the community.
In addition to TMO tactics, twenty years ago Spring Branch was in

the middle of a great transition from being all anglo, to emergence of

white flight and the inflow of Hispanics. This particular Catholic church

was in the middle of this transition also.   So it could be that TMO was a
scapegoat for other things that were happening in the community.

Better the Devil I Know, Than the Devil I Don't Know

People are reluctant to change.  They are often more willing to stay
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in oppressive or destructive situations rather than risk change.  As an

example, in Spring Branch large groups of Hispanic undocumented

workers stand on corners waiting for contractors to pick them up to do
day labor. The anglo residents in the area have complained numerous

times in the past about the security problem involved, not to mention it
being a blight on the area.  But when TMO attempted to get the men
indoors and off the street in churches close to these gathering points, the
residents protested vehemently that if you provide a place for them,

hundreds, maybe thousands more would come.

You Don't Look, Act, Think Like I Do

Prejudice is as old as humanity. And Spring Branch/ Memorial is
no different. Myths and preconceptions abound between groups.  Part of
it is just that people don't trust people who are different from their kind.
They tend to focus on those bad examples of the groups they are

prejudiced against and summarily characterize the whole group based on

the worst cases of that group. Breaking down those myths and getting

people to see the other as an individual will be important to our work.
In Spring Branch/Memorial prejudice exists but most often is

subtle and hard to identify.  It may be as simple as a parent on the South

Side of I-10 making a statement to a friend that the SBISD is a good
school system as long as your child goes to a south side school. Granted
north side schools TAAS (a standardized academic achievement test that
all Texas students take in various years of their school career) scores are

10-15% points lower than most south side schools. But students from
the north side can get an excellent education there too.  But what parents

seem to really mean is that they don't want their children going to school
with minority children that are poor. The perception among many south
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side parents is that the schools on the north side are not as safe and that

even schools on the south side that have minority children as students,

have discipline problems.

But this prejudice operates in both directions. Some people on the

north side have much anger and resentment towards south side persons.

In one response to my questionnaire a person stated that people on the

south side and the north side had nothing in common and had never had

anything in common. Additionally, in meetings that I have attended with

north side residents on the hiring hall issue, some of the residents stated

that if we were so concerned about the Hispanic men standing on the

corner, that we (south side residents) should move them to our
neighborhood. They stated that we came to the north side to "do good"

and then at night went back to the safety of our Memorial area.  Also,
there is the perception among some that the SBISD has been controlled

by the south side for many years. Among many long time Spring Branch

residents this resentment runs deep and they will generalize the actions of

a few to the whole.

The same generalizations extends to other groups views of the
other.  At a recent meeting Pitner, Hollister area this was quite apparent.
In addition to the prejudice and generalization of south side residents by

old time north side residents, there was a generalization of Hispanics by

old time north side Anglos, and a generalization of the police by
Hispanics. Getting people to see persons as individuals will be a

challenge and providing a space for community conversations and the

telling of personal stories that incorporate archetypal symbols may be

helpful in this effort.
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Chapter 5: Nature of Narrative Action Research

After doing the field work for my action research project with
TMO  in the Memorial/Spring Branch area of Houston, Texas, and then

attempting to present my findings in a coherent and meaningful way, I
realized that I had a major problem. The traditional APA format (APA,
1992) for dissertations seemed limiting and inappropriate for action

research. In considering this problem social psychologists Bauer and

Gaskell (2000) state

"What is needed is a more holistic view of the process of
social research, to include defining and revising the problem,

conceptualizing it, collecting data, analyzing data and writing
up the results." (p.9).

They go on to say, "the problem with qualitative research is that it

is a 'didactic nightmare'...those who want to become qualitative
researchers, find very little procedural clarity and guidance in the
literature."

I found this little consolation as I proceeded with my writing.  It at

least made me feel that I had not discovered something new or that I just

did not know where to look for the answer.

From the very beginning page of describing the problem, I had

difficulties. Because action research evolves over time, what I started off
with as the problem and the associated assumptions surrounding the

problem, changed. As I referred to my original outline I realized that my

questions concerning the study had been global and unfocused.  I
believed that archetypal symbols and myths had something to do with
what was going on in the community and that some form of social

constructionist methodologies could be used to bridge some of those
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differences and identify symbols and myths that existed in the
coinmunity.  At the beginning of the study I made the assumption that

archetypal symbols would have to be introduced into the conversations by

the researcher.  To my surprise this was not necessary.  I found that

archetypes, by their nature, emerge naturally in narrative conversations.

If I had maintained my original position I possibly would have had to

force the issue (Glaser, 1994).  I would have had to assume which

archetypal symbols were operative within the group and would have been

forced to manipulate the process.

To take an objectivist approach to the research would have also put

me in the role of the expert.   Not only would I help provide the space for

conversations and research but I would be obligated to provide the

agenda and possibly to suggest the solutions. In Memorial/Spring Branch

other administrators, pastors, and community leaders have assumed these

types ofpositions and roles, with little positive effect with those potential

participants that we in TMO wanted to engage.

On the commencement of the study, I had been a resident in the

Memorial/Spring Branch area for forty years and I felt that I had an

intuitive knowledge  of the community.   I concluded that one  of the points

of study would be in-group, out-group (see Appendix H) biases between

residents living in two areas that were divided by and interstate highway,

a natural geographical barrier to the community. This barrier was not just
geographical. The economic differential between the two groups was

immense, with those living on the south side of interstate I-10 having a

much higher median income than those persons living on the north side of

interstate I-10.

I  hoped that these differences between groups could be readily

identified and measured.  I devised a questionnaire that I thought would

measure some in-group, out-group biases (see Appendix D) . To measure
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this in-group, out-group bias I devised questions that generally fell into

the following categories:

School success and comparisons between North and South of I-10.

The role and attitudes towards ethnicity between North and South.

Perceptions of "goodness", safety, and education between North and

South.

Perceived community icons and symbols that created community trust

and solidarity.
At the point where I had collected and analyzed twenty one

responses from South of I-10 and sixteen responses from North of I-10, I
realized that the questionnaire that I had developed about attitude would

be limited in  its use. The questionnaire and it's results were minimally
successful in making the case for in-group, out-group bias, but I quickly
became aware that this way of doing research would, in this case, have

marginal, if not inaccurate results.  What was apparent as the project
progressed, was that my assumptions about the community were limited

and that the community was much more fragmented than I had assumed.

Not only were there vast differences in economics, but there were

differences among racial groups, religious groups and age groups.  Even
within groups such as Hispanics, vast differences in beliefs and

prejudices were noted.

Some of the reasons for this limited use are enumerated as follows:

1. There are numerous grades and nuances to attitudes that are difficult to

measure in quantitative instruments. (Some people are more prejudiced

than others).

2.  There are in-groups within out groups and out-groups within in-

groups.

3. Quantitative instruments have limitations   such as questions either

being too specific or not being specific enough (Bauer & Gaskell, 2000).
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4. Not having enough information about the group or subject to be

studied to develop an adequate instrument.

5. Inability to keep up with individual participants in a quantitative study

where action research interventions are introduced, to see what changes

take place.

6. Written questionnaires often do not really tell people's stories

(Wadsworth, 2002).
7. Survey questionnaires are typically not acted upon (Wadsworth, 2002).
8. "Quantitative studies emphasize the measurement and analysis of

causal

relationships between variables, not processes" (Denzin & Lincoln,

2000).

9. Difficulty in eliminating faking (Anastasi, 1982).
It is probable that some of these concerns could have been

minimized with more initial research.  It is also possible that I could have
used a standardized published instrument that had been normed with
insured validity and reliability (Anastasi, 1982). One problem with this
approach was that many of the desired participants in this study were

Spanish speaking with limited education and limited proficiency in test

taking.
The process of doing the small in-group, out-group questionnaire

study was still valuable. It helped me realize the complexities of the
problem as well as determining, even in this small way, that there were

in-group, out-group biases in the community.
Since I was focusing on narrative action research using grounded

theory strategies, my decision was to spend my time in developing

individual and group relationships within the community through

listening to their stories, through interviews, and group meetings.

"In action research, community or organizational stakeholders
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collaborate with professional researchers in defining the objectives,

constructing the research questions, learning research skills, pooling

knowledge and efforts...to produce positive social change" (Greenwood

and Levin, 2000). Narrative action research uses narratives or stories as a

means of creating relationships, sharing of self, identifying common

archetypal symbols and myths, and in the case of TMO finding leaders

who are angry and impassioned enough to develop power and act.

Grounded theorists develop criteria for analyzing and interpreting
data collected and or observed, to further focus data collection  and to
make further interpretations of that data (Charmaz, 2000). There is a
constant comparison of people, their views, situations and actions.

Persons are compared in terms of time and change in attitude and
circumstance.

Hypothesis may change concerning the problems and possible solutions

as data is observed and interpreted.

The study was not void of quantitative evidence. Demographic
material published by the City of Houston Department of Planning
and Development (Super Neighborhood #10, #85, #86, 1999) (Super

neighborhood #16,2000) & (Houston Chronicle, 2000) were used.
As I began to write my initial drafts I found myself writing the

problem from my proximal view of the present, rather than where I had

begun a year and a half before.   For a time that gave me grief until I
realized that this was an interesting effect of the research.   I saw my own
change and development.  But I felt frustrated as to how to present that

change.

As an example, early on, the decision of who would be participants
in the study became an issue.  I knew that I wanted to have TMO
participants from Spring Branch, Memorial churches as co-researchers

and see how they developed and what their impressions were.  I also
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wanted to see what type ofperson was attracted to TMO work.  What was

their background and what motivated them to be involved? Beyond those

persons, I was unsure about who would be participants in these

community conversations.   This was one of many paths that I traveled

during the study.   Part of the project involved engaging other churches,

schools, and organizations in relationships.  I had originally thought that

traditional Anglo congregations in Spring Branch and Memorial would be

my target participants. After visiting with numerous pastors over a
number of months it became apparent that there was little interest, and in

fact antagonism by some of these pastors toward our project.  This will be
discussed in more detail in a later chapter.  As it turned out we were able

to engage a number of north side Spring Branch Independent School

District principals and parents, apartment managers, and Hispanic
Pentecostal churches. The emergence of the Hispanic Pentecostal

churches in the leadership was quite serendipitous and would not have

been in an original plan of action.

This diffuse and diverse quality of the community and my own
isolation within that community initially made the project more difficult
but after I freed myself from the need to follow positivist methodologies,

and moved towards grounded theory strategies (Charmaz, 2000), I found
that the community was much more diverse than I had initially thought,

which reinforced my belief that if trust and solidarity were to be

achieved, there had to be some common bridge that could bring people

together. Even though I was aware of emerging archetypes and even

identified them in the early write-ups, I avoided doing coding until after

most of the interviews and meetings were done in order to avoid

"forcing" or preconceptions (Glaser, 1995).
Similarly, I noted as the project progressed that I didn't have

enough information to develop an adequate problem statement and
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hypothesis.  I had assumed that, if given a chance, persons living in
Spring Branch would embrace my ideas and the ideas of TMO.   I was

surprised when I found that people had deep seated prejudices and that

those would not be easily changed.  I also realized that people would need

other motivations to change than just my own sense of Christian

benevolence.

The methodologies used were also inconsistent with positivist

methodologies. Narratives in the form of focus groups, interviews, and

written inquiries were used.  The use of multiple mostly open ended

meetings, interviews, and focus groups emphasizing narratives assisted in

following persons or groups thought processes, rather than boxing them

into a certain pattern of presentation. Charmaz (2000) states. Theory

remains embedded in the narrative, in its many stories. The theory

becomes more accessible but less identifiable as theory." (p.527)  With
grounded theory the task of the researcher is to understand what is

happening and how the participants manage their roles (Dick, 2002).
Themes and motifs emerge into categories and properties through coding

ofthe interviews (Glaser, 1994), (Dick, 2002).

Another important issue of presentation, was the rendering of the

Results section and the Discussion section. Since my Narrative Action

Research evolved and since I, as researcher, am in the role of reflexive

practitioner, my growth and change is a part of the results.  It is
important to see how that change evolves.  That is most difficult to
present in traditional APA format.  I decided to place the narrative results

in regular print and the reflection and discussion of portions of the

narrative in bold print.  That way the reader can follow the evolution of

both the study in terms of its linearity but also from my viewpoint and the

viewpoints of other practitioners that were interviewed.

By engaging others in their stories, meaning is constructed with
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those stories viewed as sacred.

"This sacred epistemology is political, presuming a feminist,
communitarian moral ethic stressing the values of empowerment,
shared governance, care, solidarity, love, community, covenant,
morally involved observers, and civic transformation" (Denzin &

Lincoln, 2000). (p. 1052).

That sacredness, that connectedness to the other became an

overriding benefit to the research I attribute to narrative action research.  I

doubt that I would have benefited as I did, if I had not approached the
research as a reflexive practitioner. Schon (1973) contends that society

and all of its institutions are always in the process of transformation.   We

must learn to guide and influence these transformations. We approach

this process with preconceived strategies that have been practiced in the

past.   If they succeed we take that success as affirmation of what we did.
If they do not succeed we may use our internal mental maps to develop

another strategy "that will address and work within the governing

variables."  Or we may scrutinize the governing variables themselves.

Pastoral counselor Andrew Lester (1995) quotes Stephen Crites by
saying,

"  'the formal quality of experience through time is inherently

narrative.'     As we humans encounter the world, we organize  and

make sense out of our experience by means ofnarration.  Each new

sensation, stimulus, and interpersonal transaction is shaped by our

mental processes into a story." (p.28).
The reflective nature of narrative action research make the

presentation of the material difficult from traditional methods.  The

researcher may go down numerous paths during the study.   Many of those

paths will be fruitful in gaining an understanding of what is taking place
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and what is being learned. The process of being involved in doing and
relating that story is part of the study.  Not just learning about

methodology but what those of us as participants learned about

leadership, one another, politics, our faith, and community. Philosopher
Donald Schon (1973) also states that learning is not just individual.   It is

also social.

"A social system learns whenever it acquires new capacity for

behavior, and learning may take  the  form of undirected interaction

between systems...government as a learning system carries with it

the idea ofpublic learning, a special way of acquiring new capacity
for behavior in which government learns for the society as a

whole."

Social activist Ernesto Cortez (1994) reflects on political action by

groups such as TMO as learning and doing and being both intentional and

reflective. He further concludes that there is a dissolution within

communities due to a feeling of impotence and the failure of the system

to  deal  with the issue  of the marginalized  in our midst. He states,

"To reverse the current dissolution of community, we need to

rebuild social capital, to reinvest in the institutions that enable

people to learn, to develop leadership, and to build relationships to

become, in Jeffersons's phrase, 'participators in the affairs of

government.'     What IAF (Industrial Areas Foundation) has found

is that when people learn through politics to work with each other,

supporting one another' s projects, a trust emerges  that goes beyond
the barriers of race, ethnicity, income, and geography: we have

found that we can rebuild community by reconstructing

democracy." (p.305).
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As a result of this effort, government learns that persons can exert

power responsibly and that government has to be accountable to the

public. The system then learns that it must accommodate those who they

serve.

This also creates a dichotomy concerning geographic boundaries.

In the beginning of the study I envisioned the project to encompass the

area bounded by the Spring Branch school district.  This was done

because demographic material was readily available for that geographic

area.  But as the project progressed I realized that the boundaries

originally set were both too large and too small.  They were too large

because the area was entirely too large to effectively study the diversity

of ideas and people within the community and it was too small because of

the interdependency of so many factors including relationships with

governmental officials both local and statewide, relationships with
various businesses and religious organizations within the larger
community, and TMO's relationship with the state organization Industrial

Areas Foundation (IAF). The issues identified in the Pitner, Hollister St.

community, that were finally chosen as the laboratory for the study, could

not have been adequately addressed with the resources available within

their own confined geography.  The net had to be cast far beyond those

narrowly defined boundaries.

We next look in more detail at the role that narrative played in the

study and how that effects the form material is presented. Epston &

White (2002), state that "narrative implies listening to and telling or
retelling stories about people and the problems in their lives." Narrative

inquiry according to action researchers (Connelly & Clandinin) 1988,
"allows us to explore our personal histories in an effort to

understand how who we are impacts on what we value and what

we do. The 'evidence' consists of narrative accounts of significant
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moments in our past which helps us understand our values and

provides insight into current decision-making. There may be
elements of documentary evidence, but on the whole the evidence

consists of the narrative reconstruction of incidents which we

believe to be important for understanding who we are." (p.2).
As has previously been noted narrative was used in "house

meetings", a relation building method used by TMO.  But in addition I

used narrative from the prospective of the researcher and co-researchers

to chronicle and analyze changes within the leadership core.  In this

realm, the emphasis was on personal reflection and narrative.  What did

we come to the study with, what did we experience, what did we learn?

These stories create a sense of reality with complexities of life,

disenchantment, fragmentation and alienation expressed while at the

same time, trying to make sense of these factors (Ellis & Bochner, 2000).

Another form ofnarrative that emerged was a community narrative

of persons of different backgrounds, coming together, bridging
differences and learning to work together. These narratives will be

addressed more fully in subsequent chapters and are a major function of

the social constructionist paradigm.

At the most abstract level is the meta-narrative.  As this form of

narrative emerged the implications of the archetypal came into focus.

The relevance to the human community became evident and even though

might not be replicated in the exact form, pointed to the possibility of
persons of diverse backgrounds working together for common concerns

and goals. It showed that we have common concerns, that we all feel,
and that we all have something to bring to the table. It might even be said

that this narrative implies the way that human interaction should be.

Narrative action research is not without its shortcomings or its
critics.   As a branch of qualitative research it must bear some of the same
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criticism. Among these criticism is that qualitative research does not
66

emphasize the measurement and analysis ofcausal relationships between

variables, not processes" (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Quantitative
researchers contend that their work is done in a value-free framework.

Quantitative research is traditional empirical research and therefore has a

huge academic following. Positivist's and postpositivist's often see
postmodernism as an attack on reason and truth. The political
ramifications within academia of this difference is formidable. Bauer &
Gaskell (2000) contend that quantitative research has set the standard for

study and methodological training in many universities, so that the term
'methodology' has come to mean 'statistics' in many fields of social

science.    Also, in the field ofboth business and psychology quantitative
social research has been widely used.  And even though psychotherapy

has branched into numerous theories and methodologies, quantitative
testing of subjects continue to be a powerful form of assessment,
diagnosis and use in treatment (Anastasi, 1982).

Thus we can see why the APA format for research has not been
supplanted.  It is both a political as well as a functional issue.  The APA

format is good for what it was constructed and many fine qualitative
research reports follow that form.   But by the nature of qualitative action

research, other forms must be embraced since the research is so varied

and researchers find themselves seeking alternative methods of
presenting and evaluating their work (Bava, 2002).
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Chapter 6: The Nature of My Research

Having concluded that traditional methods of presentation of

findings to be inadequate and deciding to present those findings in what I

considered a more congruent format for social constructionist

methodologies and epistemology, we now move to a discussion of the

nature o f my research and  some  of the theoretical decisions  that went into

research design and methodology.

Narrative Action research for this study was the Spring

Branch/Memorial area in west Houston, Texas. The perimeter
boundaries follow the boundaries of the Spring Branch Independent

School District (SBISD).   It is an area of the city that is very diverse with

the richest zip code in Harris County, as well as being the location that

houses some of Houston's poorer residents (Super Neighborhood #

10,16,80,85).

Boundaries and Scope of the Study: Geographical, Relational, and
Interconnectedness of Praxis and Theory

One of the initial considerations for the project was to determine

the geographical boundaries to be considered. The boundaries of the

Spring Branch ISD in Houston, Texas were generally used since this was

a relatively easy area to identify demographically. Later as the project

progressed the area around the Panda Path Early Childhood Development

Center, located on Pitner street and roughly identified in the study as the

Hollister, Pitner area was isolated as a more heterogeneous community
for the study.  This was an area that was represented by a large Hispanic

undocumented immigrant population that lived in apartments, a lower

middle income single family neighborhood to the south of the apartments
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that consisted of a large number of Hispanics as well as Anglos, and an

area to the west that consisted mainly of middle income Anglo families

living in single family residences.  This area represented a diverse

mixture of community stakeholders.

Even though the geographical and demographic components of

determining the boundaries and scope of the study were important, the
relational boundaries of the study were possibly more important.   One of

the primary objectives of the study was  to  see if and how individuals and

groups of persons could bridge differences and work together for
community solidarity based upon trust and respect. It became important

to find those constituent groups within the community, and see which

ones needed to be in the conversation and which groups could be engaged

in the conversation. As McNamee and Gergen (1999) reflect on the

interconnectedness of systems, "Systems are fields within fields, and any

identification of a system is but a temporary index to be abandoned as

one grasps the higher order of which it is a part" (p. 16).    This was the

case with this study.  As the study progressed the interconnectedness in

and between groups, even outside of the perimeters of the study, became

apparent even though there might not be direct contact between these

different groups.

TMO members from south of I-10 were key in developing

organization and leadership in this project. However, much of the
concrete work was focused on Spring Branch, rather than the Memorial

area. And without the leadership and involvement of principals, church

people, political officials, and residents of Spring Branch, no changes and

very little relation building would have occurred.

Demographic Information
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Much demographic data for this study area was readily available

through Spring Branch ISD, the City of Houston, and through a study by

Barton Smith, Professor of Economics and the University of Houston.

Additionally, since I had been a resident of the area for over thirty-eight

years, I was knowledgeable about the area.

The study area is split almost down the middle by Interstate

Highway 10 (I-10). This natural boundary has long been more than a

physical boundary but also represented a social and philosophical

boundary. The neighborhoods to the north of I-10 are comprised of less
than 50% Anglos with the vast majority of non-whites being Hispanic,

whereas over 70% of the persons on the south side of I-10 are Anglo.

The primary inflow of people into Spring Branch has been a net increase

in residents of 68,190 since  1960 with 56,974 of those being Hispanics,

many of them being undocumented immigrants.   This was not a straight
line increase in population growth but involved a turnover due to white

flight starting in the 1980's. (Super Neighborhood #10,16,80,85) These

new immigrants have normally been less educated and poorer with over
50% to 60% of Spring Branch residents have a high school diploma or

less and 15% to 20% of households making $15,000. or less (Super

neighborhood #10,#80,#85,2000). Smith (2001) states, "It would be a

serious mistake to treat the Spring Branch area as homogenous aggregate

that everywhere faces the same challenges and same potentialities. There

are areas of Spring Branch where the average age of the housing stock is

more  than 50 years  old and other areas where  it is  less  than 10 years  old.

There are areas dominated by low income households, large percentages

of which are below the poverty level, and other areas where households

would be classified as upper-middle income." (Smith 2001, p.2)

Spring Branch (North of I-10) --A Short History of its Transition
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From  the late 1950's  to the 1980's Spring Branch  was a largely
homogeneous bedroom community in west Houston. Along with single
family dwellings there were large numbers of apartment projects built to
satiate the ever burgeoning population of young people. In addition to
smaller one and two bedroom units there were also large three and four
bedroom units to attract families with children, who would go to the

highly desirable Spring Branch Independent School District. There were

several boom and bust periods in the Houston apartment market, the last
and most devastating being in the 1980's. During these periods lenders

foreclosed on thousands of units and were forced to manage projects until
they could be resold.  As time went on, the projects deteriorated,
vacancies were high and tenancy began to deteriorate. Cheap housing,

with large units close to downtown, attracted the new influx of Hispanics
that migrated to Houston.  At the same time Anglos began to either buy
homes or move elsewhere to get away from the deteriorating
neighborhoods.

Since the 1990's, due to the new tax laws that did not reward

owners for losing money on projects, there is a new equilibrium in the

apartment market. Occupancies are high and projects are being kept in
better condition. New single family housing in the over $200,000. range

is making Spring Branch appear to be an emerging gentrified

neighborhood. (Smith, 2001)

Memorial (South of I-10)--Unending Prosperity

For over forty years the Memorial  area of Houston had been one  of

the most prosperous areas  of  the  city.     In   1997  46%  of the Memorial
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households had income  of over $75,000.  per year whereas  the rest  of the

city had only  15% of households with annual incomes of over $75,000.
Spring Branch more closely tracked the rest of the city in household

income  with only about 15% having over $75,000. in annual income.

With the exception of the far west end of Memorial, there were few
apartments, which some persons claim was a probable cause of the
deterioration and the introduction of lower income families into the

housing stock in Spring Branch (Super Neighborhood #16, 2000).  The

large inflow of Hispanics into Spring Branch caused great consternation

in the community particularly with old Spring Branch residents
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Table 1- Spring Branch, Memorial Statistical Information

Statistics are summarizcd from Superneighborhood -eports #10,16,80,85
Year 1997 Super Super Super Super    I

East Central West Memorial  
Neighborhood Neighborhood Neighborhood Neighborhood 1

Total Population_ 21781 24611 29203 43821

Age of population
Under 5 years 10% 9% 9% 6%

5-17 years 21% 21% 22% 19%
18-64 years 60% 62% 62% 66%
65 and over 8% 8% 7% 9%

Ethnicity
71%Non-Hispanic 26% 34% 39%

whites
Non-Hispanic 10% 9% 7% 4%

blacks
Hispanics 59% 50% 40% 14%

Non-Hispanic 5% 6% 4% 6%
Asians

Non-Hispanic 1% <1% 10% 5%
others

Household
income

Under $15,000.
 

21% 18% 15% 7% -  1
$15,000-$25,000 19% 18% 17% 7%          '

$25,000-$35,000
| 15% 14% 14%

i
9%

I $35,000.$50,000 17% 18% 19% | 13%

An early step in the project was the development of a questionnaire

to administer to area residents to see if there was an overriding icon or

institution that tended to bring people together as community.  In this

questionnaire, the Spring Branch ISD was the institution identified as

showing the greatest potential for creating conununity solidarity.  With
scores   on a scale   of   1 -10   with   1   being the lowest   and 10 being  most

important, indicated respondents SBISD had an average score 7.6 for the

South Side and 7.1 for the North side came in a close second and seemed

to be the most widely accepted as creating community trust and

solidarity. The survey was only administered to Anglos and was a small
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sample. Also mentioned with a high degree of importance were interfaith

groups. Interfaith groups in the community have impacted the

community in very positive ways.   Some of these are the Memorial Area
Ministries which runs a resale shop and gives direct assistance to the
needy, the Spring Branch Homeless initiative, which works with
homeless families to help get them on their feet and viable and the Spring

Branch Family Development Center which was a joint effort of several

churches in the Memorial area and continued to be an important force in
ministering to the needs of persons in the community. (see Results and

Discussion for more complete explanation of questionnaire ) (Appendix

D)

Most churches were also segregated. Most Anglo churches did

not make attempts to include Hispanics in their congregations.  With one

exception, in the few churches that have large Hispanic and Anglo
congregations there is very little interaction (Pipes, 2000).  It's as iftwo
separate congregations co-existed under the same roof.  Only one church

surveyed had been able to somewhat integrate the two congregations.

There were numerous small Hispanic churches, most of which were
either Evangelical or Pentecostal, that have sprung up over the past ten

years.   They were becoming more of a force in the community as they

grew and their congregations become more stable and affluent.

I-10 acts as a barrier to community development and for at least

forty years there had been a degree of animosity between the two sides of

the freeway. The reasons were varied. Because of the economic

diversity, particularly the diversity that had occurred with the incursion of
Asians and Hispanics, many old time Spring Branch residents felt more

alienated from their community than ever before those rank economic

changes occurred. There was a sense that the south side controls the
political institutions, particularly the schools. Responses to the
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questionnaire and subsequent interviews with north of I-10 Anglo
residents reflected this bias.

Approximately 5-6% of the community was Asian, primarily
Korean. But again there was not much interaction between the Asian and

non-Asian community. Many Koreans felt rebuffed by prejudice and

perceived heavy handedness in community affairs by Anglo residents.

Even though there was a Mosque located in the western end of Spring
Branch the Muslim community was yet to be a factor in the political and

economic  life  of the cornmunity. However, since September  11,  2001

there had been an effort on the part of both the Christian community and

Muslim community to develop relationships and dialogue. The Mosque
has had numerous open houses for the community and the MDUMC

congregation has had meetings and discussions with members of their

congregation. The Muslim community was making a real effort to be a

part of the community while still maintaining their traditions and beliefs

intact.

This fracturing within the community and its great diversity

presented many challenges in deciding what type of research to do, and
how to do it.   Some form of the social constructionist paradigm seemed

logical, but with few spaces available for conversations and with limited
shared activity and less cohesive social relations, barriers existed that

made relational activity difficult (Shaw, 2002).

Spring Branch, Memorial-Current Economic, Social and Relational
Trends

According to Smith (2001), Spring Branch is poised to "tip"
towards gentrification as other parts of Houston have done in the past.

Smith also clarified this by saying that community vigilance and
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involvement would greatly influence this change. He pointed to Spring

Branch's proximity to downtown and movement ofthe center of Houston

to the area just east of Spring Branch. Another factor that Smith

considered important to this revitalization was the Beltway 8 tollway on

the western boundary of Spring Branch that was having a construction

boom in light industrial and distribution facilities.

The complexities of the community and the goals of the study

influenced the type ofresearch that was used. Three types ofresearch are

considered here.  They are qualitative research, action research, and

narrative research. These three types of research are both conceptual in

nature and point towards methodologies.

Qualitative research focuses on qualities of entities rather than

experimentally examined or measured means of study. These qualities

are often much more subjective and difficult to measure experimentally.

Even when attitudinal surveys are taken that supposedly measure a

feeling, it is difficult to objectively determine whether the respondents

share the same understanding of a norm.  As a set of interpretive activities

qualitative research does not acknowledge one methodology over another

(Denizin & Lincoln, 2000). Constant tensions and contradictions existed

as the study was conceived and throughout the project. My early

attempts at producing a meaningful questionnaire that might shed light on
empirical trends were interesting in that they gave me a place of

beginning but only pointed up the need for more intensive one on one and

focus group meetings. Grading these responses for nuance and content

would have been difficult with a traditional empirical study. Allowing
persons to respond with the breadth of their concern enabled the

researcher to gain a better understanding of the extent of the problems.

Following is a reaction to the question in the survey questionnaire

concerning what people south and north of I-10 are like. The question
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allows the respondent the latitude to go beyond prescribed boundaries

with the answer. This answer is from a person living on the north side but

is much less strident and cynical than others.

A north side resident describes north side residents.

"People on the north side of Katy Freeway include many groups of
people. From an ethnicity point of view the population includes a

large Anglo and Hispanic population with smaller groups of Asian

residents including Korean, Indians, Vietnamese and several

smaller groups. The schools are 50-70% economically

disadvantaged children, however SBISD still does an excellent job
of offering educational assistance to all people. Several of the

schools on the north continue to reach Exemplary ratings even with
their challenges.

The north side is primarily middle income with several

pockets of low income and a few high income areas. Because

most of the SBISD area north of I-10 is in the city of Houston the

residents have natural opportunities to work with each other. Since

Houston has no zoning, these similar opportunities have evolved

into a number of strong neighborhood associations. Recently the
direction has come from the three organized City of Houston Super

Neighborhoods and the Spring Branch Revitalization Association

(SBRA).
Politically, even though the area votes heavily Republican

(usually though of as pro-business and pro-pollution), the residents

care about their community and want a clean neighborhood, nice

trees, in other words, pro-environmental. Annual street cleanups

and street median improvement projects have occurred regularly
throughout Spring Branch by the residents with their own funds.
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A lot of the residents Republican/Democrat, Anglo/Korean have

been trying to work together with or without governmental funds to

improve their neighborhood. The recently organized Spring

Shadows Neighbor Assistance Program was set up to help residents

of Spring Branch having trouble keeping up their homes is an
example  of neighbors working  to make things happen.

One large failure of the northern SBISD residents is the
ability to include their Hispanic neighbors in community clean-up

projects or nearly any type of organization. The large group of day

laborers is a concern to many residents. However not everyone

wants to help these residents as some would like to just see them

go away (even though the laborers live in the community too).
As the center of Houston shifts further to the west, the north

side of the Katy Freeway is evolving into Houston's melting pot.
A wonderful place to live with a lot ofopportunities for the future."

However, another north side resident had these comments to make

about the issues between north and south of I-10.
66Homogeneous and inclusive of their own. Elitist.

Controlling of local policies. SBISD is bought and paid for by the
south side.  Thus two districts exist in reality. Decisions  on

configuration of I-10 expansion are based on south side
concerns. Gessner expansion will have far different look on
north vs. south side of I-10. Overriding attitude of south side is

one of superiority to north side, even where good works are

undertaken, it is with a sense of foreign missions - helping the

unclean. There is no sense of community between north   and

south, over the years the gulfhas grown steadily wider.

Ethnicity is blamed.  I don't agree. There are ethnic
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individuals on the south side, however because of their economic

condition they are "homogenized". Economics is the difference.  If

you cannot keep up - you do not belong. No apartments, no

industry.  Send us your maids - now go back home. You speak of
the I-10 corridor as a community. It is not, nor has it ever been. I

grew up here, I remember a one campus school district. It is human

nature to compare and divide groups. Spring Branch/Memorial is a

case study in cultural dynamics.  I have seen the steady progression
of economic boundary making develop over the last 50 years, to

the point where we have totally separate communities with nothing

in common. There are significant differences in any area you may

choose to look at. Any and all, take your pick. The sad thing is that

we have learned nothing. As we see high end development moving
into the north side, slowly creeping westward. This should be, and

is, a good thing. It brings with it, not an incorporation of diversity,
but the same brick fence elitism that is prevalent on the south side.

My middle class family will not belong here. Wealth does not

tolerate others in their midst, they simply move them, and then
"bless the bread they supply them with....somewhere else.

It quickly became apparent that persons living on either side of I-
10 or within individual churches, ethnic groups, or neighborhoods could

not be easily categorized.  But the purpose of the study was not to
categorize persons. Themes of isolation and inability to engage different

groups occurred over and over again in interviews and conversations.

There were signs of hope and ambivalence that indicated an openness,  at

least with the respondents, to continue to work for community solidarity.

This  type of response  led  me to believe that action research methodology

and epistemology could help engage persons and bridge the gap through
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conversation and acceptance of the other.

Another north side resident responded to the question 'Describe

south side people':
"SBISD residents south of the Katy Freeway are mostly

middle and high income residents with good jobs or income. Their

neighborhoods appear clean and well maintained whether in the

city of Houston  or in the Villages. The Villages like nearly

every other incorporated community in  the US (except Houston,
Texas and Pasadena, Texas) have zoning to protect their

property values. Like residents north of I-10 most of the
people I have encountered are good hard working residents    who

want to  live  in  a nice part of Harris County.
Politically the south side of the Katy Freeway votes

Republican but unlike the Republicans north ofI-10 these residents

are not perceived as working together on such things as

neighborhood cleanups.  I have never heard of a street cleanup
project as the Spring Branch Redevelopment Association has had

on Long Point annually for several years. One complaint heard

regularly from some residents south of I-10 is, we pay more in
property taxes and we should have the right to spend this money on

our neighborhoods and not shift these funds to the north side of I-

10 (or other areas of Houston)."

One area where it is perceived that the residents south of I- 10 work
together is the operation of SBISD. One cornmon theme heard

throughout the Spring Branch side of SBISD is that some individuals
from the south side of SBISD have near total control of how SBISD

operates (i.e., they own and operate the School Board). From
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schoolboard elections held on the day when the villages hold their

elections (May, not November) to not even considering School Board

representatives from each district.The recent SBISD school board

election included no candidates from north of I-10 primarily because they

knew the location of their house would  deny them votes from residents

south of I-10. Most school boundaries for schools south of I-10 appear to

have been drawn so as to minimize attendance from students north of I-

10.

"In  1999,  when the Memorial  City TIRZ offered SBISD  up

to $200million, the citizens south of I-10 (and especially the village

of Hedwig mayor) individually and collectively threatened each

SBISD Board member to turn down these funds from the TIRZ.

This $200 million from TIRZ would have to be spent in city of
Houston areas (which in the north needed this money badly)."

As I read these comments I wondered how much of this was

factual and what was myth and how that perception was constructed. I

found myself feeling that some of the myths that I heard were almost

urban legend stories that had some factual basis but that had taken on a

life of their own. Could old myths be deconstructed and new myths be

con-constructed that would be more inclusive of this multi-voiced

community?

If I had been successful in producing an effective questionnaire,

distributed it to a large diverse constituency, and made proper

interpretations, would it have been anything other than an academic

exercise?  I was not looking for an exercise nor to simply categorize

persons into demographic groups and further reinforce differences.  I

wanted to see if spaces for conversations could be created, ifpeople could
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be coaxed into conversations, and if positive relationships could be
facilitated to build trust and solidarity.   I also wanted to see if people

could be mobilized to bring about change.  I wanted to be both researcher

and participant in that process.  I knew that I had to be somewhat on the

outside looking in, but I wanted to be in the middle of what was taking

place as much as possible.  I wanted to be changed by the experience.

These tensions and desire on my part to be both participant and

researcher influenced my decision to move towards action research which

seemed to go beyond the limiting factors of pure qualitative research.

Greenwood and Levin (2000) contend that qualitative research does not

go far enough in its scope. Qualitative research is still  tied to positivist

methodology which allows those in power (the researcher) to maintain

their distance from the subjects and still make assumptions and

conclusions based on the researchers subjective interpretations of the

data. In qualitative research the researcher can have their cake and eat it

too.
"
....most qualitative work becomes mired in intraprofessional

rivalries and ends up chasing the latest trends in the literature,
trends that rarely coincide  with the felt needs  of any particular

social group for analysis and support. Although antipositivist in
attitude, qualitative research has not as yet succeeded in

reconstructing the relationship between the social sciences   and

society in any fundamental way." (p.93)

Looking to action research as the next step, we now consider the

possibility of using this form of research for the study. Action research

brings stakeholders within the community and associated organizations

together to collaborate for positive social change. Gustavsen (2002)
concludes that a large part of the change that takes place in the context of
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action research happens because of the social relationships that are

created in the research. These stakeholders assist in developing research

questions and concerns, learn skills for identifying these skills and then

work on implementing for results. Borda (2002) goes further by stating
that "participatory action research can reveal well the imageries and

representations underlying the logic of conflictual, violent, and repressive

acts...and that we can provide keys to preventing or diluting such acts"

[through action research].

But our initial contacts indicated that most often persons

from the south side made comments that were more neutral in nature.  It

was di fficult to know if this was because they did not know persons or the
situation that existed on the north side or whether they did not want to

seem to be prejudiced toward that side.  Or, was it politeness bias, a form

of bias where persons  do not want to admit or appear that they are better

than other people. The written responses also tended to imply politeness

bias. The following are a few responses from residents living on the
south side of I-10.

Describe N. Side "An ethnically diverse population of lower to

upper middle income. The education level varying from little formal

education to post graduate.
"

Describe S. Side "A diverse ethnic mix with all education levels,

but with concentrations ofhigh income, homogeneous WASP types."

Even responses of persons involved in TMO regardless of which

side of I-10 they lived and whose answers were generally more complete
and more involved, tended to imply politeness bias.

Describe N. Side  "Much like people on the south side except those

with an ethnic background often have a fear or timidity of the
structure that surrounds them in that it is peopled by those who are
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usually of a different race, socio-economic level, speak English
better and/or are viewed as being more highly 'educated.' All this
translates into sticking 'closer to home; closer to those who are
like themselves, where they feel comfortable. Is this true; Do
poorer people on the north side have more dreams because they

don't have the resources or opportunities to make plans while south

side people don't dream as much because they can make plans?"

Describe S. Side "Hurried, more active in schools - have some
concerns about sex, drugs and grades as north side parents but
without, for many parents south side parents, the concerns about

gangs and having to work for the essentials. More willing to be
vocal about their discontents and aren't as 'cowed' by those in

high positions.

Other comments: Comparing schools "based on what criteria; a)
physical structure: Inferior b) academic environment: Superior c)
quality of teachers: about the same d) school morale, spirit,
cohesiveness: pretty good but don't consider them "superior" just
better."

These comments indicate that ambivalence, frustration and hope
exists with these respondents. Comments also seem polite and non-
conflictual. Could politeness bias be overcome? Could persons look at
themselves more honestly? Their comments indicate that some of them
would be willing to work for change and community solidarity, through
the co-creation of new realities, if only given the opportunity, the space

and effective methodology. These residents seem to be looking for ways
to come together and make the community a better place to live.
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Since I, as a researcher, had ideas that I wanted to test and act

upon, action research seemed a logical approach. Action research does

not separate praxis and theory (Greenwood & Levin, 2000). The test Of
success for action research is whether it provides the space, the

atmosphere for relation building and support for the stakeholders in

determining and carrying out self-determining social change. In terms of

action, political and social results, participation by stakeholders and

whether there is generative results both within the studied group and

outside the studied group is what count?  Also to be considered is what

happens to the stakeholders studied, after the researcher leaves? And does

any other group not directly associated with the research, become

motivated to become mobilized by the action of others? Thus, because of

the nature of the community, and resources available to TMO and
member churches, action research was viewed as a viable method of
research for this project.

Another factor influencing the research was the underlying myth

that exists in the community is that Spring Branch is undergoing a

gentrification transition. In several of the Villages in the Spring Branch

area, older apartment units have been torn down and new expensive
homes have been built.  They are often walled communities with guard
gates. This is interpreted in several ways by the community. Some see

this as a way to force out poor Hispanics with the resulting upgrade ofthe
community. Others see that in just the opposite way; that there will be no

affordable housing for those persons with lower incomes.  On the other
hand, for some long time residents there was the fear that they will be

shut out of their community by high prices and high taxes and high fences

and that they would eventually forced out of the community. In
September 2002, when a group of parents, TMO members, and teachers

from Landrum Middle School did a Walk For Success in several
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apartment projects around the school, a teacher who had been at the
school for a long time stated, "ten years ago you would have had to have

a police escort to go to those apartments." Whether it's Houston's

economy or a better tenant moving into the neighborhood, there was an

evident improvement in the community.
On the other hand, there was still a movement among Anglo

residents to get apartment projects closed that did not meet city health and

fitness standards and to keep 'affordable housing' from coming into the

Spring Branch community.  When it was first learned in September 2002,
that there was a move for a variance on a new proposed 'affordable
housing' project in Spring Branch, the Super Neighborhoods challenged

the project. There were also rumors that TMO was supporting the

project, which was not true.

As mentioned earlier, Spring Branch had a significant Korean

population. Even though they are not involved in activities outside their

own community they had been a positive force with businesses, home

ownership, and religious observance. Other parts of Houston have
enclaves of other Asian minorities including Vietnamese and Chinese.   In

several of these areas, those Asian contingencies have convinced the city
of Houston to put additional Asian names on the street signs in the
neighborhood. In Spring Branch the Korean community petitioned the

city to allow them to do the same.  It was all but approved when some

Anglo activists protested and the city removed it support from the effort

(Wolfe, 2001).  "Now, many people in Spring Branch seem content to

maintain the status quo.  They are hesitant to criticize or applaud what

some feel is a racially charged, inherently divisive issue." One Anglo
businessman who stated that he didn't "have an ax to grind" went on to
give his reason why the signs were rejected. "Prejudice - hell, this whole

community's prejudiced." This perception was congruent with much of
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what we found.

And this was just Spring Branch. Add the south side of I-10 into
the mix and you had one of the most diverse communities in America.

What a perfect laboratory for testing social construction methodology.
Appraising the responses from the questionnaire, it was apparent

that there was no monolithic myth that exists in the community. There

were many myths. If there was an overriding theme in the responses, it
was one of pessimism. Many people saw the challenges but no one had
the wherewithal to make changes to bring people together. The Super

Neighborhoods that were organized by the mayors office to span the gaps

between individual subdivision civic clubs and the city for acquiring
needed city services, had thus far been largely ineffective (Reeves, 2000).
The city did not provide funding to these groups and so far had not acted

on any new proposals coming out of the Super Neighborhoods system.
Some would say that it was merely a political ploy to make people think
that something was going to happen, if they just meet enough. These

groups did, however, provide a space for conversation and the
development of action plans. It was too soon to see what impact these

Super Neighborhoods will have.
The myths, stories, and opinions and complexities that were

presented so far are among other things, a result of focusing on narratives

of residents from both sides of I-10 in Spring Branch/Memorial.  I
realized that the questionnaire crafted was too incomplete and that the

answers that were most meaningful were the written responses.

Demographic data on the community was present but could not mine the

rich stories and feelings ofparticipants. Through narrative, persons could

both relate the subjective as well as being able to distance themselves

from the subject and offer reflective cornments. Goolishian (1990) states

that "all problems are unique to the narrative context from which they
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derive their meaning." And referring to therapy he states, "change in

therapy is a dialogical creation of new narrative, and therefore the

opening of opportunity for new agency." Shotter (1991) contends that

shared understandings are very infrequent and require a great deal of

interpersonal work to achieve this understanding. Narrative is one way in

which this conversation can facilitate this back and forth "on the way"

(Anderson & Goolishian, 1988). Narrative in the context of either the

individual or the group has particular significance for either resistance to,

or the embracing of change. This study is the micro view of the
unfolding of this new created story and how it changed the community

and the lives ofthose who participated.

Grounded theory strategies became increasingly important in

developing and implementing narrative action research. These strategies

enabled the researcher to develop criteria for analyzing and interpreting

data collected and or observed, to further focus data collection and to

make further interpretations of that data (Charmaz, 2000). In grounded

theory there is a constant comparison of people, their views, situations

and actions. Persons are compared in terms of time and change in

attitude and circumstance. This fluidity while providing more flexibility
in the process of collecting and interpreting data, also became an

impediment that required diligence in maintaining manageable

parameters, to keep the project from becoming overwhelming in its

scope.
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Chapter 7: Not Knowing, Numinisity and Diversity; The Message of
Pentecost for Action Research

It may seem out of place to have a section on Pentecost as a part of

this study. The point of this piece is that the human situation has always

sought to find meaning and much of this meaning is co-created through

language. Even though persons may be of different backgrounds, those

ideas that resonate with archetypal symbols are appropriated and old

myths are deconstructed and new myths are written. These new myths
often use the same symbols as the old myths.  I believe this is the case

with the Christian faith. The meanings that emerge from these

reconstructed myths can be powerful and long lasting, since they touch

something in our very core.

Acts 2: 1-13
When the day of Pentecost came they were all together in
one place. Suddenly a sound like the blowing of a violent
wind came from heaven and filled the whole house where
they were sitting.  They saw what seemed to be tongues of
fire that separated and came to rest on each of them.   All of
them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in
other tongues as the Spirit enabled them.

Now there were staying in Jerusalem God-fearing
Jews from every nation under heaven.  When they heard this
sound, a crowd came together in bewilderment, because each
one heard them speaking in his own language. Utterly
amazed, they asked: "Are not all these men who are
speaking Galileans?  Then how is it that each of us hears
them in his own native language? Parathions, Medes and
Elamites; residents of Mesopotamia, Judea and Cappadocia,
Pntus and Asia, Phrygis and Pamphylia, Egypt and the parts
of Libya near Cyrene; visitors from Rome (both Jews and
converts to Judaism); Cretans and Arabs--we hear them
declaring the wonders of God in our own tongues!" Amazed
and perplexed, they asked one another, "What does this
mean?"
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Some, however, made fun of them and said, "They
have had too much wine." (New International Version,
1985),

As in many cases concerning Bible scriptures, Christians are not

always in agreement on interpretations. Keeping this in mind I look at
this scripture from the perspective of social contructionism and the not-

knowing position (Anderson, Goolishian, 1992). During these days after

the resurrection of Jesus, the disciples did a lot of waiting and praying.

They believed that something was going to happen but they did not know

what.   For most, there was the hope and belief that Jesus would return.

But for others there was a sense of confusion and anticipation. This sense

of not-knowing is expressed earlier in Acts, Chapter  1,  when the disciples

asked "Lord,  are you at this time going to restore the kingdom of Israel?"
Jesus' reference to the coming of the Spirit had caused them to wonder if
the  new  age was about  to  dawn. 'What happened  was  that for the first
time in their lives this motley mob was hearing the work of God in a way
that struck straight home to their hearts and that they could understand.

The power of the Spirit was such that it had given these simple disciples a

message that could reach every heart' (NIV). Could it have been the
confusion and fear for the future as to what they should do and of the loss
of their Master and Teacher that made them open to the possibility of
something nuministic to happen? There seems to be a relationship

between not-knowing and numinisity.  "The art of letting things happen,

action through non-action, letting go of oneself, as taught by Meister

Eckhart, became for me the key to opening the door to the way.  We must
be able to let things happen in the psyche.  For us, this actually is an art of

which few people know anything. Consciousness is forever

interfering...." (Fox, 1980). This same posture exists when embracing
not-knowing whether as a therapist or a community organizer.  The
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organizer takes a position of curiosity and appreciates the reality and

experience of the individuals being engaged. This sense of curiosity
leaves the door open for the conversation to move in a multitude of
directions.   For many persons this seemingly lack of direction creates a

great deal of anxiety. In heightening the anxiety level some persons

become disenchanted with the process because they are product and goal

oriented.  But when the organizer is product and goal oriented from the

beginning, it means that the organizer must promote and sell a specific
agenda. It means that they must find a constituency that can resonate

with their position. With a position ofnot-knowing a new reality emerges

as individuals assess their own realities and narratives and mesh those

narratives with others. They see that they have something in common

other than a specific agenda.

As a result of this less directive approach, surprises occur.

Surprises are the things that create an atmosphere for numinicity to
flourish. Creation becomes relational. Something new and unexpected
comes from the experience of sharing narratives and co-creating new

narratives and myths. 'Being is radically relational.' Echarts says, "all
things are connected" and "God is being". In the sharing of narratives

from a not-knowing viewpoint one senses that connection taking place

with the emergence of trust and caring. The recognition and experience

results in a sense of the sacred and mystical.
Does this mean that there is no direction.  On the contrary, the

direction comes out ofresults of these new connections and relationships.
It comes because people have a new confidence in being able to tell their

own story and find that their story is shared by others and that by
knowing that their experience is not singular, they become empowered to

act on that experience. Whether it be to become involved in ones

children's education, to speak out against injustice or just to know that
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you are not a one dimensional creature that is uninteresting and flat; that

your story counts.

After years of working with people in counseling and groups, to

see people emerge from their singularity is almost mystical. Even though

I have been taught methodologies for facilitating people making these

kinds of changes, I am still in awe of change.   I'm sure that my spiritual

experience influences my perception of change and how it occurs.  Life is

so much richer when you approach it with curiosity and anticipation.
The other point in this scripture that relates to social construction

and not-knowing is the references to speaking in tongues. There has been

a lot written over the centuries about what these scriptures mean. For
some scholars, they mean that the disciples spoke to the listeners in a
language that they could understand. Not necessarily meaning it was

Greek or Aramaic but that the message and stories that they told
resonated with the people that were told about Jesus.  It is the same with

us. The stories and parables of Jesus are common to us all (archetypal

symbols) and even if we are not a believer there are common themes that

are ageless and that all people can relate. The gospels embrace ageless

myths and shift their symbolism into a new paradigm of that age. The

deification of Jesus shifted the worlds understanding of what a living God
was like. God was now approachable and loving of aH His children and

the God that Jesus incarnates, sacrifices Himself for all humanity out of

love, rather than demanding allegiance as all gods before him had
required. For centuries the concept of the virgin birth and the

resurrection of the dead had been a part of mythology. Egyptian
pharaohs were believed to be living gods, conceived by an earthly mother

and a heavenly god.  And when the pharaoh died he was embalmed and

sent with his worldly possessions to the next world to be raised.  Even in
early Egyptian history it appears that the pharaoh at some point was
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sacrificed in order to ensure the pleasure of the gods.   As time went on a

surrogate was chosen in order to spare the real pharaoh (Feinstein &
Krippner, 1988). Other cultures in the Mediterranean had similar beliefs

and similar myths with associated rituals (Bultmann, 1956). At the time

of Christ the emperor of Rome asserted that he too was a living god.   So

the story of Jesus' birth, life, death, and resurrection was not a foreign an

idea to people of that time.

"It has been pointed out that the "Christ-myth" has it origins
in contemporary (first century) mythology. The figure of the
Messiah-King, as well as the image of Son of Man (and connected
with it, the doctrine of the two aeons), comes from the messianic
mythology of Judaism.   On the other hand, the ideas of a savior-
god who dies and is once again brought to life, and of sacraments

(baptismal bath and holy meal) through which the mystics acquire
a share in the destiny of the deity--these ideas come from the
mystery religions. Furthermore, it is from Gnosticism that we get
the idea Of the heavenly redeemer and his incarnation and
exaltation, which prepare the way for the faithful to return to their
heavenly home." (Bultmann, 1960). p. 184.

What made the story of Jesus so impactful  was  the di fference  in the

character and message he preached. Jesus was approachable, whereas the

emperor and the pharaohs were not. Jesus died for all persons, not just

for the elite. Jesus spoke of compassion and the worthiness of all

humankind. The emperor and the pharaohs again only spoke of the elite

and themselves. This paradigm shift could not have been lost on those

that Jesus' disciples preached. The disciples used language that persons

understood.

But much of this meaning may have been lost on us. The Church

over the centuries has tended to make these supernatural events

historically unique, as if they had never happened before. Possibly this

was because, to make a connection to past references to these myths
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might put Jesus' life and experiences in the same category as

superstitious myths that would cast doubts on whether the events of

Jesus' conception, life, death, and resurrection really happened as it is
related in the Bible.  But to me, gaining a different understanding of

God's nature through the reinterpretation of existing myths, whether it

happened in exactly the way related or not, gives me a greater

appreciation of Jesus, his teachings, and his incarnation as God.   In this

new mythology there is a new understanding of God's wondrous, loving,
and forgiving nature that did not exist before Jesus and the story of his

life.

'Our liturgy of the future....must celebrate a connectedness
that the discovery of DNA and the human genome has
revealed to be very close....That celebration must enable us
to see the mutuality of life and to be cognizant that one can
neither be human, nor a living being of any kind, alone.'
(Spong, 2001, p.207)

This is how I want to approach relation building with our work

with TMO. Can we approach organizations from a more or less attitude

of not-knowing and engage persons in the process, without pre-conceived

ideas of outcome and then draw out and lift up stories that are archetypal?

Then can we deconstruct old stories and myths and with the collaboration

of persons involved in the process, see what paradigm shift might take

place in persons thinking, that will embrace and appreciate the other?

Could this be our mission as a faith community, that God is the same God

that we all worship, and that all persons are loved and lovable and that

they have value and can contribute to the betterment of that community?
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Chapter 8: Theoretical Framework: Review of Literature

Basic tenets and applications derived from social construction,

appreciative inquiry, evolutionary psychology, Jungian psychology

dealing with archetypal symbols and myths, numinosity, and game theory
provided the conceptual and theoretical framework for the study of

community relation building. Bringing these different disciplines
together was challenging but social construction theory acknowledges

that meaning making crosses disciplines, thereby creating an integrated

praxis that is less limiting (Gould, 1982).  In this study various disciplines

and language uses are employed in describing and reflecting on the
observations and outcomes of the research. Using various language uses
and disciplines presented more lenses to view the problem and the results.

Gergen (1999) refers to how different professionals in diverse

disciplines use language to describe similar phenomenon.  This can result
in persons not versed in that language being excluded from the
conversation thus creating an exclusionary culture.  It also may create a

myopic view of the reality, because of a narrow vision of the problem.
This same phenomenon exists between groups in a community in terms

of their accent, national language spoken, vernacular used or belief
system expressed through language and symbol.  As the research

unfolded for this project, my original assumptions about the community

and the problem often were challenged and the introduction of different

lenses of theoretical thought enabled the process to continue and be

dynamic. This dynamic nature and the consideration of different
disciplines and theoretical concepts made it imperative to integrate our

thinking with these new ideas that might normally be expressed by the

various theory.
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Social Construction

Social construction is the primary underlying epistemology

justifying this narrative action research. Social constructionism
concludes  that most all human meaning is created  out of social interaction
(Gergen, 1999). Knowledge comes from this interaction and is, among

other things, embedded in narrative and conversation. Social

construction has revolutionized the way we look at relationships in all
venues of life. It suggests the need to level the playing field between

those engaged in conversation by accepting all persons as having

something to contribute and recognizing the negative implications of

setting up hierarchical domains of communication (Baldwin,  2002).
Social construction also takes a post-modern relativistic view of

knowledge. Truth,  if the word can even be used,  lies in the constructions

that persons place on objects and ideas. Philosopher Ludwig
Wittgenstein, (1980) did ground breaking study of language and its use in

creating meaning. Truth, for him, was seen as being constructed rather

than objectively determined. His work has impacted much of the
postmodern and social constructionist movement and its theoretical basis

that our interaction through language is the primary basis of creating

meaning.

Persons collaborate in the effort of constructing meaning. Discord
occurs when systems become rigid and inflexible.  But this would not
imply that the social construction paradigm is without conflict.  On the
contrary, conflict is a part of the process of creating meaning, even if

parties agree to disagree. And meaning can also be created when persons

avoid collaborative languaging. Lack of verbal communications can
result in persons making assumptions about the other that may or may not
be accurate. This may create an impediment to future mutual
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understanding and collaboration. Projects influenced by social

construction and appreciative inquiry, even though not necessarily
empirically based, show the efficacy of these methods in organizations

and communities. Cooperrider (1999) reviews the work ofBliss Browne

in the Imagine Chicago project, an ongoing community development

program that engages all segments of the community through the use of

social construction and appreciative inquiry. In this project
representatives from neighborhoods, schools, museums, business, and
government engaged in conversations about what was important to them

and what they saw as possibilities for Chicago. Since it was started, this
bottoms up approach to community organizing has grown into a world

wide movement, with dozens of cities using the innovative techniques in

creating vitality within communities and visioning what possibilities
might exist if people work together. This project is important to this

current study in that it presents a working model for communities to use

in organizing for collaborative projects and understanding.

(McNamee and Gergen, 1999) reflect on the interconnectedness of

systems. "Systems are fields within fields, and any identification of a
system is but a temporary index to be abandoned as one grasps the higher

order of which it is a part." An understanding of this concept of
interconnectedness was beneficial in that it helped the researcher to

recognize the many facets of the problem and those who were a part of

the unfolding story of the Spring Branch, Memorial community.  The

intricacies and complexity of communication channels between those

interconnected systems became an important factor in finding spaces for
conversations to take place with these multiple voices. However, it
became apparent as the study progressed that even though there was a

recognized interconnectedness of systems, there had to be parameters

placed on the study to make it manageable. Without these parameters, it
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would be impossible to address the multitude of systems and the voices

within each of those systems.

In the field of family therapy Anderson & Goolishian (1988,1990,
1992) explored and enriched the field of family systems theory from a

social constructionist viewpoint. Their understanding of the use of

questions coming from the "not knowing" position was particularly

helpful. That position took the researcher out of the role of the expert

who had all the answers, and thrust the participants into the role of co-

creator or meaning.  It also facilitated the possibility of numunisity to

exist by introducing the uncertainty of outcome.

This position of "not knowing" also provided an atmosphere

conducive for the researcher to risk changing and allowing the

relationships to continue to evolve.

Extended Phenotypes, Memes, and the Selfish Gene

Even though evidence would indicate that most human sense

making comes from social construction, there is still a large body of
evidence that advocates the idea that certain innate drives inform the

human condition and impact our construction of meaning. Social

construction would generally discount these innate drives as not having

much to  do with the creating of meaning.

Philosopher Daniel Dennett (1995) discusses Darwin's ideas

concerning natural selection and nature's way of weeding out the unfit

and organisms that do not accommodate the environment. Dennett goes

further and views humans as an organism whose cells and organs work
together for the purpose of perpetuating DNA. He draws the conclusion

that we also interact between humans for the purpose of surviving and

perserving our DNA strains. He cites Thomas Hobbes theory that
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humans, in their primitive stages of development,  hit upon the idea of

cooperation for mutual benefit and formed a "social contract".  This was

the birth of society and civilization and in order to stabilize this contract,

language was used as the medium of exchange and negotiation.

Biologist Richard Dawkins (1982) carries Darwin's theories further

by introducing the ideas of the extended phenotype, the selfish gene, and

memes. He theorizes that DNA clumps together to form more efficient

organisms that serve to enhance the DNA's chance of replication.

Extended phenotypes include "all effects of a gene upon the world....

where the effects influence the survival chances of the gene, positively

and negatively." This manipulation of the environment, he concludes

extends to the world of ideas. Meme's he states, reside in the mind and

are analogs to genes in that they are ideas that seek to be replicated, as

genes do. There is little empirical evidence, he himself admits, to sustain

his arguments for these concepts.  But they are intriguing and antidotal

evidence would imply that he is on the trail of something important as

pertains to social biology.
If we dan accept that there are primitive innate drives such as the

desire to procreate and the need to self protect, this would inform and

influence sense making in the social constructionist context.   Even if one

did not accept the  idea of memes, we would have to accept that biological

drives influence our actions and our thinking.  From that point on, sense

making is constructed through social interaction.

I would suggest that the socially constructed realities associated

with these primitive drives inform much of what brings us together and

what drives us apart as humans. The meanings of the value of children

to a community, the need to self protect, and the drive to provide first

order needs are archetypal representations and are expressed as both
internal and externally fixed symbols.  They are universal in nature.  Even
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the social construction paradigm could be considered archetypal, since

language and communication fill our need to form the "social contract",
be relational for communally providing first order needs, protection and

procreational reasons.

Archetypal Symbols and Myths

The interpretation used in this study is different from Jungs concept

of archetypes in that he conceived that archetypes were intrapsychic,
primitive, and inherited motifs and came from the collective unconscious

(Campbell, 1971).  Jung also saw in these universal motifs, a spiritual
component that connected all humanity. I do not deny that archetypes

have spiritual implications and that the spiritual is not important to most

humans but in this study we will consider that the source of archetypes

and how they are developed is grounded in biology and that the symbolic

motifs called archetypes are socially constructed. Typically these

archetypes would be limited to biological mandated desires for
procreation and selfprotection. Such expressions would include children,
safety and security, and issues of transcendence and mortality.

Myths then flow from these archetypical symbolic constructions.

Philosopher Ernst Cassirer (1946) makes a distinction between language

and myth.

'Myth never breaks out of the magic circle of it figurative
ideas. It reaches religious and poetic heights; but the gulf between its

conceptions and those of science never narrows the least bit.  But
language, born in that same magic circle, has the power to break its

bounds; language takes us from the mythmaking phase of human
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mentality to the phase of logical thought and conception of facts."

(P.9)

Joseph Campbell (1988) would concur with Cassirer that myth is
the "experience of life." Therefore, it can be non-rational and non-verbal
and can be communicated between persons.

Of particular interest in this project is the identification and
tracking of archetypal symbols and myths by individuals and groups and

how through deconstruction of meanings associated from these symbols

and myths new meanings and collaborations are established. Campbell
(1971) describes Jung's concept of archetypal symbols and myths and
how cultures share these same symbols in their religions, their mores and

customs, and their mythologies. Understanding these archetypes is
important in understanding the directions and functions of conversations
within groups.  It is also important in understanding the evolution of
deconstructed symbols and myths and how they can be both agents for
positive change or agents for impeding and entrenching myths concerning
the other.  In this study positive change is defined as the creation of
newly constructed archetypal myths between persons that result in those
persons experiencing an affinity for the others that were involved in the
construction of those new myths and that resulted in more trust between
those persons and a willingness to work collaboratively in the community
to establish  new or amended behaviors, actions, or attitudes reflecting
their common interests. This study assumes that common interest exist in
the form of archetypes, but that because ofthe objectification ofthe other,

positive interactions have been minimal.

Jung & Campbell, (Feinstein and Krippner, 1988) affirm the
importance of archetypal symbols and associated myths within a culture.
But they spend an inordinate amount of time describing ways that an
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individual may internalize, better understand and personalize these

symbols and myths but do not give much guidance about the process by

which common symbolic and mythological themes are constructed and

are deconstructed over time and new myths constructed. Campbell also

asserts that myths have shifted over time from collective myths to

individual heroic myths. This elevates the individual at the expense of

the collective community.  From a social constructionist viewpoint we

would consider the collective construction of symbol meaning and myth
meaning as paramount to community development. We would also add

the icon and the abstract archetypal symbol as a focal point in relation

building in that they have the effect of creating communal myths that can

bind persons together in collaborative efforts.

The cultural effect of symbols is crucial in cultures and groups

working together with trust and cooperation. In order for persons to work

together, form alliances, and trust one another, they may hold back

pertinent information concerning their beliefs and prejudices concerning

these symbols. Existing myths may be deconstructed and new myths

constructed but important information may be omitted in order to have

positive outcomes. People often do not engage in conversations for fear

that they will be ridiculed or that someone will not agree with them.

This project uses social constructionist methodology in addressing

the  issues of meaning making, through a window of archetypal symbols.

When we look at the area of social construction it is apparent that not

much is said about icons or symbols except in the language meaning

sense.   It's as  if the study of archetypes and social construction theory do
not acknowledge the existence of the other or at least do not make a

connection.

Campbell (1988) affirms the importance of symbols and myths in

shaping and coercing cultural norms and beliefs. But Campbell and Jung
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also emphasize that symbols and myths are internally mandated and that

persons and cultures only resonate with these internal motifs through the

"collective unconscious".

The central theoretical focus of this study is the proposition that
meaning is not only constructed through intersubjective referential

realities (Rijsman, 1997) but also through interobjective projected

meanings onto archetypal symbols.  This is accomplished by persons in
one group ascribing certain meanings to themselves and certain meanings

to other objects or persons. These meanings may contradict meanings

that other groups of persons ascribe to the same object or group.   The

intersubjective meanings to observers of archetypal symbols often lacks

consensus of meaning between individuals and groups. This diversity of
belief by persons can cause problems of co-ordination and can impede
understanding and trust among observers and practitioners but also can

result in believers and non-believers avoiding discussion of personal
understandings of the symbol.   This may be done to preserve the symbol

as a unifying object between factional groups to enhance the perception

of unity and solidarity.  From a positive view, archetypal symbols,
because of some internal shared social constructed belief, can be the
means by which persons suspend differences of the other and the
associated symbol and coalesce around the symbol.

Noble & Davidson (1996) state that meaning only "becomes an
issue once the symbolic use of signs has emerged as a practice."  It
becomes important for groups to protect the meanings associated with the

symbol and the myth so that a sense of continuity and grounding can be

maintained.

One example of archetypal intersubjective meaning may be
expressed through a spiritual connectedness called (Otto, 1923)
numinosity. Even though nuministic responses are purely subjective, this
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subjective state can create a sense of accomplishment, acceptance,

perceived connectedness, and spirituality as opposed to a researcher

attempting to view the event in purely objective terms through control

and outcome manipulation.  This form embraces both the rational and the

non-rational. This mystical relationship with ones environment can be

separate from others or it can be in concert with others.

Part of this spiritual numinosity may come from the sense of "not

knowing" (Anderson & Goolishian, 1988, 1990, 1992). Those persons
involved in the meaning making process, whether researcher, participant,
or other, approach the process with anticipation and without expectations

of outcomes. This allows persons to go beyond the boundaries of their

own preconceptions and prejudices. It allows for deconstruction of old

myths and the co-construction of new myths.  At its most inspired level a

sense of bonding and closeness can occur  that has spiritual overtones that

something mystical has happened.

This seeming lack of objectivity is unsettling and controversial to

many quantitative researchers (Gergen, 1999).  We will weave the
concept of numinisity and spirituality into the fabric of the study.

Theologian Martin Buber (1970) discusses  the  idea of numinosity

in  I-Thou (You) terms, where an almost spiritual connectedness between

the participants occurs. It involves a sense of respect and engagement

that does not exist in an I-It relationship where the parties are looked

upon as objects.

In the field of Appreciative Inquiry Schiller, Holland & Riley,

(2001) use words such as passionate, inspiring, and spiritual to describe

appreciative leaders. The accounts of such leaders would indicate that

there is something beyond intellect and knowledge that sets charismatic

leaders apart from others who may be less successful. This would not
imply that only appreciative leaders are successful, but that they have
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struck upon something that engages and respects others and allows those

others to feel a part of the process.

It will be valuable to see whether changes in community

perceptions and cooperation will be characterized by creation of new

myths and numinosity.
Moscovici & Perez (1997) studied the criteria for prejudice as

wells as focusing on the social and historical roots of prejudice. Values
also were considered through a study of students on their attitudes toward
Gypsies.  It was shown in the study that social structures that were either
totally homogeneous or totally diverse with no predominant ethnic group,
was more desirable than a social system with two roughly equal ethnic

groups that were interdependent.

Allport (1979) while not specifically alluding to the significance of
language in meaning making in relationship to the nature of prejudice,
concludes that various influences inform a persons tendency towards
prejudice. These would include parental training, cultural input, and
visible differences in persons. Additionally, he cites a persons tendency
towards a rigid worldview where there is a need for certainty rather than a
relativistic view. Both Allports assertions concerning societal influences
and a persons lack of a flexible worldview would point to a need for
persons to engage in conversations that would center around common
thematic motifs that could be areas of ultimate agreement and

cooperation.

As a result of ideas presented by Rijsman, Moscovici & Perez,   and

Allport  it was determined that a small study of In-Group, Out-Group
biases would be made as a part of this study to establish individual and

community biases.

Additionally, it was important as a preface to the project to
determine that some form of in-group, out-group bias was present in the
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community.  As has been previously presented, the Mann-Whitney U test

was used on statistical material gathered through a survey and found that

there was a significance in what persons from both side of I-10 believed

concerning the dominance of the school board by persons on the South

side of I-10 and their showing funding preferences to south side schools.

In subsequent interviews and focus groups this in-group, out-group bias

was confirmed. Since this was a very diverse community we concluded

that it would be important to consider social representations and prejudice

in the study.

Game Theory

Another thread of theoretical material to be assimilated into this

study involved game theory. Even though game theory is not a primary

thrust of this study it nevertheless has implications. It became apparent

during the study that outcomes and responses by different groups could

not be understood or ameliorated simply by using appreciative inquiry
techniques or archetypal symbols. Motivations were operative in
participants and needed to be understood from a different paradigm.

Persons would not respond simply on the basis of altruism and the
researchers understanding of Christian benevolence. In addition to
dealing with their prejudices they needed to see that they could receive

benefits from engaging with the other and making changes, that without

some pay off, would be difficult to achieve. Thus, game theory.

Some of the game theory studies considered are as follows:

Axelrod (1987) used the Prisoner's Dilemma as a method of looking at

effective strategies.  A form called TIT FOR TAT, a strategy of
cooperation based upon reciprocity was most successful. A variation of
that study was by Bender, Roderick, & Stout (1991). It studied TFT in a
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noisy environment and found that more generous strategies were more

effective.  Boyd & Richerson (1988) studied cooperation in larger groups
and concluded that there needed to be some mechanism which maintains

cultural differences and variation or defectors would spread more quickly
than those of cooperators. Bull & Rice (1991) studied "partner-fidelity"
as it related to cooperation. Caporael et al (1989) studied in-group
biasing not explained by "economic man" or "selfish gene" theory.

Alternatively, they explained that sociality was a primary factor shaping
the evolution of Homo sapiens. Other more complex forms of the PD

game such as the Queuing Game and the Heave-Ho Game is considered

in determining the way diverse groups might learn strategies for

cooperation.

All of these studies even though not completely applicable were
still congruent with our study. Might old time Anglo residents of Spring

Branch see benefits from a workers center for Hispanics, if it could be
shown that the workers could be moved from the streets, thus making the

community more acceptable and creating higher property values? Could
Hispanic workers be convinced that they could make more money and be

safer by being in a workers center, than standing on the corner waiting for
an employer to come by and hire them?  Both of these examples are

considered in the studies on game theory, cited.

Empowerment and Civic Action

The issues of power and empowerment are primary for such a

study as this.  It is particularly important since TMO is an interfaith
organization that is concerned about social justice issues and the
empowerment of and cooperation between persons from different faith

traditions, different ethnic and economic backgrounds. In the words of
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Cortez (1994), "power precedes program". In order to be effective in the
political arena, persons must come together, organize for power, and

work the program.

Foucault (1980, 1984) suggests the relationship with constructed

meanings in language and power.  He also suggests that power is exerted

by the way conversations are formed and that through myths,

misrepresentations are made that misdirect or misinform to lesser sources

of power. Culture suggests what "should be" through these myths and

thereby oppress the other. The other becomes a part of that system of

power/knowledge in accepting the dictates of the more powerful.
This expression of power and the meanings addressed to certain

groups of people is even expressed in public housing architecture (Wit,
1993) which had as its results the isolation and oppression of those that it

was intended to serve.

As a result of Foucault's work and the nature ofthis study, the aim

of which is  to work to empower persons, we will need to be aware of and

address some of the issues that he addresses.

The  Church  as a whole has struggled with the issues  ofpower and

its use since the beginning of the Church. These questions are no less

heated today than at other times in history. Our nation, being formed on
the premise of separation of Church and stated attempted to address these

issues but even now there continues to be questions of what that concept

means and how power should be practiced.  For many, particularly in
mainstream Protestantism, the idea of the Church exerting political and
economic power, is repugnant. This might be that there was no necessity
for the Church to provide a united front to the community in regards to

the political reality, since the Church has long enjoyed political and moral
hegemony (Brueggemann, 1997). This issue arose throughout the study

and therefore must be dealt with as a part of this book.
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Ruoss (1968) lays down an argument for the Church to be
involved in community development which involves the use ofpower and

politics.  This  is a cornerstone for TMO and it's sister organization, the
IAF.  Vatican II (1965) posits that the Church must be concerned for the

lives of all persons and cannot escape into monasticism.  It must be

involved not just with acts of mercy but also with acts of social justice.   A
state of cooperation and dialogue between diverse communities is

necessary to bring justice to all humanity. In addition to Vatican II and

Ruoss, the theological issue of social justice were explored through the

writings of Neibuhr (1957), Bruggemann (1993), and the Social Creed of

the United Methodist Church (2000).
Hyung (1999) discusses the influence of Juan Luis Segundo and

his influence on liberation theology. Segundo (1976) envisioned the

"hermeneutic circle" for deciding dogmatic relevance and concludes that

"anything and everything involving ideas, including theology, is

intimately bound up with the existing social situation in at least an

unconscious way".  He sees theology as being involved in the social

struggle and connected with historical reality. Praxis challenges theory

according to Segundo and is informed and guided by faith. Gutierrez

(1973), another Latin American theologian also echoes much of what

Segundo says in professing that the Church must be attuned to the needs

of the impoverished and the oppressed.  They both stand on the

pronouncements of Vatican II on the role of the church in the world

towards the ends ofsocial justice.

Neibuhr as previously discussed calls for those who are in the faith

community to work for justice   as part of their Christian calling.   He  also

does not see justice coming alone from persuasion. Having lived through
World War II, Neibuhr believed that power sometimes had to be wielded

in order to obtain justice. There is always a tension with power and
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"tension involves covert conflict; and there will be moments in history
when covert conflict becomes overt..

Old Testament theologian, Walter Bruggemann (1993) discusses

the role of post-modernism in challenging the church to imaginatively

redefine what the scriptures say and also calls for a more pro-active

behavior in the process.  He also believes that the organized Church no

longer has the privilege of being a hegemony.  He sees this loss ofpower
as being an opportunity for the church to reaffirm its mission and

recognize how it has become part of the popular culture.

The United Methodist Church as well as other main line Protestant

churches take strong stands on social issues. However, even though they
profess the right of the Church to advocate for social justice most

congregations take a very conservative view of separation of Church and

state.

Even though many, if not most, in the Christian faith community

would not embrace the philosophy of social justice or liberation theology,

it was important that those of us involved with TMO consider our faith

and our faith traditions as we embarked on this project.

Research Design and Methodology

In the beginning two settings were targeted in the Spring Branch,

Memorial community in West Houston, Texas. These included TMO

leaders and residents living South of Interstate I-10 in the affluent

Memorial neighborhood, and TMO leaders and residents living North of
Interstate I-10 in the low to middle income Spring Branch community

stakeholders in the Pitner, Hollister area of Spring Branch, North of I-10.

Early in the study the focus was on the differences between residences

from the south side and north side of I-10 in west Houston. The purpose
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of this was to determine whether an in-group, out-group bias existed
between the north side and south side of I-10. A questionnaire was
developed and distributed to TMO volunteers, church members not
associated with TMO work and others living in the community. Analysis
of the responses was made as data was collected. The study was
discontinued after there were sixteen responses from persons north of I-
10 and twenty-one responses from south of I-10. The Mann-Whitney U
test was used to see if there was significance on any of the questions.

Response on only one question was significant.  That was concerning
whether there was unequal funding of schools by the school board,

favoring southside schools. Those persons living on the north side
believed that there was less favorable funding to school on the north side.

It became apparent that the questionnaire was not specific enough
and could not adequately isolate and evaluate attitudes of a large enough
segment of the community to gain a significant understanding of those

attitudes. Because of an unclear understanding o f the community,  and the
recognition of the fractured and diverse nature of the community,  this
method of collecting data was abandoned after about forty participants
filled out the questionnaire. The community was far too complex in
nature  and a fair appraisal  of the residents could not be effective  with this
method alone. The results  of this study will be reported more fully in the
results and discussion sections.

Other forms of methodology used were personal interviews, focus

groups, and house meetings. House Meetings are a technique ofnarrative
engagement that TMO uses to build relationships, discern issues, identify

leaders, and develop an action agenda.Grounded theory which has some
of the characteristics of positivist theory of collecting and generalizing

data interpretations but collects that material through field or
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ethnographic methods where the researcher does not completely immerse

themselves into the specific community, was assumed as a strategy for

our social constructionist paradigm (Charmaz, 2000).
House meetings facilitated by TMO are like many other small

group meetings where eight to ten persons sit in a circle and converse.

There are some notable differences. People begin by introducing

themselves and what organization they belong too.   In the case of TMO

where there is often not only racial but national diversity, language

interpretation is quite important since many people may have minimal
skills in the predominant language of the group. Next, participants are
given directions to tell a story about a subject such as the following:

1. Tell a story about how you came to be in Houston.

2. Tell about someone who was a great influence on you, growing up.
3. Tell about a child   that   you have known or loved who overcame

something and what was it that he/she overcame.

The facilitator models for the group and keeps the flow moving so

someone does not monopolize the conversation.  Then the facilitator asks

a question such as:

What are some of the pressures that you and your family
experience in this community?
Notes are taken on each question and the responses. After the groups

have met and each person has told their story, the recorder reports to the
larger group. The responses are put on newsprint for everyone to see.

Interestingly, the responses are always quite similar.  Even in middle
class congregations such as Memorial Drive United Methodist Church the

responses generally focused on issues of education, fair wages, health

care, safety and security, community values, and immigrant issues.

From these meetings natural leaders emerge. A leader is not just
someone who is verbal and vocal. A leader is someone that can marshal
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a constituency, no matter how small. They exert influence in other

words. Even though groups that have met before throughout the

community and have identified the same issues, it is important for each
new group to go through the same process. There are several reasons for

this.  First, TMO is about being relational. In order to work together

persons not only have to share the same interests, they have to trust one

another. Additionally, it's important to build a constituency across social,
ethnic and political lines. Second, specific issues are identified by one
group that may be different form other groups.

As the study progressed I realized that I would have to

sharpen the geographical area to be studied. Originally, I had thought
that the entire Spring Branch ISD would be the area to be studied.

However, I could not ignore the influence of other diverse groups within
the original geographical system. This methodology is in keeping with
grounded theory strategy which allows for an initial research question or
questions to be altered or analyzed in deeper ways as the research unfolds

(Dick,2002).  The data is like an unfolding story that is both witnessed

and interpreted by the researcher. The researcher recognizes that they are

not objective in interpreting the events and data of study. Meaning is
sought out in terms of both respondents meanings and researchers

meanings. This strategy lies somewhere between traditional research

methodology and postmodernist methodology (Charmaz, 2000).  This
process included data collection through interviews, focus groups, and

House meetings. Tape recordings or notes were taken during or after the

interviews and meetings. Coding of the data collected was made to
determine core archetypal categories and connected categories and
properties.  As a result of this coding motifs and archetypes emerged

from the interviews and meetings.  Then the process of writing up the
results with the accessing of relevant literature as it became relevant
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(Dick, 2002), (Glaser, 1994).

My own beliefs and attitudes were challenged by the project.

Bringing about change was much harder than I originally had anticipated.
And the resistance to the change and the associated antagonism did not

come from where I had thought it would come.

In considering the constructionist paradigm and grounded theory

strategy, seven basic, critical issues were considered (Denzin & Lincoln):
They were axiology, accommodation and commensurability, action,

control, foundations of truth, validity, and voice, reflexivity, and

postmodern representation. With the constructionist paradigm a
relativistic "ontology, a transactional epistemology, and hermeneutic,
dialectical methodology"

(Denzin) is observed. However, with postmodern paradigms such as
social constructionism there is a "blurring of genres". It becomes

difficult to differentiate the methodologies used. (Lincoln & Guba, 2000).

Relativistic Ontology: There are multiple realities

The  ontology of social constructionism is relativistic  and with local
and constructed realities.  This was best exemplified in House Meetings
where persons who did not know one another started their relation
building with the telling of stories. Questions such as "tell about

someone when you were growing up that influenced you"  "What kind of
pressures do you and your family experience?"  "Tell a story about a

child that you have known and loved who overcame something."  The
resulting narratives had the effect of humanizing each of the participants

and even though each persons experience may be different, persons can
usually relate to others stories. By telling the stories to one another, they

are deconstructed in the telling and a new story of sharing is co-created
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between members of the group.   This new story of sharing then becomes

the beginning basis of trust and relationship.   It is local and constructed

because of the setting.   It is relativistic because it does not judge what
persons believe but honors and respects the experience of the other.

Epistemology: The source of meaning

Meaning is created in the transactional qualities o f the story telling.
Stories are subjective and mythological.  As was noted in the meetings
and interviews tended to coalesce around archetypal symbols such as

children, safety and security and first order issues.

In working with TMO volunteers as co-researchers, the process
was slightly different in that often the interviews were one on one.  In
those situations the stories helped my co-researcher and me to develop

new meanings and deconstruct old myths.

Philosopher Richard Rorty (1979) stated, "we see knowledge as a
matter of conversation and of social practice, rather than as an attempt to
mirror nature." This along with Wittgenstein (1963) who states "for a
large class of cases--though not for all--in which we employ the word
'meaning' it can be defined thus: the meaning of a word is its use in the

language" almost seems simplistic when first read.  But on deeper study,
the implications are enormous. It would indicate that meaning is
constructed through language and interchange and that for Wittgenstein
words may have different nuances between and even within groups.

For me as researcher, I came to the project with my own set of
beliefs and myths.  I had been influenced by the Christian existentialist
movement and believed that knowledge was experienced and relative.

However, I also had been influenced by Jung and his idea of archetypal

symbols as relating to the collective unconscious and this study attempts
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to bridge the dichotomy between issues of innate inherited qualities and

social constructed phenomenology.

Methodology

Methodology in the participatory and constructionists forms of
interaction created situations where political participation and
collaboration between groups emerged. Common themes around

archetypes became evident as more and more persons developed

relationships through house meetings and small group relation building
situations.  As the process progressed learning pieces were introduced to

the participants in the  area of political activism and the role  of the church

and the faith community. This called into question some of the

participants ideas and preconceptions of what the role of the faith

community and the church should be in the areas of social justice and

political action.

Numerous issues are raised by the social constructionist paradigm

that influence research design and methodology. A brief description and

explanation of these issues and how they related to the study are as

follows:

Inquiry Aim of the Study

The inquiry aim of the study was to gain an understanding of the

issues, participants, setting, etc. and the reconstruction of what has gone

before in terms of history and mythology. A great deal  of time was spent

in interviews talking to residents of Spring Branch/Memorial finding out

what they had experienced and what they thought. Therefore, the

methodology of the interview was mostly indirect and unstructured even
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though there were several questions that I usually asked during the course

of the interview. Co-researchers were asked to talk about what got them
interested in social justice and what kinds of things they learned as the

study progressed.

Nature of knowledge

What we wanted to do was to talk to as many stakeholders in the
community and find out what their perceptions, narratives, myths and
associated symbols were. Even though we were willing to tell our stories

and to an extent give our perceptions, initially we were not interested in
changing minds through facts, debate, or intimidation.  As much as
anything, we wanted to establish the genesis for stories and beliefs.  We
wanted to see if there were connections from past experiences that

impacted current thinking. And we wanted to see if and when community
engagement ceased. These reconstruction's of past experiences and

stories resulted in identifying emergent myths and symbols that tended to
coalesce around consensus. Often person would talk about their hopes

and dreams for children, themselves and others.

For both the participants and the researcher there is an
impreciseness, vagueness, and fluid nature to rhetoric. Persons are never

quite  sure  of what the other is thinking or saying. But language  can work
"to make it appear as if it is well ordered and structured, its form-giving
or form-lending aspect, is rhetoric's most important characteristic"

(Shotter, 1991). This fluidity, which can be unsettling for many persons,
can also provide a rich caldron for change and understanding to take
place.
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Knowledge accumulation

Knowledge accumulation was somewhat vicarious. As has been

stated before, this study took numerous twists and turns.  Each new
interview or relation building encounter opened new possibilities for
further study and questioning. It became almost overwhelming because I

realized that I had to limit the study both from the standpoint of

geography as well as participants and time.   I became quite aware of the

interconnectedness of the parts of a system and defining the system that

influences the whole can be quite problematic and challenging.
Where possible interviews were taped and transcribed or meeting

notes were taken and then transcribed. Demographic material was

obtained from the city of Houston, the Spring Branch ISD, and various

other sources.

The initial questionnaire to Spring Branch/Memorial was a start

towards determining attitudes towards others in the community and

towards prevailing institutions.

Goodness or quality criteria

In constructivist and participatory paradigms it is important for
information gathering methodology and acquisition to be trustworthy and

authentic. Even though narratives are colored by symbols, meaning and
myths, it none the less is usually authentic when viewed from the
prospective of the teller. There are notable examples of story tellers

fabricating stories for the benefit of the researcher, so great care needs to

be given to minimize leading questions to participants.   A goal of the
gathering process is to get honest responses rather than having

respondents giving responses that they think will either please the
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researcher or will alienate the researcher (Freeman, 1997).

Values

This study was not value neutral.  Its aim, in addition to developing
and implementing material for the writing and presentation of this study

was to see if our interventions with TMO could bring about positive

change through bringing people together, identifying issues, identifying

leaders, establishing an action plan and then putting that plan into action.

This was done from the traditions of those churches in the faith

community and from the values of the principals and administrators of

the educational institutions where alliances were made.

Voice

This narrative action research called on the researcher facilitators

to illicit as many stories as feasible in the time allotted to develop a multi-
voice universe of the community. Participants were not coached into over

elaborating or under elaborating their stories or views. Axiology and
Basic Beliefs are also considered by Denzin & Lincoln (2000) for
constructionist methodology.

Even though certain assumptions and beliefs were initially
embraced by the researcher, it was evident that as the project progressed

that these assumptions and beliefs evolved.  This was consistent with

what we thought would happen with the constructionist paradigm and
made for a richer and more productive experience.

Within the context of the aforementioned methodology,

Appreciative Inquiry techniques were used to engage persons who might

normally not be involved in the process of community development.
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When Hispanics were involved in the conversations great care was taken

to have interpretations from Spanish to English and English to Spanish.

Encouragement and support was given to House Meeting participants.

Parents of children in schools were encouraged to take leadership roles in

areas where the parents had shown interest.

After a series of House Meetings some schools in the target area

decided to have Walk for Success programs where parents, school

administrators and teachers, and TMO volunteers walked in a
neighborhood surrounding a school to encourage parents to come to a

meeting to learn more about their child's education. In these visits,
parents were encouraged to talk about concerns, hopes and dreams for
their children.  At the subsequent meetings, at several schools, parent

academies were developed and carried out.

As part of the training of leaders, parents, teachers, administrators,
and TMO volunteers were introduced to TMO methodology of

engagement, where new participants are engaged and a bottoms up
approach to organization and issue development.  It was sometimes

difficult to get school administrators to let go of the "expert" role and
allow the process to work.

Other voices that were negative to the emerging TMO agenda were

sought out and attempts were made to engage them in the process.  In

some cases this was effective while in other cases the challenge still
exists to develop positive relationships.

Thoughts on Replication

Much of the methodology could be replicated for other projects focusing
on community development. Of particular importance is the process of
building collaborative relationships with stakeholders in the community.
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In the beginning of the project, probably 70% of the time was spent in the

effort of relationship building. Because community relation building is
quite foreign to many people, it was found that to start, small groups were

the best vehicle for building these relations. It was also found that the
interconnectedness between groups was so vast and complex that the
researchers could continually be expanding the realm of relational
contacts without ever addressing cross group interactions and interests.

It would also be important for stakeholders to recognize the
benefits to them as a result of this relation building.  As the project

progressed the researchers focused on archetypal symbols such as
community safety and security, education, economic well being rather
than strictly relation building.

For the researcher it would be important to think in terms of what
the archetypal symbols and what myths exist in the community and

among different groups.   For many of the disenfranchised who had never

been involved in the political and community process, education and

identifying leaders becomes a prime consideration.  This was done by
respecting the stories and beliefs of the participants and then giving them
a forum to act of their common concerns.
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Chapter 9: Theoretical Model

The initial goal of the study was to see if and how trust and

solidarity might be promoted in the Spring Branch/ Memorial
community of Houston, Texas by using narrative action research. Simply
put, I wanted to find ways to motivate different voices in the community
to be in conversation and then motivate them to work collaboratively in
ways that would enhance the lives of all community residents. A brief
schematic ofhow this would be done is as follows:

Develop core team -} Engage community--} Exchange narratives--}
Introduce archetypes--} Identify issues--} Expand core group--}
Develop power base--} Act on issues-}

The initial core group was to be comprised of TMO church leaders

that had been identified prior to the beginning of the study. These leaders
were already known to me and would be largely from the south side of I-
10 (Interstate Highway 10), which was where  I  resided,   .     They  were
mainly anglo and affluent. As the study progressed, these early leaders
would also be enlisted to be co-researches, with them engaging in
didactic sessions about social justice from a theological viewpoint, social
constructionists theory, and the sharing of personal observations and

growth.  Some of their learning's would be included in the study.
Individual meetings would be conducted with pastors and school

administrators to begin the process of relation building and enlist their

support in having TMO conduct House meetings (small conversational
groups focusing on individual narratives) in their institutions. After
permission had been granted, a small group of leaders from that
institution would be invited to a House meeting.  At the House meeting it
would be explained that the purpose of the meeting was to develop
relationships between the group members by telling personal stories
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around certain archetypal themes. The explanation would include a short

discussion of archetypal symbols. A pre-formed question or statement of
inquiry would be introduced and persons would tell their stories.

From the narratives, issues would emerge that others could

resonate. Persons who were particularly passionate about an issue would

later be engaged to join the core group and receive training on organizing,
researching and acting on the issues. With numerous persons coalesced

around issues, the process of relation building would continue with the
new group and that group would then invite friends, neighbors, co-

workers to attend another house meeting where the process would be

repeated.

It was anticipated that as the issues were being identified, the core

group would be expanded, the power base developed and action would be

taken. Concurrently, research on the issues and who needed to be at the

table to work on the issues, would be done.

This model might be viewed as a series of concentric circles where

conversations begin with small groups and move out to include others.

The use of House Meetings would result in the co-creation of new
meanings, since the telling of these narratives would deconstruct them

and new narratives would be co-created. One theory for why this would

occur and is a basic theme for this study is that people's stories tend to

coalesce around common archetypal symbolic themes that are exposed by
the telling of their narratives through the associated imbedded myths that

persons carry with them. The members of the groups, in telling their

stories, would then have a new shared narrative myth, that would

continue to develop as those in the group continued to strengthen their

relationship.
Churches and schools in the community would initially be targeted

for developing this relational environment, since these were institutions
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that existed in the community and that had potential constituencies.  They

also  had a stake in  the well being of the community. Taken  to its ultimate
possibility, these small groups could expand infinitely, the assumption

being that all persons have archetypal narratives that can be shared.  As a

part of this process, questions would be posed to the members of these

small groups, archetypes and appreciative inquiry methodology would be
introduced to further trust and appreciation  of the other.

As groups would meet and coalesce around archetypes, issues and

concerns would emerge from the narratives. Leaders who had passion or

anger around certain issues would emerge and would be added to the core

group. The groups then would be mobilized around their archetypal

issues and identify who  in the community must be brought to the table to

work on these issues. Research and conversations would continue as the

issues were clarified and understood more fully by the group.

The small groups are then brought together to ratify an issues

agenda to be addressed to community elected or appointed officials.
These officials are then visited and as a result of concurrent work to
identify officials who will work with the group are then enlisted to
collaborate to accomplish the agenda.

In the beginning, my assumption about this process was that it
would be readily accepted and embraced by the community.  From the
background of my faith tradition   I assumed that everyone would see this

process as meaningful and fruitful. Why wouldn't a largely Christian

community see benevolence as going beyond  acts of mercy  such  as  food
banks and direct assistance, to being willing to engage in conversations

with persons from other faiths and of other ethnic and economic
backgrounds to make a stronger, more caring and civil community?  Why
wouldn't people want to break out of their parochial isolation  and get to

know their neighbor better?  And why wouldn't people of faith not be
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willing to see their common humanity and come to care more about one's

brothers and sisters as a result of appreciative inquiry and shared

archetypal narratives? These questions and other similar thoughts

informed my thinking as I developed my theoretical model for the study.

My experience in counseling had shown me that constructionist language

theory using narrative had been effective in my marriage and family

therapy work and I believed that these methodologies and theories would

generalize to community organization and development.  It was my hope
and dream that the perceived isolation and alienation that I observed and

experienced in Spring Branch/Memorial could be changed  and that
people could work together, appreciate one another to co-create a better

quality of life for all.
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Chapter 10: The Research Project- Results and Discussion

Held House Meetings at MDUMC

One of the first steps in establishing leadership and interest in the

work of TMO began early in this study. In September 2001 MDUMC
began having House meetings. The purpose of these meetings was to

build relationships within the congregation, to find leaders who were

passionate or angry about an issue, to find leaders that had a constituency

within the church, to establish issues that could be addressed in a manner

that was likely to result in victory, and to broaden the base of support and

leadership within our congregations involvement with TMO.

Nearly one hundred persons were involved in these House

meetings.   From that group about half of those persons showed some

interest or qualities that we would later tap.  As we continued to meet in

House meetings a core of dedicated leaders emerged that would constitute

the nucleus of our leadership.

The next phase of organizing and relation building involved

meeting with persons from other churches in the greater Houston area.

These were churches that were also involved with TMO.  Some had been

members of TMO for over twenty years and had a strong, established,

leadership structure that modeled what good organizing was about.  For
many of our congregational leaders, this was the first time that they had

ever been involved with people from a different ethnic, religious, or
economic background. This experience, through the telling of personal

narratives, resonated with many of our members and resulted in
establishing respect and trust among those who shared in the House

meeting experience.

For others however, there was a different reaction.  For many in
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our congregation, there was the sense that this relation building was

superfluous.  For them there was the need to move quickly to the issue

and if they resonated with the issue, then they would respond and become

involved.  But in their view the bottoms up process of developing

relationships and identifying issues was too time consuming and

unnecessary.  As CB put it "I can't get too fired up about it.  It is so
nebulous.  It is so long range.  I tend to want action now.  This is a
building process that takes time . . . . .we had so many meetings and you

wonder ifyou are really getting anywhere."  CB's view was expressed by
many who began the process but lost interest because either we were not

able to paint the vision or that they weren't able to see it.

Developed and administered In-group, Out-group instrument and

analyzed results using Anova and Mann Whitney U test (for the
questionnaire plus all data and analyses, see appendix D and E).

Through questionnaires and interviews it was established that there were in-groups and out-groups
within the Spring Branch/Memorial community of Houston, Texas. The in-group, out-group
organizational structure was much more complex than originally anticipated.  It was found that beyond
establishing this reality, there was little value in pursuing empirical data. Narrative action research
called for more interaction with groups within the community to establish relationships, identify
archetypes, myths, and issues. (Emerging questions p. 14,#1)

The in-group, out-group study was the first phase of the broader

study conducted in the Spring Branch, Memorial community of Houston,

Texas.  I had made the assumption that there were biases between persons
living on the south side and north side of I-10 interstate that cut the

community in two. The south side of I-10 was much more affluent than

the north side, with the north side comprised ofmuch more diverse ethnic
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and economic groups.

A questionnaire was developed to establish the existence of in-
group, out-group biases. The questions generally fell into the categories

of attitudes towards ethnic persons, towards perceptions of school

adequacy and community icons. A rating scale (Gay, 1981) was used to

measure attitudes of respondents with one being the lowest, five being

neutral and ten being highest. In developing the questionnaire several

assumptions were made.  It was assumed that enough diverse respondents

could be enlisted to take the test.  It was also assumed that the questions

could be developed that would give an accurate picture of persons

attitudes.

As responses were gathered, Anova analysis was made.  But it
quickly became apparent that there were several flaws in making the

questionnaire a primary emphasis of the study.  Some of these reasons are

as follows:

1.  It became apparent that the questionnaire devised did not avoid

"politeness bias" responses that would seem more socially acceptable.
2.  Because of the diversity of the community it would be difficult to
categorize groups to measure differences in attitudes. There were too

many groups.  It also became apparent that there were in-groups in out-

groups and out-groups in in-groups.
3.     Since  this  was an action research study,  it  was  felt  that  most  of the

effort should be spent in action rather than recruiting more respondents

for the questionnaire. Later it would be decided that one on one open
ended interviews and group focus groups would be more productive and
would be enhanced by the social constructionist methodology to be used.

4.  Developing a reliable, normed questionnaire with validity, would take

much more time than was available. It would had been possible to find
published instruments that had some of the desired features, such as
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attitudes about ethnic groups, but it was finally decided that more time
was needed to do the action research rather than on testing.

5.  Probably the most important issue was that the persons who answered

the questionnaire would not necessarily be the persons involved in the
action research.  Many of the persons that would be involved in the
project did not speak English and were not used to taking tests.  Long
term changes would not be easily measured with such a diverse and

changing group.

The questionnaire was discontinued after sixteen respondents from

the north side and twenty one respondents from the south side had been
administered the test. In spite of the possible flaws and inapplicability to
the overall research, some interesting results were gathered.

Because of the small sample, it was decided to abandon the use of
Anova testing and use the Mann-Whitney U test to determine
significance. As noted in the figures, there was a significance to question

5 concerning "unequal funding of schools". Groups representing parents
with school age children and groups representing both parents and non-
parents living on the north side of I-10 believed that there was unequal

funding of schools in Spring Branch ISD. Parents and non-parent
respondents living on the south side of I-10 believed that funding was less
unequal. The researcher at first assumed that respondents on the north
side meant that the south side of I-10 got more funding than north side

schools, since it was north side respondents who made the judgment.

However, the question does not state which side is unequal so there is the

possibility that respondents might had believed that north side schools

received more funding. However, in both cases the level of significance

for a directional test was below .025 and thus it shows that respondents

believed that there was unequal funding ofschools.

Even though not significant, there were other interesting results
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from the respondents. Questions six through thirteen dealt with attitudes

concerning perceptions of education, wealth, crime, and goodness of
residents living in the north side and south side. On questions involving
wealth and crime, respondents from the south side, even though stating

that they had more wealth and less crime, seemed to minimize the extent

of the difference, in comparison to the responses of those living on the

north side. This might be due to the politeness bias, "I'm superior, but

not that superior".
On the question, "I believe people living on the South side of Katy

Freeway (I-10) are wealthier than people living on the North side of Katy

Freeway", South side respondents had an average response of 7.714 while

North side respondents had an average of 8.785. Both agreed that South

side residents were wealthier than North side residents but they seemed to

minimize their wealth. (see questionnaire responses Appendix D) On

the question, "I believe people living on the South  side of Katy Freeway

are more educated than people living on the North side of Katy Freeway",
South side respondents had an average response of 7.095 and North side

respondents had an average response of 7.857.

On the question "I believe people living on the South side of Katy

Freeway commit more crimes than people living on the North side of

Katy Freeway", South side respondents averaged 4.095 while North side

responses averaged 2.857.

Even though the sample was small and there was no significance

below the .05 level,  it is still interesting to see the differences expressed

by respondents to these questions as it relates to the of the "politeness

bias".

The other interesting results was that respondents from both sides

of I-10 believed that the schools and interfaith religious groups were of

significant importance in creating community trust and solidarity.  No
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other community icon ranked as high with most having ratings below five
on the scale of one to ten. We might conclude that schools that teach

children, our future, and religious groups that deal with spiritual issues

are responding to an archetypal symbol in seeing schools and spirituality

as important.

These biases by persons living on the north side of I-10 were also

reflected in the question "My judgments concerning the previous two

questions (having to do with the quality of education on the north and

south side of I-10 with the belief that south side schools were superior
had to do with Unequal funding of schools". Respondents on the south

side of I-10 ranked this with an average in importance 4.9 and the north

side ranking it 6.7 out of 10. Subsequently we did an Anova test and a

Mann Whitney U test with significant results. (see Appendix H)  Even
though the school district seems to work very hard at providing equal

funding to both sides of the freeway there remains the perception that
funding is unequal in favor of the south side. Additionally, in the past
there had been a fairly equal representation on the school board between

the north and the south.  But with the school board election in 2002 there

is now no one on the board that lives on the north side of I-10.   And even

though nearly 50% of the district is Hispanic, there had never been a

school board member elected that is Hispanic.
The issue of the schools was a major battleground a few years ago,

but seems to have subsided.   With as much as 95% of some north side

schools being minority (primarily Hispanic) there was a sense among
many Anglo residents that their children were  shut out of the educational

system in SBISD (Report card, 2001). Test scores were much lower than

on the south side of I-10 which gave the impression that a child could not

get a good education in schools on the north side. The reality was that

Hispanic parents had traditionally not been involved in school activities
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and were perceived to had lower expectations for their children. Another

perception was that discipline was lacking and that violence and drug use

was prevalent.

Results of Early TMO Core Group Development & Participation

TMO leaders had differing reasons for their involvement. Affluent leaders often were motivated by
their religious call as outlined in their particular faith system  But upon going deeper into their
personal narratives, there was often another motivation that was a direct outgrowth of some experience
that they had when they were younger. They themselves might have come from a modest economic
background or they were exposed to persons who were disadvantaged and it had challenged them in
their belief system  As for those who were from lower SES groups, their motivation often was an
outgrowth of their anger and feelings of hopelessness.  TMO and community organizing gave all of
these persons a common sense of purpose and power to effect change. (Emerging questions p. 19,20, #
8 #9)

The core group of researchers and participants consisted of
members of the churches that were initial members of TMO in the Spring

Branch, Memorial community.   All of these churches were located on the

south side of I-10. These churches included Memorial Drive United

Methodist, Chapelwood Methodist, St. Cecelia Catholic, and First

Congregation Church.  They also were involved in service projects

beyond themselves and their local church.  As the study progressed some
core group participants lost interest in TMO and the study, while others

who had not been a part of the TMO work in the beginning, became a

part of the study and research. These initial participants were people that I
either had a fairly close relationship with or that I had worked with in
TMO. It included a representation from three of the churches on the

south side of interstate I-10 that bi-sects Spring Branch, Memorial, a
representative from the police department and a labor union

representative. However, the early meeting did not include

representatives from the schools, persons with children in Spring Branch

Independent School District, or low SES community members.
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That first core group meeting was a dinner meeting held at
Memorial Drive United Methodist Church in January 2002.   I told the

participants that the purpose of the meeting was to assist me with my

dissertation and that I would be recording the event (with video) but that
the recordings would not be used directly in the dissertation but would be

used in my analysis of the material presented at the event.

Most of the people attending this dinner meeting knew each other

and had been involved in TMO activities. The reason for this lack of
heterogeneity was that we had just begun networking into the community

and our base of influence had not been established  in the Hispanic

community or into non-south side church groups.  I also wanted to see

what the motivations were for higher SES persons becoming involved in
social justice work. Since these were people that I already knew, I
believed that it would be easier to tract their involvement and change.

As the study progressed more persons were included in the
interviews and work of TMO and observations were made as to their

motivation and interest in the work of TMO and its community building
efforts. These included school principals, non-affiliated TMO church

members, community leaders, and undocumented Hispanic immigrants.
There were several issues and questions that I wanted to consider

in the Core Group Project. To recap these questions:

1. What makes a TMO leader?

2. What role can archetypal symbols and myths had in recruiting more
leaders and building bridges within the community?
3.     Does my perception of reality as being influenced and controlled  by

my ideas of Christian benevolence and social justice resonate and is it

appropriated by others?

4. What changes take place in TMO leaders as they become more

involved  in the process  of community development?
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5.       Do these persons enter into volunteering and working in relation

building with certain assumptions that over time, because of experiences

of working in a different environment, deconstruct those early

impressions?

6.  Do some volunteers then become disillusioned with the work and drop
out or do they maintain or develop a resiliency that sustains them?

7.  Are there motivational differences between affluent TMO leaders and

low SES leaders?

The dinner meeting participants were asked to bring a symbol of

their affiliation with the community and to share with the group, at the

appropriate time, what the symbol meant to them.   I wanted to see if there

were common themes that emerged from these symbols that might give

an indication as to why these people were committed to the projects that

they were. The symbols, a synopsis of the meanings attributed to them

and the respondents later participation are in Table 2
NAME

 

SYMBOL MEANING PARTICIPATION
MP Devotional Booklet        Little input Minnzial

RY
I

Disciple Badges "remember who you Key person in TMO

are", "into the world"    work
HM

 

Substance Abuse substance abuse Minninl

Booklet crosses SES lines

VG              AXOrnega sorority Being assimilated into Key person
' Lyre _ new culkire

MB : Book- America in community in search of Minimal-but key

Search ofa Sod      _      a soul supporter

NK Necklace with connected because of Moderately involved-

grandchild charms the next generation work keeps herbusy-2
RS                       Union Pin 'Union workers had right to      I MmimaL

except on         
i

Yes" be represented workers center

OFF JP O fficers Patch public servant workers center
DB love nbbon tom involved in acts of

  Moderately- special

United Methodist mercy to   projects, meetings
Women conmlnity/world

TB Memorial Area social services to poor jMinirnal- special

Ministry symbol
 
events, meetings,

CB Broken Heart for grief I helps persons dealing   1 Minimal- TMO not

assistance group I
with loss 1 direct enough
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After sharing their symbols, the group responded to a series of
questions concerning the meanings of these symbols and what common

themes emerged from them. The purpose of these questions  was to begin

identifying possible common archetypal symbols among affluent TMO
church volunteers and to see if those symbols were generalized to other

groups involved in TMO or that we might engage in the future. Another

purpose was to build community among the volunteers and community

leaders and to begin thinking about common themes.  I also used this
group to fill out the questionnaire and to distribute it to others in the
community. These issues and the questions enumerated in the beginning

of this section helped create a focus and direction for the Core Group

study.

The responses to the dinner questions were as follows:

Do you see common themes emerging from your symbols?
•   Most had to do with people
•      Show or indicate a sense of giving instead of taking
•   All offer support through creating opportunities for others
•     All show interaction amongst and experiences of learning from others
•   Showed a sense ofmission--desire to make a difference.
• Community service
• Spirituality
• Selfiessness-higher priority than self
•   Need to be in connection with others
•   Willingness to see need and respond
•   Collective-ness--not done alone
•   Need to be in relationship with others
•   What do these symbols say about us as individuals?
• Caring

•   Giving back
• interactive people
• Shows Godly inspiration
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• Helpful
•   We need each other
-   Need to relate to bigger world
•     Product of culture-- Challenge to belief system we grow up with
•   issues in people's life
•   What does this say about us as a community?
•   Pointed out differences in interests and endeavors
•     Shows the spirit of volunteerism
• Symbol-- positive and negative force
•    Same wants--similar values; same concerns @ what needs to be fixed
•    Does the group reflect general concerns? are they universal?
• What value might there be in identifying common community
symbols?
•    Get a sense ofexperiencing the same journey
•   Would be uniting--could promote unity
•   Becomes a focus around which to unite (I.e. schools)
•   Becomes a motivation for the goal
•   Reminder that there is a larger story around which to build our smaller

stories
• Should bring attention to needs of community
• Recognize/celebrate common values
•  Symbols-- "I'm an American" "Space City" Houston can accomplish

anything
• Medical center; Houston skyline; cranes(skyscrapers); gang symbols;

swastika; Olympics
•    What myths might be associated with these symbols?
•   Houston "can do" attitudes
• Substance abuse
•   Myth that there is a small population
• Pervasive nature ofproblem not understood or recognized
•   Abuse "cool" and "acceptable"
• Equal opportunity myth
•   Divisiveness and contrast between socio-economic groups

Nationality/cultural myths divide community

There were no apparent community wide rituals observed. High school sporting events were the
closest such ritual, but were primarily observed by the schools with the most affluent student bodies.
The schools with less affluent student bodies were generally not supportive of their teams. Church
attendance was also spotty with affluent congregations having the more viable programs. Roman
Catholic congregations in both affluent and less affluent areas tended to have segregated congregations
with Anglo and Hispanic services available but separate. (Emerging questions, p. 19, #6)
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The answers to these questions and the response to the symbols by

the dinner participants mirror the actions of those who were involved

with TMO and other service programs in the community. These were

persons with a strong sense of commitment and will to serve. The

common themes expressed in the symbols were focused on the relational

and the community. It indicated that in addition to being committed they

were concerned about the bigger world and the need to build community.

The symbols showed that people do coalesce around cornmon symbols.

It was agreed by the group that common community symbols are not
always positive such as gang symbols or the swastika. Generally, the

myths associated with some of the symbols were negative.
I also found that even though people may share a common

transcendent commitment such as caring for the poor, they may express it

in different ways. The dinner meeting and subsequent TMO meetings

resulted in identifying leaders that would work the agenda that TMO later

developed. However, not everyone saw TMO as being the answer for

them.  They all shared in the Meme that 'we are called to care for the

other'.  But, some saw there call as being different than being involved in

TMO. Some considered direct acts of mercy, such as staffing food banks,

as being their calling.
The members of this dinner group were given copies of the

questionnaire to fill out and return and were also asked to helped solicit

other respondents. Additionally, follow-up interviews and feedback was

obtained  from some  of these attendees.

Identified community concerns

As  a  result of House meetings, participants gained a sense of trust for fellow House meeting members. |
Their archetypal narratives resonated with others in the group and even though the themes of their|
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narratives might be different there was a sense of connection. In cases where persons related a sense
of powerlessness there was the realization that they were not alone in their feelings of despair and
helplessness.   With the help of TMO organizers and leaders, persons were shown ways that together
they could use their combined power to address some of their concerns. Small, concrete issues were
addressed and confronted such as getting a stop sign at a busy intersection, or a crossing guard at a
school. Finding early winnable issues was important to further later efforts into concerns requiring
more aggressive action. (Emerging questions, p. 19, #7)

Out of the House meetings archetypal themes began to emerge.

Among them were concerns for children's education, health care for all,
job training and living wages, fair treatment of immigrants, and

community trust. These concerns emerged from not only churches in low

SES neighborhoods but also from affluent churches such as Memorial

Drive United Methodist.  From the House meetings in Spring Branch,

Memorial a number of issues were crystallized into an agenda.

Spring Branch/Memorial Area

Agenda of Issues
Education

The public schools   in   our   area had undergone changes   in   the   past 15 years.      Once   a

predominately middle-class, anglo school district, today 61% of SBISD are Hispanic, African-
American, and Asian.    Also,  51 %0 Spring Branch ISD's students  are  on  the  free and reduced lunch
program The implications of these changes affect the entire community.   We had heard about the
impact of these changes in our House meetings: the need for more parental engagement; the need for
additional counselors, advisors, or mentors for students; increased student exposure to future career
opportunities and the skills needed to achieve such opportunities; after school enrichment
opportunities; increased support and benefits for schools teachers.  This list goes on. These and other
concerns will only be addressed if the entire community comes together in a coordinated reform effort.
The need is to identify a comprehensive reform plan to meet this challenge.  TMO will work with
SBISD and all education stakeholders in the community to develop a reform effort that will make sure
all of SBISD's students achieve at the highest possible level.

Youth/Familv Life
The enormous social and economic pressures facing families today is taking its toll on the

youth of our area.   Most of us were raised in families where we were constantly surrounded by parents,
grandparents, neighbors, congregation members, and other responsible adult role models. These adults
shaped our values, characters, and our beliefs. Today, our youth had a different experience.  As more
adults work longer and longer hours, our youth seem to be shaped more by their peers, television,
movies, and the Internet that they are by parents, neighborhoods, and congregations.  The
consequences: teenage drug/alcohol abuse, teenage pregnancy, gang activities, and other forms of
violence. These behaviors are a wake up call to us to do what it takes to bring the necessary nurturing
back into the lives of all out youth.   TMO will work to ensure that all our youth are provided positive
alternatives when they are not in school.

Health Care
1/3  of all Houston families do not had health insurance.  2/3 of Houston's immigrant families

lack health insurance.   It is no wonder that Houston had the highest rate of un-immunized children in
the nation. These statistics do not even begin to describe the health care crisis that we see and hear in
the stories of families in our area. These stories include: emergency rooms overflowing with patients
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waiting hours to be treated, families unable to afford medications for chronic illnesses, children going
with immunizations, working poor families who had to choose food and  rent over unaffordable health
insurance premiums. These are just a few dimensions of the health care crisis that we face as a
community. While we recognize that there are not simple answers to these dilemmas, the crisis is
simply too critical to ignore.  TMO will work to ensure that all of Houston's families had access to
basic health care.

Economic Pressures
As the demographics of our community had changed so had the challenges.   The root of many

of these concerns is economic. While Houston's median family income is $53,000,40% of all Harris
County Households earn less that $20,000. per year.  As a result, 30% of all families reportedly
struggle to buy groceries sometimes during the year. In particular, many immigrant families in our
community are paid even lower wages and had to endure substandard working conditions.  At the same
time, all working families are finding it increasingly difficult to find decent affordable housing as real
wages go down and housing prices soar.  TMO will work to develop job-training initiatives and other
strategies that will help workers eam a living wage so they can support their families.

Lack of Strone Community Life
While our community increases in diversity, many families feel more and more isolated and

divided as a community.   In the Spring Branch/Memorial area, I-10 is the most clear symbol of the
isolation and division.  Yet, the reality is far more complex that any one symbol.  We live in a culture
that is increasingly more individualistic. The economic reality for most families is such that "time" had
become a scarce resource. Our neighborhoods change so rapidly that people rarely know their
neighbors anymore. These and other realities had eaten away at the fabric of our community life.  This
deterioration can lead to isolation, cynicism stereotyping, and other destructive tendencies.  TMO is
committed to reweaving the fabric of relationships in our community in a way that is inclusive of the
full diversity that exists in our area.

I was surprised that the agenda that emerged from House meetings
in Spring Branch, Memorial was fairly consistent with the agendas that

emerged independently from other parts of Houston  as  well as other parts
of the state.   The same archetypal themes kept surfacing.   It was at this
point that I realized that I did not had to work at introducing archetypes,
that because they were archetypal, they would emerge on their own.

Identified MDUMC leaders.

As we continued to hold House meetings at MDUMC we built
relationships, and identified new leaders. We nurtured those leaders with
encouragement, training, and participation.   Some of those new leaders

became part of our core team that was used as a part of the core team
study. The process of building the MDUMC core group involved

continuing to nurture relation building within our group while identifying
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what the community could celebrate and appreciate.  I envisioned that

this  would get our people to begin to look at what social capital we had

and what we had done within the community as a congregation, and that

would show that there were linkages within the community and that those

could be built upon.   It was my belief that if we merely looked at the
problems, that would have the effect of further polarizing our thinking
and cause us to focus on each individual concern rather than seeing the

gestalt and systemic nature of the problem.

Built relationships with community stakeholders and political
leaders.

Social construction methodology was used extensively in developing grounded theory strategies and
narrative action research. The methodologies primarily used were individual meetings where one on
one relationships were established by exchanging narratives and establishing common interests.  This
was done with pastors, school administrators, political leaders, and community leaders. House
meetings were organized and carried out between members of congregations, across congregational
lines, within schools, and community organizations. Because TMO was less familiar with appreciative
inquiry techniques these methodologies had limited use. (Emerging questions p. 14,  #3)

As the process of developing a cadre of leaders and identifying
community concerns and mutual interests was taking place, we began

meeting with elected official, pastors, community leaders, business

persons, and school officials. This process was tedious since we had no
professed action agenda, other than an interest in the identified issues.

From previous experiences with the IAF (Industrial Areas foundation, the
parent organization for TMO), we could point to activities and an agenda

that had been used in other communities. But since we wanted to build a

bottoms up organization that sought the collaboration of numerous

community stakeholders, we did not want to presume either the issues or

the solutions. By focusing on issues, particularly issues that were

winnable, hope, trust, and solidarity could be created by the people
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working together. Also, focusing only on the problems, a sense of

cynicism, helplessness, and hopelessness, could result. TMO makes a

distinction between a problem and an issue. An example of a problem is
the high drop out rate in minority students. An issue would be advocating

for after school programs. Additionally, TMO had no track record, other

than a negative image that had resulted from an early organization

venture into Spring Branch that is still remembered in the community,
some twenty years before.  It was important to present an open, positive,

collaborative image to the community of stakeholders.

Identified schools and communities within Spring Branch/Memorial
that relationships could be developed.

Our work with Spring Branch ISD began at the top with a visit
with the Superintendent of schools, Dr. H  G.   He did not know anything
about TMO and thought it was involved in providing services to children
and families. After discussing with him that one of our objectives was to
help parents become more involved in their children's education, he

enthusiastically agreed to let us talk to area superintendents and principals
that the area superintendents might target.  Dr. H G retired shortly after
our meeting with him but in our conversation he stated that "Spring
Branch ISD had a great problem with parents and stakeholders looking at
their own schools welfare rather than the welfare ofthe entire district, and
that if the district is to thrive, that will need to change."

We then visited with each of the four area superintendents. Three

of the area superintendents were quite enthusiastic about what we
proposed and gave us the names ofprincipals that might benefit from our
program. From there, schools and principals were identified that might

benefit from TMO's approach to working with schools. We met with
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principals and explained that our purpose of empowering parents and

community leaders to work collaboratively with school officials.  We
visited with nine principals in hopes of building a relationship to work

towards one ofparent involvement programs.

In the first year we developed close relationships with two schools,
Landrum Middle school and the Panda Path Early Childhood

Development Center on Pitner street.  In the second year with some

experience and success at these schools, we expanded the programs  and
began working with five more schools in the district.

At this stage of the study I became increasingly aware of the
difficulty of defining the system and the scope of the study was a

challenge.  We were networking with so many people, it was unclear

what all of these meetings were for.   As a result of the responses on the

questionnaire I recognized the diversity and complexity within the

community. Even the geographical perimeters became clouded.

Goolishian and Anderson (1981) speaking about family therapy realized

the importance of including other non-blood relatives in the therapeutic

process. They contended that teachers, doctors, pastors, and other

influential persons in the system could not be ignored or ruled out of the

process. McNamee and Gergen (1999) spoke of the effect ofinterlocking
subsystems effecting groups. They further stated that "systems are fields

within fields, and any identification of a system is but a temporary index

to be abandoned as one grasps the higher order system of which it is a

part."
This is what I experienced.  As we spoke to community leaders,

political leaders, and school administrators, we realized that we needed to

visit with others and include their voice. But there were too many voices

to interview and assess and those voices would change over time.  That is

why I finally narrowed the primary area of study to the area around the
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Pitner, Hollister community in northeast Spring Branch. I did not

abandon the study of other stakeholders, churches, and TMO leaders in

the rest of the Spring Branch, Memorial community. There was no way

to eliminate the connectedness between Pitner, Hollister and other areas.

But in terms of actions, the Pitner, Hollister community became the

focus.  At the April 11 meeting on Pitner Street, we were able to bring

many community stakeholders to the table but it was a mere microcosm

of the community.   And it represented both those stakeholders living in
the surrounding community and others who were concerned with that

Community.

This is when we began to approach the study in terms of grounded

theory strategies where, "we tend to look at slices of social life...that can
only portray moments in time" (Charmaz, 2000), "that addresses human

realities and assumes the existence of real worlds."  And what we
perceive as real is based upon multiple perspectives. Those perspectives
were well represented by our efforts on Pitner Street.

Identified two specific groups for actions research-- TMO church

leaders, Pitner-Hollister area of Spring Branch.

As had been previously summarized early work was done on

identifying leaders in the south side TMO churches. These leaders

became involved in meeting with community, political, and educational

officials to tell the TMO story and to continue relation building.  This was
done in small groups of four to six persons. These meetings would also
usually involve the TMO organizer, who was paid by member

congregations and who had been trained in community organizing.  Even

though  most o f the TMO church volunteers would well educated persons,

the organizer would still use the iron rule with us too-- Never do for
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others what they can do for themselves.  This rule was used to help us

develop our organizational skills.

As we continued to meet with community members and officials,
the story circulated about TMO's involvement working with persons of

color and in particular with undocumented immigrants.

On November 5, 2001  J H and I met with Officer J P of the HPD

Spring Branch store front police sub-station.  He had heard that TMO was

active in the community in building relationships between groups and in

particular our interest in empowering Hispanics in the political and
economic process. The police department had received numerous calls

over the past few years about immigrant day laborers congregating at

several locations in the Spring Branch area.  It was very disruptive to

businesses, churches and neighborhoods. Incidents of urination,

drunkenness and disorderly conduct were commonplace, but the chaotic

nature of these men converging on a possible employers car or truck was

often frightening and offensive. Women would not shop in store where

these men hung out (Pennington, Personal communications, November 5,

2001).

The police department could not arrest the men as the city codes

would not allow it. Some people in the community wanted more action

by the INS, since many of the men were illegal and undocumented.  In

years past, the INS would round up men standing on street corners and

transport them back to their country of origin. "Activists responded by

holding news conferences to criticize the 'Gestapo-style raids' by the

INS" (Hegstrom, 2002).  So more and more men were congregating on
these corners and corners throughout Houston to the detriment of the

neighborhoods and also to the detriment of the men.   Many of these men

were often paid less than agreed wages or less than minimum wage or not

at all (Vijil, Personal communications, June, 2002).  They did not know
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their rights and did not know how to enforce their rights since they were

undocumented.

Furthermore, Officer J P was concerned about the community
relations between the anglo population, Hispanic population and the
Asian population. There was a great deal of consternation by the  old time

Spring Branch Anglos who had felt displaced and sold out by their school

and city officials. Many believed that everyone else's rights are
considered except theirs (personal communications, L L, E K, May,
2002).

Officer J P had been working independently to try to address some

of these issues  but  did not  had the framework  of an organization.    He  had

visited with people in the community and knew some of the key
individuals that had been most vocal and involved. He suggested that one

possible answer to the day laborer problem would be to build a hiring hall
in Spring Branch. He suggested using as a model a facility on Chimney
Rock near Gulfton that was Housed in a Bingo parlor.  The city had
helped fund the project that had been originally on a small sliver of land
on West Park about two miles from the present location. Officer J P
would be a major proponent of day labor centers for Spring Branch.

These men were considered a nuisance by many of the Anglo
community since they were quite aggressive in going up to cars that
might pull into the parking lots where the men congregated, and would
try to get the car driver to give them a job.   When an employer came to

pick up a man or two to do labor for yard work or other unskilled labor, it
was not unusual for about ten men to surround the car, all clamoring to be
hired. This could be quite intimidating for the driver.  From the laborers

viewpoint there was the problem of being cheated out of wages by

employers. Because the men were undocumented they had little recourse.

Because TMO had a history or working with the Hispanic
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community, Officer JP contacted us to see if we could help develop a

workers hiring hall similar to hiring halls in other parts of the country.

The first location that we addressed was the corner of Long Point and

Witte. Every morning there were between seventy five and one hundred

men that congregated at this corner.  I contacted a Hispanic evangelical

church, Amor y Restauracion, that was willing to House the center.  They

were located only a block from the Long Point, Witte location and had a

membership of about two hundred. The church had been doing street

ministry to these men and saw the center as being a way to increase the

outreach of the church. There ultimate emphasis was towards

evangelization. Because they were an independent and poor church they
needed financial help to do this.

Another center located in Houston was funded by the City of
Houston.  We knew that both the police department and the mayors office

was interested in opening other centers in Houston.   The next step was to

gain the support of the council person representing Spring Branch.

Councilman T was considered quite conservative and had a reputation for

not supporting programs such as this.  TMO had previously developed a

relationship with him but we had never been successful in getting him to

support one of our projects.

At our meeting with the councilman we introduced ourselves and

our institutions. We explained why we were there and that we wanted to

enlist his help in getting a hiring hall established to get the men off the

streets and make the community safer. He concurred that there was a

problem, but stated that he thought that the Long Point, Witte area was

the wrong area. He stated that it was a very conservative neighborhood

and that a hiring hall would be met with great resistance.  He then

suggested that we meet with Pastor DP of the Spanish Church of God on

Hollister in the northeast part of Spring Branch--that the neighbors would
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create less resistance.   He then asked those of us at the meeting, how

many of us lived in Spring Branch. Unfortunately, none of us did.   He
stated that we needed to gain Spring Branch support for the project in
order for it to be a success and to be accepted.  We then suggested that we
wanted his support for the city to fund a center as they had done in
another part of Houston. He stated that he was opposed to using public

money for this and would not support it.  We left, agreeing to both seek

community support and to consider the Hollister, Pitner area.  This

evolution, changing orientation and interconnectedness of groups and
issues within a community, shows how important it is to be flexible in
doing this type of work.

As a result of the meeting with Councilman T we began a process
of first trying to enlist other Spring Branch community support and

secondly to find other facilities for the center to be housed, that would not
receive as much community resistance. Our first attempt at community
support was with the Super Neighborhood groups. There were three of

these, the East, Central, and West group.   At each of the meetings there

were less than ten persons present. They generally represented civic
associations but there were a few business people represented.  At each of
these meetings we made our presentation and told the representatives that

we were working to develop a center or centers for the day laborers to get

them off the street. The groups were cordial, asked questions but had

little input as to how to proceed. There was one exception to this at the

Central meeting. There were several persons present who were observers

from the B subdivision in Spring Branch. They stated that they did not

think it was a good idea for the center to be in their community and they

would be opposed to it. The proposed center on Hollister was only two

blocks from their subdivision. Thinking that we could build consensus

around the issue, I invited the person to our upcoming April 11 meeting at
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the Spring Branch Family Development Center to discuss the matter.  At

the time we met at the Central Super Neighborhood meeting, we had

found a location for the center at the Spanish Church of God.   This was

the church and the area that Councilman T had suggested to us at our

meeting with him.    This was how we initially became interested in the

Pitner, Hollister area.

Gathering Support for the Day Labor Center

Pastor D P

Pastor D P was the pastor of the Spanish Church of God on Hollister

about a hundred yards from where the day laborers waited in the
mornings to get employment. The church had a congregation of less than

a hundred.  He had been somewhat active in the past in getting a bus line

in the community and had been instrumental in getting rid of a cantina

next to his church.  He had a building that had a room that was several

thousand square feet that would be ideal to House a 'hiring hall'. As in
the case of Amor y Restauracion the church needed financial help to

House and run the center. We became aware regardless of where the

center was put,  some type of governance was    to had to be established to

give the center legitimacy.

In the past his congregation had sponsored a summer youth

program in collaboration with Mayor Brown. Currently he also had a city
immunization program that met at his facility several times a month.  He

was more than willing to had the 'hiring hall' at his church and was
willing to participate in the development of such a center.

Pastor D G

3/12/02  J H and I met with D G at Bread of Life Church.  He was in
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charge of missions ministry. Bread of Life was a non-denominational

evangelical church with an extensive outreach program in the community.
At the time they had mission churches in four apartment projects in
Spring Branch with the primary focus being on Hispanics. We discussed

what TMO did and got to know him better. We particularly discussed the

issues associated with Pitner Street, where they had an outreach.  He

confirmed reports of drunkenness, drug dealing, violence and running

prostitutes out of the back of a moving van.  He was particularly
concerned about safety issues. He agreed to discuss TMO with pastor D
K and I agreed to contact to him.

Northwest District of the United Methodist Church

3/13/02  I attended the Northwest District of the United Methodist Church

at St.  J UMC where pastor J M was pastor.   St.  J was about a quarter of a
mile from Tanner and Gessner intersection, a major gathering place for
male undocumented day laborers. Approximately two hundred men a

day would gather at this location, which from our research was the largest
gathering place for day laborers in Spring Branch.  I briefly discussed the

workers center concept and he offered his church as a possible site.
Our research indicated that there were three primary locations that

day laborers congregated in Spring Branch. In addition to finding the

church that was willing to House the Pitner, Hollister group, we were also
successful in finding churches that would House the men in the other two

locations. We decided to focus primarily on the Hollister-Pitner street

portion of the community primarily because of what councilman T had

said about receiving less resistance from the surrounding community for

the center to be located at the Spanish Church of God. We discovered

additional community stakeholders that included the residents, the
apartment owners and managers, area churches, the Spring Branch
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Family Development Center, the feeder schools for the area, the Spring

Branch Superneighborhood Central, and primarily Anglo area subdivision

groups, not directly associated with the Pitner street apartments, but

impacted by the economics of the street.

The residents living on Pitner were mostly Hispanics living in
apartments. Between  50  and   100 men stood  on the major corner  in  the

neighborhood every morning waiting for work.  Some of the men had

fairly regular jobs but most were day laborers. There was a great deal of
crime in the neighborhood and a Cantina was close by and created

problems on an almost daily basis. An elementary school was within a
block of this location. There are three church groups in the immediate

area with a presence.  One was a Hispanic Church of God, one was an

apartment mission (Hispanic) run by an Bread of Life Evangelical
Christian church and the other was a $6 million dollar jointly funded

facility promoted by the Methodist and Presbyterians. Our intent was to

move toward bringing these stakeholder groups together for conversation

and to develop relationships.  Some of our initial questions might focus on

concern for our children.  What do we want for the children of this
neighborhood? What resources do we have in the community that can
help make the quality of life and opportunity for our children a reality?

What things inhibit that dream?  What can we do to make this happen?

What must we do to make the neighborhood safer, provide a safe place

for men to get work, to provide job related education for men and

women, enhance the spiritual  life of the community?
The reason I used this neighborhood as a model is that it was

geographically unique, it had readily identifiable institutions that were in
the neighborhood and that were stakeholders, and even though there may

had been dissension between some of these groups, there was a desire

among the residents and the institutions to bring about a change.  On the
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other hand, it was a challenge because this area had been a hotbed of
crime and poverty for many years and all attempts to bring about

permanent change had been minimal. There was no concerted ongoing
community effort to bring about lasting change and to create trust and

solidarity. There was no space for continuing conversation. There were

common archetypal symbolic concerns that all parties could relate to,

including safety, education, spiritual needs, jobs and economics.

Simultaneous interviews with TMO church leaders and community
leaders.

Throughout the entire project interviews and relation building
continued. This focus was two fold. We wanted to find out what changes
were taking place in persons perceived myths about groups and issues, as

well as widening our range of influence and networking. These results

are interwoven with the results of the April 11 meeting since interviews
and relation building were to lead up to that meeting.

Progress was followed on building relationships within a wide
range of stakeholders, identifying leaders, identifying issues, and how
those issues were brought to action. Symbolic and mythical themes were

identified and the meanings of those symbols and myths were tracked to

see if changes of attitude took place in stake holders as work progressed.

We were particularly interested in using the concept of not-knowing to
see what types of curiosities and surprises emerged by taking this

approach.

Interviews from individuals involved both at the core of the action

as well as peripheral persons were obtained to record their attitudes and

involvement's.
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PB (St. J Catholic Church)
One of the peripheral persons was PB, a member of St. J Catholic

Church.  St. J was located only a few blocks from Pitner St. and from
Landrum Middle School.  It was important to make a relationship with
PB since we were trying to rekindle a relationship with St. J that had
broken off over 20 years previously and PB had a leadership role with St.

J.  We hoped that he could open the door for us at St. J.

A Z had met PB at a Spring Branch Homeless gathering.  PB was the
chair of social Justice issues at St. J and seemed receptive to the concept

of TMO.

3/11/02

I met with PB at MDUMC.  He was affable and interested in the work of
TMO.  I started by asking him how he had gotten involved in social

justice and he told me that his priest had suggested that he become

involved. He talked about his work with Westside Homeless and other

endeavors. We talked about what TMO was doing in the district with the
schools and then discussed the 'hiring hall' and our work that was
beginning at Panda Path.  We then briefly discussed the bad relationship

that TMO had with St. J. He had only been at St. J for a few years and did

not know the history other than what he had heard.  I suggested that we

might get a small group together and had a House meeting as a start.  He

said he would bring up TMO to the church council and see whether their
attitudes had changed.

3/25/02 Talked to P B by phone.  He had a very negative response from
the priest and the church council.  He said though that he was still
interested in what TMO was doing.  I stated that I would invite him to our
meeting at Panda Path.  A few days before the April 11 meeting I called
him at his home and found that he was recovering from a triple bi-pass

surgery.  I wished him well and hoped to see him later.
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Early Meetings With Hispanic Parents and Residents Prior to April
11 at Panda Path

Archetypal symbols and myths played a major role in recruiting leaders and building bridges within the
community. By sharing of personal narratives, persons saw their commonness and in the
deconstruction of old narratives, new common narratives were created that resulting in bonds o f caring
and collaboration.   This form of organizing was unique in the Spring Branch/Memorial community.
Numerous organizations had attempted to bring groups together for common efforts but their success
was minimal since their relationships were most often based on negative efforts.  When the negative
influence had passed, the relationships tended to disengage. (Emerging questions, p. 20,21, #12)

Panda Path was an early childhood development center for three

and four year olds and  was run by the SBISD.  It was housed at the

Spring Branch Family Development Center on Pitner street in Northeast
Spring Branch.    In the immediate area there  were  over 1000 apartment

units, most of which are two and three bedroom units.  They were

occupied mainly by undocumented Hispanic immigrants. Historically,
the area had been plagued with crime and poverty, with many of the
apartment units suffering from frequent turnovers due to renters not being

able to pay the rent because their wages are too low, resulting in them

being evicted.

Panda Path was new at this location as well as in the school

district.  C R was the principal.  When we began our work with Panda

Path she knew very little about the community and did not know many of
the parents.

Initially, when TMO approached the principal our goal was to help

her empower her parents to be involved in their children's education.  We

also had a secondary goal of promoting the day labor hiring hall a few

blocks away since many men would stand at the corner of Hollister and
Pitner waiting for an employer to come by and hire them. The interest in

the workers center was an outgrowth of our conversations with
Councilman T and other stakeholders.
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At the same time J H, organizer from TMO, T A, M M of

Chapelwood Methodist, and Lee L of Memorial Drive United Methodist

were approaching Panda Path, Franklin Olson, of MDUMC, and J H were
approaching other stakeholders in the community about the hiring hall.

As had been the case in so many of our efforts, we discovered an

interconnectedness in the networking process. Because of the

complexities of the problems it was difficult to separate concerns. There

was a great deal of interconnectedness between issues of safety and
security, education and employment of immigrants. One result of this
complexity was that people become overcome with the magnitude of the

problems.  A more positive frame of this condition was that you could
leverage the partners in the network  not to just   work on their individual

issues but to work on a whole set of issues.

On March 22, 2002 we had the first meeting at Panda Path pre-

school. There were 6 parents in attendance, and MM, TA, C R, and J H.
There was some confusion about the meeting time and the teacher

responsible for getting the parents there was out sick. The parents were

very reluctant to talk.  Most of them had never been to a school as a

parent and in their experience their input had not been sought out.

TMO used its usual technique of making the rounds of having

people introduce themselves and telling their children's names.  We then

had House meetings where the parents told stories. Their stories were

about what their concerns were for their families and what kind of
pressures they experienced living in the community. Instead of talking

about school issues and learning issues the parents were most concerned

about safety and security in the neighborhood. Their stories spoke of fast

traffic on Pitner, no stop sign at Hollister and Pitner, drug dealing, gangs,

shootings, fights, drunkenness, prostitution, a cantina very near the

school, poor police response, fear of the police since many of the
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residents were undocumented, and a large piece of land in the
neighborhood that was grown up and bushy. We questioned them about

the Worker Development Center and there was little interest in it.  They

were not against it, it was just not at the top of their list of concerns.   We

later discovered that in Mexico and other Latin American countries,

workers standing on the corner waiting for employers was the norm, so

there was little concern that it should be changed.

As a first action, the parents asked if they could form a volunteer

parent crossing guard group that would assist their children in getting

across Pitner between the apartments and the school.  CR was able to

later get the district to provide crossing vests and poles for the guards and

the parents staffed the volunteer guard program.

Several more meetings occurred between the March 22 meeting

and April 9. The purpose of these meetings was to get more parents

involved through neighborhood networking and we had more House

meetings where more stories were told and people began developing trust

in their neighbor.  It also helped TMO find persons who had a

constituency and persons who were angry enough about something to be

moved to act. The meeting on the ninth was a preparatory meeting for

the April 11 community meeting, that crystallized some of the safety and

security issues  that  had been previously mentioned. About 15 parents

were in attendance. The organizer also primed the parents to be willing
to speak at the April 11 meeting and tell their stories to city officials and

other stake holders.   Some of the parents were afraid of retribution by the
gangs if they were to speak out. However, they had worked with the

school and were beginning to trust each other, the school, and TMO.  The

fact that the principal was so receptive to the concerns of the parents

empowered them to action. They seemed very proud that they had been

able to be heard and to get the crossing guard program started. We urged
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them to be sure and be at the meeting on the eleventh when everyone

from the schools, churches, city, police, apartment managers, and

subdivision people might be in attendance.  As I sat there listening to
their stories, even though I did not speak Spanish, I could understand

from their voices and facial expressions how concerned they were about

their children. And several  of them had their children there.   I knew then

that one of those emerging archetypal symbols that I had been looking

for, was for this group, their children.

From these meetings we gained new understandings of both the

problems as well as the use of techniques to achieve change. First, we
learned how important it was to follow a bottoms up procedure when

organizing community groups (Pyrch & Castillo, 2002). Powerful voices

such as S 0, C R, and the Panda Path parents were struggling to be heard

to help liberate others and themselves.  Some had been a part of other

non- TMO community meetings but had felt that they were either not
heard or that nothing could be achieved by those groups.

The Panda Path parents had little or no experience in community

action when this study began. The Pitner, Hollister community of
undocumented immigrants was disjointed with little interconnectedness

between different groups. There was little stability among residents who
moved as many as four times a year because ofnot being able to pay rent.

Children were often moved from school to school two or three times a

year.  This lack of stability in children's lives resulted in poor grades,

truancy, and behavioral problems. Gangs became a way of finding
stability, a group to belong too. And children as young as eight were

enlisted as gang members (personal communications, SO, 2002).
Initially TMO and the Panda Path school thought that education and the

workers center would resonate with the community. However, after the

stories were told and parents engaged it was a completely different
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picture.   This kind of response would not had occurred if we had gone
into the school and demanded a pre-determined agenda.

Additionally, the parents were able to see that they could have
small victories such as getting a stop sign at the corner of Hollister and
Pitner and the crossing guard initiative. With these small victories they
were embolden to take further risks and attack some of the bigger issues

in the community.   They no longer felt alone and without power. There

were others, both Hispanic and Anglo, who were willing to stand behind

them.  And they were fighting for their families.

Secondly, we learned how archetypal symbols  of self preservation
and first order issues could override fear when there was a common foe.

The same could be said about the B subdivision residents who had been

fighting to, as they saw it, to save their neighborhood against blight and
crime. These negative symbols were much stronger than the more
nebulas motivations of Christian benevolence.

The Relational Progression for the April 11 meeting

TMO (The Metropolitan Organization) helped provide the space for conversations to occur.  This was
done through individual meetings with community members and leaders and small groups within the
Spring Branch/Memorial community. This small group meetings were convened in homes, schools,
and churches.   In the meetings persons shared archetypal narratives of personal experiences.   As a
result issues emerged and leaders were identified. (Emerging questions p. 14, #2)

The   progression   o f the April    11    meeting at Panda Path where

conversations were begun between stakeholders in the community about

common concerns came  from at least six months of meetings of relation
building and networking in the community by TMO representatives.  In

many cases when these relation building meetings were held, there was

no agenda or the agenda was not focused on Panda Path and its issues.

The networking took numerous turns and was multi-dimensional in terms
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of focus. The schematic diagrams in (Appendix E,F,G) give some
indication of the progression over the months as we worked at developing
relationships between TMO and the stakeholders. The relationships

between the stakeholders are also represented.  Due to the complexity of
the evolving community building network, these schematics do not
include all of the stakeholders such as the SBISD school superintendent,
the deputy school superintendent and the area Superneighborhood

leadership. But these persons played their part in giving sanction and

credibility to our work.  They also helped provide other voices in the

April 11 meeting.

Community concerns?--education and immigrant day laborers.

Initially, the focus of the Pitner-Hollister portion of the project

was education and immigrant day laborers issues.  We had been guided to
the Pitner, Hollister community by our interest and work with the
immigrant day labor issue.  One of the stakeholders in that community

was the Panda Path pre-school. Our contact with them initially  was our
interest in organizing the parents to be more involved in their children's
education.  We saw that there was a possible connection between the day

labor situation and the school, since many of the parents were impacted
by both issues.  It was our thinking that because we were working with
the Panda Path school, whose parents were primarily undocumented

immigrants that the emerging issues would be associated with education

and immigrant day laborers.  To our surprise the parents first concern was

with issues of safety and security, which was also a big issue with the
Anglo community surrounding this area. Throughout the project,
organizing emphasized the need for a safer community. This emphasis

brought great support from many of the stakeholders as they also had
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similar concerns.

One of the great successes of TMO in organizing is that they
allow for and encourage the participants to determine the direction the
group will follow.  It is very easy for the facilitators/organizers to set the
agenda and tell persons what they need to be doing. This usually results
in either the group opting out or setting up a hierarchical relationship that
does not benefit the group. Huizer (1997) states that "action research

appears the only type that can seriously take into account the knowledge

about their own environment and problems that exists among the
common people for whom all the studies are allegedly to serve" (p. 1).

The larger organization, TMO, gives persons a springboard for getting
things done and bringing different stakeholders with similar interests to
the table. For Wadsworth (2002) facilitators are not the certifiers oftruth
but encourage and engage persons in the process of shared inquiry that

helps determine future outcomes.

A Key Leader Emerges on Pitner Street- S 0, Apartment Manager

TMO leaders had differing reasons for their involvement. Affluent leaders often were motivated by
thejr religious call as outlined in their particular faith system.  But upon going deeper into their
personal narratives, there was often another motivation that was a direct outgrowth of some experience
that they had when they were younger. They themselves might have come from a modest economic
background or they were exposed to persons who were disadvantaged and it had challenged them in
their belief systeni  As for those who were from lower SES groups, their motivation often was an
outgrowth of their anger and feelings of hopelessness.   TMO and community organizing gave all of
these persons a common sense of purpose and power to effect change. (Emerging questions p. 19,20, #
8 #9)

One of the leaders that emerged from meetings in the Pitner, Hollister

community was S 0, an apartment manager.  S 0, a female, was married
and had four daughters in their teens.   She was born in Mexico is not a
citizen.
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She told stories of how when she became manager and tried to evict some

of the rowdy tenants that she and her maintenance man were beat up.

Shootings in the neighborhood were common place with some parents
hiding their children in bathtubs in the middle of the night when shots

were fired. She reported that prostitution and drug dealing was common

place and that when the police were called, if they came, they did nothing

to deal with the problem.  She was definitely a person who would be a

good leader for TMO.  She was angry and she had a following.

She began her relationship with the community by assisting non
English speaking immigrants to read letters in English or fill out forms.

Not only did most people in the community not read or write English,

they also could not read and write Spanish.  S 0 was known for her

fairness to tenants and it did not matter whether the persons coming to her

for assistance were tenants or not. She still helped them.  As a result of

these early interventions, she began helping parents find medical help for

their children or finding help with rent and utilities.

She became known for not putting up with drunkenness and

disorderly conduct. The apartment project, even though not the best on

the street was known for its being a good place to live.

We came to know SO when lead organizer, JH, and I visited with a

pastor who had a mission in another complex on the street. The pastor

had a relationship with the apartment projects due to their mission work

and he invited all of the apartment managers to the April 11 meeting and
that is where we met SO.

At first SO was reluctant to become involved with TMO because

she had been to other community meetings, including meetings held by

the police department and had voiced her concerns about criminal activity

on the street and nothing had ever been done.   Part of the reason for this

was that these meetings were often problem addressing meetings where
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the officials heard from the citizens and were supposed to do something

about the citizens concerns.  In many cases either the officials could not

or would not address the issues, so the result was frustrations and anger

on the part of the citizens.   This was the attitude of SO when we met her.

She stated concerning the police, "I think they talk alot. They(try to) get

on our good side, but that doesn't work with me."

S 0 then related another story that angered her greatly.  "It's like the
ladies in the cornmunity, they had a problem and the police come and

they (women) don't know how to express themselves and the police make

fun or laugh at them I get very hesitated (sic) at them.  I tell them 'why do

you come here and laugh at people? If you're not going to help, then get
out'. Our guards arrested a guy and he's in handcuffs. The handcuffs

shouldn't be taken off by anybody other than a judge.   They pick him up,

drive outside and take the cuffs off  We're not taking him, they say and

let him go. People who are handcuffed in these apartments for disorderly
conduct should be taken in and not let go.  They need to be taken in and
charged." She further stated that the bad element then knows that they

don't had to obey the  law or the rules of the complex. This perpetuates

the problems and creates an atmosphere of lawlessness.

On her experience with TMO SO stated,  "it's been a wonderful

adventure.   I'm  in the real thing now. Before I was by mysel f and now I

know I'm not alone, that there are a lot of people like me.   I always

believe  that  a lot of people make  a lot of power. Little people  don't had

much power but i f you had a lot you make them turn  and  look at you."
In my interview with SO I inquired about what the community

would look like if she woke tomorrow and Spring Branch/Memorial were

as she would dream it to be what would it look like? Her reply was,

"clean, it would be very neat and clean. Kids would be wearing

uniforms, orderly waiting for buses. Moms would be walking safely, and
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I'm not just talking about Hispanic areas. I'm talking in general, cause

I've been staying outside those high schools." Initially, this response

surprised me.  When I had asked affluent TMO volunteers the same

question, most of them responded with some global concept such as,

'people respecting one another', 'a more relational community', 'people
working together'. SO's responses were much more first order issues

involving safety and issues  ofbasic living.
SO continued to be a leader in TMO and her community.

She still wore the hats of friend, social worker and community activist.

But she also was an apartment manager that worked for her employer

who expected to make a profit on his investment.  And even though she

would evict a problem tenant, they often went across the street to another

project and caused problems there too.   But her multiple roles in the

community and the position of her owner had paid off.  "I'm glad I had
the owner I had, because he cares. I've worked for too many owners and

all they care about is how much money you've collected. They don't care

who lives there.  They don't understand that in the long run they don't

win if their complex is  a mess.   I don't provide them new anything.   And

I have good people.  So we don't advertise.  I don't put signs out.  All of

the people are referrals from our residents.   If my residents recommends

that's wonderful.  You know pastor G, we had a special with him. For
any of his congregation we give a special.  We run 97-98% and when we

had a move out we had a waiting list.  I understand S project  had a
vacancy that is scary.   I can tell them (my tenants) don't be so dirty,

clean your house,  live like persons.  I know that makes some people

angry but when I come back its clean. You need to train them.  They
don't live that way in Mexico,  they don't know nothing.  I don't had
carpet, I had tile . A lady came and said she needed carpet because her

child was learning to walk and I said, 'where were you born', she said 'in
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Mexico' I said 'are you retarded, we don't had carpet' 'you learn how to

take care of carpet and you'll get carpet.   It was an unbelievable waste of
money with carpet.  I had to change it every six months. They would try
and  clean  it with bleach.    I told my owner,  ' it's  a lot more money to put in
tile but it'11 last a lot longer' so in the last three years we've tiled
practically the whole project. Some people really like it. they'll say, 'oh,

you had tile, my child had asthma and this is a big help'.
SO was a talented and caring person.  It is evident from the

interview that she had been involved in the community and tried to make

it a better place.  She had often been frustrated and angry about not being
heard and not being able to make changes.  But she was only one person

and had little power. Through organizing in the community she was able
to find her voice in a larger venue and to bring others who had even less
power than she, to the table. Kelly, Mock, and Tandon, (2002)
emphasize the importance of focusing on the natural resources within the
community-- those ordinary people who are already community leaders

or who show abilities of leadership.   TMO  (J H personal communications
August   10, 2002) stated that leaders  were not necessarily persons  that

were charismatic or good speakers.  They were persons who could
influence a constituency, even if it were a small one.  They are also
looking for persons that are angry and whose anger can be channeled into

productive ways.  S 0 is a good example ofa person that TMO is looking
for.

CR- Principal of Panda Path; a Key leader

CR was the principal of Panda Path pre- kindergarten school Housed at

the Spring Branch Cornmunity Center on Pitner Street.   When she first
became principal she and her husband had been concerned about her
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being principal in such a crime ridden community.  But she had
welcomed TMO into her school and she became an important leader in

the community.  I wondered what it was that made her reach out to those

parents in such a different way. She would not make any more money
and her involvement in organizing could only result in possibly being
reprimanded by the District for over stepping the bounds of being a

principal.

CR grew up in Houston's southeast side.  Born in Mexico, her
mother brought the family  to the United States  in  1969. CR alluded  to

their modest living conditions growing up in a working class

neighborhood. Upon graduation from high school she attended Sam

Houston State University and initially majored in criminology, thinking
that she wanted to go into law enforcement. Her mother became quite

sad and cried when she found out that CR was going to be going off to

college but CR persevered. She stated that there were no high
expectations for her to achieve.  As she progressed in the criminology

program she began having misgivings about law enforcement and

decided to change her major to education, believing that she could help

children before they got into trouble with the law.

After teaching in several different schools and school districts, she
was appointed to be principal of Panda Path. Her experience up until that

time included teaching Spanish and bi-lingual education.  In one district

she was in a totally bi-lingual school where children were bussed to the

school from all over the district.  As she put it, "working with people that
had no qualms about saying we don't want bi-lingual children in our
schools was difficult." She later became a parent liaison, connecting
Hispanic parents with the campus and the teachers.  This was a place

where she came to appreciate developing a relational community of
parents and administration. She attributed her success in these earlier
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programs to creating an atmosphere of respect and trust. When asked

how she had created trust she stated, "by being visible.  It is important for
parents to see me out." "Parents need to feel comfortable and valued
before they will into the classroom and help."

CR was highly complimentary of JH, TMO's lead organizer who
worked on developing relationships, leadership, and issues. She

recognized his expertise  but also re flected,  "his  way of going about it,  not

intrusive, non-demeaning, respectful.  I don't have to run around patching
up things he is doing."  When CR and JH had begun conversations about
the school and the community, CR thought that they would be doing a

leadership academy with the parents. After having several meetings with
parents it was not the schools agenda that was dictating everything, it was
the community, the parents. Her vision of the schools involvement

changed to where "it was not a Panda Path parent group but a community
group.    How can my children  feel good about learning if there is violence
outside."

Other statements ofimportance are as follows:
About parent leaders-- "I have been impressed with the leadership".

Concerning archetypal symbols-- "family.  When the parents feel
comfortable to come into the school they get more respect (for
themselves).

The perfect community-- "I would have a lot of volunteers. It would be
the parents  from the north helping parents from the south.   Some of them

would be here reading to the children.  I would had a true combination of
parents. There would be an opportunity for teachers from this campus to
go to schools from the other side and trade places for a day."

On dispelled myths-- that Hispanic parents won't get involved.  "They

said, 'we want to the crossing guards.  Can you get me a poster board so I

can stand there?  I told them we had supplies, like flags.  The myth was
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the parents were not interested and would not help.  We had proven them

wrong."
On her motivation-- "I have a strong feeling that God had a plan for me to
move me somewhere else and I'm not afraid to say that God is the one

that placed me here, because I have a strong belief that that's why I'm
here."

Reality-- CR realized the difficulty in getting people of other
backgrounds into conversation  and to trust one another. Speaking of the

April 11 meeting  she  said,  "That is probably the first time  some of those

people have been in the area (Pitner St.).  What is going to help us is to
continue to have opportunities for community meetings. Talking with

each other, not to be afraid of what the other is thinking. There will

always be resistance..

As with most people, it's hard to know what motivates CR. Could
it had been her bringing up,  the  fact that she was Hispanic hersel f and that

she had gotten an education even though she came from a family with
little means? Or could it also be her religious background; that she
believed that God had placed her at Panda Path for a particular purpose?

Whatever it was,   C R reached beyond the bounds of what was necessary
for her to be a good principal. Her leadership and cooperation was a
major factor in the success of the actions that took place during this study

at Panda Path.

I learned from SO, CR and other TMO volunteers that persons
could resonate around an archetypal symbol, but the way they
experienced that symbol was different.  For low SES persons the response

was generally according to first order needs and concerns. Safety and

security, basic living needs of food, clothing, and shelter were at the top

of the list.  For high SES persons the interest was more global and
abstract.  They were concerned about children and poverty but they were
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concerned about it more in terms of what the effects would be on the
society in general.    Even if one does not experience poverty, violence,
and depravation, people can still resonate with something archetypal.  If it
were not so, affluent persons would not respond to the poor and the

needy.

The April 11,2002 community meeting.

Even though I had been a resident of the Spring Branch/Memorial community for nearly forty years
and I had run for school board a few years before the study, I quickly learned that I was not aware of
my own prejudices and misconceptions about the community.  I had assumed that it would be quite
easy to engage persons around common themes based on our common faith.  I was unprepared for the
antagonism for South side churches and for the affluent community that I was a part.  I was unpreparedfor the great ethnic and economic diversity that existed and the associated prejudice and unwillingness
of some to even come to the table. My convictions that narrative action research and the presence of
archetypal symbols and myths persevered and were successful in bringing persons from widely diversebackgrounds together and engaging persons who before had been fearful of the status quo and had
feelings of hopelessness. (Emerging questions, p. 21, #13)

Because of the multitude of issues as well as community concern

and support, the April 11 meeting at the Spring Branch Family
Development Center was particularly important. It brought together one
of the most diverse groups of people to ever meet in Spring Branch.   It
reflected many groups in the community from undocumented immigrants,
to police and city officials, apartment owners and managers, churches,
and subdivision residents.  It was not only diverse in its makeup but also
reflected the many myths and prejudices that existed between these

groups.

Relational Schematic--February, 2002

The February, 2002 schematic shows the relational interaction
between community stakeholders when we first began to meet at the
Panda Path school on Pimer street. Progressive schematics indicate the
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changes that occurred during the time of the study.

As noted on the schematic, there appeared to be five primary

related stakeholders involved with the Panda Path Early Childhood

Development Center and associated groups.
They were C R., principal of Panda Path, the parents of children in Panda

Path, the Police, and the apartments managers. The only close

relationship in the system was between S 0., manager of the Pine

Gardens apartment project and some of the Hispanic residents of Pitner,

Hollister.   C R's close relationship at the beginning of the project was

with the school and its staff. Panda Path was a new school and parents

were new since Panda Path was for Early Childhood Development.  C R.
had a minimal relationship with the parents as did the parents with C R.

and the Panda Path school.  C R. responded to my question, "how do you
create trust" by responding, "be visible.  It is important for parents to see

me out.  To know that I care about their children.  I think that the most
distrusting and hardest to win over were the head-start parents . . . .with

some parents it takes a long time and a lot of hard work and not giving

UP.
"

With the exception of S 0, apartment manager of Pine Gardens,

one of the projects on Pitner, residents (parents) had little relationship

with their landlords other than paying rent.  We had initially made contact

with S 0 and the other managers through D G., minister with Bread of

Life church.  He had arranged for the managers and owners to come to

the April 11, meeting. His connection to the managers was that his

church had an outreach mission in one of the apartment complexes on

Pitner. His primary interest in the  area was  that of evangelizing residents.

Social services was a secondary motivation. However, he was quite
sympathetic to our efforts and was quite instrumental in getting

participation from the apartments.
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According to S 0's report, she had a much closer relationship with

her tenants than the other managers and owners.  "We've been working a
lot in the community helping parents learn how to take care of their

children...show them how to get medical help or help with the rent."  Her

Close relationship with community residents began because she was

willing to interpret Spanish to English for them. According to S 0 and

residents of the area there was a strained relationship between residents

and  owners on Pitner street  and the police.    At the meetings of residents

leading up to April 11, residents reported inattention by police or

reluctance on the part of residents to call police fearing retaliation from
the perpetrators  or the police themselves since most of the residents were

undocumented aliens and they feared being sent back to the country of

their origin.
Even though Hollister Pitner, because of violence, drug trafficking,

prostitution and deteriorating properties,  had been a lightening rod for
controversy for the community for years, there had been very little
outside contact with this community until the Family Development

Center was built. Residents from the B subdivision told stories of
fighting to get substandard apartment projects torn down and shots being

fired in the night, murders taking place on a regular basis (LL &E K
Personal communication May, 2002).  And it had been only since TMO

had been organizing in Spring Branch that diverse groups of people had

begun meeting to discuss issues of common interest.

The community meeting held April 11, 2002 was a critical turning

point in the development of an action plan for the Pitner, Hollister

community. Let us follow the work that went into establishing

relationships with the people that attended the April 11,2002 meeting and

then look at the meeting itsel£ what was accomplished, what might had
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been improved and the follow-up.

Those in attendance at the April 11,2002 meeting were:

Officer J  P, HPD
B   J -Mayors office  of immigrant affairs

Bruce Tatro, city councilperson for Spring Branch district

Gordon Quan, city councilperson at large and Mayor Pro-tem

P   G, outreach pastor Bread of Life

Pastor D   P , pastor of Spanish Church of God on Hollister

Father M V C- associated priest at St. Jerome Catholic Church

C R, principal of Panda Path

M  M, Chapelwood Methodist

T A, Chapelwood Methodist

About 15 parents from Panda Path

About 8 children from Panda Path

J H, TMO organizer

A Z, MDUMC

Apartment Managers- Pitner street

Apartment Owners- Pitner street

About  1 0 B subdivision Residents

The meeting was held at the Spring Branch Family development

Center on Pitner street. The center Housed a Boys and Girls Club, a free
health center and the Panda Path early development center operated by
the SBISD.

The April 11 Meeting

We met at the Spring Branch Family Development Center. There were

about thirty five people from the Pitner Apartments, from the

management and ownership of the apartments, Officer  J P, Councilman
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Quan and Tatro, Benito Juarez of the City of Houston, Pastor D P, Pastor

D G, Father M Van C from St. J's and residents from B subdivision.

There were also ten to fifteen small children present.  They were either

with their parents  or were  over on  one  side  o f the room.

J H translated for the group since most of the Hispanics had a

limited command of the English language and most of the Anglos spoke

not Spanish.  I had a little apprehension about the meeting when the B

subdivision residents came in.  They were older and seemed angry.  But I

realized that i f I was to make a case for archetypal symbols, then I needed

as diverse a group as possible.  I hoped that whatever the outcome that I

could learn something valuable from the experience.

We began the meeting by making the rounds where everyone

introduced themselves and where they lived or what organization they

represented.  As we introduced ourselves an elderly female B subdivision

resident, sitting in the back stated, "I can't hear back here. You're going

to had to make those kids leave. They're making too much noise."  I

said, "The children are hear with their parents and they are welcome to be

here.   They stay.  If you had trouble hearing there are several seats up

here in the front and you're welcome to come up here." "No," she said,

"just speak up."  I felt that the first battle had been won.  I then opened

with a focus for the meeting:

'Evil flourishes when good people don't work together for good.

But why do good people not work together. It's because of fear and

distrust.  And why are we afraid and distrustful. Because there are those

who are like the group that we are like, that do not always represent the

best that they can be and it reflects on us.

So I've wondered as I've been going to meetings like this around

the city for the last year and a half, what it is that brings us together.

What is it that we have in common. There may be several things but in
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this case I think its about these children and others like them throughout

our community.  This is a community that cares about children.  We have

schools represented, we have parents, we have councilmen, we have the

police we have people from the surrounding subdivision, we have people
from churches. And together if we can trust one another and not be afraid

of working together, I think we can make some positive changes.'
I then asked the father who started the crossing guard program to

tell of how they had done this.  He told of being concerned for his
children and the parents who walked children to school. Even though I

could not understand him it was apparent from the inflection of his voice

and his gestures, that he cared very much for the children in the
neighborhood. Pitner was like a race track. There were no stop signs on

the street and no speed bumps. After several meetings with C R, the

parents on their own initiative had requested to be able and create a

volunteer crossing guard group.  C R had approached the school system
and after some discussion with the appropriate departments, she received

approval to develop a volunteer crossing guard group ofparents.

Then a parent told about the cantina and about the fights and

shootings that were common place.  They also stated that there was drug

dealing and prostitution associated with the cantina. The Pitner residents

were afraid of both the men who frequented the cantina as well as the
police.   They were afraid of the men who frequented the cantina since

they were afraid of retribution.   They were afraid of the police since most

of the residents were illegal and they were afraid that they would be
deported.   They also felt that the police did not give them respect, if in

fact, they responded to the calls. Another parent talked about

wanting a traffic light on Hollister at Pitner since it was difficult to get
onto Hollister. Councilman Tatro stated that the city had made a study

and deemed that the corner did not warrant having a traffic light.  One of
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the residents from B subdivision stood and stated that the residents on
Pitner should not expect the city to take care of their problems.  This
person stated that the Pitner residents needed to form their own Citizens
on Patrol group like the residents of B subdivision had done. Another B
subdivision resident stood and told of his time spent in Mexico and told
the group that this was a cultural problem since the police in Mexico and
Central America were often corrupt. He suggested that they keep calling
the police for help.

I then brought up the Worker Development Center.I started    by
saying that in our discussions with the residents on Pitner, the Worker

Development Center AKA Hiring Hall was not a priority. There were
other services that the workers were interested in, including ESL classes,
educational classes, job training programs, etc. I also stated that from
what I had heard the residents in the subdivision did not want a workers
center which would get the men off the street. Several people from B
subdivision took exception to my comment that they did not want the
men off the street.  I apologized for the characterization. A number of
people spoke about the workers and the stories Pitner residents told
seemed to soften the residents from B subdivision. But there prevailed

the attitude among most of the residents from B subdivision that we
should ship them back to Mexico or ship them over to Memorial or had

INS pick them all up.
Time and time again people from B subdivision would suggest that

we bus the men over to Memorial and Gessner, which happens to be
about two blocks from my House.  In a later newspaper interview E K
from B S/D stated, "It's a feel good deal for the churches.  They can go

home and say 'By God, I helped some people--but not in my
neighborhood."   They also continued to state  that  i f the INS would close

the borders we wouldn't had this problem.
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I wondered if confronted by the impossibility of their fantasies for

solving the problem, whether they would see the need to  work with

others in the community to find a more practical and humane solution in

their community? The people from B subdivision gave the impression

that they had fought the battle alone and that they resented the rich

Memorial churches coming over to their neighborhood trying to be do

gooders. And after we had done our good deeds then we could go back to
our comfort and security and not face the gun shots in the night.  Most of

the residents from B were persons over seventy, anglo, who had lived in
the community for over twenty five years. They were very bitter about

the changes in the community. But at one point people from B
subdivision began giving suggestions to the Pitner residents, including

calling the police, or starting a Citizens on Patrol in the apartments.  L L

of B subdivision, who had been very vocal and antagonistic gave the

residents a history lesson on why the residents should call the police.

After the meeting even the B subdivision people signed up to work on the
different committees, which included Police Relations, Getting a Light at

Hollister, the Cantina problem and the Worker Development Center.

Reflections on April 11 Meeting

I had the feeling after the meeting that I'd been preparing for this

day all of my life.  I do not see how I could have done better, even though

I'm sure I could have. My guess was that this meeting had the most

diverse representation of any meeting ever held in Spring Branch.  That

in itself made me feel good.   I hope that I had learned something from

this experience that would benefit our work in the future.  I felt that

God's power was with me.
After the meeting we had four areas actionable areas we wanted to
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address:

1. Get a street light at Hollister and Pitner

2. Police relations

3. Closing the cantina

4. Workers development center

I introduced at least two archet>pal symbols in my opening focus.
The first was evil and the other was children. Mutually threatening
symbols often bring groups together that normally would not had an
alliance (Gergen, 1999). And that alliance may only last as long as the
threat to them both lasts.  Then the situation reverts to the old grievances.
My interest with this group was to build a more lasting alliance among

people and I believed that one archetypal symbol to do this was children.
Hopefully by giving people the opportunity to get to know one another
through the sharing of stories,  a more lasting alliance would occur.

The other concept that I introduced was some basic appreciative
affirmations of the people that were there( Anderson, H., Gergen, K.,
McNamee, S., Cooperrider, D., Gergen, M., & Whitney, D. ). Not only
are differences valued but collaborative efforts can be fostered by seeking
out commonalties. Even though I never used the word "archetypal
symbol" I still saw these common threads emerge.

Initially there was a sense of stereotyping among the group. Pitner
residents categorized the police negatively, Bingle residents categorized
the Hispanics and south side church members, and I categorized the B
subdivision residents negatively.  In my opening though, I tried to make
the distinction between the people that were present and those that did not
represent the best qualities of each constituent group.  I felt that as the

meeting progressed some of those stereotypes might had been dispelled.
There was a good cross section of people who agreed to be on the
different task forces. Someone after the meeting suggested that I had
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finessed the people  from B subdivision by stating  in the beginning of my

worker center presentation that it appeared that it was not the
communities priority to  get the men  off the street. B residents protested

that characterization. Moscovici and Perez (1997) state that "categorical

prejudices allow us to distance ourselves from others." Prejudice is also

an easy form or reductionism.   I f I can easily categorize you, then I don't
had to grapple with unpleasant incongruities.

The Aftermath of the April 11, 2002 meeting
4/16/02  I called Pastor D P to get his impressions of the Panda

Path meeting.  He was discouraged and had felt offended by the residents

from B subdivision. He related how at one time in the past, the precinct

voting was at his church. The people from B subdivision had protested
many of the Hispanic voters questioning their right to  vote.   They also did

not feel that the facility was suited for holding the election and had

gotten the county to move the voting place. The pastor stated that he still
wanted to help but that he did not think that much could happen with the

people of B subdivision being so negative. However, we were never able

to get him involved again in any of our efforts. Whether this was due to

the results of the April 11 meeting or something else is not known but I

felt a real sense of loss in not having him participate.

On April 30 residents and parents of Panda Path met at the Spring
Branch Family Development Center. There were approximately twenty

parents in attendance including several fathers, four Houston police

officers, several apartment managers, M Mc, T A, C R, and J H.  C R
introduced the meeting and the officers. The parents voiced their

concerns about specific issues including the Cantina issue, police

response and the need for a traffic light at the corner of Hollister and

Pitner.  TMO had filed a complaint on the Cantina on April 12,2002, the
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day after the community meeting. The complaint stated that the Cantina

was a threat to the community's stability. There were shootings, fights,

prostitution, and drug dealing that went on there and it was directly across

the street from the apartments and next door to the Family Development

Center.  The goal was to get the Cantina's license revoked.

The residents expressed concern about the lack of police presence

in the neighborhood. The officers repeatedly emphasized the necessity of
the residents and mangers calling the police with every problem. Phone

numbers linked to specific names and fax numbers were provided.

Officer A outlined the steps in apartments and residents becoming
partners in their Blue Star security program.  This is a structured zero

tolerance program to get the bad element out of the projects, that all

parties indicated strong interest in.

Additionally it was reported that the residents had been insulted by

some of the comments of the residents  of B subdivision. (Allen, Personal

communications, April, 2002).  It did not seem to be an overriding

concern.  In fact, it might had spurred them on to action.

The parents scheduled an organizational meeting for Wednesday,

May 8 at 2p.m. The contact calling for this meeting was done by the

parents, encouraging others to attend as well as the core group.  The
apartment managers agreed to come too. J H brought the parents up to
date on the latest hiring hall efforts in the area. Such enthusiasm and

cooperation among this group was very promising.  When we first met
earlier that year, the parents were hesitant to even speak. Thanks to the

willingness of C R to open her school and generously provide resources

and refreshments, R B's (center director) cooperation in providing the

space and the TMO organizational support, this community felt more
empowered to address their needs in a unified way. (Allen, Personal

communication, May 11, 2002).
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Other Subjective Reflections of TMO Members on the April 11

Meeting

MM-- "I felt excited by the energy in the room and really pleased

to see two such different groups meeting for the first time.  I was also a

bit apprehensive about things getting out ofhand and disintegrating into a

shouting match but your (fo) handling of the meeting kept the

proceedings civil.  I was encouraged by the fact that a first step was being

taken to bring neighbors together."

AZ-- "The meeting left me with feelings of optimism and hope for

an increase in positive communications among all those present but

especially between Hispanics and Anglo population in this Spring Branch

Community. The importance of being together in the same room, sharing

concerns, outlining options and plans of action; of facing each other and

realizing that all present are working toward many of the same goals;

safety, security for their families, stable neighborhoods can serve to unite

people, to diminish long held prejudices.  I believe that this afternoon was

a definite beginning towards those ends. Both groups need to

communicate with each other more effectively, and TMO must be
mindful of the concerns of the Anglo community and address those

concerns thoroughly and with respect to allay the residents fears.  This

community discussion emphasized for me how essential it is to had all

participants in the workings of a neighborhood come together in a safe

and welcoming place to act in common cause.  And this afternoon was

such a time."

Schematic after April 11
The April 11 meeting at the Spring Branch Family Development

Center brought together a very diverse community group.  As has been
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stated elsewhere, this might had been the most diverse group ever to meet
in Spring Branch. Through the work of TMO stakeholders were brought
together to discuss issues effecting the entire community. The meeting
was not successful in the sense of getting agreement and mutual
understanding from the entire community. But decisions were made on
actions to be taken. The schematic as of April 11,2002 reflects the

diversity of the stakeholders and the relational status  of the groups.   Some
of these relationships had been mentioned in other places in this project.
New groups were introduced into the relational mix.

Relationships of Various Stakeholders to Pitner, Hollister
Community

City Officials
The city through B  J  of the mayors immigrant relations

department was present. His interest was primarily in getting the
community to develop a workers center.  His idea was to make the center

larger and more centrally located, similar to the center on Chimney Rock.
He also had misgivings about having the center at a church. (Juarez,
Personal communications, May, 2002). Before the April 11 meeting he
had no relationship with none of the community members.

Councilman Quan, a Korean American, before being elected to city
council was an immigration attorney.  He was an at large councilman,
which means that he was elected from the whole city.  He too was very
interested in seeing a workers center established in Spring Branch.  He
was hard working and tries to work with all groups.

Councilman T was the councilman for the Spring Branch area.  He

was quite conservative.  He had shown hesitancy to use money for a
workers center and had been getting a great deal of adverse response from
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the Anglo constituency in Spring Branch.  He had a fairly close

relationship with the B subdivision residents since they called him on
numerous occasions expressing their opinions on issues. His
administrative assistant was also a resident of B subdivision. However,
he supported our position to close the cantina by writing a letter of
support to the county Judge who would preside over the hearings.

None of the city officials had a previous relationship with Panda

Path or the residents on Pitner.  TMO had been meeting with both BJ,

Quan, and Tatro over the past months building relationships and working
on the politics  of the workers center.

The Police

The police department was represented by Officer J P who was a
special community laison working on trying to build better relations

within the community with the diverse groups.  He had particularly been
working on the day laborers center issue.  This was the first time he had

been confronted by residents of Pitner and when questioned by some of
them about the poor response to the Pitner residents concerns, he seemed

at a loss for an answer. Even though he had personally not been in

contact with the apartment owners or residents he bore the anger that

some  of them expressed.

The Churches

This category can be broken into two groups--the Spring Branch

churches in the Hollister, Pitner area and the south side churches.

The Hollister, Pitner churches consisted of the Spanish Church of

God, pastored by D P, The Bread of Life Church, outreach branch,

pastored by D G, and St. J's Catholic church, represented by Father M

Van C, associate priest.
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The south side churches consisted of Chapelwood United
Methodist and Memorial Drive Methodist.

Bread of Life outreach congregation was housed in one of the
apartment projects.  In our meeting with Pastor D G he had indicated that
he knew the apartment managers and would help us get them to the

meeting.  He was quite successful in doing do. His congregation not only
had a small mission outreach but had a carnival for the community and

provided food and clothing to people. Their knowledge of and being able
to get the attendance of the apartment owners and managers was his

contribution to the meeting.
The Spanish Church ofGod had been located on Hollister for about

ten years. Pastor D P had a small congregation of about seventy five.

However, he had a large meeting area that contained about four thousand

square feet of space that would be adequate for a workers center.

Additionally, it was only about a hundred yards from the corner where
the day laborers stood waiting for work. It seemed like an ideal place for
the center. Polanko had known Tatro from the past and in fact Tatro had
Suggested that we contact him about putting the center there.  The only
other relationship that D P had in the community was with the B
subdivision residents.(Polanko, 2002).  This had occurred when D P had
offered his fellowship hall to the county to had balloting. The residents
of B subdivision had protested some of the Hispanic voters, saying they
were either too young or not qualified.  They also protested to the county
that the facility was not up to proper standards and were successful in
getting the polling place changed.

This had embittered Polanko to the B subdivision residents.

Over the past year and a half, TMO had several meetings and
conversations with the priest of St. J's and various parish members.

These had not borne fruit.  I met with P B, the lay person in charge of
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social justice ministry at St. J on 3/11/02 to get to know him better and

begin building a relationship with him, in hopes of finding a few allies for

our work in the area. Even though he later reported that there had been

no change in attitude at St. J, Father M Van C came to the 4/11/02

meeting as an observer. This later prompted my luncheon meeting with
him. Even though there was very little commitment on there part at that

point, we continued to try to interest them in our work. Additionally,
Councilman T  was a member of St. J's and we did not know whether that

was impacting the outcome of his vote or not.

Memorial Drive United Methodist and Chapelwood Methodist are

both members of TMO. Chapelwood is also interested in the Hollister,
Pitner area since they had an interest in the Spring Branch Family
Development Center.  As was our method, we had contacted all of the
area SBISD superintendents to see if they would support our efforts to
work in the area schools. The superintendent for the Northbrook learning
community had been very receptive and suggested that among others that

we contact the Panda Path early childhood development center, housed in

the SBFDC. MDUMC, through Lee L, and Chapelwood through M M
and T A, worked with organizer J H in building a relationship with the

Principal, C R.

The B subdivision Residents

As had been elaborated in another part of this project, the B
subdivision residents presented at the meeting were hostile and
determined that a workers center not go in their area. Other than had
been stated elsewhere they had minimal relationships with others at the
meeting.  None as far a was reported by them had been to the Family
Development Center where the meeting was, even though it was only

about a half mile away from their subdivision.
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Hollister, Pitner Community Interviews

This section focuses on the stakeholders in the community that we

were been able to bring to the table. An initial interview with them was
made and was recorded either by audio or by written notes. Analysis was
then made to see what differences existed between constituent members

and what changes took place over time.

Meeting with B Subdivision Residents

Because of their intense resistance to the workers center being

placed on Pitner at Hollister, I believed that both for the research

underway and also for developing a relationship with this part of the
community that I needed to interview some of the key leaders.

Councilman T had given me the names fo several leaders who had been

at the April 11 meeting and I contacted them and asked to visit.

I met with Mr. and Mrs. L and Mr. and Mrs. K at  L L's home in B
subdivision.  I had originally called to visit with L L but when I arrived
Mrs. L and the E K's were there also.  I had gotten word that there would
be more people there from a call from D K who is also a resident of B
subdivision.

As I arrived I noticed that the neighborhood was well manicured,
quiet  and gave the appearance of being stable.    I noticed that the  SUV in

the driveway had a Ham radio call letter on it and that there was an NRA

sticker in the back window.  I opened the conversation with a comment

about the fact that I had been a Ham radio operator myself.  We did not
linger on the small talk for long in as much as Mr. L seemed to want to

get on with the conversation.

After introductions I asked them to give me a little background
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about Spring Branch. They stated that it had been started by German

Catholics and then some Chechs and that up until about twenty five years

ago it was almost entirely anglo.  I then asked them how it was that it had

changed ethnically.  They said that it was the school district that was
dominated by the Memorial area school board that caused it. They stated

that in order to get Title 1 money and other Federal aid money, the

district had  sold a large parcel  o f land adjacent to Hollibrooke elementary

school (the school serving that neighborhood) and that it was developed

into apartment units. The units were primarily large units designed for

families. The theory expressed by Mr. E K, was that this resulted in a
change in the ethnic balance to lower income families which allowed the

district to qualify for funds. This started the decline in Spring Branch

with the ensuing migration of undocumented immigrants.  I was not able
to substantiate that claim from any source other than the fact that the

district did sell the land to apartment developers.

During the discussion the group discussed their feelings about

Hispanics and in particular the Hispanics in Spring Branch which they

said were poor rural Mexicans and other Central American immigrants.
They tried to show that they were not prejudiced but were only concerned

because the people we were targeting to help in a Hiring Hall were

illegal. On several occasions Mr. L asked me if the Church condoned

illegal activities. Fortunately I did not had to answer the question

because either he continued with his point/s or someone picked up the

conversation.  I contemplated whether to say that the Church's history

was full of times when the Church went against the prevailing law, but I

decided that it would not be prudent yet to make that statement and relate

some of the times, starting with Jesus, when the Church disobeyed the

prevailing law.  I did not want to debate.  I was there to build a

relationship.
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After spending a great deal of time giving me background on the

neighborhood and their assessment of the problem they asked me how we

got involved with the effort.  I explained how we were called by Officer J

P and asked if we might be able to help see if a site were available in

Spring Branch.  I also stated that I didn't think that because of the

opposition that there would be one at the Church of God on Hollister. I

then told them that I had also looked on Hempstead Hwy and on Gessner

near Tanner.  I don't think they would help us find a location at all.  I did

mention that another councilperson had shown an interest in locating it in
his district. They seemed quite happy that might be a possibility (so

much for the issue of legalism).   L L also continued to suggest that what

was needed that we all call INS twice a day until they did something

about illegals.  I told him that I didn't feel called to do that, nor did I
think it was a good use ofmy energy and if he felt that was the way to get

something done, then to call himself.

The meeting was very cordial.  I did not want to engage them in an

argument since I knew that I could not sway them and that what I really

wanted to do was first to get to know them better, second to get some

history of the area, and third to see if there could be any common ground.

Near the end of the session Mr. E K, who seemed to be getting tired, or
having been told that we were probably not going to put the hiring hall in

their neighborhood, was ready to go home.

Mr. E K did ask me what they could do.  I stated that unless they

wanted to help find another location for the center that about the only

thing at this point they could do would be to support the apartment

residents in their efforts to get the Cantina closed.  I stated that I thought
that for this year that might be difficult since there had not been many

reports about the problem.  But I stated that they might come to the

hearing and be supportive or say something in behalf of the residents.
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I believe they would do that.  I also said that what we wanted them to do

was to be able to learn  to do some of these things on their own.

Reflections on B subdivision Residents meeting

I felt very good that I was able to meet with these people.  They

were very angry and set in their opinions.  They did not see themselves as

being prejudiced but being righteous, because in their eyes the law was
being broken by these "illegal aliens" and that justified their feelings and

attitudes.  They had also worked very hard to make their community safe.

I appreciated that, and I appreciated their fear and frustration with the

deterioration of the neighborhood and the high crime. The subdivision

had been built in the 1960's and over 50% of the homes in B subdivision

were owned by the original buyers.  The only common archetypal symbol
that I saw emerging was safety and security. The archetype of children

was that these people saw these changes as being a threat to their

grandchildren rather than an opportunity to work together to make things

better. Dawkins (1982), Dennett (1996) and Brodie (1996) would

attribute this way of thinking to memes, those ideas that seek to be

replicated and that are analogous to selfish genes. Whereas, archetypal

symbols can be a means to bring persons together, they were in this

instance used to divide people into tribal isolated groups. Moscovici

and Perez ( 1997) would attribute prejudice to the tendency to classify

persons into rigid categories. Foucault (1980) (1984) also alludes to the

way social structuring and the use of power tends to categorize and

objectify certain groups by presumed or real attributes. Rijsman (1997)
would attribute this objectification as a groups way of socially attributing

characteristics to the other, while at the same time validating Self with

Alter (any other subject with whom a person interacts and which results
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in the construction of meaning).

The residents of B   that I interviewed wanted to hold the dam back

as long as they could, in hopes that something would happen to put things

back the way they were. They wanted the Hispanics to either go back

where they came from (because they were illegal) or they wanted them to

speak English.  They had fought very hard to keep their neighborhood

viable.  They also related how the Koreans in southwest Spring Branch

had wanted to rename the streets with Korean signs as had occurred in

other Asian neighborhoods in Houston. The issue had pretty much
passed council and councilman  T had agreed  to  it,  when  some  of the old

Spring Branch people got wind of it and protested.

These people lived with the myth that what was happening was

eroding what the founding fathers fought and died for.  They did not see

the founding fathers as law breakers that were fighting against tyrannical

laws.   This was  the crux of what I  want to attack or to embrace.   How do

you change this kind of thinking?   Do you continue to bring these people

back to the table to talk to one another when there is so much animosity

among them?  Do I had the courage to bring them back together again?

The Hispanics were offended by the attitudes of the B subdivision people

(Personal communications, Regina, Polanko, April 14, 2002). Would

either group come back if the subject was not provocative? That would

be great.  How do you give people the feeling ofpower so that they don't

have to take these rigid prejudicial positions? (Foucault, 1984) speaks of

culture objectified certain groups of persons from an undifferentiated

mass, such as Hispanic immigrants, and how this results in classification,

control, and containment of these groups.   This then set up a power and
knowledge relationship that is difficult to break because of the
assumptions and prejudices that are created.

Even though much progress was made in this community in terms
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of bringing persons together along archetypal symbols, much work was

left to be done. Either because of time or my own lack of courage, I did

not pursue the residents of B.   I concluded that in order to engage these

people we would have to have something that they could see as being a

pay off to them. We would have to understand what would motivate

them to see beyond their own short term self interest and believe that by
changing strategies they could receive benefits at least as great as those

they believed they were deriving by being intransigent.

This is when I began to see game theory as a possible element to

include in future work. According to game theory, persons make
decisions based on whether they believe that there will be a positive

outcome in their favor by adopting a particular strategy (Axelrod, 1984).
In order to do this they form alliances that are intended to result in some

social benefit (Axelrod, 1987).  Boyd & Richerson (1990) approach
cooperation from the standpoint of maintaining cultural differences

thereby containing cultural defection.   Many of these studies view these

choices as being genetically predisposed due to the exploiting of
cooperative efforts rather than using strategies that only take into account

individual goals and outcomes. Caporael, Dawes, Orbell and van de
Kragt (1989) found that when persons are allowed to engage in

discussion they will go beyond individual commitment limits in order to

promote group welfare.   All of these studies are placed in a Darwinian

framework claiming "that sociality was a primary factor shaping the

evolution of Homo Sapiens."  None of these studies would deny the

importance of language and social construction in the creation ofmeaning
but they would also declare the importance of seeing these constructionist

influences as being biologically driven.

Frank (1988) expands on Trevor's notion of emotions and their

role in engendering cooperation. Moral sentiments may alter persons
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commitment and seemingly affect the person's best self interest, at least

in the short run.  Thus a person may decide to cooperate in Prisoner

Dilemma situations even though it might not seem to benefit them.

Using our definition of archetype, this would support our

contention that there are archetypal symbolic schema that inform our
drive to be social and seek forms of cooperation based on the need for

survival as the human organism.

Interview: Father MVC of St. J Catholic Church

5/10/02 Met and lunched with Father M V C o f St. J Catholic

church.  He was very amiable and open to what TMO was doing.  He was

fairly new to the parish and was not familiar with what had happened

twenty years ago with TMO and his church.  He was very impressed with
the  April   11  meeting and wanted  to  had his congregation  be  a  part  of the

effort in the community.  I stated that I wasn't concerned that St. J align

itself with TMO as much as I was hopeful that we could collaborate on

projects and issues in the future.

He stated that his congregation was now about sixty percent

Hispanic and that it was more like two separate congregations with the

Anglos having their programs and mass and the Hispanics having their's.

He stated that Councilman Quan had suggested that St. J had the
Worker's Center at their church but that he felt that with the school at the

church and  all  of the ongoing programs,  that it would be very crowed and

unmanageable.  He did say that he would like to be able to had his youth

choir perform at the Family Development Center.  I gave him Ricardo

Barnes name and suggested he contact him.  He also stated that he was

going to look into his congregation doing ESL classes and worker's rights
meetings. We agreed to keep in contact.
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Reflections on M V C Meeting

I enjoyed meeting Father M V C. He seemed quite receptive to

being involved with TMO but was apprehensive about getting too
involved due to the history of the relationship. Additionally, he was not
the senior priest. Father D is the one that would had to give us his

blessings before we could go further.  But I will continue to work towards

normalizing relationships and lifting up the need in the community.  I
don't know if the fact that we're working with several Pentecostal

Hispanic churches had any bearing on the matter or not.  But I'm sure

that fact is not lost on them.

D K Interview

5/15/02 Met with D K, member of St. J's and resident of B

subdivision.  He had been invited to the meeting at the L L's but had

other plans. We discussed our background in the community.  He had

been in Spring Branch since about 1968.  He had originally been a

member of St. C's, then St. J V and now since the mid-seventies at St. J.

I talked about TMO's involvement in the community and what we were

doing in education and immigrant work.   He was quiet for most of my

presentation but listened attentively.  I felt that he was interested and was

not as conservative   at  the  Lee' s   and  the  E  K' s.     I   stated  that  we  were

interested in doing something with the men on the street because they

were all God's children.  I could tell by the expression on his face that he

resonated with that.  We were able to freely talk about the changes in the

community except when it came to the history of St. Jerome and TMO.

He was hesitant to discuss it but said, "I'm embarrassed about that. Let's
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just leave it at that." He later said that it was about politics but would not
elaborate.  I told him that I thought it might had something to do with the

enormous changes that were taking place in Spring Branch.  He did not
pick up on that.  From his language he seemed to be charismatic using

words like discernment, Satan, putting on spiritual armor, and saying that

he bet Satan was tap dancing with joy at our meeting at Panda Path in that

there was dissent.  I had previously told him that I thought that evil
flourished when good people did not work together for good.  That also

resonated with him.  He gave me a thumbs up and smiled. After that his

language became more religious. He asked me what he could do and I
suggested that we needed St. J to help find a neutral location that a
workers center could be put and then to help us make it work. He stated

that he was going to see Father D (priest at St. J) and would talk to him
about the possibilities of working together.   I stated that I was not trying
to get them to join TMO but to work with us.  He said that he didn't want
to be political.  I asked him what he meant by that and he said that he

didn't want any agency to tell us that we could not teach or evangelize.  I

didn't want to get into that further but I'm sure we'll had to bridge that
later.  I also told him that in order for this to happen in Spring Branch we

needed St. J to help make it happen.
I then asked him what his vision for Spring Branch/Memorial was.

He said, "for us all to work together for good."

Reflections on D K Interview

It was hard to get a sense of D K's involvement and influence at St.

J.  I hoped that he would help us and I think he did.  But I was concerned

that I was not been able to get him to return my phone calls after our
initial meeting.
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TMO spends a great deal of time in relation building and in
developing strategies for scripted meetings. Initially our work with the

Spring Branch/Memorial cluster consisted of having meetings with

pastors, elected officials, business people and small groups that
represented constituencies in the community.  To have a successful

meeting   like the April 11 meeting   at the Spring Branch Family

Development Center does not happen by just calling up different people

and inviting them to a meeting.   If you had a divisive or threatening issue

to be discussed you could get people to come to a meeting but it may not

had a positive outcome because the people involved who harbor divergent

views do not have a connection with any of the people there other than

there own little contingency.

We found that TMO and the affiliated churches in Spring
Branch/Memorial were distrusted by many because we were viewed as

being "rich" or "liberal do gooder" churches with a questionable agenda

(L L&E K, personal communication, May 9,2002).  With some groups,

we were not able to start with the relation building first.  The hot issue

was on the table.   In this case it was the proposed workers center, and we

were not able to build consensus.   It was not possible because of time

constraints, and our experience was that it makes things run smoother if

you start relation building small and then expand the circle of inclusion.

The reason we had to move faster than we wanted on the workers center

was that the city had asked us to help develop the center and had given us

the impression that we could get money for the project but that the budget

process was upon them and something had to be done fairly quickly.

This made us have to hurry the process and we were not able to go

through the normal process of consensus building.

Part of this relation building had to do with legitimizing TMO and

its members as an organization that had credibility and that could be
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trusted.  This can be a problem in that, in the past, TMO had taken

positions that were controversial that had created poor public relations in
the  community.      The  St. J issue going  back  to  1980  is  only  one  such

incident.

However, TMO had demonstrated that it can get people out for an

action and that there are votes associated with these actions.

Interviews from individuals involved both at the core of the action

as well as peripheral persons were obtained to record their attitudes and

involvement's. Wadsworth (2002) asserts the importance of bringing
diverse groups to the table through providing space for conversation to
occur. Hopefully, through these conversations bridges of respect and

collaboration can take place.  As we will see later, this is a formidable
task and does not always had positive results.

Working Towards the Workers Center

4/19/02  Met with Officer J P, Terrasa with HPD staff, B J from the

mayors office and A  W with Maryknoll Missioners about a dormant

501C3 that B J had. A 501C3 corporation is a non-profit designation.

Setting one up could be a lengthy and somewhat expensive process, so
having one in place could be quite beneficial.  This was to be used for
governance of a Workers Center, if we were able to clear all the
associated hurdles. We discussed how to transfer it and who would be on

the board and how it might fit into what we were currently doing with
TMO.  It was apparent that Teressa and B  J were thinking more in terms

of a large hiring hall facility in some central location.   I stated that I was

thinking of a more modest model that would be closer to where the men

hung out and that would minister to other needs including ESL, minimal
job training, and workers rights issues. It seemed from what B J said that
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his vision for the program was to revitalize the 501C3, get a board, write

a grant for a director, hire the director, and then set out to develop a

program. That was just the opposite of what I envisioned.  I believed  that

we should develop a modest program to the men close to where they

congregated, with church, community, and business support. After the

program  was  up and running  then we would activate  the  501 C3  and

engage the stakeholders  on the board making policy. Getting the  501 C3

could be accomplished at the same time a program was being developed

and administered. Teressa and BJ also had objections to housing the

facility at a church. They voiced concerns that it would be used for

religious evangelizing.

I came away from the meeting feeling uneasy. We seemed to be

getting more politicized, forgetting our goal of serving the men.  I was
also feeling manipulated by B J, the city representative, who was trying to
direct the stakeholders, rather than being pro-active in finding a location,

or contacting the men or the street or gathering other community support.

4/24/02 Met with J H, Officer J P,J R ofCatholic Charities, B  J,

M     M from Chapelwood, a representative from the AFL-CIO, B F  on
Catholic Charities, and a representative from Councilman Quans office.

There were no day laborers represented even though the program was for

them. We discussed the workers center; how to proceed with city hall,

the neighborhood and finding a location not close to residential

neighborhoods.  It was apparent that we would run into significant

community resistance.  I suggested that others might do better at finding
an alternate location, since it seemed that there was disagreement even

among our group as where to put the center and the concept for the

center.
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Reflections on 4/24/02 Meeting

I began to feel that the purpose of our work with the Hispanic

community in Spring Branch was being directed not by the Hispanic

community but by others.  I wasn't quite sure who, but it seemed that in

this meeting that did not include any of the Hispanics either from the

documented community, other than J B, who was on the mayors staff, or
the men on the street, that we were not getting adequate input from that

community.   I also was having misgivings about the objective of the

Hiring Hall. On Chimney Rock, which was the only other city sponsored

center, there were still men on the street who refused to come to the

center or who had gone to the center and then opted to go back to the

street. Various reasons were given for this ranging from nationality
considerations, to the fact that some of the men felt they had a better

chance of getting a job on the street.   One of the professed goals of the

center was to get the men off the street and to have an orderly

environment for the men to be employed. At least one of those goals

seemed be elusive in other workers centers that we researched.  It
appeared that in addition to all of the other issues confronting the
organizers of this effort that we also had to contend with issues of our

own making.
5/28/02 Met at Catholic Charities about the workers center.  At a

Block Grant meeting at city hall Councilman T had opposed the
allocation of $65,000. for use as a workers center. We spent the time

stratagizing what we would do to present our case.  I agreed to get a

meeting with Councilman T. Others were going to mobilize a group to

go to city hall to speak at council. Representatives from Catholic

Charities, the city, AFL-CIO Chapelwood, were in attendance.
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5/29/02 Talked to Councilman T about meeting.  I said we had

heard that he was opposed to the allocation of funds for the workers

center. He stated that he was just being consistent with what his
constituents wanted.

Meeting with Councilman T about funding on workers center

5/31/02   Met with Councilman T about Worker Development
Center. Present were T, myself, J H, Officer J P,B F Catholic Charities,

Montsengor S  of St. J Catholic Church, D W Chapelwood, L R Panda

Path parent, and E LaB, administrative assistant to Councilman T.

Initially T expressed his displeasure with TMO, stating that we had
blind sided him about putting the hiring hall into the block grant portion

of the budget.   He said he would have to oppose the proposal.   But then

he asked where we had proposed putting the center. We suggested either

Hempstead or Gessner near Tanner. He seemed to soften but stated that it

might be how much he would oppose it. We explored the options and

LaB gave several suggestions on persons we ought to talk to.  I felt the

meeting went well.

Reflections on Councilman T Meeting

My initial view was that the meeting went well.  He had stated that

he would not actively support the center but he did not say that he would
definitely veto it either.  We felt that possibly since his parish priest was

present at the meeting that this might sway him somewhat, since having

Father D present showed that St. J's was softening to the relationship

with TMO.  But I still had the feeling that we might be being set up.

Even though he was complementary of my efforts at organizing in the
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community, I felt uneasy.   I think my uneasiness was later justified.

Prior to council voting on worker center proposal

6-10-02 Returned from vacation to much action on the worker

center proposal.   Joe H. had met with Mrs. J  of C subdivision and she

stated that she was opposed to the hiring hall.  From the way she worded

her comments it appeared that Councilman T 's people had gotten to her.

Our Op-Ed (see Tues. Chronicle was published. Several days later

Hegeson of the Chronicle had an article where he quoted E K and L L.  It
was not favorable and L L and E K made some of the same statements to

the paper that they had made to me. (Houston Chronicle, June 8,2002), L
L stated, "We will fight like tigers against putting an illegal alien work

center here...I don't want my tax money to help illegal workers."  B
subdivision residents also stated that they were opposed to the center

being located anywhere in Spring Branch.  "L L and others in the
neighborhood noted that the churches organizing the day labor effort are

mostly centered  on the south  side of Interstate   10,  in  the more upscale

Memorial neighborhood. They accused the Memorial religious leaders of

supporting a day labor center in Spring Branch to make sure the workers

don't ever cross over to start gathering on the street corners in their

neighborhood." "It's a feel-good deal for the churches," said  E K,
resident of B subdivision.  "They can go home and say, 'By God, I helped

some people--but not in my neighborhood.'

The following day J H sent a letter to Chronicle complaining about

the Hegeson article. Hegeson later contacted us and wrote a more

favorable article.  On the council front, there was jockeying about

keeping the money in the budget for the hiring hall but putting it in
another part of town. Councilperson Vasquez and Alvarado began
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fighting over the money with Councilman T adamantly opposed to the
center being in Spring Branch.

Reflections on Chronicle article

At first I thought that we had again been the victims of polarized

reporting, where in order to sell more papers, the most extreme positions

were represented even though they might be in the minority.  But as I
began to reflect, I became amused about the responses of the B
subdivision residents.  It also reinforced my findings that many Spring

Branch residents had a great suspicion of Memorial area residents.   But

what surprised me was the response that I received from many ofmy own

congregation.  We had a very large outreach program, particularly in
Spring Branch, and a number of people were quite surprised at the

reaction of the B subdivision residents. Most of them could not
understand that people would not welcome our help.  I guess it was a

modified form of"white man's burden". It solidified my position in our
congregation. However, it didn't help in the overall relational position

between the two communities.

Meeting in C Subdivision

6/26/02 Met in C subdivision with pastors and residents.  C is a

community located in far northwest Spring Branch.  It was an older

community and primarily African American.  It was becoming more
diverse with Orientals and Hispanics moving into the neighborhood.

About 200 men per day congregate in the midst of this community, on the
corner of Tanner and Gessner. The residents did not like this and had

tried for years to change the situation. The residents had talked to the

businesses (service stations and groceries) on the corner and tried to get

them to run the men off. The service station owners had refused.  The
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residents had contacted the police and the city and tried to get them to get

rid of the men, but again to no avail.

Because of the high concentration of workers, this was an area that
we talked about having a workers center. But because the residents were

not agreeable we were not able to get city hall to put the funding in this

area.   I decided that instead of trying to sell the idea to them I would do as

we do in counciling--come from a not knowing posture "we do not know

the solution", also not to work harder than the client (neighborhood)  and

go with the resistance. This seemed to have a better effect even though

Officer J P tried to sell the idea.  I kept minimizing his salesmanship and
tried getting them to come up with alternative solutions, some of which

they had already tried, to no avail and then to get them to look at other

alternatives.   At one point I brought up the idea of the hiring zone with

workers center in the  area.   Some  of the residents seemed to like the  idea

but still did not want it in their area. They decided that they would seek

help from their legislators and senators, etc.  I concurred that would be a

good idea and that we would support them in trying to get a solution.  We

at least began developing a relationship with the community.

Reflections on C Subdivision meeting

I felt from some of the comments that Councilman T had briefed

the residents on our coming.   I thought it ironic that one of the primary

community leaders in C subdivision used the same reasoning for the

churches on the south side of I-10 trying to do something about the day

labor situation in Spring Branch. That reasoning was that we on the south

side of I-10 wanted the center to be north of I-10 in order to keep

undocumented immigrants out of Memorial.   It was difficult for me to
refrain from showing my anger, but I did point out that both Chaplewood
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Methodist and Memorial Drive Methodist had built several Habitat

Houses in their community.

The Council votes on the workers center

6-11-02 We had a press conference in front of city hall and went
before city council. Those who spoke at one or the other meetings were

me, V G o f St. C, Pastor P C, Pastor F G,  SO, J R o f Catholic

Charities, DW of the AFL-CIO  and J 0 of Chapelwood.   In our speeches,

we each took a different approach. The union person stated their support
and their commitment to work on the center, same with Catholic

Charities. PC talked about the plight of the worker and then asked

council, "who will represent us?" Councilman T, who knew we were on
the agenda, had left by the time we spoke and it was quite a poignant

question.  F G spoke eloquently also.  And J 0 summarized.  S 0, talked

as a business women who saw the men standing on the corner daily.

6/12/02 council passed the budget and put one hundred thousand dollars

in the budget for the hiring hall. Unfortunately the money was ear

marked for the northeast part of town.  Half a loaf is better than

nothing.(Houston Chronicle, June 9,2002).

Reflections on 6/12/02 council meeting

There was a lot of disappointment and some bitterness on the part

of those of us who had worked so hard for the Workers Center.

Councilman T had killed the funding going into Spring Branch, saying

later that he had stopped counting the "no" calls at two hundred fifty.  He
stated that he had not received any positive calls. Officer J P particularly
was upset saying, "Seems we missed the target...It is frustrating to work
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for a year and a half on a project and then see it co-opted by political

power pimps for their own political purposes. The demagoguery is
disgusting.  I hope y'all don't forget about all the relationships we

established in Spring Branch and just follow the money to Vasquez's

district.  I plan to continue working to build a support base and target

private funding. These guy's out here had no one to speak for them.
Even the other "minorities" don't want them.  They must feel like day

'lepers"'.

In my response to Hegeson's follow-up article I stated, "We're

definitely going to continue to try to build bridges in the community and

find those folks who want to help solve the day labor situation."

But in reality, I was angry.  I was angry at Councilman T for

walking out of council before we spoke, angry with the Anglos in Spring

Branch, who I felt would rather have the men continue standing on the

corner, rather than doing something constructive to get them off the

streets, and angry that we couldn't muster enough community support.  I

also felt angry that Councilman T had sent us into the most difficult parts

of the community to gain support.   The area around Pitner, Hollister had

been a very active area in trying to get undocumented immigrants sent

back to Mexico.  He knew that we could get great resistance for this

location. Reflecting on the process, I realize that we made numerous

mistakes in our efforts to establish the workers center.  They were:

1. Did not engage workers--this was not completely true. Early in the

process a number of us  from TMO and Amor y Restauracion went to the

street corners in Spring Branch where the men stood and asked them

about what their concerns were and what they would like in a workers

center.  As the program progressed we did not follow up on this.

2.  Did not organize workers-- Even though this would not have caused

Councilman T to change his vote, from an organizational point of view
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this would have given the program more credibility.

3. Needed longer to engage the community--  with as volatile an issue  as

undocumented immigrants were, it would have taken much longer to
engage the Anglo community and the Hispanic community to build a
consensus around the issue.

4.  We did not establish either the need or that a workers center would

solve the problems that we were trying to solve, such as getting the men

off the street and fair treatment of the workers.

5.  TMO represented by south side churches took the point in trying to
"sell" the idea to the community.  The idea for a workers center, would

have to come from the Spring Branch community for it to have been
accepted.  Only by asking good questions about how to solve the problem

and seeing that what had been tried had not worked, would community

members be willing to look at alternatives, such as the workers center.

I felt myself becoming angry and withdrawing after the June  11  council

decision.  I hoped I would not do that and recognize that making the

workers center happen and building positive community relationships
would take time and would involve some disappointments.  So, I trudged

on.

So far, in the process, we had met numerous people who had an
interest in improving the conditions of the day laborers. We would

continue to work on organizing and finding funding and a site for the

center.  Now that the city had turned us down, that may have given us

more options. We could put it pretty much where we wanted too.   If we

decided on one of the churches we had relationships with, we could do
the program as one of their outreach programs and even address the

spiritual needs of the men.   I would suggest that we go back and reopen
the possibility of using the Spanish Church of God and Amor y
Restauracion. Additionally, we would continue to network in the
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community to build support for the centers.  But it was hard to start from

scratch.   I knew I could recharge myself but It would take a while to

regroup.

Victories in Organizing

Established leadership and relationships with evangelical Hispanic

congregations in Spring Branch.

Initially we worked on building relationships with established

Anglo churches in Spring Branch and Memorial.  We had limited success

with these congregations. Reasons for the lack of interest ranged from
the pastor not having enough time to work on the issues to not having

enough lay leadership to participate. We suspected that this resistance

was more than what was suggested and that it ran to mistrust of Memorial

area churches and more so related to internal prejudices towards

Hispanics. Pastors had to see how TMO could benefit them or at least

that it would not create problems for them.  I found  that most pastors I

interviewed did not know Hispanic pastors or vice versa even though

their congregations were right around the corner from each other. After

some time of having little success in recruiting interest among Anglo

churches we began visiting small Hispanic evangelical churches.  Even

though the congregations were small and not well organized they were

much more entrepreneurial in nature and showed an interest in becoming

involved in ministering to the Hispanic population.

Reestablished relationship with St. J in Spring Branch after twenty

two years of alienation.
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One  of the first churches that we approached about TMO in Spring

Branch was St. J Catholic church.  It was a short distance from Hollister-

Pitner and most of the residents there would be considered Catholic.    St.

J was a congregation of over five thousand and was over fifty percent

Hispanic. Even though the current priest had only been at St. J for a few

years he had heard about TMO's involvement at St. J in 1980.  That was

a time when Spring Branch was beginning to had a great influx in
undocumented immigrants into the community. Since TMO was

interested in immigrant issues, it encouraged St. J and its members to

embrace these new immigrants.  In a confrontation at the church council

between supporters of TMO and those opposed to TMO a fight broke out

between a supporter and a non-supporter. Since that time TMO had

been considered Persona Non Grata by St. J. Even though most of us
who visited St. J were members of conservative Anglo churches there

was still a negative memory about TMO.

Over time with meetings with individuals and with the help of the

Catholic bishop, TMO began to make some inroads into building a

positive relationship with St. J.  This did not result in St. J becoming a

dues paying member of TMO but they participated in various activities

such as having the senior priest go with us to meet with the area

councilman about getting the day labor center in the community, having

representatives meet with us at the April 14, 2002 Pitner-Hollister

community meeting, building individual relationships with members and

priests, and being allowed to conduct voter registration after mass, before

elections. Because of St. J's size and place in the community it was only
natural that TMO try to had a positive relationship with St. J and we will

continue in this effort.

Established relationships with Spring Branch lower SES schools
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and parents, through House meetings and Parent Academies.

As a result of meetings  with the Spring Branch ISD superintendent

and it's area superintendents, TMO with the blessing of these officials
began developing relationships with various low SES schools in the
district.  This was not a total success since different principals embraced

different leaderships styles. While some principals used more top down
techniques, some principals saw the benefits of TMO's approach of

developing a bottoms up, more appreciative focus of working with
parents and staff.  At the end of the study TMO was working with six
schools in the district in various stages of developing programs and
including parents and staff in the decision making process of the school.

As a part of this approach, parents participate in the development and

implementation of parent academies that help parents learn about

leadership, rights and responsibilities and assist in developing higher

parental expectations for their children and their schools.

Ongoing organization and leadership training of TMO church

members and community leaders.

Another ongoing process was the identification and training Of

leadership, both in church settings and school settings.  This was
accomplished by observing participants in House meetings and recruiting
them for further efforts. These were persons who were both articulate
and persons who seemed to had a constituent following.  They also
needed to be amenable to working with others. Sometimes persons might

seem to be leaders but because of their inability to work with others,  were

not appropriate. TMO stated that they looked for persons who were

angry and that could have that anger channeled into more appropriate
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action.

Landrum Middle school initiative

Landrum middle school was one of the primary feeder schools for the
Pitner-Hollister community.  It was almost all Hispanic and low SES.
Traditionally, it had been one of the most challenging schools in the
district in terms of security as well as a school with low achievement and

low parent participation. Early in our work, we were able to build a
relationship with the principal who showed great interest in TMO's
approach to organizing.   Our work began with a small group of school

administrators and a few select parents.  We then invited more parents to

engage in House meetings. These resulted in the defining of issues which
as at Panda Path primarily focused on issues of safety and security. After
several more meetings we held a Walk for Success in apartment projects
in the community.

6/17/02

A meeting was held at Landrum Middle school. The purpose of
the meeting was to begin mobilizing parents and TMO south side
leadership towards a plan of action for the fall.  We went through our

usual House meeting approach of telling stories.   I had come to realize

that the value of having south side leaders present was not so much to

direct the meeting or the thinking as it was to be supportive of the
Hispanic parents, to show them respect and to give them encouragement.

I continue to be impressed with the articulation, concern for their

children, and the willingness to participate, that these parents had.  But I

remember the early meetings where there was only silence and distrust.

The evolution had been extraordinary and I wondered why the schools or

other organizations can't seem to do this.  From what I had observed I
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would say that the reasons include:

1. The presenters represent themselves as the experts who are going to

impart information. Collaborative language and appreciative inquiry
methodology points to this as what we need to avoid.

2.  The presenters and the organization do not respect the Hispanic

parents enough to provide language interpretation.
3. Anglo parents and members, by their body language, and
condescending and sometimes belligerent attitude, alienate the Hispanic

parents.

Landrum Middle School's Walk for Success

9/14/02 We met at Landrum Middle school on Saturday morning
for the Walk for Success. There were about 28 parents, teachers, and

TMO members who had been planning to visit families of students who

attended Landrum. This was the culmination of several months of
planning that included developing  a core group of parents, deciding what

the parents wanted to learn about and deciding to do a Parent Academy in

conjunction with the Walk for Success. There were about 8 parents, 8

TMO members, with all but one from MDUMC and the rest were school

personnel. We divided into teams with at least one person being able to

speak Spanish and went to visit between 120-130 families.   We not only

visited families whose children attended Landrum Middle but we also
visited with some families whose children went to Treasure Forest

Elementary which also feeds into Landrum. About nine-five percent of
the families visited were Hispanic and were among the working poor.

Many of the adults work two and three low paying jobs, with numerous

high school age family members quitting school before graduation in
order to work and help the family make ends meet. The majority of the
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residents and students are of Mexican decent with the remaining from the

numerous Central and South American countries. Most preferred to

speak in Spanish and it was highly probable that many of them were
undocumented. The apartment projects we visited were fairly well
maintained on the outside but because of their age it was questionable

how many more years these projects could remain viable.

It was a great day for all involved.   Most of the apartment projects
we visited were close to the school and even though we did not go to the

Hollister, Pitner area, Hollister, Pitner is in the feeder pattern for

Landrum. After the visits there was great energy and camaraderie

between the visiting groups. The purpose of the visits was to encourage

parents to come to school the following Thursday night for parent night

and to come to the Parent Academy.   Many of the parents visited were

suspicious and not sure about why we were there.  One of the mothers

that we visited kept the chain on the door and would not invite us in.

However, before we left she gave us a Coke.

One man that I visited with A W, choir director at the school, was
quite negative.   He was the grandfather of two students.   He said that the

school didn't had any computers.  A W, my partner for the day, stated

that there were four rooms full of computers. However, the grandfather

had not been to the school.  The man then began to berate the teachers

saying they didn't know what they were doing. A W began to get
defensive and I intervened, gave the man a flyer for the event and invited

him to come.  The man said that he had done all the talking he wanted to

do.  We thanked him and left.  This man was pretty much the exception.

The rest of the people were attentive and a number of them agreed to

come to the meeting and several seemed like good leadership prospects.
We queried them as to what they liked about the school and what they

would like to see different.
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Reflections on Walk for Success

The relation building that went on that morning was very

productive. This relation building had been going on for over a year in
various venues. Those of us in TMO showed that the community outside

Landrum was interested and we supported the teachers and families.  A

number ofpeople were anxious to do the walk again.  I was surprised that

the school had not done something like this in the past.  But it appears

that the "not knowing" position had never been tried before (Anderson &

Goolishian, 1992).  It had always been that the faculty or school

administration had approached the parents as the experts and had not

asked them what they thought or what they wanted.

Other than J H, our organizer, this was the first time any of us had

ever done a Walk for Success. Having our TMO people do this will
make us much more effective in the future as we deal with other schools

in the district.

Additionally, one teacher who had been at the school for a long

time stated that ten years ago, a person from the school would had to had

a police escort to go to some of the apartment projects. But since then the

economics of the community had improved and the neighborhoods are

somewhat safer.

Obtained a $100,000. city grant for a workers center in Spring

Branch. (later moved to another part of city)

It had been more fully explained in the body of the dissertation, as

to how we were able to obtain a $100,000. city grant to build a day

laborers workers center in Spring Branch. Early in the process we visited
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with the councilman from the district to enlist his support of the project

but found him resistant. He stated that he opposed using city funds for a

laborers center when it was being used for undocumented immigrants in
violation of federal  law.   But he  did say that if we were to be successful

in our efforts, we would had to obtain community support.  He gave us

the names ofnumerous persons who he stated were opinion makers in the

community.  As we contacted these persons it became apparent that they

were opposed to even the concept of such an endeavor.   We felt like the

councilman was setting us up for defeat.  At a budget hearing, where we

had leaders from the community, the councilman left the council chamber

before we were heard.   As one of the Hispanic pastors stated, "who will
represent us?" The councilman vetoed the proposal because he stated

that he did not think public funds should be used to sponsor a workers

center for undocumented immigrants.  He also stated that he had received

calls from over two hundred fifty community persons who were opposed

to the center with none for.

Even though the money was voted down for Spring Branch, the
money was approved to go into another district. Interestingly, the

councilman from Spring Branch did not object to this allocation, nor did
he receive any community opposition to the proposal.

Anxiety over obtaining $100,000. city grant for a workers center in

Spring Branch and having the initiative vetoed by the councilperson from

Spring Branch.

The defeat of the workers center for Spring Branch was a very

sobering event for me. Before that, I had assumed that people could be

convinced of the merits of the effort based on fair play and Christian

benevolence. It showed how naive and sheltered I had become working
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in my safe, secure church atmosphere for all those years. The shear force

of my personality and what I believed to be a humane and obvious plan

was met with opposition and persons from the community banding

together to defeat it. The archetypal symbols of safety, security and tribal
preservation became the operational feature of the endeavor for those

Anglo residents. Something else had to be operational in order to get
community support. Persons had to see the payoff and the benefits to the

proposal and we had not made that case.  We also were not afforded

enough time to build community support around the proposal by holding

House meetings and seeing if there might be another alternative to our

proposal.

There were persons in city hall and elsewhere that had an agenda

for building Hiring Halls for immigrant workers.  And even though they

stated that they wanted community input, it became apparent that they
had a preconceived idea of how the workers center would look and
operate. And it may be that TMO was an unwitting accomplice in this
matter.

From the beginning I thought we had about a thirty percent chance

of being successful with our efforts to get the workers center in Spring

Branch at that early date.   I assumed that people would agree to the

workers center based on Christian benevolence.  That was not the case.  It

was apparent that the Anglo residents needed to see how that was in their

interest.  What was their payoff?  What was the archetypal symbol that

would bind them to these undocumented immigrants for the good of the

community?

Along the way I also forgot about appreciative inquiry and getting
people  to tell their stories.    Some  o f that had to  do with peoples schedules

and the time constraints on those schedules, but I needed to continue

working on that aspect ofrelation building.
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I also needed to recruit more south side parishioners to participate

in our immigrant work. The education group had done a lot better job of
telling their story and articulating the need in education than we had.

After the defeat of the workers center several e-mails circulated in

the community that reflected on the process that could give us a better

understanding of what took place.

K B 's e-mail to Central Superneighborhood people.

K B was the president of Super Neighborhood Central and had

been in several meetings that we attended in seeking to develop

community support. "It never ceases to amaze me how quickly we in

Spring Branch unite when the need arises.  And, once again, we were

made aware of a situation and once again we rose united, and defeated the

situation. City Council voted no on the day labor center proposed for our

area and had decided to move it to one of two north Houston sites.   The

two sites are Washington at Shepherd and/ or Jensen at Parker. Over the

past two years our Super Neighborhoods, and civic associations have put
forth a tremendous amount of effort and planning to enhance our area and

encourage development in Spring Branch. Numerous plans are in various

stages of beginning and momentum was building as we push to reach the
6,

tipping point" in the Spring Branch area.   We are just about at that point.
Let nothing deter our focus. The defeat of the day labor camp in the

chosen location was a sound defeat.  I would agree that there are many

people who need help and we need to extend a helping hand, no question.

But we, the residents and businesses need to come together and decide

how best to offer this help.  I do find it disturbing that President Bush was

spending billions to increase border defenses against terror and illegal
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immigrants entering the country and some, in Houston, want to encourage
the support of illegal immigrants and find work and shelter for them

which results in taking away jobs and shelter for those who worked hard

to enter the country legally.  Why are the illegals not being rounded up

and encouraged to go back and then come across legally as those before

them had?

I would encourage everyone to participate in a joint Super

Neighborhood meeting and discuss options.  We also need to invite
Franklin Olson, of the Memorial Drive United Methodist Church, 12955

Memorial Drive, (phone #) and a representative from the "Metropolitan

Organization", who was sponsoring the call for the labor center to join us
and share his vision on helping the illegal immigrants in our city.  Mr.
Olson and a member of the Metropolitan Organization spoke at one of

our meetings and found out just how we felt.   I think at this point he and
his group understand Spring Branch a little better.  The city was ready to
spend $100,000. of tax payers money to help organize the center but I
saw no mention of any amount Mr. Olson, the church or his organization
was putting up  to  help  with the center or any other aid. Maybe  it just was

not entered in the article? Helping these folks was admirable and needed

and we as a society must come together and find the right way to help.  If
you would like to participate in a joint meeting to plan an effort to help

let me know. We could probably pull together a meeting in July.
Organizing it will be dependent upon the response to this memo."

Reflections on K B's e-mail

There were several interesting points in this e-mail. The first was

the movement back and forth between being against the center and then

suggesting the community needs to be concerned and help the workers.
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Her choice o f the words "illegal immigrants" was also interesting. There

were at least two other phrases that she could had used to describe them--

"illegal aliens" a pejorative term or "undocumented immigrant" a more
politically correct term. However, she combined the two phrases as if

straddling the fence.

She also seemed to be against using tax payers money for the

project, but as others had done, there was no great hue and cry about

spending taxpayers money in other parts of the city for a similar program.

Also, does she mean that if taxpayers money was not used that she would

have been for the center being in Spring Branch?  She also waffles

between wanting to send back the men to accepting them being here.  It

was as if she was running for public office.   Hmmrn, I wonder?

The most interesting point that she made that specifically relates to

my dissertation was in the opening sentences where she says, "It never

ceases to amaze me how quickly we in Spring Branch unite when the

need arises.  And, once again, we were made aware of the situation and

once again we rose united, and defeated the situation. City council voted

no on the day labor center proposed for our area . . . .

.

This would reinforce my hypothesis that people come together

when there was a mutual threat. The Superneighborhoods are in

themselves very weak and have little to interest persons.  But a day labor

center supported by "outsiders" was just the thing to crystallize support.

It may be that as in counseling we with TMO were "working harder than

the client", and that as organizers and agitators we should never work

harder than those we set out to help.   If they want to send undocumented

immigrants back to where they came from, then let them work on that and

look at the realities associated with doing so, while at the same time we in

TMO working with "another community, the Hispanic churches" work to

do something positive with the workers.
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K B  also used a term "tipping point" in her e-mail.  This was a
term that Barton Smith, professor of economics at Uof H used in a report
on Spring Branch that was commissioned by the business community in
2001.  He used that term as the process ofan older community to gentrify
from a blighted area to a new and viable neighborhood. He commonly
compared Spring Branch with the "tipping" that took place in West
University and Bellaire(suburbs ofHouston) a number ofyears ago where

older homes were torn down and new expensive homes were then built.  I
would suggest that "tipping" can and does occur and will probably
happen to some degree in Spring Branch but I question whether it would
look like West University or Bellaire.  Both West University and Bellaire
were incorporated cities with zoning and very little multi-family housing
and virtually no minorities even before it tipped. Spring Branch had no

zoning and as Smith pointed out, a very large multi-family housing stock,
much of which was old and dilapidated.  Some of that would be torn
down but the character of Spring Branch was cast as a multi-cultural
neighborhood and will remain so for many years.  I feared that many in
Spring Branch held to the myth that the area would miraculously "tip"
economically and ethnically in the not too distant future. If anglo

residents could come to believe that Spring Branch would continue to be

multi-cultural and have people from a wide range of economic
backgrounds and for them to see that as positive, a more rapid change in

the neighborhood could occur. Spring Branch was more like the Heights

and Oak Forest area in Houston, where there was a great deal of ethnic

diversity that was looked on as being positive. People in SB seemed to

still be keeping their finger in the dike hoping the dam would not break.

Letter from L S,a community member, responding to K  B's June
14,2002
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"In answer to the email we received from K B, here is where I

stand;  I strongly support President Bush's efforts to increase border

defenses against terror and illegal immigrants entering the country, and I

strongly support

K  B's standing behind our president, our city, and our neighborhood by
opposing the idea of day labor sites that encourage illegal immigrants to

slip across the borders.

As far as a meeting in July to talk about ways we can help them

and to invite Mr. Olson, I surely don't want to open a can of worms.   I,

personally, don't even want to create an opportunity to talk about a Day

Labor Center anywhere in Spring Branch or anywhere else, for that

matter.  If we are going to consider ways to help the immigrants, one

thought would be to come up with ideas that incorporate churches-help

get them involved with the Spanish churches or Spanish speaking

services. Church can be a good place to find fellowship and soul food,

even if they are illegally here.

Does this sound like something to consider to  any of you?   I'd like

to get your thoughts on that (positive or negative) and any other ideas that

you might had."

Reflections on L S letter

What stands out here  was the ambivalence to the immigrant

situation.  On the one hand she was saying that we should not support

undocumented immigrants. On the other hand she wanted to extend  the

hand of Christian fellowship to the undocumented workers.  I find that for

many Christians (as well as non-Christians) there is often a disconnect

between what we say we believe and how we act.
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Secondly, she did not want to invite me to a meeting where I would

be the one in the minority.   She was afraid of opening a can of worms.   I

must  have  had  a  lot of power.    Did she think that  I  might sway others into

supporting a workers center?  Was she afraid she might be swayed?  My
guess was that she just wants the problem to go away and didn't want to

talk about it, at all.

6/13/02 e-mail from Officer J P to J O of Chapelwood Methodist,
responding to e-mail from J 0 about meeting with Spring Branch

Revitalization Association and the defeat ofthe workers center. " Sounds

like a good idea.  I suppose it could be a starting point for identifying
power brokers in Spring Branch. Seems we missed the target on that.  It

was very frustrating to work for a year and a half on a project and then
see it co-opted by political power pimps for their own political purposes.

The demagoguery was disgusting.  I hope ya'11 don't forget about all the

relationships we established in Spring Branch and just follow the money

to Vasquez's district.  I plan to continue working to build a support base

and target private funding. These guy's out here had no one to speak for

them.  Even the other "minorities" don't want them.  They must feel like
day "lepers".

Getting First Time Hispanic Voters to the Polls.

My view of the need for power changed as the study progressed.   In the beginning, I believed that
power was as the saying goes, "power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely".   For many in
the faith community the concept of power is in direct contradiction to love and benevolence.   But I
came to recognize that power is the ability to act, whether it be in the political arena or in our personal
or religious lives.  In fact, one of the tenets of the Christian faith is that God empowers us to act in spite
of hardship or oppression. In order for power to be effective in getting something done, persons must
organize for power. Today in our free and democratic society there is an inequity in the power
between common people and persons who possess power because they have big money.   TMO uses
its efforts in organizing, to give persons who do not possess big money, to have a voice at the table.
(Emerging questions, p. 22, #14)
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In the early fall of 2002 one of our actions was to get first time
Hispanic voters to register to vote and then to get them to the polls.  If
TMO was to develop a power base in Spring Branch to press our agenda

we would need to get more people registered to vote and then get out the

vote at election time.  We used both Anglos from member churches and

Hispanics who were not citizens and could not vote. The experience of
working in teams was a positive experience for us all and even though we

did not  have a big impact on voter turn out, it was an important exercise

for those of us who participated.
The effort showed the Anglos concern for the Hispanic voter.  It

showed the community that the ineligible voting age Hispanic cared for

the community and gave us all the opportunity to gain a new respect and

understanding for the other.

US Representative John Culberson, 7th District of Texas (representing
much of Memorial, Spring Branch) Comments from his August, 2002
newsletter

This was from Representative Culbersons newsletter that I received

and both shows the ambivalence to undocumented immigrants and also

the unrealistic position that many like Culberson take on this issue.

"I voted against and will always oppose, amnesty for illegal aliens,
and have repeatedly called for lining up the National Guard from
Brownsville to San Diego, if necessary, to stop illegal immigration.   The

federal government could also hire off duty law enforcement officers to

help protect our northern and southern borders. Our economy depends on

legal immigrant labor, so we should enact a guest worker program for
industries like homebuilders to allow immigrants to work here legally."
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Reflections on Culberson statement

I was appalled that a so called fiscal conservative would advocate

using the National Guard to control our borders.  The cost and disruption

to families and businesses would be immense.  How long would the
National Guard have to stay in place?   What kind of support would they

have to have in order to effectively guard the borders?  The only effective

ways to deal with the problem was to help develop Mexico and Central

America and to implement more liberal immigration policies. The guest

worker program might be a step in the right direction but as had so often

occurred it was like putting your finger in the dike.  To me the obvious

answer to this political insensitivity was to register voters and then get

them to vote.

Panda Path community sends delegation to Austin

It was quite encouraging that Spring Branch and in particular the

Hollister Pitner community sent a delegation of about twenty people to

the TMO-IAF convention in Austin on September 8,2002.  S. O, the

apartment manager of Pine Gardens and new TMO community leader

stated in a Chronicle article (September 8, 2002), "September 8 was
going to be a big day for immigrants.  It was our chance to say, 'Here we

are.    We  want  to be noticed,  and  we  plan  to vote."' Commenting  on  the

organization process S 0 stated, "At first, it was so hard, people didn't
even know each other.  But now they know each other, and they are

organized."
There were nearly ten thousand people in attendance from

throughout the state of Texas and the purpose of the meeting was to

present our statewide agenda to the political candidates. Additionally, it
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was our purpose to encourage the attendees to register to vote, to help

register others and to get out the vote on election day in November.

S 0's statement that "at first people didn't even know each other"

was indicative of how when people form relationships and find common

issues of concern, they can be mobilized and assume their power. Not all
of the major Republican candidates were present, but we still made a

strong case for our agenda.

Voter Registration and Get out the Vote

9-16-02 About fifteen people from St. Cecelia's Catholic,

Memorial Drive Methodist, Church of the Nazarene, and a small

Pentacostal Church in the Pitner road area met at St. Cecelia's to discuss

the voter registration program and get out the vote program of TMO.

This focus was the culmination of the September 8 meeting in Austin.

Unfortunately, in Spring Branch we were not well organized enough to

had  a ready made program of voter registration. One advantage  some  of

the Catholic churches had was that their priests will announce the voter

registration program from the pulpit. Most mainstream Protestant

churches do not do that.  Nor do most evangelical and Pentacostal

churches. After some discussion we decided to focus on the area around

the Pitner, Hollister area. Because we had finally made some inroads into

St. J, we hoped that we could get some help from them with block

walking for get out the vote.  They were also letting us set up a booth at

their church bazaar on September 29.  J H seemed haggard and

overworked. He's stretched to the limit. I'm afraid that he was not able

to give much focus to any of the projects that we've got going on in

Spring Branch as well as the whole city.  I wish we didn't have to work

on this voter registration and get out the vote program. It would seem
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more prudent  to do fewer things  well, as opposed to doing  a lot of things
poorly.   I know he's getting a lot of pressure from Austin since the

Unions had put so much money into this phase of the program.
Met with DeDe and Joe.  We met and discussed the strategy for

working the neighborhoods around Pitner-Hollister.  DeDe will make lists
for neighborhood walkers who will encourage people to get out and vote.

10-10-02 Met at Pine Gardens to walk for get out the vote
campaign. There were seventeen of us who walked that day.  It was
about evenly distributed between those who were from the Hispanic
community and those from the Churches. Those who were from the
neighborhoods and the participants from St. Cecelia's were not able to
vote but showed their interest in the community by participating.  We
visited about three hundred homes and got commitments from many
people to go and vote.  We all felt that the event was successful and that
we had helped the community.  We also identified more people who
would be potential leaders.

As it turned out the other weekends before the election were rained
out.  so we only had the one day.  But the effort was more than getting
out the vote.  It was to give people the idea that they could be a part ofthe
process and that there were Anglos who supported them in the effort.

The need for ongoing relation building and leadership development.

One great challenge that TMO had in any community was how to

keep itself in front of that community.   This is not just a public relations
ploy. In order to had productive relationships, those relationships had to

be nurtured and developed.  It was also important to work towards

interconnecting those relationships within the community rather than just
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having them be between TMO and the individual constituent groups.

Relational Building Continues

5-16-02  Met at Amor y Restauracion to hear Ann Amos of
Associated Catholic Charities talk about INS documentation issues.

There were about 35 people from St. C,   Amor y, and the community.

The session was done completely in Spanish. There were people from

Mexico, El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala.  They were very attentive

for over an hour. After the session, there were about a dozen people who

went up and asked her personal questions concerning their own issues.

We then split into three groups and discussed what the group might want

in the way of services to the workers center.   Some of the women said

they would cook, others suggested that the men build the center.  That

way it would mean more to them.  They also said that they would like
cooking classes for women.  We then gave out the door prizes.

5-22-02   J H and I met with Fr.  M C of St. C of S Catholic church.

We had attempted to meet with them last year and Fr. M C had declined

stating that he had to work out some issues within his church before he

was willing to embark into new areas such as TMO.  I had met him at a

Spring Branch west Superneighborhood meeting several months before.

He had met with a number of Catholic churches in his area last week and

Catholic Charities had made a presentation about undocumented workers

and what TMO was attempting to do. We talked to him about what we

were doing in the Spring Branch community and about the churches

involved.   Near the end of the meeting we suggested that we meet with a

small group of parishioners to talk about TMO.   He was afraid that we

might be blind siding them about the workers center and I suggested that

we wanted to build a relationship and see where it might go; that there
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were several other ways that we could work together and that workers

center was just one.   I was concerned i f we had a meeting solely about a

workers center that we would be met with negativism. He agreed to the

meeting and we set a date.

5/22/02 Telephone conversation with Father M of St. J. He stated

that his congregation had been doing ESL classes and were going to step

up efforts to do more.

Meeting at St. C of S

6/19/02   Met at St. C of S Catholic Church which was on the West

side of Spring Branch.  Only Fr. M C and one parishioner were present.

We had myself, V G., G C, J H and N K. We presented our case for

TMO and discussed its philosophy, it's work in SB, the state and the city.

We also told stories about how we came to SB and what we liked about

it.  We then asked them how they thought their church might become

involved with TMO. They stated that they were a small church and that

they didn't had a large Hispanic congregation.  They did not see how they

might become involved.  Fr. C M stated that he had run the blurb in the

bulletin about our visit to the church for several weeks but the turnout

was disappointing.

Reflections on St. C of S meeting

Finding leaders to work together for common goals was much harder than developing positive feelings
of trust and community among groups of persons as a result of sharing archetypal narratives through
individual and House meetings. There were numerous reasons for this. First, building a relational
comniunity relies greatly on process and sharing of narratives. Many persons see little benefit from
this.   It is possible to engage them and they benefit from the brief encounters with others, but they lack
the motivation to move further and deeper in the effort of community development to deal with
common community issues that require mutual trust between different religious, ethnic, and economic
groups. Secondly, many people may be interested in others and sharing, but do not have the
constituency or the inclination to reach out to others. Third, making changes often involves conflict
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requiring give and take negotiation, both within the group of leaders seeking to bring about that
change, and the community leaders that have power to institute change. A certain resiliency is required
to deal with conflicts in negotiating and mobilizing power. Fourth, some persons, particularly in the
faith community are afraid of words such as power, conflict, and politics. These are seen as being
unseemly and divisive and possibly a threat to the institution itself. There is a sense that those in power
latow what is best and therefore should not be challenged or confronted to have the opportunity to be
relational. (Emerging questions p. 20, #10, #11).

In the great scheme of organizing in Spring Branch this meeting

was of minimal interest.   But from the standpoint of the study it may

point out something very important. The light turnout was disappointing.

The light turnout could have been due to several reasons. It could have

been that the parish priest did not impress on the congregation the

importance  of the issues and encourage his parishioners to attend.   It may

have been that there were no persons in the parish that resonated with

social justice issues, even though the parish collected clothing for the men

at Casa Juan Diego, a ministry for undocumented workers.

My conclusion is that the parish did not turn out because there was

no archetypal symbol that people could identify.   It may be that we could

have gotten a bigger response, all be it negative, by saying that we were

planning on putting in a workers center in their midst. This would have

reinforced my belief that there had to be a resonate archetype to bring
people together.  In the case of the workers center that archetype

embraces several forms, including safety and security, children, and

transcendence. We would again find ourselves couched in the role of

evildoers and suspect for having our own selfish agenda. People were

not motivated to merely come to a meeting that's purpose was relation

building. Not having a firm issue that persons could resonate with was a

critical problem that we faced as we worked on relation building.  But
without building trust through narratives, it did little good to launch into

issues without this prefacing.

6-18-02 Met at 9600 Long Point with the Spring Branch
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Revitalization Association.  It was an impressive group including M N a
prominent property owner in the community, W Realty, P M a property

owner in the community, two members of the Korean community,  E LaB

and R D from the city.  J H, Officer J P and J 0 were present from TMO.
We discussed the genesis and progress towards developing a workers

center. The group seemed receptive and agreed that it was a community

problem.  K B said though that we didn't have community support.  I

asked her which community. K B was less than forthcoming in her
concern as evidenced by her e-mail (see above) concerning the defeat of

the center in Spring Branch.  LaB said that they stopped counting the

number of negative calls about the hiring hall  at 250  and that they didn't
had one positive. call. We suggested that a group go to the Chimney Rock
Center and check it out.  We also suggested that we have a small House

meeting with some of their group since as K B said, "We've tried

everything to get them involved and they just don't respond." One ofthe
Korean members said to this, "After the street sign incident, most of our
community doesn't want anything to do with the political system.  Only

the reddest ofred necks speak out."

First order versus third order leadership considerations and

challenges.

Many of the issues identified in House meetings are first order

concerns for persons of lower SES backgrounds.   Much of our work was
to help empower those persons to accept responsibility for those areas

and to support their efforts through organization and implementation of

actions and programs. For higher SES church members living on the

south side of I-10 it was harder to get them to see the need for them to be

involved. They would often be willing to do a short term project or event
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that was hands on, that might be considered to be an act of mercy

(bagging groceries for a food bank, collecting clothes or shoes for the

poor).

Emerging Conclusions

Some  of the emerging conclusions and observations concerning the
dissertation project as of September  1,2002, are as follows:

1. Archetypal symbols do bring people together.  Some of those

identified symbols include children, safety and security, and
transcendence.  They also separate groups because they are so basic and

so emotionally charged.

2.  These are expressed in myths.  some of these myths are merely

prejudicial statements while others are more complex in nature.  Some of

the observed/reported myths are as follows:

.Schools on the southside of I-10 are superior to those on the North
side.

.There was unequal funding of schools between the North and south

sides

.South side churches are trying to create a workers center to ensure

that Hispanics will never go to the South Side

.Hispanics won't get involved in the schools, civic clubs.

.The police do not respond to complaints of crime, men on the street,

drug dealing.
.The community (Hispanics) do not report crime to the police.

.The reason that Spring Branch was 60% Hispanic was that SBISD

(school district) created a situation that enabled the school district to
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obtain Title I funding (aid to disadvantaged children).
.The south side of I-10 runs the SBISD.

.Spring Branch was about to "tip" economically and become

gentrified.

.Large south side churches pillaged North side churches lay

leadership.

3. People tend to come together when there was a common threat.  That

common threat was related to archetypal symbols and myths.  When the

threat passes, people tend to move back to homeostasis.

4. There are few spaces in the community where people can come

together and be in conversation.

5.  It was difficult to be inclusive with the marginalized since they often

maintain a distance and are primarily concerned about first order needs

such as sustaining life.

6.  There was often an ambivalence in logic-- send them back to where

they came from/ we need to provide Christian charity.  We are about to

"tip" economically to a more prosperous community/we are threatened by
diversity.   We can't get minority involvement/you're not a part of the

community.

7.  There was a need for a community icon-- but trees, street closings, and

bicycle racks are not enough.

8.  People feel threatened by people who are different who frequent

community space. Memorial City, the major community shopping center
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had about 80% Hispanics shopping.

9. Myths become memes.

10. Strong local schools can help make strong churches.

-- Unless the church builds a school.

11. Fear tends to isolate people more.

12. People flee to different environments when there was a perceived/real

community threat. (high crime, ethnic movement, upward mobility)

13. Narratives contain common symbols and myths that bind people.

14.  Meme-- We cannot survive together unless we recognize and bring
into reality our interconnectedness.

15.  We all have contributions to make.

16.  We do not have to give up our traditions (not a melting pot anymore).
We have common core values that bind us together.

17.  People must believe there will be a reward or payoff in order for
them embrace change or give up something such as embracing the e

workers center.

18. Power inequities are quite strong in communities such as

Memorial/Spring Branch and when challenged create a great sense of

uneasiness.

It might be said that there was a degree of truth in all of these myths.

Some more so than others.

5-9-02 Met with Al, Roy, Virginia and J H about the meeting on
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Tuesday. We reviewed what we had accomplished over the past year.

See accomplishments.  We then fleshed out our agenda for Tuesday
discussing both the time table, who would be invited, who and how
would people be recognized, the layout of the room, the questions to be
asked or discussed at the tables, and the vision piece at the end of the

meeting. Even though we had met twice already about this meeting we

met for two hours. But everyone felt on board with the effort.

Reflections on planning meetings

I  get  frustrated with the minutia of detail that we go through in our

planning meetings with TMO.  I'm used to just putting together an

agenda and then winging it.  TMO was very intent on having meetings
well orchestrated and controlled.  At the meeting at Ceasar Chadz in May
of 2001  we had nearly three thousand people from all over the Houston

metro area.  We had over forty elected officials who we wanted to

support our agenda. Imagine finishing within five minutes of the time

allotted with that many politicos on stage in front of all those voters.   On

Sept. 8,2002 we had ten thousand people from all over the state in Austin

for a convention. Again we had a large group of politicians including a

US Senator, and candidates running for Governor, Lieutenant Governor,

etc. and we finished on the minute. Truly amazing.

TMO Spring Branch/ Memorial Cluster celebrates its first year

Several archetypal symbols existed in the Spring Branch/Memorial cornmunity and impacted the
relationships of the people that lived there. They included children safety and security, and issues of
transcendence. By structuring the questions addressed to individual and house meetings and eliciting
narratives from participants, archetypal symbols emerged naturally. Research indicated that these
symbols were powerful in both positive and negative ways, resulting in bringing community members
together around those symbols.  It was discovered that by sharing archetypal narratives that persons
were much more likely to coalesce positively around those symbols, than they were when only
opinions and little sharing were expressed. By deconstructing nat·ratives, cornmon threads were
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discovered by participants, and a sense of connection was achieved and a

recognition that individuals had power to act in concert with one another. (Emerging questions p. 14-15, #4 and #5)

We met and had our TMO celebration dinner at St. C Catholic

Church. There were about 60 people in attendance. (see agenda)  One of
the most thrilling things about the meeting was that there were nearly as

many Hispanics in attendance as Anglos.  We also had a few new
possible leaders from churches such as St. J and St. J V.  R H president of
the West Supemeighborhood was also in attendance.  We also had seven

schools represented with about twenty parents. On arrival we had people

sign in, and take a name tag. We assigned people to tables so that they

could meet some new people.  We also had bilingual capability at each
table. We asked people to make a statement about how they had
connected to the community, church, or school in new ways because of

TMO in the last year. At dinner we had a sheet ofpaper on the tables and

asked people to tell a story about a child that they had known or that they

loved that had overcome something and then we asked them to tell what

it was that they had to overcome.  We then went around the room and

asked people to give a short summary of the stories. The stories included

an incident of an Hispanic child whose sister died last year from leukemia

and the problems the boy had with adjusting to her death.  He had been

put in alternative school because his behavior was so bad.  But this year
because of love and support by family and school  the boy had done much

better and was a model student. Other stories were about coming to
America and learning to fit in and be a part of this country. Others talked

about children with disabilities who received love and support from

family, friends, and school.

We then had reports from the four task force committees.  As an
example of the stories, a teacher from Landrum said, "Parents feel they

are part of the Landrum community. Parents are doing their part.  Kids
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now want to stay at Landrum." A woman who was working at Panda

Path and was a member of St. J. "My children go to Edgewood but I live

Close to Panda Path and I know how difficult the problems are there.  I

want to help there because I know someday my kids will go to school

with their kids and I want to know we had a safe community."  I was

disappointed that my Pentacostal group was not in attendance.  But I gave

my report about progress in the Worker Center projects.
What was really exciting was that a number of the Hispanic parents

after the meeting wanted to be pro-active in their schools and community

to help with things like the parent academy and the worker center.  This

was a great accomplishment in that until now there had been very little

participation from Hispanic parents in their schools.

In evaluation time we felt that the biggest problem was getting

better interpretations.  Much was lost in the paraphrasing of speeches.

We closed with a prayer.   I felt the numinisity of the evening.   It was a

sacred evening.

At the end of the session I was talking to R H and asked him to

give me an answer to the question, "if you woke up tomorrow morning

and Spring Branch Memorial was as you would want it to be, what would

it be like?"  I had asked him this question several days earlier by phone.  I
had forgotten to ask him at our meeting. His answer was, "I'd like it to
be like this. People working together."

The summer doldrums

Between our partial victory/defeat on the workers center,

vacations, and the TMO organizers turning their focus to the September 8

meeting in Austin and the Sign Up and Take Charge campaign, the

summer, from my point of view was less than effective.   I kept thinking
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there was something that we ought to be doing but the momentum of the

workers center effort had left a big hole in my time.  I kept trying to get a

few people together to talk about it, but just as soon as I got one or two

persons lined up one of them or some other leader became indisposed.

Fortunately, R Y and the education committee had several meetings that

were fruitful. Several of those meetings, particularly those relating to

Landrum Middle school, directly effected the Hollister Pitner area.

Schematic after June 1

Relationships had a way of ebbing and flowing.  The only
relationships that were not strengthened were between the B subdivision

residents and the other participants at the April 11 meeting. It might be
assumed that they were victorious in their efforts to keep the workers

center from being funded by the city and going into their neighborhood.

But the money was approved and was   sent to another part of the city that

was anxious to had the workers center and now the men at Hollister and

Pitner continue to stand on the corner waiting for work. Whose victory

was it? Whose defeat was it?

The meeting and subsequent meetings had resulted in the putting

up of a stop  sign  at the corner ofHollister and Pitner, the establishment of

a parents crossing patrol on Pitner, to allow children to cross to school

more safely, for the community to had a closer dialogue with the police,

to had the liquor license of the neighborhood Cantina protested with the

police raiding the Cantina twice and making arrests for underage

drinking, prostitution, and drug dealing.  It had resulted in stronger

relations between Panda Path and its parents and it had resulted in about

twenty residents making a trip to Austin with TMO to present their

political agenda, along with ten thousand other Texans, to political
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candidates looking for their votes. One notable relationship that resulted

from the meetings at Panda Path was with S  0, the apartment manager

of Pine Gardens on Pitner street.  She was responsible for getting
Reverend G of the Gethsemene Pentecostal church involved in our work.

She was one of the speakers before city council in favor of the workers

center and was responsible for getting Hispanics to travel to Austin with
us.  More will be said about Shareq in other parts of this project.

Additionally,  as a result  of the meetings at Panda Path and the issue

of the workers center before city council, TMO and its member churches

began an earnest and trusting dialogue with St. J Catholic church.  And it

had resulted in TMO member churches building deeper relationships with
other stakeholders in the community.

And lastly, it had identified Hispanic leadership in the community

that was calling on other Hispanics, both citizens and non-citizens to

become involved in the community.

8/13/02 Met with education group at Memorial Drive United

Methodist.   Roy did a good job of conducting the meeting. There were

about 15 people present. We assigned eight schools to leadership teams

and assigned persons to those teams. See report from Roy on progress.

8/30/02 Met with J H and R Y in a meeting on the possibility of

conducting a press conference on education. Specifically, it was about

charts with scores on students readiness for college. The statistics could

be quite devastating and controversial to school systems, since it shows

that many schools in the Houston area had a low graduation and college

attendance rate.  In some low income and ethnically diverse schools the

graduation rate from the ninth grade as being the base year, was only

about thirty percent. (TMO 2002) Houston ISD was also aware of the
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discrepancy in published drop out rates showing 2-3% drop out rates and

actual graduation rates. (Elliott, Houston Chronicle, 2002) (Staff,

Houston Chronicle, 2002). Roy was concerned that we might make
districts angry with us since we were trying to work collaboratively with

them.  I stated that it was necessary to lift up these issues since people

would not become agitated by low key discussions.  I had discovered that

media makes truth.  Even if it was not true, having it in print lends

credibility to something.  I also stated that I believed that we could

present the figures along with our methodology of using House meetings

and Parent Academies to give as one thing that could be done to educate

parents to help their children.

Mobilizing parents and residents to have city cut an overgrown tract of

land on Pitner.

Another major concern of the residents was a large vacant piece of
land across the street from the cantina and the apartments that had tall

weeds and trash on it. Complaints had been ignored by city hall and the

owner of the property was in federal prison and could not be reached to

hold accountable. TMO mobilized parents and called the media to come

to the site.  The city then became interested in the problem and agreed to

had the property cleared.

Interestingly, one of the people in the community that had not

shown much interest in TMO's progress and was even leery about our

efforts became mobilized on this effort and met with a city official to get
action. Even though the issue had been resolved and the city was taking

action on cleaning up the property this person took credit for getting the

lot cleaned. My initial reaction was a bit resentful, but upon reflection I

decided that what was important was getting the property cleaned and
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that I hoped that this individual would be our ally in the future.

11/06/02 Met at Spring Branch Development Center.  R B, the
director of the center had called the meeting.   If C R had not seen the fax

about the meeting TMO would not had been invited. There were several

city groups including, Keep Houston Beautiful, two representatives from

the Super Neighborhoods, several apartment managers, a representative

of the Councilman T, officer Joe P and a person from city planning.   The
purpose was to discuss the seven acre tract of land in the neighborhood

that needed to be cut and cleaned.  TMO had been in contact with the city

and had gotten them to agree to cut the property in late November.

However, this group now felt that they had a stake in the process too.

This was fine, but it appeared at several points in the meeting that the

community would not be included, even though it was continually
reiterated by most participants at the meeting that the community should

be involved. After much discussion about the problems involved, it was
finally decided that C R and TMO would work on organizing the citizens

to do much of the work. Keep Houston Beautiful would be involved in

cutting the large branches and would carry off the debris that was picked

up. Snyder (Houston Chronicle, November  19, 2002) stated,

"If a textbook were written about how troubled

neighborhoods can best get the city's help to solve chronic

problems, it would probably recommend the tactics used in Spring

Branch (TMO)-- organization, collaboration, grass-roots

involvement and effective communication with policy makers."

Mobilizing parents, residents and church members to help clean up
Pitner vacant land after city had cut it.
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Plans were made to continue the effort to keep the vacant land in a

more presentable way.  With the interest exerted by the Spring Branch

Family Development Center and the interest of Chapelwood UMC the
community it seemed did not have to go it alone.  They had other

concerned allies that might be called on in the future.  Only time would

tell whether this alliance would be fruitful.

Mobilized parents and residents to close cantina on Pitner

As has been stated elsewhere,  one of the major concerns of residents in

the Pitner, Hollister community was the cantina in the neighborhood. It

reportedly harbored illegal behavior such as fighting, drug dealing,

prostitution and underage drinking.  It also created a general atmosphere

of fear and intimidation of law abiding residents who were afraid of the

male patrons who even in broad day light became drunk and disorderly.
Over the years there had been numerous shootings, stabbings, and fights

in the neighborhood. There was a moving van that would come to the

street at night on weekends and sell prostitutes out of the back of the

truck. Not until TMO, had the community stake holders been able to

mount an effort to get the cantina's liquor licensed revoked. Shortly after

the April 11, 2002 meeting and at the request of the Pitner Hollister

residents, TMO had protested the renewal of the liquor licensee of the

nearby cantina. Councilman Tatro and Councilman Quan had joined us

in seeking the closing.
Over the course of months, JH of TMO had met with parents

about the cantina issue and other community issues. Justice works

slowly and the plaintiffs kept postponing the hearing which meant that

TMO had to help the parents and community maintain their level of
commitment to fight. But there were other issues to keep people involved.
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There was the vacant land that needed cleaning up and the TMO-IAF
convention in Austin on September 8, where we gathered with ten
thousand other Texans to present out agenda for families, to the political

candidates.

In late summer JH reported that the police had made two
undercover sting operations at the cantina with numerous arrests. These

arrests included drunk and disorderly conduct, underage drinking,

prostitution, and drug usage.  This gave us ammunition to present along
with parents stories that would lend weight to our protest.   Many of the
residents continued to be afraid to testi fy at the slated October 17 hearing,

for fear of reprisals.    As a result of the police involvement in making  the
stings on the cantina, a closer relationship of trust was developing

between residents and the police.  The plan was to take several vans or a

bus to the hearing to pack the court room.  We were also enlisting the

assistance and support of the Spring Branch Superneighborhood group.
TMO member churches planned on having a group of people in
attendance also.

After several delays,  the TABC liquor license hearing was held on

November 14, 2002. Over thirty residents from Pitner street, and eight

south side church members from TMO were bused to the hearing at the

Harris County Commissioners court. The small court room was packed

with only a few seats left available.  This was such an important

undertaking that some parents brought small children. The hearing lasted

all day with numerous witnesses testifying.  One of the Houston Police

Vice officers stated, "This is great. I'm surprised at the turnout."  The
club owner testified that he did not know the woman who had been

arrested for prostitution, even though she was serving customers drinks.

The defense attorney stated that the neighborhood was trying to "blame

all of the ills" on the area on the club.   S. 0, manager of Pine Gardens
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apartment complex and active TMO volunteer stated, "We are getting
healthier and healthier, and this (cantina) makes us sick." Mothers in

testimony and in interviews stated that they were afraid to walk past the

cantina to reach their children's school or the Boys and Girls Club located

in the neighborhood.  C R. stated "parents can't worry about teaching

their children to read when they are busy putting them in the bathtub" to

shield them from a shootout outside. Another parent stated, "there are

shots everywhere at 2 or 3a.m."

J H, lead organizer of TMO stated, "these families love their

children.  They want education and security.  The only thing they need is

a voice. 1,

A decision was scheduled to be made within two or three weeks as

to the disposition of the license renewal.

With the disposition of the Cantina issue and the vacant land

initiative my study will be complete as it relates to the linear aspects of

the project.  But as in much qualitative research, the project itself will
continue even though I will not be reporting on it here.

Reflections on November 22,2002 Hearing

The  following is a portion of an e-mail  that I sent to TMO member

volunteers and other persons interested in TMO.

'Yesterday was one of the greatest experiences of my life.  That
may sound a bit overstated but  for me  it was the culmination of a dream I

had harbored for many years.  It was a day when over thirty parents and

residents of Pitner street in northeast Spring Branch came together with

churches of different faiths, apartments managers and owners, the Panda

Path school, the Spring Branch Family Development Center and our

TMO organization, to appear before the TABC (Texas Alcohol and
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Tobacco Commission) to protest the renewal of the liquor license of the

Riviera Club. (Hegstrom, 2002, November 22).
The Chronicle article gave the impression that this protest was

about prostitution.  But it was much more than that.  It was about a

community coming together with a common goal to take back the

community for the people who are trying to raise their children in a safe

and nurturing environment.  It was about people who reached across

barriers of language and economics to form relationships and connect in

meaningful ways.  It was about empowerment and giving people hope
that they can, working together, bring about positive change.  It was

about the Church giving a different voice to ministry through social

justice.
As TMO lead organizer J H stated, "These families love their

children.  They want education and security.  The only thing they need is

a voice." Yesterday they got their voice. Immigrant mothers with little

children overcame their fear of reprisals and threats to stand and give

their testimony. TMO leaders stood and added their voice. Teachers also

stood and spoke.

I feel blessed that I was a part of making that happen.   I hope that

you will join us in the many ways that TMO is impacting our community.

We need your support. Please pray for the community.  The war is not

won.   Remember, evil flourishes when good people of faith fail to work

together for good.'

Thank you all for your support.

Franklin

The decision is handed down

It was not until December 9th that we received the letter
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from TABC Master's ruling that stated that "retailers permit...[for selling

alcohol on premises] had been denied." TMO knowing that this was

probably the case had contacted the media and there was a press

conference at the Spring Branch Family Development Center.  Four

television stations and two newspapers covered the event and three of the

stations had the story as lead story on the five or six o'clock news.

Hegstom (2002, December 10) quoted a mother from the community I M

saying, "Before, I was thinking of moving, but now I see that we had
decided that we are important."

This was a great victory and was the culmination of nearly a years

work.  It was a victory for TMO's efforts but more than that it was a

victory for the community.

Rijsman (1997) states,

"When Ego takes a dependent other as symbol of Self, for

example, one's own child, or any other person whom one may
consider as a future continuation of Ego's existence, then Alter, in
order to be 'just' must care more for that specific other than for

some competing others. This appears as social justice ofneed, and

seems totally contradictory with any need for a positive

discrimination of Self.  But in fact, it is totally in line with it, for

the chosen dependent other, whom we say deserves help, is one

who is experienced as the future Self, embodied in some

Other."(p. 148)

Rijsman's description of the relationship between Self, Ego, Alter,
and Other was another way of expressing what we had been calling

archetypal symbols. Throughout this study we saw evidence of groups
attributing meaning to certain objects and their related myths and stating

them as truth.  We also saw through narrative conversation that persons
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deconstructed those old myths and co-created new meanings. In doing
so, many of them by letting go of old meanings came to see the power
that they had in working together and gained  a new sense  of sel f and their
value  and the value of their children.

It had been our premise from the beginning that persons coalesce

around motifs, called archetypes, that go to their core.  And that they will
fight and die for those motifs, even if they are proven wrong as to their

validity. Through narrative conversations some of the old symbols and
their associated myths can be reconstructed to be more relevant and
inclusive of the other.

As we look to the future could it be that we will move from
looking at these motifs as coming from the "collective unconscious" and
move towards the "collective conscience".  Can we see these motifs as

being universally shared by humanity. As Gergen (1999) states,
"At the most fundamental level, what is required in order for us

to go on together?   ...we must had a set of shared understanding--

even if primitive--of what exists (the real) and of what constitutes

proper conduct (the good)...ideally we should employ similar
words on similar occasions . . . .as we come to coordinate our talk and

actions within various contexts, so do we establish the conditions
for disruptions, glitches, or failures."

The possibilities of this position are both frightening and exciting.   It can
mean that humanity will fall into a period of nihilism and a muddled
relativistic mire, or it will give us the tools to move to another level of
caring, acceptance, and appreciation. My guess was that it will result in
both. My experience with the parents of Panda Path, Landrum Middle

School, and TMO volunteers and organizers, give me hope that it will
result in the latter.
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Reflections and Conclusions on Core Group, TMO Volunteer

Participation

The answers to why people become involved in TMO type
activities are varied.  TMO says that it is looking for people who are
angry; that they want to channel that anger into positive action and

empowerment. Traditionally, TMO members have been working class

persons and immigrants. The inclusion ofupper middle class persons like
the ones who came to the dinner meeting or subsequently have become

involved, did not fit that traditional mold.  They are not typical white

liberals, either. Most would say that they are fiscally conservative and

socially liberal. They typically had not been activists.  But for most of

these people the motivation for involvement started years ago.  It was

often the result of being exposed and confronted by a different lifestyle
that their parents or their world view clashed.  But with others it was a

result of education.   Most of these people grew up in the sixties and were

affected by the peace movement and the events of the civil rights

movement.

For others, the motivation came in later life through study and

coming to believe that faith must be put into action. These were also

people who were thinkers.  They had thought and struggled with their

own faith in relation to their life experiences. They continued to be

interested in learning and assimilating new information and experiences.
They did not rely on easy answers for answering life's very difficult

questions.

When asked "what would our community look like, ifyou woke up
in the morning and was the way you wanted it to be." most would answer

with some variation of, "people would be working together in the

community for good". That was a dominant Meme theme running
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throughout my interviews with persons involved in the Spring

Branch/Memorial cluster of TMO.  Most of those persons had grown

children and others had grandchildren and even though most of their
children did not live in Spring Branch/Memorial they wanted to leave a
legacy of a community that was accepting and appreciative of each
persons gifts and abilities and to provide a community atmosphere that

nourished that idea.

For many there continued to be a disconnect on how to achieve the
goal of community trust and involvement.   In the case of C B there was a

sense that TMO worked too slow and there was not an immediate pay off.
For him and others there must be immediate concrete payoff such as
working in the food bank or resale shop. They believed that this was the

way to show Christian love for ones brother. There certainly is historical
credence for this view. Others would rather be involved in a one to one
program in the schools to tutor or read to children. This again is concrete

and provides immediate gratification.
Relational community building requires a different vision.  It

requires that one see that only in empowerment and getting people

involved in finding the solutions for their problems, can real change take

place.  For most persons relation building is not a natural event.  Both the
teaching of methodology and the rationale for relation building is
laborious and unnatural.  But as persons become involved in this process

they begin to see the value of such an effort and recognize that it is the
key for creating a trusting and involved community.

With affluent TMO volunteers we always saw them entering into
TMO work with preconceptions and myths about the work and the
"other". Through stories that had archetypal motifs embedded in them

these persons were able to resonate with one another and deconstructed

their own assumptions and biases and helped co-create a new reality.
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Low SES TMO Volunteers

In the TMO September 2002 study of college readiness (Higgs,

2002), it was evident that children from lower income families had

considerably higher drop out rates, parents had lower expectations for
their children, and parents were less involved in their children's

education. Conversely, parents with high SES had much higher

expectations and involvement with their children's education.  This was

one of the reasons why TMO focused so much attention on parent

education and participation.
For those persons interviewed who live, work, or are TMO

volunteers in the Hollister, Pitner (Panda Path) area, the revelations about

the crime and poverty in the community were both frightening and

sobering.   Most of the persons I interviewed who were active in this area

were concerned about their personal safety and the safety of other co-

workers and volunteers. Reports of killings, fights, prostitution, drug

dealing and gangs were an undercurrent in most of the stories by parents

and residents of this community. The result was that those teachers and

volunteers became even more resolute that this was where they needed to

be ( Personal communications, McFarland, Allen, Regina, 2002).

Most of those affluent volunteers who have been active in TMO for

some time said that their consciousness had been raised but only in the

case of M M was this to the point of becoming angry with the system or

with racially prejudiced persons. However, in a paradoxical comment she

stated that working with TMO was "fun".  For most affluent TMO

volunteers there was the ability to go home at night and be in their safe

environments.  They did not have to experience the violence and crime

that existed on Pitner St.
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The most difficult issues for the affluent TMO volunteer to deal
with were the problems of "illegal immigrants", the political aspects of

TMO, the use ofthe term "power" and confrontation.

Most of us   had to make some inner peace with the "illegal" issue.

Others had not been so ready to do so.  In an interview with V P, a very
active person in overseas mission programs, she said, "I don't mind
working with people in foreign countries, but I don' like the fact that
these people are illegally in our country."  S R a CPA questioned me

about our helping day laborers, most of whom were illegal. She seemed

to be satisfied with my answer that they were here and that the
underground economy was hiring them, that the federal government was

not pursuing employers and that in deed these men and women were

paying taxes even if they were indirect.

The political involvement in TMO is a more complex and harder

issue to deal with.   Most of the Anglos that work in our cluster of TMO
are Republican.  And many of the issues that TMO and its sister

organization the IAF propose, would be thought of by many as liberal.
Issues such as health care for all, immigrant rights, education, job training
and living wage issues tend to be seen as issues embraced by the
Democratic party.  At the September, 2002 IAF convention in Austin, ten
thousand people from all over the state came together to enlist the aid of
political candidates from both parties for the IAF agenda.  All of the
major Democratic candidates were in attendance whereas the Republican

candidate for governor, and lieutenant governor did not attend and did not

respond to our queries.

Additionally, main stream Protestant denominations, even though

professing a strong social justice agenda, tend to believe that
participation by the church in political issues goes against the idea of

separation of church and state.  On the other hand, African American
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churches and Hispanic Catholic congregations have been very active in

IAF's political action.  At the September, 2002 convention of the ten

thousand in attendance, probably 90% were either Hispanic or African

American.

Vatican II proposes all persons right and responsibility to be

involved in the political process.
"Laborers and farmers seek not only to provide for the

necessities of life, but to develop the gifts of their personality by
their labors and in indeed to take part in regulating economic,
social, political and cultural life.  Now, for the first time in human
history all people are convinced that the benefits of culture ought to
be and actually can be extended to everyone.

"

From my involvement and from the standpoint of our

congregations involvement, I will continue to take a conservative view of

overt political work.  I feel it would be pushing my luck to try and get
people to do "Sign Up and Take Charge" or attend political conventions

in great numbers.  As long as I stick with education and immigrant issues

on the ground, I think I will be all right.  And I will be able to interest

more and more people as time goes by. But until then I will bide my

time.

From this study great differences were noted between ATV's

(affluent TMO volunteers) and low SES participants.  As has been stated

elsewhere, ATV's were more motivated by global and abstract issues

while low SES participants were angry and concerned about more first

order issues. In spite of these differences bridges were built and work
was done by both groups to build trust and to address common concerns

and issues. The bridges were built through narratives where archetypal

symbols emerged and even though the meanings behind those motifs

might be different, the participants still resonated with the stories.  They

were all able to see concern that parents had for their children or the fear
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persons had for safety and security issues. Persons could identify with
the concerns of providing  food and shelter for their families. As persons

shared their subjective views of the symbolic object the symbol took on

new co-constructed meanings that bridged differences and resulted in

trust and commitment to others (Rijsman, 1997).

The primary grounded theory core category that emerged from our

study was isolation. This isolation expressed the need for social contact

and the creation of"social contract", a basic human need and archetypal

symbol.  The way this isolation was bridged through our work with TMO,
was by finding common archetypes such as children and selfpreservation
to coalesce around. For others who did not join the invitation, the circle

was drawn much smaller, including only those like themselves or family

or in some cases only themselves.  As VG stated when asked her hope for

the future, "to draw the circle wider, and bring more people into that
circle."

The following chart shows motivational factors for both affluent

TMO volunteers, and low SES TMO volunteers and community

representatives not involved with TMO.  They are presented   as a recap
of previous discussion.
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Table 3- Pitner Hollister Motivations
Pltner Hollister Motivation for Isolation Pltner Hollister Motivation for Cooperation  I

1 Fear of police, others in complexes, schools, "began to trust school principal, ™0 organizer
INS md_IMO Blupteem _ _ .
Had no power 1 "expressed themselves in meetings-
Had little education "was  respected by ™0 leaders, teachers,  and

i principal
Knew little about US customs "Won small initial victories"
Felt intimidated by Anglos "moved to larger victories"

'Language "wanted better life for children"
1 Limited resources "had to put my children in bathtub to keep from

being hit by stray bullets."
"want my child to get good education"
"I teamed that there is power in numbers'
"1 was afraid to walk down the street."
"l got beat  up."
"The cantina was a bad place. It should be

_        _                                                                          i closed.'

Table 4- Affluent Motivations
Affluent Non Volunteers-Motivation for Affluent TMO Volunteen -Motivation for

Isolation & Noniatdpat'99--_     -              Coopera or,& Participation
"People have trouble understanding ™O." Uved abroad-"eyes opened"
i don't have an issue rm passionate about"            Li\,ed abroad--didn't know people"

1-1'In not angry" "Social justice is interesting to me".
"not my nature to take up causes" "1 can't make a lot of change"
"concerned about confrontational aspects, "1'In enthused, not angry".
PoliticL  use of word 'power and anger' 5
"not the organization  of 1 st choice for our "I just need to do this"
congregation. Too liberal."                                                                                       1
"amrsion for government programs."  

I think the children were a common symbol".      1
"fear of people they don't understand" "Disciples Bible study-put study into action"      I
"1 went in with stereotypes,"__ _ 1

"moved around a lot-met different types people"   '
I don't believe in helping illegal aliens. They i *frustrated that people want to ship immigrants

should all be sent back." back-

 obocuotn   dmac nu etrhinmSpbdun  Bi· nychu- if
you're -deconstructing people's myths about others."

neighborhood.'
1

7 don't even want to invite them (TMO) to our "in ministry with people rather than for people.-
meeting to talk about a labor camp in Spring
Branch.*                                                1

-1 don't have opportunity to mix with other people
in different backgrounds.-

i"Saw prejudice as a child."
"people disconnected."

"what will happen when we're gone?' "what will happen when we're gone?"
  my dream is that people will be working togethef

1"education is a common symbol"
3  opportunity_tomeet wide variety of_p ople"
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Table 5- ARCHETYPAL CORE CATEGORIES

Isolation                   I                Cooperation
Pitner/ \, TMO   Community

 

Pitner/ TMO Volunteers CommunityHollister Volunteers 4 Leaders/ Holister Leaders/
Residents Residents Residents Residents

Fear of IS Lack of Fear of irrmigrants Held house 1 Participated trI M.Imerous schools
information about meetings 1

House meetings supported TMO
com,unity                                                            1                           education efforts

Fear of Police       | Did  not jb w ith         Fear of crirre Participated in participated in Panda Path school
personal cornlrnity dissertation dinner supported
phiosophy meeting meeting coniTLInity action

Fear of landlord Didn't seem Distrust of South Developed Participated in TMO Counci persons
focused on doing Side churches crossing guard leadership training supported Cantina
somethhg closing

I concrete               I
Fear on each Had never been Distrust of city hal' Lobbied for stop Participated as Frincipals ernbrace
other w ith people sign co-researchers collaborative efforts

different than
themselves

Separation from Afraid of political Distrust of school Testified at ' Acted as support Con·nunity leaders
family activ m dstrtt Cantina hearing for principals helped w ith cleanup
Linited Afraid of Hoped con·rrunity  Won 1st round of Attended Cantina School
corrrTunity confrontation would gentrify Cantina hearing hearing principal/teachers
connections participated in Walk

for Success
Fear of Crime Churches not Lobbied to get Participated in Walk Principal participated

serving vacant land for Success in Parent Acaderny
neighborhood cleaned up

Lack of would not support Successfully got Testified about day Apartment rranager
involvement in workers center vacant land labor center and pastors testified

schools, cleared aboutday labor

churches,etc center
Linited Self protectng Participated in Visited w ith Fastors, corrmjnity
resources/ ' neighborhoods vacant land pastors, super leaders visited

trininum I cleanup neighborhood councilrrAn about
education aboutday labor day labor center

center

Fear of school Helped develop Met w ith police, city
Parent Academy official about day

labor center
: Participated n

Walk For Success
Participated in

Parent Academy
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Table 6-Community Motivation
Community Motivation for Isolation Community Motivation for Cooperation

Fear of crime Enhance community
Fear of encroachment Work together for good of community
Prejudice Hispanics are here to stay
fear «f chan/mg neighbomoods
Community is about to "tip' and become
gentrified
-Don't talk to Mr. Olson-it will just open up a can
of worms."
"The south side churches are just a bunch of do
gooders."

1
1

Community members not associated with TMO or the schools

tended to be fearful and distrustful of church members and TMO

volunteers from south of I-10.  They also tended to be in denial and

harbor fantasies about the possible future of Spring Branch.  They were

willing to maintain the status quo rather than work toward building a

community built upon diversity.

A Recap of our Victories and Our Defeats

I suppose I am an eternal optimist. The year and a half of working
on this project had been fruitful  from the standpoint of community action.

But I also view it as an important undertaking in my life.  I had grown.  I

had been a part of something dynamic and exciting.  And I had to deal

with my own sense of failure, fear and loss.   To be a part of something
that was so life affirming was a great victory.  I look forward to
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continuing to work on this project even though the study was complete.

TMO Accomplishments In Spring Branch/Memorial

Houston, Texas from Summer 2001- 2002

As this study unfolded, I was more of an observer than a facilitator or
agitator.  But I played my role as best I could as others involved did the
same. The following are some of the accomplishments of TMO and
those of us who participated in organizing the Spring Branch/Memorial
community from Summer 2001 through the end of 2002.

1. Held House meetings at five churches in the community.
2. Developed relationships with about two dozen churches in the

community.

3. Developed a relationship with Spring Branch ISD through visiting with
the superintendent, four area superintendents, and over a dozen schools.
4. Developed working relationships with eight schools in SBISD.
5.  Visited with the three Super Neighborhood groups, police officials and

community leaders.

6. Reestablished positive relationships with St. J Catholic church.
7.   Visited with day laborers on the street corners of Spring Branch.
8.  Met with the C homeowners association and numerous residents from
B subdivision.

9. Met with the mayors office, and several city council persons.
10.   Met with the county judge and several county commissioners about
various issues.

11.  Met with the Chronicle editorial board to establish an ongoing

relationship.
12. Established relationships with several Hispanic churches in Spring
Branch.
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13.   Developed a relationship with Catholic charities of Houston and the

AFL-CIO to establish a workers center in Spring Branch.

14. Developed parent groups where none had existed at four schools in

Spring Branch.

15.  Developed and completed Walk for Success programs at three

schools in Spring Branch.

16.  Developed and completed Parent Academies at one school in Spring
Branch.

17.  Developed a cadre ofvolunteers from affluent south side churches to

work in schools and with immigrant workers.

18.  Developed a crossing guard program at Panda Path Early Childhood

Development Center.

19.  Agitated the city to put in a traffic sign in the Pitner area.

20.  Protested and had the license revoked on the Riviera Cantina in the

Pitner road area.

21.  TMO with the collaboration of Panda Path and various apartment

projects were successful in getting a blighted eight acre tract of land on

Pitner street cleaned up and cleared. This effort included about one

hundred persons.

22.  Held a first annual celebration dinner for volunteers and other TMO
persons in the community. Fifty in attendance.

In the beginning of this project I had few expectations for concrete

accomplishments, other than completing this dissertation.  At my core I

wanted to find the Holy Grail technique for bringing people together in

trust and cooperation.   I believed that some of the answer to this mystery

might be bridged through the construction of new meanings through

archetypal symbols as expressed in our personal stories.

As I look at the twenty-two enumerated accomplishment above, I
know that if one were to start with these as the primary benefit of this
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study, that they would miss the point. In presenting these results, I had

fallen into the very trap that I wanted to avoid--being focused on product

rather than process. And process is at the heart of this study.  It is true
that persons had to come together, develop some trust and power in order

to accomplish what we did. Whether we could had accomplished more

concrete results using other methods will never be known.

What was apparent was that some people became empowered to

act. Some people began to trust others who they had never known before

and not trusted, some people learned  they had gifts they never knew they

had, and some of us experienced a mystical connection with others

through common symbols expressed in our stories, that bridged and

surpassed gender, economics, education, religion, and race.  And in the
last analysis, there is no way to judge that.
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Chapter 11: Summary Reflection

The summary reflections will be reviewed from several singular

perspectives but in fact are interconnected and cannot be separated.

These perspectives will be of myself as a reflexive practitioner, from the

viewpoint of the evolution of the methodology and theories used, and

from the perspective of what was accomplished.

At the beginning of the study I made two primary assumptions.

First, I concluded that the community was isolated with many of its

members _alienated from one another. Secondly, I believed that

globally, people coalesced around innate archetypal symbols that
contained embedded socially constructed myths and rituals.

I assumed that I had a fairly good understanding of the community

in terms of its make up and its prejudices and capacities for interaction.

Little did I realize the extent that I too was isolated and alienated from

much of the community. Even though I had lived in the Spring Branch/

Memorial neighborhood for nearly forty years, had been active in my
church congregation of over six thousand members and had run for

school board and had visited with every school in the school district, I
came to understand that I had little real understanding of the dynamics of

the community or the deep divisions that existed. My assumptions that

people would embrace our efforts to bring people together in dialogue

and to develop a common purpose was naive. Fear, mistrust, anger,

apathy and bigotry ran deep in the community. Even within and between

congregations there was isolation and factionalism that impeded people

from working together.  I found that many pastors did not know each

other even though their churches were around the corner or they were
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from the same denomination. Many pastors did not know what schools
their parish children attended. There was almost no contact between

Anglos and Hispanics. Where congregations had large Anglo and
Hispanic contingencies they tended to be segregated. This segregation
appeared to be by choice and self imposed.  Even in the Hispanic
community there was often distrust between persons of different national

origins and ethnicity.  For many people there was an attitude of
protectionism. Whereas, I was generally aware of antagonism between
people living on the north side of I-10 highway for those living on the
south side of I-10, I was unaware of the extent of that antagonism and
anger. Whereas, in the beginning of the study I believed archetypes

acted only as positive influences in relation building, I came to
understand that constructed myths surrounding archetypes also acted as

powerful impediments to relational trust.

My practical goals were to find ways to motivate different
communitv voices through the exchange of narratives couched in
archetypal forms. These narratives would be transformed into

conversations that would result in empowering_ those voices to work
collaboratively in ways that would enhance the lives of all communitv
residents. My initial theoretical model to achieve this was as follows:
Develop core team--} Engage community--} Exchange narratives--}
Introduce archetypes--} Identify issues-} Expand core team-}
Develop power base--} Act on issues-} (repeat process)

One of the initial endeavors in the study was to develop a
questionnaire that would identify the existence of in-group, out-group
bias and to administer that questionnaire to people living on the north and
south side of I-10 highway. It quickly became apparent that the
questionnaire was inadequate for the task and that even if an appropriate

questionnaire could be devised or be obtained from an outside source,
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only minimal value could be achieved from such an instrument. First, I

discovered that the community was too diverse to make much sense of an

instrument. A person's attitude about race, religion or economics had

little to do with what group that person was a part. There was great

diversity of opinion between anglo persons living on the south side of I-

10.  The same was true of persons living on the north side of I-10.

Whether one could be categorized as being in the in-group or the out-

group was immaterial. There were in-groups in the out-groups and out-

groups in the in-group.  None the less, the instrument was beneficial in

that it helped make me aware of these difficulties and in spite of the

inadequacy  o f the instrument, did establish the existence  of in-groups  and

out-groups.

The conclusion that I drew from doing this early study was that

trying to overlay this empirical study with action research could be a

waste of valuable time. More importantly it did little to aid in creating a

relational environment.  What I did find to be most helpful was the

introduction of grounded theory strategies (Charmaz, 2000).  This was a

means of allowing the process to direct the movement of the study.   In the

beginning of this process I had the feeling that the study had little

direction.  I experienced a lot of resistance from pastors, school

administrators and civic leaders.  I later realized that the resistance was

part of the community narrative and embraced many of the myths that

were emerging. In narratives, it becomes less important to gather data of
the original experiences than it is to collect the reconstruction of the

experience.  Over time or even in the immediate present the experiences

are colored by our beliefs, prejudices, and physiological perceptions.
Those experiences take on mythological qualities that become embedded

in our belief system.  And as we progressed in our meetings we found

people who were willing to collaborate and who were willing to be more
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relational. Even though many people did not like the track we were on in

terms of empowering people who had no power, there was a sense of

respect that we had been able to accomplish community participation that

others had not. We often heard the complaint from civic leaders, school

administrators, and police that the Hispanic community would not get

involved with civic or school activities.

Some of the embedded myths that were uncovered in the narratives

that we heard are presented in the body of the study. However, two

examples of these are "Hispanics won't get involved in the schools or

civic clubs" and "the police do not respond to complaints of crime."

Often there are implied myths that were not spoken but that were
acknowledged when the story teller was pressed.   One of these was "we

are powerless and can't change anything." This sense of powerlessness

permeated the whole community whether poor Hispanic or affluent south

side church member.

At the beginning of the study I had no knowledge of grounded

theory strategies.  I felt jostled and uncertain as I would meet with
different pastors or city officials or parishioners in house meetings.  I kept

thinking that I needed to get my teeth into some concrete issue that
people could focus their efforts.   I also had the feeling that all of these

groups, organizations, and officials were interconnected and that there

was no  way to connect  them in  a way where  I  could make sense  of what

was going on. It seemed that the more people that I talked too, the more

issues arose and the more complicated the community and its residents

became.    In the first six months  of our work there was a similar feeling by
some of my core group persons. Where was all this process going?

Where was the concrete action? In spite of the issues and the sense of

helplessness there continually emerged the archetypes of procreation,

safety and security, and the awareness of transcendence. Hawkins,
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(1992) states that the human genetic organism has the need to replicate

and retain its "germ-line replicators whose phenotypic effects are such as

to ensure their successful replication." This desire to self replicate most

often emerged in the narratives shared in House Meetings, but they also

emerged in informal meetings.

At the same time as I was developing the in-group, out-group

questionnaire I enlisted my initial core group. It consisted of affluent

church members from the south side of I-10 who had been working with

early efforts by TMO to organize in Spring Branch/Memorial. The group

was fairly homogeneous ethnically, economically and theologically.  I
had begun a relationship with these people and they were willing to help

with the study by helping disseminate the questionnaire and by becoming

co-researchers.  As the project progressed and leaders were identified

more diversity was introduced, with people from other backgrounds

included in the core group.  The task of co-researcher consisted of an

interview at the beginning of the study and an interview near the end of

the study. Several of the core members also gave me there assessments

of the work of TMO and the changes they had seen in the community and

in themselves.  This was particularly beneficial and would be something

that I would suggest to people involved in community development

elsewhere.  It was another way to clarify my thinking and to further

develop my theories and practice. It resulted in us all gaining a greater

appreciation of each other, our work and the methodologies used. Along
the way we shared our vision of the awesome possibilities and need for

the work. We also shared our frustrations and concerns about the

sometimes slow and cumbersome process and with TMO itself.

In addition to being exposed to my own naivet6, I also became

aware of my anger.  In TMO (The Metropolitan Organization) the
organizers say that they are looking for persons who are angry about an
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issue and who can be motivated and trained to act on that anger

responsibly. These persons, they believe, make the best leaders.  When I,
and other affluent south side church members involved in TMO first

heard this, we protested that we were not angry, but passionate or
concerned. We approached our involvement from an antiseptic and
disassociated point of view.   We were not totally immersed in the world
of the other. We could always return to our safety and seclusion at the

end of the day.  And if our frustration and anger became too great, we
could opt out and move to a safer environment.  As I learned later, this

protestation was denial  of my own anger.

My initial anger was focused on congregations such as mine that I

felt only engaged in superficial acts of mercy at holidays, but that never

engaged in real dialogue and interaction with persons who were different.

Their concern about social justice issues usually was limited to short term

studies at church. Putting one's faith into action in this manner was

limited.  And even in the voting booth there was often a disconnect

between what they professed and how they voted.  I was angry that we as

the Church universal seemed to abdicate our responsibilities to the secular

society to handle these problems and because they involved deeper

commitment and involvement we took a passive approach through
minimal acts of mercy.   But I loved the people in my congregation, and
knew their hearts to be good and that many had the willingness to grow

and change.   I had long since recognized that the church was flawed, but
I had never found a better organization or way to address the ills of
society. The church was the only place that had given me the opportunity

to engage in work that I felt that I, as a Christian, was called to do.  So, I
came to this project conflicted and ambivalent in my feelings, not being

willing to acknowledge my own anger and my own impotence in the face

of such overwhelming issues.
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As the study progressed I became more and more angry. Whether

it was community apathy and prejudice about finding a compassionate
solution to the undocumented immigrant day laborer or the hesitancy of
people in the community to be involved in the process of community

building,  I found myself losing my patience with persons who did not see
the community as I perceived it.

In the beginning, I had assumed that people from different

congregations would embrace venues for conversation, appreciative
inquiry,  and the sharing of narratives.    I believed  that they would  do this

without any other objective than to get to know their neighbor better.  But

this was most often not the case.  I found that people had to see a reason

for meeting and engaging in conversation other than that being the goal in
and of itself. People wanted an agenda and could not understand the

process and its benefits.  And they were often suspicious.  What was our
real agenda for meeting?  And why would they want to talk to those

"other" people?

I never become discouraged in my efforts because along the way I

saw progress in the process and found churches, schools, and groups of
people that did want to be in the conversation.  I could see how
archetypes and their associated myths influenced us all and I witnessed

the construction of new and more positive and inclusive myths.   But it

was difficult to control my own mounting anger at those that I could not

control.  This made me sometimes abandon good narrative constructionist

techniques and resort to my more primitive urges to try and convince

others of my superior wisdom.  As I reflect now on this attitude of
isolation and the communities inability to bridge differences in the a very

diverse population, what seemed like inaction on their part was, in fact,
action and there were meanings attached to that perceived inaction.

These meanings ranged from "I don't want you here", to "don't bother
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me", to "nothing I do will change anything, so why try?"
And then there  was  the  fear and timidity of the clergy. Most of the

clergy that we visited were very busy and did not want anymore

responsibilities. And since TMO house meetings involved a great deal of
pre-planning, conversations that seemed to go nowhere, and post meeting

follow ups, pastors were reluctant to become involved. This bottoms up
process and relation building took time and required intentionality.  But
the major issue that troubled me and that seemed to block interest by both

pastors and school principals, was the possibility that these meetings

would lead to political action and dissension within the congregations and
the community.  It was best, from their standpoint to maintain the status

quo, even though it might ultimately end in the church's irrelevance and

demise. These same concerns were expressed by my core team both from

their personal standpoint as well as their need of support from experience

with their own congregations. For those of us on the south side of I-10
even though we were somewhat distanced from the problems that existed

north of I-10, there was still a bias that churches and schools needed to

stay away from political involvement, particularly when it was a
perceived liberal bias.

Some of these same attitudes existed in the schools. Schools were

a main target for organizing since they were a strategic institution in the
community and there was a vested interest in both the schools and the

community to work together. The Spring Branch Independent School

District had traditionally been a strong system and had worked to involve
the community and parents in the schools. Again, I believed that the

schools would readily embrace TMO organizing parents to work

collaboratively with the administration. Many ofthe targeted schools had

a majority of immigrant and ethnic families who were not involved in the

schools. Whereas affluent schools in the district had an abundance of
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involved parents, schools with a vast majority of disadvantaged and

immigrant families had minimal involvement. It would only stand to

reason that school officials would be glad to invite us in.  For some

administrators, this was true.  But most administrators were under great

pressure to bring academic performance up in underachieving schools

and that they did not have the time to help in the development of

organizing parents.  And some administrators used a more top down

management style and since collaborative and narrative dialogue did not
fit into that style, they would not agree to work with us.

People would not generally meet for conversation, just for the sake

of conversation. They wanted a purpose in their meetings and in order

for them to continue in these conversations they needed to see a objective
for the continuation of conversations.   I had believed that one way to get

people to the table was to introduce archetypal symbols early in the

conversations or in the invitation. These symbols included children,

safety and security, and transcendence.  I believed these symbols were

universal to all and could help coalesce people.    But most people did not

respond positively to didactic theoretical pieces, particularly when a

relationship had not been established between myself and the group.

Therefore, the structure of the questions for narrative discourse became

the way we introduced archetypes to groups.

So, if there were so many impediments to developing a relational

environment in the Spring Branch/Memorial community, why did I
continue to do the study and why do I continue to work to accomplish

what I started out to do? The first and most obvious reason was that it

was a requirement of my doctoral program.  But I could have taken a

much more academic and disconnected approach to the study.  I didn't
have to engage the people I did or go the trouble of digging deeper into
the workings of the community. Another reason for continuing was my
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anger and passion.  I believed that the constructionist paradigm and

appreciative inquiry were the holy grail in community development and

that if people  did not  find ways of working cooperatively,  that our society

would suffer dire consequences.  This idea that in order for our
community to flourish we would have to find collaborative and inclusive
ways to interact became the predominant Meme in my work.

But the most important reason for continuing was my belief in
Grace. Grace is unwarranted love of God and in this context lifted me up
when I began to feel down or when I made a mistake or did not succeed.

It encouraged me to go beyond myself and believe that I would be
successful in helping bring about change.

In spite of it all the apathy and antagonism in the community, I saw

concrete results from our work. Many people wanted to improve the

relational quality of Spring Branch/Memorial but did not know how.
People responded to House meetings by telling their stories.  I witnessed
people becoming empowered by their sense of accomplishment.  The

payoffs were often small such as seeing a group of Hispanic parents

lobby to get a stop sign on a dangerous street corner but it encouraged me
and the other leaders to continue our efforts to organize and work for

change.  And as we proceeded with house meetings and organizing we
had more empowering victories.  TMO was instrumental in getting an

overgrown eight acre piece of vacant land cleaned off and mowed with
over a hundred community members engaged in the cleanup.  TMO was

instrumental in getting a neighborhood cantina closed that allowed under

aged drinking, drug dealing, prostitution, and violent behavior. Before

TMO, parents would sometimes put their children in the bathtub at night

when shots rang out in the night.  As I would hit stumbling blocks I
would go to the literature and read unfamiliar theories in social

construction, which expanded my understanding of both the problems I
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saw but also expanded my ability to use more effective methods and

approaches.  And one set of readings led to more readings such as

material on game theory, memes, social biology, and numinisity. Theory

was converted into praxis and praxis was converted into theory.

There were numerous learning's that resulted from the study that

both affirmed and negated my initial theoretical notions. There were also

several learning's that were unforeseen and that added greatly to my

understanding of the project and for use in the future. The social

construction paradigm using narrative action research was an effective

way to engage persons in conversation and create the possibility for more
trust and solidarity. Through House meetings and individual meetings we

were able to create a relational atmosphere between ourselves and the

participants. The participants, in turn, were able to resonate with others

in the groups who related similar archetvpal narratives. Creating this

atmosphere was facilitated by developing good questions and inquiries

that focused on archetypal symbols that most people could relate.

Examples  of this type of inquiry were,  "tell us a story about the pressures

you and your family experience living in this community" "tell a story

about coming to Houston", or "tell a story about someone who influenced

your life."  This type of inquiry was readily accessible to most persons

since most everyone had experiences that they could share.  And

regardless of the other persons status in the group, most persons could

gain a sense of understanding  for that persons story. Stories  are not about

being right or wrong.  They are what they are--individual expressions of
experience. These stories helped establish an egalitarian appreciative

atmosphere where everyone's contribution was valued and affirmed.  It

was difficult to pass judgment on personal experiences. The relating of

experiences is not necessarily the relating of the actual experience.   It is

the construction of that experience by the teller of the narrative. Opinion
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that does not relate a narrative, on the other hand, is less relational and

more hierarchical. Little is learned about the other that might help the

listener to create more of a relationship. Conversations where narratives

were encouraged tended to coalesce around archetypal symbols and their

related myths.

As I began the study I believed that people would be willing

to engage in conversations to create a more civil and accepting
community.  This was not always the case and even when persons agreed

to be involved in conversation their motive was often different.  The
initial primary motivation  ofmysel f and other affluent core members  was

a sense of social justice and Christian benevolence.   For many ... re was

an agenda of either being an impediment to community progress or a

motive of self interest.    This was particularly true for persons who did

not trust the researcher, TMO, or the core group members.   This lack of a

common motive made me realize the importance of personal self interest

and led me to looking at game theory as a part of the study and as a

possible response to these motivations.

My experience with this study affirmed my belief that archetypal

symbols are important factors in the creation of associated mythologies
and that through the sharing of narratives that focus on those archetypal

myths, those myths can be deconstructed and new more positive myths
can be constructed.- An original premise of the study was that there are

archetypal symbols that people coalesce around and that those symbols

have associated myths that have been socially constructed and through

narrative interaction those myths can be deconstructed and new myths

constructed that can make for a more creative and accepting social

environment that celebrates the many voices that exist in the community.

These newly constructed myths can then birth actions and empower

persons to work together for community and socially just change. These
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somewhat altruistic outcomes are tempered by recognition that most

persons and groups   want to see a benefit inure to them as a result of their

deconstruction of old myths.   From this study I learned that people will

often only be motivated to action when there is a perceived threat to their

archetypal symbols and their associated myths. This makes it imperative
that where one is dealing with in-groups and out-groups, that those with

little power organize themselves so that those in the in-group must deal

with the out-group. This created tension makes it important to have

spaces where conversations can occur and where persons can feel
relatively safe to tell their stories. Otherwise the tendency is for

antagonism and distrust to escalate and possibly become explosive, which

makes conversation that much more difficult.

Questions for the future, new vistas, and problems yet to be solved.

Emphasis and study of conversation in constructing meaning is a

relatively new paradigm in human history. Movement from empirical
and rationalistic paradigms to a post modern view of doing research and

experiencing reality is in its infancy.  The idea that communication skills,
negotiation, and involving and empowering persons in living our lives

together, is still foreign to most people.   And post modernism itself has

thrust us into the crucible of communal meaning making. The process is

agonizing but all revolutions come with conflict and upheaval.  This
revolution embraces the hope that through conversation, violent means of

settling ancient grievances and changing imbedded archetypal myths can
be accomplished peacefully.  So, we must recognize that the process of

how we may relate more productively to one another will not be quick

nor will it be easy.  And in my project in Spring Branch/Memorial,
Houston, Texas, I know that progress and change took place but that the
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process of change will be an ongoing effort.

One of the fundamental ingredients for conversation to take place
is having a place that is safe for people to talk. Finding the spaces for

conversations for this project was problematic and will be problematic for
most researchers engaged in this kind of endeavor.  That is why using

established community institutions such as churches and schools was

important. These institutions may try to guard their doors against this

invasion.  But they must recognize their role in this process and risk the

possibility of their demise. Both churches and schools are established

and will be a part of the community in the future.   They are places where

large numbers of people come on a regular basis. But more

fundamentally they are places where archetypal symbols are entrenched

in the institutional fiber.  Even when congregations may have lost much

of their relevance to the community they still bring people together in

rituals such as baptism, marriage, and funerals that are grounded in the

archetypal symbols and myths that inform our celebrations.

American public schools have gone through a great upheaval in the

past fifty years and that upheaval continues. Education has been a

battleground for social engineering, technical changes in education, and
even the question of what will be taught and by whom. Education has

been at the heart of social change and will continue in that role.  It is an

archetypal symbol of our future together and it harbors multitudinous

myths concerning its role. So, schools become an institution where

meaning is made and where the community can engage in conversations.

It is not the exclusive purview of academics, administrators, students,  and

parents. The community as a whole has a responsibility to be a part of

the education of its children and in that effort, to be a part of creating a

relational culture in the community. Our schools may be the most

important institution to accomplish that goal.
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But how does one get persons into the conversation?  When a

condition of homeostasis exists there is a tendency for people to remain in

their comfort zone, even though they may be miserable.  They are afraid

to live with the devil they know rather than embrace the devil they don't

know. For those in the in-group there may seem to be little motivation to

engage in conversation since to enter the conversation might result in

them losing some of their advantage.   They are satisfied with their station

in life and willing to live with the existing myths and memes. For those

in the various out-groups there may be a sense of fear and helplessness.

An example of this  from our study was the undocumented immigrant that

is afraid to call the police for fear that they will be found out and will be

sent back home by the INS. There may also be a fear of reprisals by the

more powerful criminal element in the community i f they complain.   The

result is a sense of helplessness to change things.

We found that people are more willing to come together when

there is a threat to them and their group.  The more universal the threat,

the broader the involvement of groups.  When the threat passes, the

tendency is for there to be a return to homeostasis. Power is particularly

important in this process. Often, there will be no conversation until

members of the out-group organize themselves for power and challenge

those in the in-group. Ultimately, the out-group either convinces the in-

group that it is in their best interest to engage in conversation and

ultimately change the system in order to maintain civility, or one group
defeats the other group through repression and oppression. This tendency

to be in conversation when there is a threat to ones archetypal symbolic

constructs may be a subject for future study.  I found it inappropriate to

manipulate the situation to create an environment that threatened people.

That kind of manipulation may backfire and create a more volatile

environment that may do more to alienate groups from one another.
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People tended to have short lived interest in opportunities for
narrative conversations when they did not see a purpose in those

meetings. Positive responses occurred when there were positive

announced objectives for meetings. Interest was shown for community

redevelopment projects that included proposed new parks, streets and

other infrastructure.  But the most interest in meetings was where the

objectives were to discuss perceived threats to the community such as the
workers center for undocumented immigrants, the closing of a cantina, or
the development of a low income housing project in a predominately

middle class neighborhood. Persons were more likely to engage in

conversation when there was a threat to their well being and/or archetypal

symbol construct.

People were more likely to become engaged in conversation when

they could see a personal positive payoff. This conclusion led me to see

the need to consider game theory in future studies. Game theory is an

interdisciplinary approach to study human behavior. It assumes that

persons act out of self interest and will act rationally to accomplish their

best possible outcome. Game theory assumes that humans will act in
predictable rational ways. Game theory studies, and makes conclusions

about the way humans act rationally.  But do humans act rationally every
time?  Can we predict what those actions will be?  And how does social

construction and narrative conversations impact the construct of the
game?   Will  it make any di fference  to the outcome of the game if people

sit down and through their narratives co-create new realities that work
better than old ways of doing things?  Does the co-creation of a new

narrative and associated myths impact the outcome of our actions?   Does

getting to know someone in the narrative context humanize them in a way
that we lose our fear of them and become more trustful and accepting?

Or is change always a result on rational self interest?  Even if the
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outcome is seemingly altruistic resulting in the in-group giving up

advantage, is there another payoff, either spiritually grounded or subtlety

beneficial, economically? Even affluent south side church members

sought a subtle personal benefit.  It most often was the need to feel that

they were doing something significant and important for the betterment of

the community. There was an underlying feeling that if something

constructive was not done, that the community and society as a whole

would suffer in the long run. For future studies consideration of game

theory in social construction and community development might be

beneficial.

The evident isolation and mistrust in the community lends credence

to the existence of opposing forces at work within the community. These

forces take the form of mega-myths called memes.   This is a term coined

by social biologist Richard Dawkins. Dawkins asserts that memes exist

in the brain in a similar way that genes exist.  It is first of all a mental

construct that seeks to replicate itself.  It also has a phenotypic effect on

the environment. That effect influences a persons behavior and in turn

influences the memes chances of surviving.  They can have a deeply

entrenched quality such as a long term prejudice between races or it can

have a very transitory quality such as a music form that is popular for a
short time but is quickly cast aside for something new.

No laboratory evidence of the existence of memes has ever been

found, but the theory that the phenotypical effect of genes might have a

social consequence on individual and community behavior is fascinating.
This might be another way of validating the concept of archetypal

symbols.  From a social constructionist perspective it would lend weight

to my belief that there are innate biological factors that inform the social

constructionist paradigm. The question arises as to what difference it

would make to know that we construct our realities based on innate drives
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that are represented in archetypal symbols, myths, and memes? Would it
help us to understand why we humans seem to act both in rational ways
and in irrational ways? Are those tendencies hidden somewhere deep in

our genes, with those genes having their own logic, the logic of
replication?

For me, learning is a lifetime endeavor that includes study, action

and reflection. Putting those elements together in narrative action
research in Spring Branch/Memorial was exciting and challenging and I
look forward to sharing with others who are on a similarjourney.
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Summary

Individuals and groups of persons in communities often have

difficulties trusting others. This impairs their willingness to work
together for the common good of the community. Issues surrounding

individualism, ethnicity, economics, geography, and religion create an

atmosphere that is conducive to alienation and isolation.  As a result,
tensions arise that over time fester into, at best, group exclusivity and at

worst open bigotry and violence. Within this context there seem to be

common threads that both separate persons and may at the same time
bring persons together around certain archetypal symbols. These

archetypal symbols may be generative but may also incite explosive and
destructive behaviors.

This dissertation examines ways to develop a relational community

where the social constructionist paradigm is used in narrative action

research, to bring persons and groups together to build mutual trust and

work for a common good. The study identifies and focuses on archetypal

symbols and myths as a catalyst that brings these diverse groups together.

The first chapter explores the researchers motivation for engaging

in the study. Growing up in a segregated society in Houston, Texas and

being exposed to bigotry and forced isolation, created in the researcher a

thirst to find out about the "other"and to understand how persons thought

and felt.

The second chapter presents the process of formation of the
problem to be studied in the project and its many facets.  It was in this

phase that grounded theory strategies began to emerge as a critical part of
doing the research. It became apparent  that the objective  o f the study did
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not warrant an empirical analysis of the project.   In the second part of the

this chapter emerging questions concerning the scope of the study are

presented. These emerging questions helped focus the scope of the study.

Consideration was also given to how to identify archetypal symbols and

how those symbols might be used to engage persons and develop trust.

The third part of the study discusses the process by which the

primary researcher engaged Memorial Drive United Methodist Church, a

congregation within the geographical boundaries of the study.  This

engagement was in collaboration with TMO (The Metropolitan

Organization), a community organizing institution dealing with social

justice issues. MDUMC is primarily an affluent Anglo American

congregation. Its members were politically conservative and the

researcher was required to negotiate both the political conservatism as

well as the tendency of many of the parishioner to remain in isolation

from the greater community. This chapter further explores the challenge

of engaging this congregation in relation building that would result in

political action.

The next part of the study is entitled "The Challenge." It explores

the challenges that the primary researcher encountered in developing

strategies for engaging the community. Those challenges included a

discussion of prevalent community biases that impeded community

conversations. These included "Why be Relational?", "Living in the

Past", Not Having a Binding Community Symbol", and community

stakeholders prejudices. The researcher was also forced to address his

own prejudices and ignorance about the enormity of the communities

isolation.

The next chapter is entitled "Nature ofNarrative Action Research."

It discusses the nature of narrative action research and why that form of

research was used over empirical methods. The presentation of narrative
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action research in dissertation form was problematic with "very little
procedural clarity and guidance in the literature" (Bauer & Gaskell,
2000).  There were also shifts in elements and emphasis in the problem
statement and hypothesis. This chapter also discusses the emergence of
grounded theory strategies and the researchers growing understanding of
theory and praxis as the study progressed.

The next section is entitled "The Nature of My Research" and
develops the researchers criteria for doing action research in the Spring
Branch/Memorial community of Houston, Texas. It focused on defining
the community, its demographics, history, trends and how theory
informed praxis.   This was a critical section because of the researchers

difficulty with putting boundaries on the study, both geographically and
ethnographically.

A short chapter is introduced next entitled, "Not Knowing,
Numinisity and Diversity--The Message of Pentecost." Being that the
researcher comes from a church setting reflections on the mystical
qualities of change in groups is explored though the lens of Pentecost.
The connection is made between social constructionist methodologies and

spiritual connectedness between persons in a common setting, unsure of
an unknown outcome.

The next section explores the theoretical framework through the
review of literature. Several disciplines are introduced and developed in
order to view the study from various perspectives. These included

appreciative inquiry, evolutionary psychology, Jungian psychology, and
game theory, and provided the conceptual and theoretical framework for
the study. These different lens provided multiple points of observation.
It also showed how various disciplines might view a situation differently.
Often those differing viewpoints create tension if they are viewed as
orthodoxy.  In this situation an attempt was made to appreciate those
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various observations in order to create multiple and complimentary

views.

A short chapter entitled "Theoretical Model" is included to show

the theoretical progression that was followed in the study. The project

took many twists and turns and did not always follow a linear path.  All

contacts and interviews did not bear immediate results. Without this

chapter the "Results and Discussion" section would be more difficult to

follow.

The following section entitled "The Research Project: Results and

Discussion"  is the most lengthy and deals with the implementation of the

project. Since multiple actions are going on simultaneously with new
information being input into the project that was sometimes not germane

to the final outcome, this section is not always linear. During the entire

study, multiple voices are being identified, interviewed, assimilated,

warehoused for future interactions, or being shelved more or less

permanently because of lack of relevance to the actions at hand.  Some

relational contacts were eliminated from the study material for brevity,
but others that might not have been highly relevant were included to show

the twists and turns community organizing and relation building takes.

The reasoning was that for future relation building it was important to

build as large a network as possible to be sure that as many voices were

being heard and invited to the table. Since a primary emphasis of the

study was placed on the impact of archetypal symbols on relation

building, special attention was placed on the role of archetypal symbols

and their associated myths. Special attention was given to how the

sharing of narratives in groups served to deconstruct old myths and create

new, more inclusive and empowering myths.

The last chapter presents "Summary Reflections" on the
study. It begins by discussing the researchers naivetd concerning the
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community that he had lived for over forty years.  It also discussed the

effort to develop an adequate in-group, out-group study that would

determine the extent and the placement of those in-groups and out-groups
within the community. The study found that there was in-group, out-

group bias within the community but established that other than
determining the existence of these biases that it would not serve nnuch

purpose in helping to develop a more relational and trusting community.

This chapter continued by reflecting on the researchers efforts to engage

various groups in the community in dialogue.  It also discussed the

growth of the researcher as a theoretician exploring various lenses to

view the community and the work of community organizing, and the
praxis of community organizing with its reflexive impact on the
researcher as a grounded theorist.  By not being restricted in what could

be studied or the techniques that could be used, the researcher was able to

learn more about both theory and praxis that would not have been

possible if restrictions had been in place. This chapter also viewed the

continuing thread of archetypal symbols and their associated myths that

were ever present throughout the project and how the use of narrative
helped persons deconstruct old myths surrounding these archetypal

symbols and with the sharing of these narratives with others, create new

myths that led to better understandings of the "other" and enabled groups

ofpersons work for their common good.
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Samenvatting

Individuen en groepen in gemeenschappen vinden het vaak
moeilijk om elkaar te vertrouwen, hetgeen hun neiging om samen te

werken voor het groter goed van de gemeenschap uiteraard niet

bevordert. Zaken m.b.t. individualisme, ethniciteit, inkomen, geografie,

en religie creeren een athmosfeer die leidt tot vervreemding en isolement.

Als gevolg daarvan ontstaan spanningen die mettertijd verworden tot

uitsluiting uit de groep of, nog erger, tot openlijke dweperij en geweld.

Toch lijkt het alsof in deze context rode draden bestaan die personen van

elkaar scheiden, maar ze tegelijk ook aan elkaar binden rond bepaalde

archetypische symbolen. Die symbolen kunnen generatief werken, maar

ze kunnen ook leiden tot explosief en destructief gedrag.

In deze dissertatie gaan we na hoe we relationele gemeenschappen

kunnen ontwikkelen met behulp van verhalend actie onderzoek in een

sociaal constructionistisch paradigma, om zodoende personen en groepen
bij elkaar te brengen die elkaar leren vertrouwen en samenwerken voor

het gemeenschappelijk goed. De studie richt zich op de archetypische

symbolen en mythen die als catalysator kunnen dienen voor het bij elkaar

brengen van deze groepen.

Het eerste hoofdstuk probeert aan te geven wat de motivatie is van

de onderzoeker voor het verrichten van deze studie. De opvoeding in een

aparte gemeenschap in Houston, Texas, met de bijhorende dweperij en

verplicht isolement, creerde bij de onderzoeker een sterke honger naar
meer weten over *de ander', naar begrijpen hoe mensen voelen en

denken.
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Het tweede hoofdstuk geeft aan hoe de onderzoeksvraagstelling

met zijn vele facetten ontstond. Het was in die fase dat het idee van de

strategie van 'gewortelde theorie' (grounded theory) zich begon af te

tekenen als cruciaal deel van het onderzoek. Het werd duidelijk dat het

doel van de studie zich niet leende tot een empirische analyse van het

project. In het verder verloop van het hoofdstuk wordt dan het doel van

de studie verder uitgewerkt in de vorm van een reeks 'groeiende vragen'

(emergent questions). Aan de hand van die vragen wordt het doel van de

studie nader gepreciseerd. Daarbij schonken we ook speciaal aandacht

aan hoe we de vinger kunnen leggen op archetypische symbolen en hoe

we die symbolen kunnen gebruiken om mensen te engageren en elkaar te

leren vertrouwen.

In het derde hoofdstuk bespreken we op welke manier de

hoofdonderzoeker een bepaalde congregatie binnen de geografische

grenzen van de studie, te weten de MDUMC (Memorial Drive United

Methodist Church), betrok bij het onderzoek. Dit gebeurde in

samenwerking met TMO (The Metropolitan Organization), een

gemeenschapsbouwende organisatie die zich speciaal richt op kwesties

van sociale rechtvaardigheid. De MDUMC bestaat vooral uit rijke Anglo

Amerikanen . Aangezien de leden politiek conservatief waren moest de

onderzoeker onderhandelen over hun politiek conservatisme plus hun

neiging om zich blijvend af te zonderen van de rest van de gemeenschap.

We verdiepen ons verder in dit hoofdstuk in de uitdaging van het
betrekken van deze congregatie in het bouwen van relaties die zouden

kunnen resulteren in politieke actie.

Het volgende hoofdstuk is getiteld "De Uitdaging" en gaat in op de

verschillende uitdagingen waarvoor de onderzoeker werd gesteld in zijn
poging om strategieen te ontwikkelen waarmee de gemeenschap zou

kunnen worden geengageerd. Dit hield ondermeer in het bespreken van
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de verschillende vertekeningen in de gelneenschap die normaliter de
conversaties in de gemeenschap bemoeilijken, zoals "Waarom moeten we

relationeel zijn?" , "Leven in het Verle<len", "Het gebrek aan een
Bindend Symbool van de Gemeenschap", alsook de vooroordelen van
verschillende belanghebbenden in de gerneenschap. De onderzoeker

moest zelf ook zijn eigen vooroordelen order ogen zien en beseffen hoe

ontwetend hij eigenlijk was over het enorme isolement van de
verschillende gemeenschappen.

Het volgende hoofdstuk heet "Aard van Verhalend Actie
Onderzoek" en bespreekt wat dit soort onderzoek is en waarom het werd

verkozen boven zogeheten empirisch onderzoek. Om dit te doen in een
voor een dissertatie passende vorm was niet gemakkelijk, gezien de "very
little procedural clarity and guidance in the literature" (Bauer & Gaskell,

2000). Bovendien dezen zich verschuivinsen voor in de elementen en in

de nadruk van onze probleemstelling en hypothese. In dit hoofdstuk

bespreken  we  ook het geleidelijk ontstaan van de zogeheten 'gewortelde
theorie' (grounded theory) strategie, plus het groeiend begrip van de

onderzoeker voor de theorie en de praktijk iin  de  loop van het onderzoek.

Het volgende hoofdstuk heet "De Aard van Mijn Onderzoek" en

beschrijft de redenen van de onderzoeker voor het doen van actie

onderzoek in de Spring Branch/Memorial gerneenschap van Houston,
Texas. Het beschrijft de gemeenschap, haar geschiedenis, huidige
ontwikkelingen en hoe theorie leidde tot praktijk. Dit was een kritiek

deel, want het gaf aan hoe lastig het was voor de onderzoeker om grenzen
te stellen aan het onderzoek, zowel geografisch als ethnografisch.

Daarop volgt een kort hoofdstuk, getiteld 'Net Weten, Weten en

Verscheidenheid-De Pinksterboodschap: Het feit dat de onderzoeker

afkomstig is van een kerk die speciaal nadenkt over de mystieke

geaardheid van verandering in groepen wo r(it hier bekeken door de lens
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van het Pinkstergebeuren. Er wordt een verband gelegd tussen de sociaal

constructionistische methodologie enerzijds en de spirituele

verbondenheid tussen mensen in een situatie waarin ze niet weten wat er

gaat gebeuren anderzijds.

In het volgende hoofdstuk wordt het theoretisch kader nader

onderzocht aan de hand van de literatuur. Verschillende disciplines
worden aangeroerd en opengevouwen om daarmee de studie van

verschillende kanten te bekijken en theoretische begrippenkaders te

vormen, zoals waarderend onderzoek, evolutionaire psychologie,
Jungiaanse psychologie, speltheorie.  Dit gaf ons meerdere lenzen om te

kijken maar leerde ons ook hoe verschillende disciplines de situatie heel

anders zouden kunnen inschatten, hetgeen natuurlijk tot spanningen kan

leiden als elk standpunt op orthodoxe wijze wordt gebruikt. Wij van onze
kant hebben geprobeerd het beste uit elk standpunt te halen om zodoende

een meervoudige en complementaire visie te ontwikkelen.

Vervolgens wordt een klein hoofdstuk geintroduceerd met als titel

"Theoretisch Model" om aan te geven welk theoretisch pad werd gevolgd

in de studie. Het project onderging vele draaiingen en keringen en volgde
zeker geen lineair pad. Niet alle contacten en interviews gaven

onmiddellijk resultaat. Zonder dit hoofdstuk zou het laatste hoofdstuk

over"Resultaten en Bespreking" een stuk moeilijker te volgen zijn.

Het volgende en veruit langste hoofdstuk heet "Het

Onderzoeksproject: Resultaten en Bespreking" en handelt over de

uitvoering van het project. Het is niet op elk moment lineair

samengesteld, want er vonden tegelijk verschillende acties plaats die op
zich weer informatie toevoegden aan het project, maar die niet alle even

verwant waren aan de finale uitkomst van het project. Gedurende het hele

onderzoek werden diverse stemmen geidentificeerd, geinterviewd, met
elkaar in verband gebracht en opgeslagen voor verdere interacties, of in
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bepaalde gevallen gewoon opzij gezet omdat ze niet relevant leken voor

de op handen zijnde acties. Een deel van die relationele contacten hebben

we niet meegenomen in de studie, om het niet al te lang te maken, maar

andere misschien niet zo direct relevant ogende contacten hebben we wel

meegenomen, om te laten zien hoeveel kronkels het bouwen van

gemeenschappen en relaties vereist. Onze gedachte was dat het voor het

bouwen van toekomstige relaties belangrijk was om een groot netwerk te

creeren om ons ervan te verzekeren dat we zoveel mogelijk stemmen

rond de tafel zouden krijgen. En aangezien we vooral gericht waren op de

rol van archetypische symbolen en mythen in het bouwen van relaties,

schonken we natuurlijk speciaal aandacht aan deze symbolen en mythen.

We letten daarbij vooral op hoe het delen van verhalen in de groep zou

kunnen leiden tot het afbreken van oude mythes, om ze te vervangen door

meer inclusieve en versterkende mythes.

Het laatste hoofdstuk presenteert onze "Gebundelde Reflecties"

over deze studie. Het begint met een bespreking van de naiviteit van de

onderzoeker met betrekking tot de gemeenschap waar hij meer dan

veertig jaar in had gewoond en geleefd. Het kijkt ook terug op zijn poging

om een passende in-group, out-group studie op poten te zetten die zou

aangeven waar en hoezeer deze groepen geplaatst zijn in de
gemeenschap, die weliswaar lukte in de zin dat ze aangaf dat dergelijke

in-group, out-group vertekeningen wel degelijk bestonden, maar die

tegelijk ook duidelijk maakte dat ze ons niet veel zou helpen in het tot

stand brengen van een meer relationele en onderling vertrouwen biedende

gemeenschap. Verder gaat het hoofdstuk ook in op de poging van de
onderzoeker om verschillende groepen in de gemeenschap met elkaar in

dialoog te brengen. Het hoofdstuk beschrijft ook hoe de onderzoeker als

theoreticus groeide tijdens het onderzoek, niet alleen door met

verschillende lenzen te kijken naar de gemeenschap en het
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organisatiewerk in de gemeenschap, maar ook door het spiegelend effect

van het eigen organisatiewerk van de onderzoeker in het ontwikkelen van

een 'gewortelde theorie'. Door zich vrij te kunnen bewegen in wat moest

worden onderzocht of met welke technieken dit moest gebeuren, heeft de

onderzoeker veel meer kunnen leren, zowel op het gebied van de theorie

als op het gebied van de praktijk, dan wanneer er meer dwang op hem

was uitgevoerd. In dit hoofdstuk wordt ook nog eens speciaal gekeken

naar de rode draad van archetypische symbolen en daaraan gekoppelde

mythen in het kader van de gedeelde verhalen waarmee mensen in staat

werden gesteld om beide voor een deel los te laten en te vervangen door

nieuwe mythen die hen beter in staat stellen om 'de ander' te begrijpen en

groepen te laten samenwerken voor het groter goed van de gemeenschap.
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Definitions and Distinctions

Symbol - (Funk & Wagnalls) Something chosen to stand for or represent

something else, usually because of a resemblance in qualities or
characteristics;

Carl Jung speaks of archetypal symbols and myths as being common to
human species.  They are inherently expressive neither of local social
circumstances nor of any individual's singular experience, but of
common human needs, instincts, and potentials; second, that in the
traditions of any specific folk, local circumstance will have provided the
imagery through which the archetypal themes are displayed in the
supporting myths of the culture.  In this study the primary focus in
looking at archetypes will be on the socially constructed basis for
archetypes as opposed to Jung's primary theory that archetypes  are

intrapsychic and present at birth.  I would agree that there is some genetic

predisposition for humans to self protect and be concerned about
replicating DNA (Dawkins) but most meaning making in archetypal

symbols is constructed.

So there appears to be both an archetypal basis for symbology that binds
all humans together regardless of their experience but also a constructed

form of interpreting symbols through co-created mythologies. These

archetypal symbols revolve around common experiences such as birth,
rights of passage, marriage, death, and transcendence. By sharing these

common experiences through stories persons of differing backgrounds

and beliefs can bridge differences and gain a respect and appreciation for
one another.
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"Narrative research with a more empathic orientation often attempts to

give voice to the unheard and marginalized in society, to generate

understanding through sharing first-hand experience." Gergen (1999)

Myth "Popular thought often views myth as untrue...Though myth is

admittedly a kind of language different from that of science, some
consider it to be a highly effective means of communication.  It may be

ineffective on the purely rational level, but, since life is more than reason,

other languages are needed to carry on communication beyond the purely

rational.     ...Myth  is an attempt to state  man' s faith  in the reality beyond

experience and the meaning and value of that reality for life on the
historical level. The language is poetic and symbolic, but the reality it
seeks to express is taken supremely important for man....The power of

myth lies in large part in its appeal to the emotions.  In this respect it has

much in common with art." (Higgins, J.S, Sease, G.E., Titus, E.L.,

Wiggins, J.B., 1968 )

Personal mythology and a collective mythology. (Personal Mythology,

Feinstein,etal)  "At some point along the way, personal myths converge
with cultural myths to govern every human activity. There comes a time,

as we work on our personal issues, when we realize the degree to which

our personal concerns are bankrupt.  We have always depended upon
others for our most basic needs: food, shelter, security, and affection.

How much more do we need one another to supply all the complex

requirements of life today!  You are a participant in the creation of
whatever will happen next on this planet." (Feinstein)  "To be aware of
living mythically is to understand your life as an unfolding drama whose

meaning is larger than your day-to-day concerns.  It is to nurture a

ripening appreciation of your cultural and ancestral roots.  ...To live
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mythically is also to cultivate an ever-deepening relationship with the

universe and its great mysteries.
"

Ritual (Feinstein p13) "A ritual is a symbolic act that celebrates,

worships, or commemorates an event or a process in the individual's or
the community's life. .......Modern people crave fresh rituals, attuned to

the times and capable of responding to their higher sensibilities." Often

their is anxiety associated with the ritualistic representation which can

impact the size of the event. Such things as large weddings, elaborate

funerals, gigantic and extravagant sporting events attest to this cultural

anxiety.

Archetype Carl Jung sees concludes the following concerning the

archetype and the collective unconscious. (Campbell, 1971)  ...we also
find in the unconscious qualities that are not individually acquired but are

inherited, e.g., instincts as impulses to carry out actions from necessity,
without conscious motivation.  In this "deeper" stratum we also find the a

priori, inborn forms of "intuition", namely the archetypes of perception

and apprehension, which are the necessary a priori determinants of all
psychic processes.  Just as his instincts compel man to a specifically

human  mode  of existence,  so the archetypes force  his  ways  ofperception

and apprehension into specifically human patterns. The instincts and the

archetypes together form the 'collective unconscious'.   I call it
'collective' because, unlike the personal unconscious, it is not made up of
individual and more or less unique contents but of those which are

universal and of regular occurrence. Instinct is an essentially collective,

i.e., universal and regularly occurring phenomenon which has nothing to
do with individuality. Archetypes have this quality in common with the

instinct and are likewise collective phenomena.
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Numinosity-- the quality of sacred and holy objects, persons, or
experiences in religion. Numinosity is not fundamentally a theory of
mystical experiences, because every practitioner of any religion
experiences certain things as sacred to that religion. Numinosity is non-

rational. It transcends the temporal and rational.  It is a quality that defies

verbal expression.

Extended Phenotype- All effects of a gene upon the world. As always,

"effect" of a gene is understood as meaning in comparison with its
alleles. The conventional phenotype is the special case in which the
effects are regarded as being confined to the individual body in which the

gene sits. In practice it is convenient to limit 'extended phenotype' to

cases where the effects influence the survival chances of the gene,

positively and negatively.

Meme- A unit of cultural inheritance, hypothesized as analogous to the

particulate gene, and as naturally selected by virtue of its 'phenotypic'
consequences on its own survival and replication in the cultural

environment.

Barbara Marx Hubbard (1999) At the core of every distinctive form of
social organization, are "memetic codes" that are to social systems what

genetic codes are to biological organisms-- "the way genes build bodies,
memes build cultures, societies, and the noosphere."

Phenotype- The manifested attributes of an organism, the joint product
of its genes and their environment during ontogeny.   A gene may be said

to have phenotypic expression in, say, eye color. The concept my be
extended to include functionally important consequences of gene
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differences, outside the bodies in which the genes sit.

Replicator- Any entity in the universe of which copies are made.

Appreciative Leader- enlarges everyone's knowledge and vision ofthe

appreciable world--all the strengths, capacities, and potentials--not by

having solid answers, but expansive questions.  It is precisely through

inquiry itself that the appreciative leader realizes and unleashes, not their

own, but other peoples genius.  The art of leadership is the art of  the

positive question. Cooperrider (2001)

Appreciation- Appreciation recognizes what is outstanding or special.

Appreciation recognizes the mundane or ordinary. This suggests

appreciation of the expected; taking joy in the unexceptional  like the sky,

a child's continual questions, and the day-to-day beauty of life. There is

appreciation of those situations  that are painful  and di fficult; appreciation

of the improbable and important and difficult; appreciation of the

improbable and important lessons that are embedded in some of life's

awful experiences. (Schiller, 2001)

Not-knowing- position entails a general attitude or stance in which the

therapist's actions communicate an abundant, genuine curiosity.  That is,

the therapist's actions and attitudes express a need to know more about

what has been said, rather than convey preconceived opinions and

expectations about the client, the problem, or what must be changed.

(Anderson, Goolishian,  1992). This position of not-knowing provides

opportunity for numinisity since change and revelation are unexpected

and often serendipitous.  Not only that, it is difficult to understand

regardless of how many times this occurs that change had taken place and
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to determine why. There is an aura of the sacred and profound in the

conversation of change.

Super Neighborhood- A designation given to neighborhoods by the City

of Houston planning department. These neighborhoods organize

themselves with the help of the City to identify infrastucture issues in

those neighborhoods and to present those as priorities for the city to

address.

Positivistic Methodologies- methodologies that use the language of

objectivity, distance, and control. The researcher invokes impartiality
and most often focuses on closely developed, monitored, collected, and

reported data to base conclusions.

Grounded theory strategies- grounded theorists develop criteria for

analyzing and interpreting data collected and or observed, to further focus

data collection   and to make further interpretations of that data (Charmaz,

2000).   There is a constant comparison of people, their views, situations

and actions. Persons are compared in terms of time and change in

attitude and circumstance.

Meta Narrative- a meta narrative is a narrative on a grander scale than

might be related concerning an individual or small group of people.   In

the case of this study a meta narrative might be the story of how

Memorial and Spring Branch in Houston became the communities that

they are now and the implications of that evolution.
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Appendix A: Core Team Dinner Responses, January 21,2002

MF had been involved in outreach such as Habitat and One Great Day of Service.  He
speaks fluent Spanish and had been to several TMO meetings.  He had limited time to
devote to church type  work  and  at  the  end  of this study had bought a retreat home  in
Fredricksburg, TX, a four hour drive from Houston.   He had been willing, if available,
to attend meetings and work with undocumented immigrants but has not taken a
major leadership role.

MB- social justice staff person St. Cecelia's Catholic church
I guess I could have used my glasses but I picked up this book, that I thought

was more appropriate, and it's entitled, "America in Search of a Soul".   I work at St
Cecelia's with social justice and I also have a counseling practice and for the last
couple of years I've noticed how much culture seems to be shaping my life and the
lives of my clients even more than faith and this  is with the church goers too, because
a lot of my referrals are among church goers and Franklin when  you were doing the
salad and you had the fork and the spoon its about the cultures and it squishes the
people, there's tossing the salad and then there's squishing and a lot of times I think
people are feeling the effects of that fork and spoon more than the effects of the
dressing. We're being effected by it all and knowing which is which. That's partially
how I see the community in search of a soul. This author talks about soul in terms of
connection not a privatized soul but an inner connection.  it's by Gibson Winter, who
I've never heard of.  it's a very very good book.  it's a social ethics book by a
professor at Temple University.

N K  - Member of Memorial Drive United Methodist Church
I thought about several things that connect the community to me and vice versa.  I
wasn't going to do this but when I  put this on this morning ( a necklace with charms
on it) I thought about bringing my grandchildren along.  I always wear this when I am
going to see them because no matter what age they are they like seeing themselves on
the necklace. Through them in the community, they all go to different schools,
different school districts, and one who goes to a church school.  Two go to public
school in Spring Branch.   One goes to Westwood which is a combination o f a mixture
of cultures and another one goes where By going to their basketball games and
school programs you see what they are learning about each other.  I went to one
where my grandson was playing basketball over at the Baptist Church on a Sunday
afternoon. One woman said she was the great-grandmother of one of the boys and he
was nine years old and she said its very different raising him.  it is just kind of a
combination of things, of where I go to the post office, the night that I stopped there
were two men asleep in sleeping bags. There was and I wondered if that building is
the one pictured on TV. A combination of things. My daughter gave me the three
charms for my own children, and then I have the 5 grandchildren.
RS
My symbol is a pin that says Union - Yes on it. I have been immersed in the union
since   1973, my whole professional   life.     This  pin  has a square   and a check,   the
workers have a right to join the union, where there's an election. it represents the
workers right to choose.  I call it the labor movement, it is a movement.  It is
important to me.  I belong to Congregation Beth Yeshurn which is located in Spring
Branch. Since I moved here from Omaha, Nebraska when I was in high school and  I
graduated from Spring Branch High School and I my third child is in the Spring



Branch school system. Spring Branch means alot to us.
RS
My symbol is a pin that says Union - Yes on it. I have been immersed in the union
since 1973, my whole professional life.  This pin has a square and a check, the
workers  have a right  to  join the union, where there' s an election. it represents  the
workers right to choose.  I call it the labor movement, it is a movement.  It is
important to me.  I belong to Congregation Beth Yeshurn which is located in Spring
Branch. Since I moved here from Omaha, Nebraska when I was in high school and  I
graduated from Spring Branch High School and I my third child is in the Spring
Branch school system. Spring Branch means alot to us.
Officer J P
I am a Houston Police Officer and my symbol is my police uniform patch. The
Significance o f that is,  I have been with the department for 26 years  and up until three

years  ago  I had worked different assignments,  out  of uni form,  for 18 years.    I  had  a
sudden, unexpected, unsolicited and unwanted change in my career path three years
ago.  As it turns out I am back in uniform again which is quite a culture shock.  But I
think  at that point  in my career I began to understand that  as a public servant my job
was truly that, being a public servant.  My  role in the department should be doing
things for people instead of doing things to people. Being there after the fact, putting
people in jail.   I had an opportunity and have been blessed and my meeting Franklin
and being involved in TMO and in this project I have undertaken in the Spring Branch
area has really been a blessing in my career.   I will truly be a public servant i f I am
able to pull this project off.
DB
I am also a member of MDUMC and my symbol is a love ribbon from the United
Methodist Women that we made for out Hearts and Hands Fund Raiser for missions.
That' what UMW is all about.   Some of the things that we do are to support the
Larkin Community Center.  it is located in a primarily Hispanic community around
T.C. Jester.  They have day care.  it is interesting to see the parents come in and pick
up their children. The people are very nice when they pick up the children.  We just
read to them. We reach out in our community.
TB
I am a member of MDUMC and my symbol is Memorial Assistance Ministry.  We are
one of the coalition of churches that participate in this ministry. Basically the
ministry takes donations into the shop and we sort through them and price them and
put them on sale in our re-sale shop and generate a decent amount of income from
them and that goes right back into the emergency services and that helps the
disadvantaged, the homeless people who are down on their luck.  They have been
burned out or flooded out, we give them tokens, we pay their light bill, the gas bill,
food, support from the re-sale shop clothing supply. Doris has been involved in this
ever  since  it was started about 18 years  ago. She threatened  me with bodily  harm
when I retired if I didn't volunteer. These people go shopping here because
everything is reasonably priced. We sell everything from soup to nuts. The money just
goes right back in to community service.  it is very heartening when we have the
annual banquet   in   May   and   you see about 175 people sitting   in   the   room   who
volunteer their time,  one day a week, from everyone of these churches.   We don't get
into who goes where, we just work together. MAM makes sure that people who have
less than we have, have somewhere to go while they get their act together.
CB
This heart represents a broken heart.   My wife and I work with the Grief Assistance
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Program here at the church.  We have a fall and a spring session. Each lasts 12
weeks.  We help people who are suffering from a great loss.  Loss of a child, a spouse.
We are helping them to understand and accept their feelings and to share those
feelings with others.  They in turn share in your grief  We can identify with this and
we try to help them in their journey. Allow them to express their deep hurts in a
climate of understanding. We serve the community.   We have people who come from
all over to attend these seminars.  Some of them have come back more than once.  We
hope that by being their we can help them to begin to heal.  it is a long process.
And this is a lyre and it's a symbol for my daughter's sorority, AXOmega, My
daughter joined last year and I looked at this morning and decided to bring it because
it reminded me of a process that I went through and most of us go through when I
went to college, going offto college and having to be assimilated into a new culture in
college, having to network, and taking on the values of those around you.    And it just
seemed that's something we've all experienced, at one time or another and that's a
part  of that whole community,  how  does that happen  and why does that happen?    how
people are affected by it, and is community built.
FO   The food pantry pay-off was the relationships  that you built?
CB- Yes with OG and the staff at Larkin and the customers that you dealt with.   Some
o f them were always working the angles.   We  only gave them food every two weeks.
Some of our regulars didn't seem to need it that much but it was kind of a social time
for them to get together. The thing that impressed me was when they brought their
kids in, the parents might have on an old t-shirt and raggedy pants but the kids were
always nicely dressed.  I admired that about the parents.  Also how they tried to look
out for each other."
FO.  How do we motivate our people.  You said you wanted to feel that you got some
reward from your work.  It can be discouraging.  How do we get our people in the
leadership roles.
CB  I don't know.  I think you would get the most response through working with
education programs and with the schools. Maybe mentoring, reading to the kids.
FO   After a year and a half I realize we have accomplished a lot, i fjust stirring the pot
and getting people out of their comfort zone.   We are trying to figure ways to get
people involved in a real serious loving connection. My problem with the soup
mobile is that we take the sandwiches and kind of throw them out the window as
opposed to establishing a real relationship.  I know there are reasons why we can't
spend a lot of time in those situations. Your involvement and your ministry whether it
be at larkin or at MAM.  How has that changed you?
CB I think I am more accepting of these people.   I think I am less prejudiced about the
illegal immigrant situation.   I think I am more perceptive because of my contacts with
these people.  I just admire most of them.  They are trying in the hardest of
circumstances.
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Appendix B: Core Group Interviews
The TMO Core Group Project

TA interview
MM interview
Post interview with MM
AZ interview
Post interview with AZ
RY interview Post interview with RY
VG interview
CB interview

Core Group Participants Interviews

TA Interview and Participation: Conducted 5/3/02

TA grew up in Houston in a middle class family. According to her, there were no
extraordinary events in her early upbringing to make her interested in doing social
justice work. She attended Southern Methodist University, where she met and
married her husband.   They now have two grown children.

During her husband's business career as an oil company executive, the family
lived in several foreign countries where TA witnessed poverty and social injustice.They now reside in the affluent Memorial neighborhood and are members of
Chapelwood Methodist. Chapelwood Methodist is an affluent church located on the
south side of I-10. She primarily was involved in working at Landrum Middle
School and Panda Path early childhood development center on Pitner Street.

I asked her about her experiences overseas and how they had effected her.
"When we lived in Jakarta my eyes were really opened.  I felt so badly foranybody who lived in a country where they didn't know how to get things done.  It

would have been a lot easier if we'd known the mores and what was legal, etc.   It was
a totally different culture."

From this portion of the interview we see TA being affected by experiences ofbeing the other in a foreign country.  This is the response that many persons who had
lived abroad had  as a motivating factor to work with TMO.

I then questioned her about her interest in social justice.
"I see our society as being structured where those who have will always berich and those that don't have, will have to struggle. Some people can pull

themselves up a little, but generally speaking, not so.  I feel like that is so wrong.  I
can't  make  a lot  of change.    Hope I  can contribute a little.    A lot of the people we
come in contact with in TMO live in fear."

In TA's case we see the attitude of"hoping I can contribute a little" as being a
major motivating factor in her work.

"I really liked meeting people from other countries.  I'd go back.  it can bedifficult and isolated particularly if you have family in the states.   I used my e-mail a
lot."

Many of the Hispanic immigrants have left family at home and felt the same
isolation that TA felt when she lived abroad.

FO "Okay what motivates you?
5,

TA "We have so many people from many countries in Houston and I think that over
time that can lead  to all sorts of social problems.   We need to  find  a way to help them
to integrate and as we do in TMO, to empower them to be able to work within our
system to know what to do and be a part of our society or we're going to have a lot of
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trouble.  Maybe not in our lifetime but at some point we will have serious problems."
The issue of transcendence and leaving a legacy to the next generation comes

through in this statement.  What will tomorrow be like?  I then queried her about the
problem we had with recruiting people to be involved in TMO work.  I suggested that
people had difficulty or avoided being relational, a cornerstone of TMO.
TA- "yes, I think people have a great  deal of trouble understanding what TMO  is all
about."
FO "When it comes to issues like immigrants there are a lot of folks who don't agree

with us (TMO) and what we're doing."
TA  "I've seen that and I know it exists in my church."
FO   "What are some of the problems you see in people being relational."
TA  "I think that the rich will get richer and the poorer will get poorer.
I saw in Indonesia there was so much graft and the coffers went right into the pockets
ofthe rich and they found more and more ways to make the poor poorer.

.

FO  "How has your work with TMO changed you."
TA "I think that it has made me less willing to work on Spring Fling (an annual
charity  event  at  Chapelwood  UMC)    and  the  Market.    They  don't  need  me  over  there.
I just need to do  this.   There  are enough people  to do  that. .

Even though she is not angry, she has a strong sense ofnot being connected in
her own church.  I then asked her how she had changed others.
TA "I don't know that I have.  I haven't thought about that.  I wouldn't say personally
I have changed anybody but the fact that the meetings are regular.  The same people
have been there to support them every time.  I think it's encouraged them to be  to do
something themselves."

TA sees herself as being in a supportive role.   This to me is one of the places
that affluent ™O volunteers can be helpful.  They do not personally experience the
first order needs of poor families but they can be agents of empowerment through
training and support.

I then explained that I was looking for archetypal symbols shared by persons
in the community. She responded,  "I think the children. Other than the B
subdivision people.  I think everyone wants the children to have a chance."
I asked her what were  some of the myths  that  she had observed.
TA- "The whole police thing in the Spanish community.  It is so different in the
countries they come from.   You can't count of them helping them. One woman cited
an instance where her brother-in-law had suffered police abuse here in Houston.  That
is myth that has to be overcome.
I am not sure I understood the grasp what those people have had to endure or how
overwhelmingly difficult things could be for them to get things done here."
As  a part o f the appreciative inquiry approach to community building I then asked her
to envision  what the Spring Branch, Memorial area would be like if we could make it
the way we want.

"Oh, that's hard.....if you work to get rid of things that I think would make
things better, I think that human nature is such that there will always be something
else,  and that if you take that away from human beings you'll destroy a lot of unique
creativity that we have in society.  You have to take the bad with the good.  I would
hope that people would not be wasting their time on superficial things, that they'd be
spending more time with everybody and that means everybody that lives in the area
and not on the amazing effort and concern that exist in our neighborhoods. That's
sad.  I think that's what I'd like to wake up and see, is less concern about cars and
houses and trips and clothes and everything else..
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FO You said that some of the things that you think are important might limit people
but in a sense that might be part of the hope,  that you don't want to box  in the reality,
so what would that be like if you didn't build this little box.

"people would have more concern for people than what they would
accumulate in life; philosophically I can say that people should disregard color and
disabilities the way people talk and things like that and the way people believe.
That's going to happen no matter what and that's restrictive in itself."
FO- "So, are you saying that you think that will evolve?"
TA- "No, I don't think that will ever happen.  But in an ideal world I would hope that
would happen and people would disregard those things and would judge others on
their merit.  But I think that could be restrictive too.  I wouldn't want everyone to be
the same."
FO-- I think you're onto something and I want to encourage you to talk about it.
TA- "If you would be able to say to people, 'you've got to disregard color,' that's
easy,  color and disabilities and things like that are easy and the way people talk and
speak a different language, but when you get into religion or ethical things, I think
that could be a dangerous. You could get into a situation where you had to tolerate
everything and I think we've seen that doesn't work.  It'11 have repercussions that we
can't live with. So someone else is going to have to solve that."
FO- "Its this dichotomy that on the one hand we appreciate diversity but on the other
hand not everything goes.  I mean everything is not okay. Priests can't abuse little
boys, and people can't sell dope on the corner."
TA- "and men can't beat their wives and expect them to trail behind them."
FO- "so, there's a tension between those philosophical ideas.  Some of those come in
with immigrants.  Like you mentioned men beating wives and women following
behind. There are some cultures believe that's okay."
TA- "I think that if people could just practice kindness to your neighbor and not
trying to tell your neighbor what to do, but in this country it's against the law to beat
you wife; but ifyou live in this country you have to choose..

TA takes an interesting position on what she sees as the outcome for the
future.   She sees the binary quality of change and that change that may be good on
one hand, might have negative results in another area.  She also accepts that persons
have something to bring to the table and contribute.  This is particularly important for
affluent TMO volunteers to see their role as facilitating empowerment.

The conversation then turned to a discussion of how TMO uses relation
building to engage and include persons in the process
FO  "We're not necessarily the experts.  (In TMO) we don't go in and say this is what
you need to do.  We say, you're the expert.  you may not have all the information you
need, but you have power and ability so you become part of the process of learning
and growing and changing.  We may help teach but we are learning.

.

TA- "Yes, we were going to do something entirely different but we didn't expect
them to do what they did." (Referring to Panda Path and Landrum Middle School).

TA then related how at these schools the principals and even the TMO
organizer and volunteers assumed that parents wanted to know about reading, math,
and social skills. However, the parents first interests were for safety and security in
their school and in the neighborhood. This concern resulted in identifying parents
who were most concerned and angry and then developing an action plan to deal with
the issues.

Later, when some of these issues were addressed, the parents then turned their
attention to learning and by then had forged relationships with one another and with
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school administration. This approach resulted in a more effective way of gaining
parental involvement with parents who had never been involved in school issues or
community concerns.

Not all of these overtures to parental involvement were met with positive
responses from school officials.
TA-  "I've been in conversation with two other schools in that area and someone said
they're not even aware of their parents concerns and they don't think they need to be.
It's interesting in that both of those schools have tremendous grants, and they have
programs going on; parents are up there all the time but somehow in their asking
what is that they need, what would make things better they are really not asking
anything.  To the administration everything is going great."

TA continued to be involved in TMO throughout the study. Through training
and experience TA was becoming aware of how to facilitate meetings, empower
persons to take responsibility for themselves and to understand the organizational
principles of TMO.  She was coming to realize that not only were the immigrant
families becoming empowered but that she was becoming more confident and
empowered.

M M interview and participation: 3-14-02
MM was a member and staff person at Chapelwood Methodist Church. Her position
on staff was primarily in the area of Outreach, which included TMO. Chapelwood's
and MM's involvement in TMO precipitated her going on staff.  She was married and
had two grown children. She worked in all areas ofTMO's Spring Branch, Memorial
cluster including the Pitner, Hollister community, schools, and the undocumented
immigrant hiring hall issue.

MM was raised in Austin, Texas, a traditionally liberal city.  She grew up in
the Church of Christ church but she rejected its conservative theological stanch and
attended a liberal Methodist theological seminary. She married and traveled with her
husband, a career military person. During their travels, she made many friends from

different religious, cultural, and ethnic backgrounds. These experiences and her
background all influenced her perception ofpeople and social justice.

This would indicate, as with other affluent TMO volunteers in the study, that
they had been influenced by background, education, and life experiences.
When questioned about whether she was partly motivated to be involved with TMO
because she was angry she stated that she was.

MM "(I'M) very frustrated with the idea that (some people have) that 'we
should pack these immigrants up and take them back.  They don't make a
contribution.' The devaluing of people.   It is very difficult to be patient with people
who are so judgmental."
MM used the word "frustrated" instead of angry concerning issues. Even though she
had stated earlier in the interview that she was "angry" it was my experience with
affluent TMO volunteers that they were not angry since most of the issues that poor
persons dealt with were first order concerns such as food, clothing, medical care, and
education, which Affluent TMO volunteers (ATV) were not primarily concerned.
Even though ATV's might be concerned and even passionate about those issues, they
still were not angry.

FO "How would you say TMO has changed you?"
MM  "I think I have a greater sense of political comfort.   I was not raised

here, and have not been an activist.  I feel more comfortable with the visits now.
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These people (political leaders) are just like us. My husband said that he might run
for the school board. Individuals can make an impact."

The issue of political involvement arose over and over with ATV's. There
was a distinct uneasiness that went with their involvement.  They were more than
willing to work one on one and in the small groups at schools and churches but most
had great difficulty in bridging to political action. Mainstream Protestant
denominations tend to take a negative position on congregations getting involved in
secular politics. Denominations may debate an issue such as abortion or
homosexuality among themselves but refrain from actively working as congregations
in the secular arena, on issues.   This is because of the perception of the separation of
Church and state.

FO   "How do you hope to change others?"
MM  "I really think I get a sense from some of the people that there is an

appreciation.  The idea that Caucasians are interested, people who have a lot more
than they do, really care. They haven't come out and thanked me.  I sense an
appreciation that we are there and are going to stick with it and want to make a
difference."

There also was a need by many ATV's that they be perceived as being caring
persons.  It was not an overriding concern but I sensed that from conversations with
ATV's that they wanted others to know that they cared.  This is similar to CB's
position of wanting a pay off, to feel good about what they were doing.
FO  "Did that have anything to do with your decision to come on the staff here at
Chapelwood?"

MM "Yes, actually I think getting involved at TMO was the instigator.  I get
so much out of it.   I am ready to picket at the cantina.   It is a growing experience and
it is fun.  I look forward to it.

The statement "it is fun" also indicates a certain disconnectedness to the
other's reality. It would not be necessary to be overwhelmed and angry about the
situation ofthe other, but indicates that all ofus ATV's can go home to our safety and
comfort.  For some ATV's this attitude of it "being fun", would be an inhibitor to
commitment. Cortez (personal communication, 2002) stated "for some affluent
people, when the going gets rough, they cut and run."
FO    I believe that is one way people connect, is on those things we all share.  You
mentioned children, do you see any other types of symbols that may be emerging
from these groups you have met with, that other groups might resonate with,
regardless of ethnic or social background.

MM That is interesting. My perception, which might not be correct, is that TMO
would not be the organization of firstchoice for people around here.  We can gather
people around education.
MM was a member of one of the most affluent churches in Houston.  It was quite
conservative.
FO "But people respond to things like MAM (Memorial Area Ministries, a direct
service organization operating in Spring Branch to serve the economically
disadvantaged and sponsored by area churches).    What is the motivation of people to
help or donate to MAM or other outreach programs as opposed to getting involved.
MM "I think people here have an aversion to government social programs.  The
Spring Branch Family Development Center (Chapelwood committed over one million
dollars to seed this project, servicing the economically disadvantaged in the Pitner,
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Hollister community), the church has been very responsive to that.  I think it is
because children are a non political issue.  I don't know whether we would have the
same response to unfair labor practices. There is so much division about illegal
immigrant labor. Even health care, is one of those social service issues, people see it
as a freebie..

FO "I often wonder what it is about people giving money at special occasions, help
the poor, give money to shalom zone, how you can separate health care at the shalom
zone with undocumented workers..

MM "I guess it has to do with how you are giving your money. Whether you are
giving it freely or as a tax write-off."

FO "I get cynical about that.  It is like placation your own conscience."

MM  "Yes, we have a program here where we adopt a family. We used to go in
groups to give the gifts, it was so uncomfortable for us. We still support a family and
we only have one person handle it.   I think people are afraid of people they don't
understand.    They are afraid for their safety. Afraid of being in those neighborhoods.
The fear of the unknown, fear of poverty."

MM brings attention to the problem of isolation, even in the giving of
assistance. There is a sense that by giving your donation to the food bank or toys for
kids at Christmas, that somehow a person is let off the hook for giving ofthemselves.
They can wash their hands of the poor and say they've done their part.
FO "There is another thing that strikes me, we give food basket, stuff to MAM, but if
we empower people to be responsible for themselves, they say to you I just want an
equal opportunity, an education, we want to keep them subservient, but please don't
have a mind of your own.

"

MM  "I think there is a concept of if someone gains power, some one else has to lose
power.  If some one wants more power we feel threatened, rather than we all gain
when someone's power is expanded.

.

In this part of our discussion,  MM and I get to what might be the heart of the
matter-- the power/knowledge conundrum posited by Michael Foucault (1980),
(1984). In these writings Foucaultdescribes how persons are objectified within
society by classification and that power/knowledge relationships are established
within the society where one group has more power because they have more
credentials which may include wealth but often also includes knowledge. Attitudes of
"I know what is best" or "I am the expert in this area" are appropriated by the society
and are held up as truth. It becomes very difficult to overcome this imbalance and can
cause a chaotic reaction from both those in power and those who are not if that
relationship is challenged.  As an example, a group is operating a very successful food
pantry and a regular recipient comes in and tells the volunteer that he is very thankful
for the help he has received but that it is very demeaning and that he and some of his
friends, who also are poor, are going to go to city hall and ask the city council to enact
a living wage ordinance to help poor people get paid a living wage.  And the food
recipient then asks the food bank volunteer i f she would sign a petition to support the
living wage ordinance and for her to ask her fellow church members to also sign the
petition. What might the response be to this request?  What are the ramifications to
those concerned and their relationship with one another? My guess is based on my
discussions with volunteers in soup kitchens, food pantries and direct aid facilities, is
that many would be reluctant to sign those petitions. The reasons are often hazy and
unclear, even to the volunteers. There is often a sense that this is political and that
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they do not want to be involved in politics. There  is  also a sense of unrest created by
someone questioning the status quo. What would it be like to ask donors to these
institutions to sign petitions with the intent ofultimately putting food banks, homeless
shelters, direct assistance groups out ofbusiness. Putting them out of business is not a
reality but it would challenge the existing power/knowledge inequity and would be
interesting to see what the response would be by donors and volunteers to such a
proposition.
FO  "What will our legacy be so that the world will be better for my grandchildren.  I
am looking for those things that hook us into TMO, that we can focus on to help move
the whole process forward to help build trust in the community."
MM I do have a vision of what the kingdom would look like. It would be a place
where we are all empowered; (where we could) reach the limit of our potential.   Love
not fear dominates. I am influenced by Ghandi's teaching.  we are not just on a
wheel."
MM, as other ATV's emphasizes a more global hope for the future.  As we will note
later, persons with little financial and educational resources see this quite differently.They tend to focus more on first order concerns.
FO "That may be a myth.  What are the myths we see in the community, our hopes to
save the kingdom. Our nation is based on a myth. Millions have come here because
of this, the streets are paved with gold.   Have you had any myths dispelled because of
TMO."
MM "I find it very energizing to be in ministry with people rather than for people.  It
is slow and not clean and not real orderly and doesn't always go in the direction we
want it to. At panda path we haven't touched education."
Here MM emphasizes collaborative relational ministry "with" others.

MM "One of the things that appeals to me about this ministry, is by me being
involved.   I am deconstructing some of the people we are working with myth's.
Misconceptions about the world.  Just the fact that I drive up there says something to
these folks.  Just the fact that I was there and we made an effort to get to know each
other."

MM also sees her ministry as being limited but she also sees herself as being a
part of something bigger than herself. In order to see what changes had taken placein persons who had been working with TMO through the year and a half that this
study was made,  I conducted interviews  of key people who had been involved duringthis period. The following are excerpts from a post study interview with MM.

"I never thought I was political and I would never lead or arrange for a
meeting with a politician, but now I don't mind going.  I find that interesting.  I found
it interesting and frightening to talk to Mr. Bohac (Texas State legislator, representingSpring Branch) and realize that our interests are in the hands of people like that.
Terrifying when he was talking about those 5000 poor people who came over to hischurch."

Representative Bohac had talked about his church inviting 5000 disadvantaged
and ethnically diverse persons to a party at Christmas.  They had fed them and
showed them a Christmas pageant.  He was very proud of this stating, "we just
wanted to show them the love of Jesus Christ". While talking about this we were
trying to persuade him not to vote against cutting over three hundred thousand
persons from Medicaid (a government subsidized program for health care to the poor)and cutting two hundred fifty thousand children from CHIP (Children's Health
Insurance Program) a program to provide health  care for children of moderate income
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families. He stated that there was just not enough money to pay for this program and
when we suggested that we might need to increase taxes to pay for these important
programs, he stated that it would be political suicide to suggest such a thing.
Additionally, his political party was the one that had suggested these cuts.

MM continued, "I really think back over my time here at Chapelwood and the
Cantina.  I think you (when I conducted the April 11, 2002 meeting) put it so
beautifully.   It was an absolute high.  I felt like my children had done something,
even though I was just a small cog in that wheel.  It has been very affirming. I fully
intend to do this when I get to Austin. (She and her husband were moving to Austin
within the month). It's something I don't want to give up. It feels so good to help
some people who really need help.  You are doing something with someone not for
someone, it is so much better.  We have what we call manna families at Christmas,
and I will never forget. It was a cold day and we strolled in and the Chapelwood
people had on fur coats and arrived in their fancy cars with all the presents and we
wonder why these families aren't really glad to see us.  It was demeaning to them and
it just felt awful.   And TMO is about working with people, not for them.

This shows how affirming MM's work with TMO was.  It also shows that she
had embraced collaborative and appreciative concepts of involvement in organizing.
She also shows some anger at her own congregation.

"When we have our church Serving core team and we talk about TMO,
somebody says, "oh that is political, we can't get involved in that': There is this
mindset, that politics and religion have to be totally separate things.
MM continued to receive resistance from persons about TMO's political
involvement.

"I think it is all economics. The disparity in education is not racial, it is
economics. The commitment to social change is economic.  I was talking to someone
about the Cantina and they said, 'well you know the center should not be involved in
something (protesting) like that'.   I said, 'If a cantina was built around the comer,
you     and your neighbors would be organized     in a heartbeat'. Economically
advantaged people tend to be able to control their governments themselves.
Economically disadvantaged people need institutions such as the church to help them
handle things like that."
A Z Interview: 4/3/02

AZ was one of the lay TMO leaders that is a member of Memorial Drive
UMC. He had been working with us in organizing TMO for about two years.  He was
married and has one grown child.  He was retired from a major international oil
company. He worked in all areas of TMO's Spring Branch cluster as well as working
on greater Houston and statewide issues.   As of the interview he was chair of the
Spring Branch cluster Education Taskforce.

A Z grew up in New York state in a Catholic family with Yugoslavian
immigrant parents. His father went through the depression and experienced great
economic hardship.  A Z graduated college, married, and later left the Catholic
church. He finally joined the Methodist church. His interest in social justice came as
a result  o f his interest in world conflict, particularly the history of Yugoslavia,  and  the
plight of the Palestinians. He attended the Disciples Bible study at MDUMC, where
he became agitated to become more involved by putting his faith into action.  He also
related    the     I, the researcher, had interested    him    in    TMO' s methodology    and
commitment to empowering persons in democratic community building.

At one point I asked him what changes TMO had made in him and how he had
helped others through TMO? He replied,
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"I have seen how people have been empowered by TMO and how I have been
able to build relationships with people I never would have met, if it were not for
TMO.  I have heard many stories in House meetings that have made me aware of
other people.  I have met an Hispanic woman who had to go home early from one of
our meetings because she had to cook dinner for her family and join them for dinner.
One man stated that he often worked out of town for several days to a week or so.
When he got home he found himself spending and inordinate amount of time
disciplining his children. He became involved in the fledgling parent group and
amazingly he has had less problems from his children. A teacher tearfully told the
story of finding out that a former student of hers was getting involved in a gang.    She

.confronted him and said, "please don't do this, you're one of my boys.
Other parents expressed concerns about safety and acceptance. Even though many of
the parents at Landrum are lumped into the Hispanic category they represent
numerous countries of origin.  Many have just arrived and the adjustment of them and
their children  is di fficult.   Many of the parents expressed their concern and fear about
surrounding safety issues."

AZ is a good example of an ATV being moved and inspired by the stories of
those persons in schools and the community who have little power.
I explained what archetypal symbols were and asked AZ to identify emerging
symbols in the meetings he had attended. He identified symbols involving children
through education, safety, health care.  I then queried him about myths that he heard
or that had been dispelled by his meetings.

"I used to think that Hispanics and African-Americans could not get along.  I
know now that they can.  I also have been amazed at the care and concern parents that
are poor and under educated have for the futures of their children."

Many of the ATV's had myths deconstructed as a result of meetings and
shared narratives. Even though A Z had numerous business colleges from different
ethnic backgrounds, he stated that he never knew them very well because of the
business atmosphere that existed. Through the story telling of TMO House meetings
A Z and most of us who were involved in organizing learned to appreciate the
differences ofpeople, regardless of their background.
FO-- the question was what are some of the myths that you have experienced as a
result of your work,  some  that have been dispelled.

AZ one ofthe myths is that African Americans and Hispanics don't get along.
That is remembered from my early times growing up in New York.  I have seen a lot
of cooperation here, people in TMO . Another myth is that Hispanics have not valued
education because they have a very high drop out rate.  I have sensed that maybe that
is changing.   As they become more a part of the main stream and become assimilated
their values change.  I think that is part of what is happening in the schools.

FO-  One that you told me about from Landrum, the diversity among Hispanics.

AZ  Oh, yes, it was striking to here them.  We had 30 parents and children.  One
group was Mexican Americans, Nicaraguans, columbines, Ecuadorians and they made
that point very strongly.  We as adults have to adjust to one another.  You may think
we are alike but we are not. Particularly as immigrants, you heard the same thing
from the children. Part oftheir problem in getting along with one another.
Through these stories objectification of the other is deconstructed and
differentiation is recognized and individual differences appreciated.
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FO-      If we woke up tomorrow morning and Memorial/Spring Branch was  like the
perfect world, what would it look like?

AZ I've thought about what this country was going to look like 50 or 100 years from
now,   there is going to be more gray, instead of black or brown.   We are going to
come together as a society.  I can see that happening in SB. There will always be
differences because we don't all make 100,000 a year.   I would like to see where there
was less of a range of economic conditions.   We have the paying people at the lower
end and we must raise these lower wage earners pay.  I would see the neighborhoods
merging together.   Less of a firm demarcation. The quality of the neighborhoods,
there needs to  be more of a transition. There has got to be political change. Better
laws about minimum wages, better laws about providing health services for those
who are poor or who don't have insurance.  More of a balance in terms of the
provision of services, so there really is a interchange across I-10 so the people on the
south would not fear going north of the freeway. The difference can be reduced.
AZ not only focused on global change but was more specific in terms of concrete
change in persons lives.

AZ Example about how attitudes can change. First session with parents  and the
staff, a construction worker stated that he spent days at a time out of town working
and would come home for a few days and spent the whole time disciplining his kids
and he was so unhappy that his children were growing up and he did not have shared

experiences with them.   He was one of the ones who volunteered to be a part of a
permanent group to plan what kind of activities, to have at Landrum. He talked about
since he became more active at the school, the discipline problems with his kids have
diminished.   If it is a high value to him then it becomes of high value to his children.

FO-   Those are the kind of stories we can leverage into change. We focus so often on
the negative,  if we can  use the positive images to create  a new story then vision what
it is we want. Reality of that is halfway there.

AZ  It is said that the teachers who teach in these poor neighborhoods really don't
care about the kids.  In the Landrum meeting a young woman, anglo told about a boy
in her seventh grade science and now in eighth grade he had started getting into
trouble.   She told him he was one of her boys and she did not want to lose him.   She
said that in front of these parents.   She was speaking in Spanish and the parents were
in tears.  That led to the man telling the story about his kid. These parents and
teachers had  a new awareness of their mutual interest.

FO- You mentioned that even though she was speaking in English they knew the
emotions.   I listen and don't understand the words but you get a sense of passion or
joy or whatever, comes through.   it is almost as  if the interpreter doesn't need to  in
interpret.
Language is more than words.  It is the meanings attributed to those words but
also the inflections and body language associated with those words.

AZ You get the reactions of other people.   When that man told that story there were
two staff members, who were bilingual, and you could tell how moved they were.

The following is from a post study interview with AZ.
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AZ   First of all  I would say that I am more convinced  than ever of the value of  TMO
and the role it can play in the community. Doing God's work. Bringing Christianity
to life, or any other religion.  We are helping other human beings. Those who get
involved are trying to improve the quality of life of other people, reaching out to
them, to shore them up, to be coaches, to be facilitators, to let them know they have
intelligence, to help alleviate problems.  Our role is to create leaders.  It is not easy to
do what we do.   It is so much easier to do  some of the other things that churches have
been doing, to feed them is easier.   I don't know how to solve the problem of getting
more people involved.  To find those people who have passion and give people the
confidence to those who think they can't do it. My other concern, the importance of
TMO, the INF organization.  I am concerned they don't have more professionals to
give us support.  A lot of the work is being done by retirees.  We need people who can
tie this whole thing together. Even those people who get paid for it have to have a
passion for it.
AZ is a very intelligent thoughtful man.  As with RY he is not given to emotional
expression. However, this response shows how deeply the work with TMO has
come to mean to him.  He has come to see it as "doing God's work." Having
known him for a number of years, I'm not sure he would have said that in the
past.
AZ     I think o f how this country is changing and how  it is going to change in the next
20 or 30 years. There was an article in the paper last week about how rapidly the
Hispanic population is growing.  We are becoming a brown nation. The question in
my mind is how are we dealing with that.  What are we doing .  I look at the
Hispanics now and see how underrepresented they are in every way except drop out
rates.   You  can  almost say  that  is  in  our rational self interest  to do something  to  help
to assimilate  into  the community.   We  can't just sit behind our walls.   We've gotta get
out and help them and in that we I am helping myself my son. my grandchildren.  It is
important.
The italicized response expresses the concern of many ATV's.  If we don't do
something to bring about change, what will the world look like in thirty or forty
years?
AZ  In my own terms, what I understand more than when I started.   Part of the
attraction for me, that keeps me going back to TMO.  When I was young I was poor.
I was the last of 7 children. There were difficult times when I was growing up.   My
father lost his house in the depression and my father was an alcoholic.  We had it
rough.    Like  a lot of people did.    I am identifying with these people. People who are
immigrants. My parents came here from Croatia.  It is part of my soul.  Of who I am.
It is part o f my identification.
This last response was unexpected. AZ revealed a portion of himself that he had
never revealed before. He became vulnerable to others as others had become
vulnerable to him.

R Y interview
FO- how did you become interested in social justice issues.
RY-  Oh,  I think  it was because of the disciples bible studies;  that was what really got
me to think about it, focus, concentrate on it.
FO- How did it do that? Because I've had someone else tell me that and I wanted to
know about some academic program that might have influenced a person.
RY- If I recall correctly, the disciples had a three year program. The first one was
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called 'becoming disciples through bible study' and the focus of the whole course is
that by studying the whole bible develop your relationship with other people by
becoming a disciple.
FO-Makes sense. Had you studied bible before?
RY- No, not really. I'd taken a couple of courses here, Kerygma, study of Revelation
that Scott taught.  But that was the only bible study that I'd ever taken.
FO- And disciple was a covenant group that runs for thirty six weeks?
RY - Between 30 and 36 weeks
FO - And you've taken three of those?
RY - Yes
RY   came from a fairly middle class environment, was an engineer and became
involved in TMO as a result of his Bible study course.  Not many persons who
are involved in this Bible study series have become as involved in social action as
RY.
FO - So you,re a believer in the course? I'm glad to know that.  A good focus for a
course like that. You've been involved in TMO for over a year and I am wondering
what motivates you to be involved in TMO?
RY - The one thing I can identify is the opportunity it provides to meet a wide variety
of people, different social, economic strata, races. A whole population I have never
been in a circumstance to  have much exposure to.
FO They may have in the later years had some diversity
RY In the last ten years here in Houston, I was working in the engineering
department, it was diverse, African American, Cuban, Mexican, Vietnamese, Chinese,
Korean. I was in the minority. But they were still all educated. There wasn't  a real
social diversity.
FO In a business you don't typically hear stories about their lives
RY The nature of the business, you have time to go off and work as a team and you
get the opportunity to get to know each other.
Here RY reflects on the lack of spaces available for reflection about differences
and building community based upon these different cultural considerations.
FO   Do you consider yourself angry.
RY No I am not saying that is necessarily a good thing.  I don't know that I have an
issue that I am really passionate about.
RY as most other ATV's emphasizes his lack of anger as motivation for being
involved.
FO  I am curious how you view your own motivation.
RY   It is not my nature to take up causes.  The more you can see and observe and
have occasion to run across those who have nothing.  All the rationalizations that run
through your head.  When I first got involved with TMO, I responded more as a
support for AZ.   Some of the early sessions we had and the stories that were told, I
had never been exposed to an exercise like that.   R has more of an impact when it is a
mixed group. You hear their story.
RY, who originally was cool to TMO became engaged when he began hearing the
stories and being able to relate to his own story.
FO What is a story you might remember from one ofthe meetings?
RY A lady was talking about her son and how he got involved with the police over
something rather innocent and it took her a number of days to get her kid out of the
system. I had an incident with my son and I was able to get a lawyer and get him out
of the system without anything even being written down.   it was the same story and
same situation.
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FO How do you think tmo has changed you.
RY  I never thought about that.   I find myself paying more attention to public issues.  I
think about politicians differently, activists differently. I think I have a better
appreciation for some of the whys.
FO  How do you think you have changed people? Your connecting with people
having value to the community.
RY I would hope that the contacts at Landrum, being assistance even just moral
assistance .  TMO has just provided mechanics and ways to do things. we haven't
reached the point of making a big impact.
FO  One of the things I am doing with my dissertation is the role of symbols and
myths-- those kind of symbols that run across all cultures, things we resonate with
when we tell out stories.  What are some of the kind of symbols have come out ofour
meetings that we have in common.
RY They are concerned about their children,
Another allusion to the archetype of children.
RY There has always been a security issue. But more on an emotional level.
Landrum has some of these issues. The gangs and their children becoming involved.
Crime in the hallway.
Issues of safety and security brings out the deeper issue of isolation. Being
cooperative and reaching out involves risk.
FO  If you woke up tomorrow morning and Spring Branch/Memorial was perfect,
what would it look like?
RY Other than every body loves each other. Hopefully it is world without prejudice,
a world where we don't have the guy living under the bridge.
FO I think sometimes when we are working for change, we don't now how this will
be.
RY One of the frustrations, we don't have this burning passion that there is some evil
out there. Seeing that this isn't the way it is supposed to be. to want to have a specific
motivator.  You kind of piggy back on other peoples issues.    You hear enough of that
and see possibilities of things you might become committed to.   It's kind of like this
leadership thing.   If you haven't gotten the idea for a specific role that it entails in
leadership whatever that is, like it or not you look for someone who has does have.
RY is saying here that ATV's "piggyback" on other people's issues because
ATV's don't usually have a burning passion since they may be well to do and
without much concern for material things.

In the post study interview RY reflected on his experience and learning's.
RY   We talk to people about TMO.   One of the things that gets stressed is that it is a
non-partisan organization and yet in session when we discuss topics, it becomes a
very liberal group. Which I don't mind but I thing it is counterproductive.  I think
that is a problem.   RY  A lot of those things, issues are not liberal or conservative.
There may be differences in philosophy on how one addresses those issues.
In this interview RY shows more interest in converting others to be in
conversation than he was in the past.  He also has embraced the attitude of
helping persons seek their own level of responsibility.
RY  My answer is to get people involved.  Get them to talk and think about it.  Some
will catch the spirit.
It is obvious from his tone that RY has been changed by the experience.
RY   I am astounded at some of the responses  you get from these people. My story to
tell seems so sophomoric compared to the others.  You see how articulate they are.
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Even if you don't understand Spanish, they are really articulating   Why are you here.
Why are you in Houston.  I came to get a better education for my kids. They wanted
a more certain future.  What are you good at is one ofthe questions.  They go around,
good at math, good at making things grow. You really begin to relate,.  They have the
same dreams and aspirations.  They may be at different levels. We asked where they
live. They aren't looking at the south side of the freeway and saying I want to live
like that.  They just want a better life.
RY articulates what has been evident for sometime in terms of how to get
persons from affluent congregations involved in TMO and the political aspects of
the effort.

RY  How do we get more people involved? Today, a broad appeal to the
congregation to go to Austin to protest the possibility ofhealth care is not an issue .  It
may be tomorrow.    But not today.    For most of us that overt political aspect  of TMO
isn't what we are doing.  You only get to that by identifying issues and coming up
with a plan.   If we found ways to get them involved in something useful .   They get
some exposure.  They don't have to go to the meetings at first.  You don't really want
too many of the people at those meetings because it is overpowering.   Get them to
thinking.

RY continued to be an integral part of the TMO program representing
Memorial Drive United Methodist Church. RY learned a lot about organizing,
about other people, and about himself.  I learned from him too.  In the process,
we also became friends.

VG
Core leader of St. C Catholic church.   V G was instrumental in helping start TMO in
our Westside Spring Branch/Memorial area.

FO  Tell me how you became interested in social justice issues.
VG  It probably goes back 6 years at St. C's and I volunteered for a contributions
committee.   It got me get in touch in all of the types of charity that goes on in spring
branch and throughout the city.   All of the different types of non-profits. The grants
are all different amounts. The social justice committee was putting on a series of
lectures on the different principles of the catholic church. Later that year I heard
about a meeting of TMO.  I had heard about their work earlier.  A type of church
work that was different.
FO as a youth or young adult did you have any experiences that shifted how you
thought about social justice.
VG  when I was in 8th grade I had a good friend who was black.  She was the only
black girl in our school.  I was having a birthday party and I made a guest list and
gave it to my mother.  I had included my friend on the list. my mother said you can't
invite her she is black.   I said why?   I have lunch with her everyday. It just isn't done
and I am sure we will understand why you aren't inviting her.   I said if she can't come
I'm not having my birthday party.  And I stuck to it.  It was the first time I had a shift
between what I thought about the world and what my parents thought.
VG's experience at her church influenced her becoming involved in social justice
issues. But possibly more important was her decision in the eighth grade to
challenge what she saw as injustice.
FO What motivates you to be involved in TMO?
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VG- One, I realize the community aspects of it.   I don't have the opportunity to   mix
with people in different backgrounds.  And I enjoy that.  I hope that I can make a
difference at some point.  It is sometimes hard to see the light at the end ofthe tunnel.
This is another example of ATV's stating that one of their motivations is that
they enjoy the work.
FO- Idealism kind of sticks in my head when you say that. The people in our cluster,
the upper middle class, idealism is part of it.   We tend to think only youth have that.
The idea that people in TMO are angry is something that we don't all agree with.  Do
you think you are angry.
VG-  No not at all.   I think that is part of TMO's weakness. Their success has been
among those who are disenfranchised and when you bring this concept to people who
are part of the system,  it  is hard  for it to  sell.
FO-   People in spring branch still don't see that they have any power. Upper middle
class people  feel some of the disenfranchisement that the poor feel.    VG-  Yes,
people are becoming disconnected with public divisions and participating in that
whole process .  They feel their vote doesn't count.  It is too hard. Super
neighborhoods can't get more than 15 people at a meeting.   They have struggled.   The
idea of involved citizenship is just not part of our culture here.
VG again expresses the concern of community isolation and feelings of
powerlessness to make change.
FO-  We hear a lot of stories. What stories have been particularly memorable for you.
VG-  Most of the stories have to do with how people were raised. A theme that
people talk about is there was more community around them.  Now it seems like
nobody cares about local things. TMO talks about rebuilding the network.
FO-  Why do you think people feel that way.
VG-  I think some people did grow up with a lot of community.  I grew up in an area
where we knew the neighbors but we didn't really socialize with them.  I wasn't
raised with a lot of extended family.   I think that is what people want. I don't know
when people started pulling away.  It may be a myth.  At the same time there have
been shifts.  We live in a more isolated environment. Our house is air conditioned,
our car is air conditioned, we don't go out for walks. People are not as involved in
church so there is no community. The corporate community lacks those connections.
People no longer work for the same company for 30 or 40 years.
FO-  This has become a much more diverse community, ethnically, age wise.
VG-  In Katy every one is a young family.  This area is more like a central city.  Now
you have more poverty.
FO-  How has TMO changed you and how do you think you have changed others?
VG-   TMO has made me more patient.   You have to have a certain belief system to
stick with it but also you have to be willing to roll with it and not build too many high
expectations for what is going to happen.  As far as how I have changed others, I'm
not sure  I have.   I made some of the pastoral people at St.  C more aware in doing this
kind of work .   I think I proved to the social justice committee that this kind of work
can occur. Because of that I think they have been more willing to accept other
things. My expectations have to be softened a little bit.  You just have to keep
introducing this to people.   Even if they may not want to be part of it, the introduction
is important.   Even if you can get them to one or two meetings. People don't want to
be in the process
FO-   What kind of symbols do you see emerging from the stories that you hear?
VG- Circles. Individual circles and then circles coming together as the community
comes together. It creates more oneness.   One of the things is community building
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and bringing the area together.  We need to do more community outreach.  Some
multicultural experience is needed, more than just going to the international festival
and eating ethnic food.
As we start building that network we will have more success with things like the
hiring hall. Maybe we will have more success in reaching out to the Woodview
parents.
VG presents an interesting symbol of the circle. This expresses the idea of
cooperation and the expansion of the ever widening circle.
FO    What are some of the things that people talk about in their stories that tend to
bind us together.
VG-  I think probably more than any thing is concern about kids. Concern about the
future of their children and the wholeness of our community and the reality of jobs
that need more skills than a high school drop out will have.
the community has a responsibility to the children.
FO    If you woke up tomorrow morning and spring branch/memorial was perfect,
what would it look like?
VG-  It wouldn't be gentrified.  One of the groups I am concerned about are the
elderly. Those people need a different kind of community. A middle class

community with more services for elderly and poor people. Maybe more services to
bring them into the system.   Mrs. D told a story about visiting one of the apartments
and talking to a little girl.   She was showing her a large tree(which was really just a
large bush) and she realized that the child had no play space. Every thing that I can
think of that those kids could do this summer are things that they can't afford.   All of
the programs are privately run for profit.   I don't know if the city provides much.
Those parents are hard working and those kids are being subsidized by the Spring
Branch school district during the school year - free breakfast, free lunch and a place to
hang out and get some education and be taken care of.  In the summer what happens
to those kids. There has to be a better way than having those kids in front of Spanish

TV all day.
VG lived in Spring Branch which has many of the basic needs problems of the
community in the study. When asked about what she would hope for, she
emphasized concrete areas of change, rather than global changes.

VG   I think the challenge is to make sure the north side of I-10 understands itself.   it
is more of a north side issue among services for people.  I think the community south
of I-10 is just a different world. There is no reason to connect.   And the have enough
money to cover up for the problems.   when the car breaks down you rent one.   if the
poor family's car breaks down they don't have enough money to have it fixed so it
stays broken for a while.  that is the reality.
VG shows great insight into the differences in perception between the area north
of I-10 (Spring Branch) and south of I-10 (Memorial).

Interview with CB
C B-- Clyde is a retired male who is a member of MDUMC.   He has attended several
TMO meetings over the last year but has not gotten that involved in its activities.  Part
of this interview was to determine why he has not participated more and how we
might interest others in TMO who might have some of his objections.

CB I just think it is terrible
FO   that's one of the things that bothers me the most.  is the TV and press coverage,
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because you have this long conversation with a reporter, and they pick out this or that
and they want to get people at each other.  I don't mind people not liking me or saying
things about me but I at least want to be quoted accurately.
CB  I am a news junky. mainly the newspaper. the TV doesn't try to explore issues
just get something sensational.
FO   we are influenced by all  of it and if we are biased we are going to play into that
bias.  tell me a little bit about yourself.
CB  we have been here twice.  we came the first time in the fall of 1961.  we were
transferred back to Shreveport in 1967 to head up the personnel office there. I was
transferred back in the fall of 1976.  this has really been home to us
FO have you been in human resources.
CB almost all of the time.   I started off in what they call the gas supply department.
one of my responsibilities was keeping up  with the price  of gas in southwest Texas.
then I had the chance to move into personnel.  I was in charge ofpersonal records and
all pay changes and job classification changes.   it was interesting, very hush hush and
secretive.  I was transferred here to work in human resources.
FO  do you think that experience made you interested in people.
CB  you see a lot going on in personnel.  I enjoyed working with people.  it was
interesting to see how some ofthe executives operated.  you had to learn to work with
that.  you can bend just so far on some of it. I was again doing some of the
interviewing.  I then got into human relations. working with the recreational
programs and service award programs.  then we began working on pre-retirement.
FO did you work for the same company your whole career.
CB oh, yes , 31 years with Texas eastern. I had an early out in 1975.
FO I know you have worked a lot here at the church at lot, like at MAM.  have you
done mentoring also.
CB no.  I did not work at lot at MAM.  I mainly worked at larkin.  that is where I
spent most of my time.   I worked at the food panty.   I worked with Otto glade.   it was
a fun thing to do and I thought I would learn Spanish.  but I didn't. Elton telke was
always trying to make up a sign or a poster and Otto was always correcting him on
tenses and things.
FO  tmo has a little different approach.  we don't do the food pantries and such.
CB  I can't get too fired up about it.  it is so nebulous.  it is so long range.  I tend to
want action now.  this is a building process that takes time.  like the project on the
hiring hall, we have had so many meetings and you wonder if you are really getting
anywhere. my interest has somewhat flagged in it. the bridgebuilders who worked in
it just couldn't see where it was going.
FO  the food pantry pay-off was the relationships that you built.
CB  yes with Otto and the staff at larkin and the customers that you dealt with.  some
of them were always working the angles.   we only gave them food every two weeks.
some of our regulars didn't seem to need it that much but it was kind of a social time
for them to get together. the thing that impressed me was when they brought their
kids in, the parents might have on an old t-shirt and raggedy pants but the kids were
always nicely dressed.  I admired that about the parents.  also how they tried to look
out for each other.  I taught in the ESL program.  I started out over at a church in
spring branch.  I worked with it about a year and a half.  it was frustrating.  the
problem those people have job wise.  if they got a job then they couldn't attend
regurlary.  then we began to get the Orientals.  they would come and go. there was no
reward to it. they would begin to make progress   and then drop out if they got a job.
after that I started working at larkin.  we had a few older women who would try and
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they were just lost. grandmother types who really wanted to learn but they just
couldn't do it.  I worked on primary things, money, shopping, slang, and thought that
would help on a day to day basis. there lives were such that they couldn't be regular.
I have seen the difference in the attitude between the Hispanics and the blacks.  the
blacks dressed nicely and didn't seem to worry about what the kids wore.
FO   one of things were are trying to do with tmo in our area is to figure out how to get
more people involved. never do for others what they can do for themselves.  we are
talking about empowering them to take responsibility for themselves and get involved
in the community.  how can we as affluent white church folks help make that
transition to build relationships in the community.  how can we get our church folks to
say this is worth while to be involved in.
CB I think education is one of the keys.  I think what you are trying to do with the
school, and getting parents involved.  that is the most important thing. when we get
the connection center up and running and maybe have ESL there and some other
programs that would attract the Hispanics as a learning center. particularly getting the
parents involved.
FO.  how do we motivate our people.  you said you wanted to feel that you got some
reward from your work.  it can be discouraging.  how do we get our people in the
leadership roles.
CB  I don't know.  I think you would get the most response through working with
education programs and with the schools. maybe mentoring, reading to the kids
FO could they mentor with the parents.  we need to get the parents to be responsible.
CB you could mentor the parents about finances.  to work with their kids and getting
them involved in the schools. the Hispanic women are interested in their kids
education but don't know how to go about it and how to approach the teachers or the
administration. mentoring to help the family.  how to get prepared for job interviews.
some way to build their confidence and self esteem. people in the church might be
more amenable if it were done over at the connection center.  how to get a bank
account, how to shop
FO  in the school meetings not many of us speak Spanish.  I have seen some
wonderful things happen in these groups.  I don't think that we as Anglos realize how
important it is that we are there and build a trust relationship in them.  not a hand out,
but a hand up.  we find that they have prejudices, not just about us but other
Hispanics.  they are worried about the police. the organizations in spring branch say
we can't get the Hispanics involved. where we come in is just the fact that we  are
there and affirm that they have something to contribute.   we have had some of them
make  speeches in front  o f city council, the hospital district. that takes  a  lot of courage
to make a speech.   we are literally standing behind them. after a year and a half I
realize we have accomplished a lot, ifjust stirring the pot and getting people out of
their comfort zone.  we are trying to figure ways to get people involved in a real
serious loving connection. my problem with the soup mobile is that we take the
sandwiches and kind of throw them out the window as opposed to establishing a real
relationship.  I know there are reasons why we can't spend a lot of time in those
situations. your involvement and your ministry whether it be at larkin or at MAM.
how has that changed you?
CB I think I am more accepting of these people. it think I am less prejudiced about
the illegal immigrant situation.   I think I am more perceptive because of my contacts
with these people.  I just admire most of them.  they are trying in the hardest of
circumstances. the problems are overwhelming.   but in spite of that they seem to be
pretty cheerful people.
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FO you mention overwhelming. would it be fair to say that for you, you have been
able to carve out a little niche.  I am going to work in the food pantry at larkin.  I can't
save the world but I can do that.
CB  you feel like you are doing something worthwhile.  it is not a big deal but it is
very worthwhile.  we lift those food sacks and there is not much there, it is a very
minimum.  for a while we had some come over there on a bus but it wasn't worth the
trip because of how little they got.   if you have enough of these small things going on
it adds up. making programs attractive for them so they are encouraged to participate.
a lot of it is the fact, what are we really doing over here. Americans tend to be
optimistic.  I know when I worked it was all the little things that got things done. just
before I left, things started changing and throwing out a lot of the things that we
thought were worthwhile.  but they wanted to cut corners and they told us that some
of those things were not worthwhile. a supervising engineer was called back on a
contract basis.  they got him and taking the young engineers out to get their feet wet.
they had no more idea what they were doing than the man in the moon.  they had a lot
more education than we had.  I keep coming back to the connection center, it seems to
me we might get more people involved in some way if we had a place on our campus
to do that. maybe then they would be willing to go out into the field and get involved
in the schools.
FO  one of the things that I theorize about community relationships.   I believe there
are certain symbols that we have in all groups that can bind us together.  we all share
certain experiences,  like the birth of children, death, rites  of passage, marriage,  fear of
security and safety. what symbols do you see in our spring branch/memorial
community that can bind us together. What are the things we hold in common
CB    I think education. people on this side of the freeway have had a reasonable
amount of education.   on the other side they don't have as much education and are not
as interested.   they don't comprehend it.   they can't visualize.   it is hard enough to just
keep a roof over their heads.
FO  education can bind us together because it gives us the ability to do more with our
lives.
CB I don't know how to make people focus on this.  if we can't get them educated
what will happen when we are gone.  it is so overwhelming, I think that is why a lot
of people say why don't you all just go back where you came from.   we are going to
be supporting an underclass, like it or not, or they will just eat us up.  I don't know
how to get people on this side concerned about this.
FO   there is a fear associated on the south side, if we as a nation cannot educate our
people something drastic is going to happen to the whole system.   it just isn't going to
work.  for us older Americans, the legacy we want to leave behind is a nation that
considers education important and to do what we can to bring about that.
CB   you read about some of the people on juries. the lawyers think that the less sense
they have the more they can be swayed.  you see programs that people watch on TV
and the movies.   some of it is so moronic and people just eat it up.   so many of them
get all their information from the TV.
FO  I have one last question for you.  if you woke up tomorrow and the
memorial/spring branch area was ideal, the way that you dream it would be, what
would it be like?
CB  I think there wouldn't be so much north and south.  I think it would be more
interchangeable. we cocoon ourselves.  we don't rock the boat.  I guess what I am
saying is,  when we moved down here the first time in 1961, we were allowed three
trips over here. they assigned somebody in a car to drive you around the  city and
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give you as much information as they could.  we did  look on the north side.  what
drew us to here was the spring branch ISD, one of the smallest school districts.  we
knew there was no zoning. someone at the company told us about the area.  now it
has changed so much, so many Hispanics and blacks.  now the school district is more
like an inner city school district. yesterday we took the altar flowers to five people.
we didn't know if we were still in spring branch ISD, we went way up clay road.
there were some beautiful new sub-divisions. it is just like two different school
systems.
FO   if you woke up what would it look like. people wouldn't cocoon as much, what
else.
CB  we would be a little more like one family. it seems to me the difference in the
north and south is like daylight and dark.
the church likes older people because they have so much time to volunteer, but we
also like to travel and spend time with our grandchildren. being tied down to
something continuous, because we want to spend time traveling. being in disciple
was a big commitment and we had to miss some ofthem.  but we just don't want to be
tied down.   some of the older people are here more and are willing to sign up for
things on a year round basis.
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Appendix C: Pitner, Hollister Interviews

S  0 -- S  is the manager of an apartment complex on Pitner.
She has four children and is married.
FO- tell me a little about what you have been doing in the community.
so- well, we've been working a lot in the community helping parents learn how to
take care of their children.    show them  how to get medical  help or help with the rent,
if they don't have enough, because we know agencies that will help.   and we work on
the finger prints for the children or help them go to the police, because crime is bad in
the community.
FO- very very high. and you're the manager or assistant manager.
so- manager
FO- so you do more than just collect rent and show apartments
so, FO- (laugh)
so- I'm all the way here. (Austin, TX)
FO- so you're almost a social worker
so- problem  is  that a lot of them don't read or write Spanish,  much less English.   so a
lot of them receive letters from immigration, letters from health department and they
don't know how to read them so what they do is come to our office and we fill out
their forms and translate for them we fax papers, Our owner is a great guy.  We want
to help who we can.  That way we get in touch with a lot of people.  He used to be just
our community but the last few years the people from around the block know that
Pine Gardens we have lots of people for help. They think we're going to charge them.
It's funny, they ask how much we are going to charge to translate.  we say nothing
and they're real surprised.  they say, 'everywhere we go they charge us five or, it's
just.
FO- it sounds like a good program
so-it actually was never a program, it just developed as time goes by. people start
knowing you.  they know I don't like drunks, they know I don't like dirt or trash.  but
we still have a lot ofcrime in there.
FO-  and you say you don't know how Joe Higgs found you.  but I think Joe and I
talked to the anglo from Bread of Life.
so- David
FO- David and he knew all of you and called all of the managers to come to that
meeting where all of the binglewood people showed up.   and I think that is how we
got all o f the managers there.
so-because for so long I went to the VIP meetings and sometimes they don't like what
I have to say.
FO- and what is the VIP (pip) meeting
so- it's a monthly meeting with the long point police, they discuss the problems.  it's
one thing to talk about the problems and it's another thing for them to come and fix
them.
FO-   do you think they give you a lot of lip service.
so- I think they talk alot.  they get on our good side, but that doesn't work with me.
FO- that was kind of my impression when we were talking to them, you know I was
even asking about two murders that I had heard of in the area, and they were not on
the list.  I asked, how can it not be on the list, if there have been two murders.
Pennington, said that maybe it had been recorded in a different area police station so
you don't have a sense of accuracy.
so- it's like the ladies in the community, they have a problem and the police come and
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they don't know how to express themselves and the police make fun or laugh at them
i get very hesitated at them.  I tell them 'why do you come here and laugh at people'
'if you're not going to help, then get out'   they say our guards arrested a guy and he's
in handcuffs, the handcuffs shouldn't be taken off by anybody other than a judge.
they pick him up, drive outside and take the cuffs off  we're not taking him, they say
and let him go. people who are handcuffed in these apartments for disorderly conduct
should be taken in and not let go.  they need to be taken in and charged.
FO- so we need to figure a way to get real action from the police.
so- people know they can get away with it.
FO- what has it been like for you to be involved with TMO recently.
so- it's been a wonderful adventure.  I'm in the real thing now. Before I was by
myself and now I know I'm not alone, that there are a lot of people like me.
FO- that's right, that's right, and we can be supportive of one another.
so-  I always believe that a lot of people make a lot ofpower. little people don't have
much power but if you have a lot you make them turn and look at you.
FO-  and you can't fight them by yourself.
so- I learned that.
FO-  there are things that bring people together, across lines that make people from
my part of the world and your part o f the world to where we can relate to one another.
and I'm wondering if you can identify several things that have brought people
together, issues or concerns or symbols.
so- I believe social problems bring us together
FO- like what
so- education, we all go through a lot of trouble with scholarship,  and a lot of children
in my community don't have medical care.  they just take an aspirin, safety,
immigration, Those are things that should  get us together.    i f work together, all colors,
all flavors, all races.
FO-   i f you woke tomorrow and Spring Branch/Memorial were as you would dream it
to be what would it look like?
so- clean, it would be very neat and clean, kids would be wearing uniforms, orderly
waiting for buses, moms would be walking safely, and I'm not just talking about
Hispanic areas. I'm talking in general, cause I've been staying outside those high
schools
FO- so crime used to be more than it is now.
so- yes, I got beat up.  they beat up my maintenance man, the mailman,
FO- the mailman too
so- the officer that worked security
FO- was that when you first bought the project
so- and when we started evicting people started jumping on us
FO- but you had prostitution, drug dealing and gangs
so- but let me tell you what.  I evict them and they go across the street.  it is very sad.
I'm glad I have the owner I have, because he cares. I've worked for too many owners
and all they care about is how much money you've collected. they don't care who
lives there.   they don't understand that in the long run they don't win if there complex
is a mess.  I don't provide them new anything.  and I have good people.  so we don't
advertise.   I don't put signs out.   all of the people are referrals from our residents.   if
my residents recommends that's wonderful.  you know pastor Garcia, we have a
special with him.  for any of his congregation we give a special.   we run 97-98% and
when we have a move out we have a waiting list.  I understand summercrest has a
vacancy that is scary. there are good people.  we are smaller.  I can tell them don't be
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so dirty, clean your house,  live like persons.  I know that makes some people angry
but when I come back its clean, you need to train them.  they don't live that way in
Mexico,  they don't know nothing.  I don't have carpet, I have tile.  a lady came and
said she needed carpet because her child was learning to walk and I said, 'where were
you born', she said 'in Mexico' I said 'are you retarded, we don't have carpet' 'you
learn how to take care of carpet and you'll get carpet.   it was an unbelievable waste of
money with carpet.  I had to change it every six months. they would try and clean it
with bleach.   I told my owner,  'it's a lot more money to put in tile but it'11 last a lot
longer' so in the last three years we've tiled practically the whole project.  some
people really like it. they'll say, 'oh, you have tile, my child has ashma and this is a
big help'.

many of our moms are going to learn English  and a lot o f kids go  to the boys
and girls club. actually the owners money is going for scholarships in New Zealand.
he's from new Zealand.
FO- really
so- every year he gives money for scholarships.
I told him, you should give my girls scholarships, come on.

CR Interview

C   R      is the principle of Panda Path early childhood development center located in
the Spring Branch Family Development Center on Pitner St.

cr how long have you been working on your project.
FO since last September and I will probably work another year and a half. it is called
action research. you follow the progress of something.  I  have been interviewing
some of the people who work here.   you are one of the integral parts of this whole
thing .  tell me a little about yourself.  I know you are the principal in your first year.
CR I grew up in Houston on the southeast side.  I was born in Mexico. in 1969 my
mom brought her four children from her first marriage, my dad died when I was 2, she
remarried and brought her children to live with her in the states. our first house was
in channelview. my first education was in channelview and then we moved to
Houston, I attended hisd schools. graduated from the high school for law
enforcement. went to Sam Houston state in criminology and switched.  one of my
professors gave me some good guidance.   I had some questions if I could be in that
field and make decisions based on what I knew was right.  I just didn't think I could
do that.  he said you really should get into education where you can make a difference
from the beginning and deter them from ending up in the juvenile system or the
criminal system. that really made sense to me.
FO you got into education.  how did you get here.
CR my first teaching job was in Palestine, Texas. I married someone from ???   he
taught high school Spanish and coached soccer. after one year in east Texas we came
to Houston. my first district was spring branch.  I taught at ridgecrest elementary and
I  taught lst grade   and  pre   -k.     I  taught   for 4 years   and  then  had my first child.
Ridgecrest was going year round when my child was born and I did not want to be
away from my child that much so I moved to the cy-fair district.  I was part of the first
bi-lingual teams at the first bi-lingual campuses . they did it a little different.  the
children did not go to their neighborhood school but were bussed to different
campuses.  that was a difficult experience for me. working with people that had no
qualms about saying we don't want the bi-lingual children in our schools. I taught
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there for a year and then moved to hisd.  in hisd I worked at walnut bend elementary
and then heard of an opportunity about a school that was opening up.  it was an
innovative school, the rice school. I applied and was one of the first teachers to open
up the campus and worked there for two years and then moved in administration. I
went to walnut bend as an administrator.  I was a parent liaison , connecting the
parents with the campus and the teachers. there were two separate communities.  the
homes in walnut bend and then the apartment complexes .   one of my goals was to
show that the Hispanic population, the parents would participate.  we were non
threatening.  we had a lot of success at getting the parents to participate. classes in
parenting, speakers, mother - daughter club with 5th grade girls. we wanted the
mothers to have their eyes opened up about what would happen in middle school.
also I wanted them to establish a good relationship with their daughters so that when
things started happening they would already have a friendship there to help
communication.
FO was that something that the school did.
CR no, I did it on my own. I got a little grant. we met on Saturdays.  it was voluntary.
I asked the teachers to submit name of girls they thought would want to participate
and would benefit from being part of it. we talked, we had speakers, we had career

day, activities, a relationship building and educational. we  took them to rice
university .
FO when was it that college became important to you
CR always was something.
FO did your mother say it was something you needed todo.
CR no it was me, I think that it was because of my parents support that I was able to
do it. my older sister did not go away to university but she went to u of h. my brother
went a couple of years. neither of them completed a degree.   I was the first one to get
a degree.
FO it is always interesting to know how people get into certain things. some families
no one continues their education and in some families everyone goes on to college.
CR I think my mother(third grade education in rural Mexico where I was born) a  lot
of it was my personal drive.   when I told her I was going away to college she cried.
she would tell me after I was gone, she went to work and cried.   if you start showing
this to her she won't go.   she was a very traditional person.   it is one of the reason

young Hispanic girls don't go away to college.
FO one of the things I keep running across as I work in spring branch and in the
churches is we can't get Hispanics involved and even in the schools and parents won't
go to PTA.  tmo has wonderful success. what would you attribute your success to.
CR it is important for parents to know that they can trust the people in the leadership

position and that person can really relate to them. if someone is doing it just because
it is there job, they will not be as successful as someone who has a passion for it and
is doing it because they see the future and betterment of the community is the key
ingredient. the person in leadership doesn't care that the parents are poor, or that they
have to walk to where they need to go, those are all just barriers that they have and
they need to overcome them.  I think the barriers can be over come.
FO how do you create trust.
CR  be visible.  it is important for parents to see me out.  to know that I care about
their children.  to know that I am willing to take a stand for their children. I think the
most distrusting and hardest to win over were the head-start parents. there were a
couple of instances where this one mom would not open up when I talked with her.
with some parents it takes a long time and lot of hard work and not giving up.
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FO what has it been like working with tmo
CR beneficial for me.   it is a big job. the expertise that Joe has, his way of going
about it, not intrusive, non-demeaning, respectful.  I don't have to run around
patching up things he is doing.   I know he has a lot to offer.   he had done a good job
of focusing on a lot of things.   I thought we were going to be doing the leadership
academy this year. after we started having the meeting it was not our agenda that was
dictating everything, it was the community, the parents. the parents felt more
comfortable with me taking on the conflicts.
FO  I have worked a lot with groups and this approach that tmo uses I like.  you are
not the expert. this starts off by saying tell us your story, what has been your
experience.   all of a sudden people say my feeling, my opinions are appreciated.   that
is important. security was more important to the parents than the parent academy.
CR  my vision would be that it is not a panda path parent group but a community
group.   how can my children feel good about learning if there is violence outside.   I
think a community group, panda path, hollybrook, just spring branch resident
FO you want to get people involved in their children's' education. you empower
people to take care of the security issues.   they see that the school is where they got
this power.  you are valued.
CR the school is the right place to begin. the parent needs to feel comfortable and
valued before they will come into the classroom and help
FO I have been so impressed with the people who have come out of the meetings as
the leaders. the Anglos come to the meeting and say how did you get these people
here.  how did you get them to speak out. it takes a lot of work. it takes respect, and
training
cr.  I have been impressed with the leadership.  not all of them have the same
educational background.    a lot  of them  it is obvious that the education is limited.    a  lot
of them are very well spoken.
FO  I believe there are things that bring people together across racial, ethnic and
social background.  I call them archetypal symbols. those basic things in our life,
birth, death, rites of passage, safety, security, things of that nature . Children,
safety, security.   have you seen other types of symbols like that
cr.  family.  when the parents feel comfortable to come into the school they get more
respect.
FO  if you were to wake up tomorrow morning and the spring branch/memorial
community was perfect, what would it look like.
CR  I would have a lot of volunteers. it would be the parents from the north helping
the parents from the south.   some of them would be here reading to the children.   I
would have a true combination ofparents . there would be an opportunity for teachers
from this campus to go to schools from the other side and trade places for a day.
FO do you have anything else that you might want people to know about yourself, or
your vision.  have you seen any myths dispelled.
CR   my group of parents came to me and were worried about the speeding traffic in
front of the school.   they said we want to be the crossing guards.  can you get me a
poster board so I can just stand there.   I told them we had supplies, like flags. they
myth was the parents were not interested and would help.  we have proven them
wrong.
FO   some of the residents had a myth about the police and the police probably had a
myth about them. the apartment owners and apartment managers. there was more
trust. the people from the sub-division had a lot of myths and I had a lot of myths
about them. they really weren't concerned about the day laborers.  it was interesting
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to  see what they thought about each other. hopefully some of that has begun to break
down.   sometimes the  only way to get that kind of diversity is arraign a controversial
issue.
cr.   that was probably the first time  some of those people have been to the area.   what
is going to help us is to continue to have opportunity for community meetings.
talking with each other, not to be afraid of what the other one is thinking. there will
always be resistance.
FO appreciation of the other, no matter what is think about the people from
binglewood, I have to appreciate what they have been through for the last 25 years.
but you have to appreciate the work every body is trying to contribute.
cr.  Laura said I don't live down Pitner but my children will go to the same high
school that these children will attend. our children will be combined.  so if I don't
help who will? the parents realized that it was all of our problems.   if we don't all
work together in society we are in trouble.
FO I agree. okay thank you.
CR  I'm only here for a short time.  I have to use my time effectively.  I have a strong
feeling that God has a plan for me to move me somewhere else and I'm not afraid to
say that  God  is  the  one that placed  me here, because  I  have a strong belief that that's
why I'm here.
FO  I wouldn't disagree with that at all.  I think your leadership and love exudes here
at Panda Path.
CR (speaking of a parents description of the center) the center is like bringing the
light to this community.  and when I told Molly this, I said I didn't believe they had
cut that out and molly said they didn't ... I thought that was so appropriate for the
church.
FO and what is his name again
cr. Mr. Oriovetez
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Appendix D: Questionnaire and Questionnaire Results
Dissertation Questionnaire
for Research Project ofFranklin Orson

Please circle the following from 1-10 with 1 being the lowest in importance and 10
being the most important.
1. Children are successful in school because.........
ofthe quality of school facilities

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

of a competitive academic environment

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

of competent teachers

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

of a competent principal

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

ofparental involvement

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

of a high IQ

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

2. Assuming you are just moving into the west side of Houston,
rank the following   1-10  with   1 being least important, 5 being neutral  and   10
being most important in choosing a neighborhood school:
TAPS scores

1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10

Ethnicity of school

1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10

Quality of facilities

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10
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I would not consider the schools in choosing a place to live

1234567 8    9     10

I do not believe public schools provide a proper atmosphere for my child/children
so I would either home school or choose private schools

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

3.  In comparison to other schools in the Spring Branch ISD (SBISI)) I consider
my child's/children's school to be (check the best answer or if you have no
children of school age, skip this question)

a. Superior
b. Inferior
c. About the same
d. Don't know
e. I do not compare

4. In comparing the SBISD schools south of Katy Freeway with the schools on
the north side of Katy Freeway I consider them to be as follows:   (rank 1-10 with
l being vastly inferior, 5 being about the same and 10 being vastly superior)

South side schools are superior to north side schools

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

North side schools are superior to south side schools

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

5. My judgments concerning the previous two questions are based on the
following (rank 1-10 with 1 being the least important, 5 being neutral and 10
being most important)
TAPS scores

1234567 8     9     10

Unequal funding of schools on one side of Katy Freeway

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

Positive parental involvement

1234567 8     9     10

Ethnicity
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1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

College acceptance rates and percentage of college enrollment

1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10

6.  I believe people living on the South side of Katy Freeway are wealthier than
people living on the North side of Katy Freeway.  (Rank 1-10 with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10

7. I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway are wealthier than
people living on the South side of Katy Freeway. ( Rank 1-10 with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10

8. I believe people living on the South side of Katy Freeway are more educated
than people living on the North side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10 with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10

9. I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway are more educated
than people living on the South side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10 with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10

10. I believe people living on the South side of Katy Freeway commit more
crimes than people living on the North side of Katy Freeway. ORankl-10
with 10 being strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

11. I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway commit more
crimes than people living on the South side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10 with 10
being strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

12. I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway are better people
than people living on the South side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10, with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).
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1234567 8    9     10

13. I believe people living on the South side of Katy Freeway are better people
than I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10, with
1 being considerably worse, 5 being the same and 10 being considerably better).

1234567 8     9     10

14. Rank the following as to importance in creating community trust and
solidarity in the overall SBISD community. ( Rank 1-10 with 1 creating a
hindrance to community trust, 5 being neutral and 10 being a most positive
influence for creating community trusO.
Katy Freeway

1234567 8    9     10

Memorial and Spring Branch Hospitals

1234567 8    9     10

Spring Branch Independent School District

1234567 8    9     10

Ethnic diversity

1234567 8     9     10

Inter-faith Church relationships

1234567 8     9     10

Spring Branch Super Neighborhoods

1234567 8     9     10

City/county/state government

1234567 8    9     10

Memorial City Shopping Mall

1234567 8     9     10

Dissertation Questionnaire Results
for Research Project of Franklin Orson

Church Affiliation
I live North, South of Katy Freeway ( please circle one)
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I am, am not involved in TMO (please circle one)
Number of school age children
My school children attend school

Please circle the following from 1-10 with 1 being the lowest in importance and 10
being the most important.
1. Children are successful in school because.........
of the quality of school facilities

SS 6.333
1 2 3 4 5 6 7         8         9         10

NS 6.307
ofa competitive academic environment

SS 7.333
1 2 3 4 5 6        7        8        9        10

NS 7.230
ofcompetent teachers

SS 9.38
1 2 3 4 5 6        7        8        9        10

NS 9.153
ofa competent principal

SS 8.19
1 2 3 45 6        7        8        9        10

NS 8
ofparental involvement

SS 9.19
1 2 3 456 7         8         9         10

NS 9.538
of a high IQ

SS 6.38
1 2 3 456 7         8         9         10

NS 6.846

2. Assuming you are just moving into the west side of Houston,
rank the following 1-10 with 1 being least important, 5 being neutral and 10
being most important in choosing a neighborhood school:
TAPS scores

SS 7.333
1         2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10

NS 6.923
Ethnicity of school

SS 6.285
1 2 3 456 7         8         9         10

NS 5.153

Quality of facilities
SS 7.19

1 2 3 4 5 67 8     9     10
NS 7.461
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I would not consider the schools in choosing a place to live
SS 4.15

1234567 8    9     10
NS 6.363

I do not believe public schools provide a proper atmosphere for my child/children so I
would either home school or choose private schools

SS 3.235
1234567 8    9     10

NS 1.833

3.  In comparison to other schools in the Spring Branch ISD (SBISD) I consider
my child's/children's school to be (check the best answer or if you have no
children of school age, skip this question)

a. Superior  SS 1 NS 3
b. Inferior SS 0 NS 2
c. About the same  SS 1 NS 2
d. Don't know SS 0 NSO
e. I do not compare  SS 0   NS 2

4. In comparing the SBISD schools south of Katy Freeway with the schools on
the north side of Katy Freeway I consider them to be as follows:  (rank 1-10 with
l being vastly inferior, 5 being about the same and 10 being vastly superior)

South side schools are superior to north side schools
SS 6.55

1234567 8    9     10
NS 6.928

North side schools are superior to south side schools
SS 3.722

1234567 8    9     10
NS 4.461

5. My judgments concerning the previous two questions are based on the
following (rank 1-10 with 1 being the least important, 5 being neutral and 10
being most important)

TAPS scores
SS 7.166

1234567 8    9     10
NS 6.181

Unequal funding of schools on one side ofKaty Freeway
SS 4.937

1234567 8    9     10
NS 6.692
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Positive parental involvement
SS 8.4

1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10
NS 8

Ethnicity
SS 5.777

1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10
NS 6.583

College acceptance rates and percentage of college enrollment
SS 6.882

1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10
NS 7.307

6.  I believe people living on the South side of Katy Freeway are wealthier than
people living on the North side of Katy Freeway.  (Rank 1-10 with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

SS 7.714
1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10

NS 8.785

7. I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway are wealthier than
people living on the South side of Katy Freeway. ( Rank 1-10 with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and I being strongly disagree).

SS 2.19
1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

NS 2.846

8. I believe people living on the South side of Katy Freeway are more educated
than people living on the North side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10 with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

SS 7.095
1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10

NS 7.857

9. I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway are more educated
than people living on the South side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10 with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being  the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

SS 2.809
1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

NS 2.769

10. I believe people living on the South side of Katy Freeway commit more
crimes than people living on the North side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10
with 10 being strongly agree, 5 being  the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

SS 4.095
1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9         10

NS 2.857

11. I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway commit more
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crimes than people living on the South side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10 with 10
being strongly agree, 5 being  the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

SS 5.714
1 2 3 45 6        7        8        9         10

NS 6.571
12. I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway are better people
than people living on the South side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10, with 10 being
strongly agree, 5 being the same and 1 being strongly disagree).

SS 4.285
1 2 3 4 5 6        7        8        9         10

NS 4.077

13. I believe people living on the South side of Katy Freeway are better people
than I believe people living on the North side of Katy Freeway. (Rank 1-10, with
l being considerably worse, 5 being the same and 10 being considerably better).

SS 4.476
12345678910

NS 4.077

14. Rank the following as to importance in creating community trust and
solidarity in the overall SBISD community. ( Rank 1-10 with 1 creating a
hindrance to community trust, 5 being neutral and 10 being a most positive
influence for creating community trust).

Katy Freeway
SS 3.55

1 2 3 4 56 7          8          9          10

NS 4.538
Memorial and Spring Branch Hospitals

SS 6.428
1 2 3 456 7         8         9         10

NS 6.214
Spring Branch Independent School District

SS 7.619
1 2 3 456 7         8         9         10

NS 7.071

Ethnic diversity
SS 5.762

1 2 3 456 7          8          9          10

NS 5.642
Inter-faith Church relationships

SS 7.2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7          8          9          10

NS 7
Spring Branch Super Neighborhoods

SS 6.789
1 2 3 4 56 7          8          9          10

NS 6.692
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City/county/state government
SS 5.9

1         2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9         10
NS 6.857

Memorial City Shopping Mall
SS 5.05

1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9         10
NS 5.571

15. What group of people or institutions do you believe can assert the most
powerful and positive influence on the SBISD area community?

Please take a few minutes to answer the following questions.

Describe people who live in SBISD on the North side of Katy Freeway

Describe people who live in SBISD on the South side of Katy Freeway
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Appendix E
Mann- Whitney Questionnaire Computation

Mann Whitney U Test Results

The Mann Whitney U test was conducted on Question 5B o f the questionnaire
which referred to Unequal funding of schools on one side of Katy Freeway.    The
results showed that among parents and all persons responding, that north side
responses showed a significance that there was an unequal funding of schools.

Among parents there was a P( 1) = 0.0244  and on P(2) = 0.0488, with parents on the
north side believing there was unequal funding.  For all respondents questioned, there

was a P(1) = 0.0154 and a P(2) = 0.0308.  On both of these computations the Level of
Significance for a Directional test was significant at .025 and on the Non-Directional
Test it was significant at the .05 range. All other question showed no significance.

Question 5B-- Comparing funding of SBISD schools.
There is unequal funding ofschools

Group A are North of I-10 respondents and Group B are South side
respondents

Ranks for Ranks for Raw Data for        Raw Data for
count Sample A Sample B 1 Sample A Sample B

1 5.5 2  3 1
2  13.5 4 2 1 5 1
3  13.5 $2 1 5 1
4  13.5 '4   5 2
5                    13.5 1 5.5                     5                       3
6           13.5           7            5             4
7 21.5 1

13.5                    7                       5
8 21.5 13.5                    7                      5
9                     24                    13.5                    8                      5
10                    24                    13.5                    8                       5
11             26.5            13.5             9               5
12 29.5

1

13.5  10  5
13  29.5  13.5  10  5
14  29.5   20  10  6
15                                             24                                             8
16                                 26.5                                 9

17                                           29.5                                            10

Mean Ranks Mean Ranks
for for

Sample A Sample B
19.9 12.8 Mean ranks are provided only for descriptive purpose.  They

are not a part of the Mann-Whitney test.

UA= 64 z= 2.16 P(1)= 0.0154 P(2)=0.0308
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Critical Values ofU for na=14; nb=17

Question 5B-- Comparing funding of SBISD schools.
There is unequal funding of schools

Group A are North of I-10 respondents with children and Group B are South side
respondents with children

Ranks for Ranks for RawData for Raw Data for
count Sample A Sample B Sample A Sample B

1                           7                           1                           5                           1

2                7                2               5
2       1

3                 7                 3                5                 4

4              7              7              5              5

5                     11.5                    7                      7                      5
6                    13                    7                    8                     5
7 14.5 11.5 10 7
8                    14.5                                            10

]

Mean Ranks Mean Ranks
for for

Sample A      Samlie B
10.2 5.5 Mean ranks are provided only for descriptive purpose.  They

are not a part of the Mann-Whitney test.

UA= 10.5 z=1.97 P(1)= 0.0244 P(2)=0.0488

Critical Values of U for na=8; nb=7
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Beginning Schmatic/Before TMO
Panda Path Early Childhood Development Center

February 2002
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Schematic-As of April 11, 2002
Community Meeting--Panda Path
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Panda Path Relational Schematic

As of June 1,2002
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